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When an individual, usually a man, is attracted to another, usually a

woman, from another country or lower social class, he deals with potentially

dangerous desires by declaring her a supernatural creature, a strategy that I term

“folklore-naming,” distinct from “folklore-narrating,”  or telling stories about the

fantastic.  Many in nineteenth-century England feared that the Irish, Jews,

working-class girls, governesses, spinsters and the insane were corrupting

national purity.  In response to such anxieties about the security of sexual, racial,

class, and/or national status, a character employs folktale, fairy tale, or myth to

alleviate discomfort.  Yet terms like “fairy” are peculiar nicknames since these

beings can be helpful and/or harmful.  Using supernatural vocabulary to control

females who occupy cultural boundaries, when the words themselves connote
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ambiguity and secret power, undermines the effort to put women in their place.

This study draws attention to how instances of folklore, hitherto considered in

structural and psychological manners, tie to uneasiness around race, class, sex,

nation, and desire in selected genres of British women’s fiction from 1750 to

1880.

I start with investigation of the place of fairy lore in Sarah Fielding’s The

Governess and Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho, texts that introduce the

concept of folklore-narrating to comment on the female condition.  The English

narrator of Sydney Owenson's The Wild Irish Girl folklore-names the

“degenerate” Irishwoman he loves because she is unsuited to his nationality and

class status.  Next, the fiction of Charlotte Brontë offers a variety of folklore

dynamics, from Rochester’s nicknames for governess Jane Eyre to Shirley’s

folklore-narration on mermaids to Lucy Snowe’s folklore-naming of Paulina in

Villette.  By contrast, in George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss, Middlemarch, and

Daniel Deronda, anxieties shift from colonial and working women to simply the

Englishwoman, who can still seem strange and threatening at home.  Finally, in

mid-Victorian fairy tales by Jean Ingelow (Mopsa the Fairy) and Anne

Thackeray, we see how middle-class Englishness becomes magical, both in

domestic realms and in Fairyland.
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Introduction

Folklore as a Critical Tool

Toward the beginning of Elizabeth Gaskell’s Ruth (1853) a curious scene

occurs.  The hunchback Mr. Benson appears on the scene like some magical

gnome and, throughout the rest of the novel, proceeds to act as a fairy godfather

to the heroine.  Ruth and Benson discuss the beauties of the Welsh countryside,

and the kind parson explains that the locals believe the fox-glove to be a favorite

flower of fairies:

“Its Welsh name is Maneg Ellyllyn– the good people’s glove;

and hence, I imagine, our folk’s-glove or fox-glove.”

“It’s a very pretty fancy,” said Ruth, much interested, and

wishing that he would go on, without expecting her to reply.”1

His observation associating the plant, a cardiac stimulant and poison, with fairies

rings true for Celtic folklore in the nineteenth century.  As late as 1895 Irish

parents were advised to put juice from the plant in the ears and mouth of a child

suspected to be a changeling (Bourke 81).

When Ruth’s seducer, Mr. Bellingham, hears of the forest encounter, he

seeks out the stranger.  Curiously enough, his reaction to Mr. Benson refers to

fairies as well:
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“Ruth,” said he, when he returned, “I’ve seen your little

hunchback. He looks like Riquet-with-the-Tuft. He’s not a

gentleman, though. If it had not been for his deformity, I should

not have made him out from your description; you called him a

gentleman.”  (70)

This joking allusion to the malformed but good-hearted prince of Charles

Perrault’s eponymous fairy tale masks irritation.  Bellingham chides Ruth for

describing Benson as a gentleman – he uses the term twice to highlight her error –

since someone with such a dilapidated wardrobe and lodgings cannot be anyone

of rank.  The parson cannot be a prince.

The passages’ interest for me stems neither from parallels between the

story line of Ruth and that of Perrault’s tale (there are none) nor from Mr.

Benson’s status as a homely hunchback like the fairy tale hero.  The significance

of these conversations lies in the fact that in these few pages of the novel, the two

men both refer to fairy stories.  When the parson educates Ruth on local folk

tradition, she listens and, conscious of her botanical illiteracy, hopes he will not

expect her to respond in kind.  Bellingham invokes not oral lore but a classic,

literary, French tale to illustrate to the heroine her mistaken judgment.  These

situations, in which an individual refers to a creature from folktale, fairy tale, or

even mythology to reinforce his or her own self-confidence, to allay uneasiness

regarding the sex and social standing of his or her partner, among other variables,
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and to put a companion in the “proper” place are processes I call “folklore-

naming” and “folklore-narrating.” In the former, one character directly labels

another as a fairy creature, as Bellingham does to Benson, while in the latter a

character takes a more indirect approach by spinning a story about the fantastic,

as Benson does briefly in his lesson to Ruth.

Although Nicola Bown argues that, during 1750 to 1880, men showed

great interest in fairies while women more or less ignored them (Fairies 13), as

Ruth’s example indicates, some British women writers seem to pay attention to

male fascination with the fantastic in ways that women cannot ignore.  In English

women’s fiction, the processes of folklore-naming and -narrating typically

operate with a male/masculine namer or narrator and female/feminine named or

narratee, a pairing that corresponds to a power differential.  The players do not

have to be of opposing sexes, necessarily, but gender distinctions frequently are

unmistakable, even in prose written by men, about men.  For example, in Charles

Dickens’s Our Mutual Friend, Jenny Wren declares the Jewish peddler Riah her

fairy godmother.  Made outcast and relatively powerless in English society by

rank and religion, he cannot function as a godfather.  We even can argue the

existence of a similar gendered discrepancy in the above passages from Ruth

where one man folklore-names another.  Bellingham occupies a superior niche by

virtue of his aristocratic leisure, and Benson, due to his clerical work and physical

infirmity, assumes a feminized position.
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Men are folklore-named, certainly, but in my survey of British fiction, I

have found women far more often as recipients of fantastic labels.  Even in

Gaskell’s work, where the gentleman declares the absent pastor “Riquet-with-the-

Tuft,” the folklore term really serves to remind the individual present, Ruth, of

her social ignorance; of the three characters, the woman occupies the lowest

position of all. Because of the scarcity of men as fairy creatures, because

frequently the labeled fellow acts as a displacement for a female subject, and

because I choose British women writers for study, in this project I focus

particularly on women who are folklore-named, both by men and other women.

Although calling a girl a “fairy” or joking about seeing sirens may appear

to be innocuous exchanges between individuals, in keeping with Bakhtin’s theory

of heteroglossia, an utterance of a word like “witch” resonates within multiple

contexts.  Folklore-naming and –narrating act as linguistic displacements for

complex clashes of British anxieties about the lines between “us” and “them,” the

class, racial and national Others, especially women.  Before exploring cultural

concerns, however, I address the question, why are fairies, mermaids, goddesses,

and goblins used as the comparisons of choice?  What exactly are these creatures?

What’s In a Name?  The Difficulty of Defining the Fairy Folk

On a basic level, fairies and their kin challenge the fixity of boundaries.

According to one definition, “The fairy may be defined as a species of being
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partly material, partly spiritual; with a power to change its appearance, and be, to

mankind, visible or invisible, according to its pleasure” (Ritson 27).  Theories of

fairy origins yield no single answer – they are ghosts, demons, fallen angels, or

the last survivors of ancient pygmy races. In other words, a fairy is neither one

thing nor another, wholly.  Such a mystical being blurs the lines between reality

and imagination, beauty and beast, and it refuses to be categorized easily.

In his now-classic The Fantastic (1973), Tzvetan Todorov defines that

genre as one that involves a particular kind of reader-response, grounded in

hesitation that causes us to ask whether or not the event in the text is normal.

Given the hazy nature of fairies and their cousins, we can see how they fit into the

category of the fantastic.  The reader of literature shares in the doubt of a

character:

In a world which is indeed our world, the one we know, a world

without devils, sylphides, or vampires, there occurs an event which

cannot be explained by the laws of this same familiar world.  The

person who experiences the event must opt for one of two possible

solutions: either he is the victim of an illusion of the senses . . . or

else the event had indeed taken place, it is an integral part of

reality. . . . The fantastic occupies the duration of this uncertainty.

(25)
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The fantastic’s insistent resistance to determinacy carries over into the folklore-

name.  When an inexplicable event takes place and threatens to break laws about

strict observation of cultural boundaries – for example, a nobleman ignores his

culture’s unspoken dictates regarding class alliance and falls in love with his

serving-maid – we cannot be in “our world.”  Strangely we must therefore be in

the realm of “devils, sylphides, or vampires,” and the individual who occasions

the shift becomes one of those fantastic creatures.

The folklore-name recognizes the precarious nature of borders and also

rewrites and exaggerates the distance between namer and named, from something

socially unsettling to something near comical.  Rather than admitting passion for

a servant, our exemplary gentleman declares, often melodramatically, that he has

fallen under the control of a mermaid: a mysterious creature, not a social inferior.

Yet the folklore-name only displaces the very real problem and tries to cast it in a

less serious, light-hearted realm of fairies.  Because a pixie might turn malicious

at any time, the label highlights the fearsome, uncontrollable aspect of the subject

so named.  The anxieties around sexual, class, racial, and national boundaries

therefore find ready expression in the uncertainty inherent in folklore.

The indeterminacy around fairies in folklore can be traced to several

sources, etymology and literary history among them.  If we were to attempt to

determine the “original” meaning for “fairy,” we would find multiple answers.

The OED gives an etymology derived from Old French, and the word fée refers to
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a woman who practices magic.  The dictionary cross-references the term “fay,”

familiar from medieval romance and figures like Morgan le Fay.  Such a human

lady, who looks like any other mortal women, although perhaps more uncannily

beautiful, makes claims of Christian piety while working dark powers.  “Fay”

leads to the Latinate fata, for the female Fates.  Many, including Joseph Ritson

(Fairy Tales, 1831) and Thomas Keightley (The Fairy Mythology, 1850), theorize

that “fairy” may also have come from the Persian “Peri,” for a race of good Djinn,

or air spirits.  All three linguistic sources clearly are gendered feminine and sexed

female.  Additionally, the Fates wield incredible power, weaving and cutting the

threads of mortal lives, and the fays can enchant men to do their bidding.

Working from etymology, one might conclude that fairies are female by default.

Yet the fairy folk are not always ladies, not always awesome in abilities,

and not always imposing in size. Because some of Paracelsus’s elementals,

particularly sylphs and nymphs, share names with creatures in fairy tradition, his

1566 treatise bears scrutiny.  Most elementals, or nature spirits, including

salamanders (fire), pygmies (earth), and sylphs (air) are of both sexes and vary in

dimension, with the last generally much larger than men and women.  The fourth

nature spirit, the nymph or undine (water), aspires to marry a mortal man in order

to acquire a soul for herself.  All elementals are embodied, fleshly beings that

nevertheless can pass through matter – we see again a part material, part spirit

definition.  But these fairy relatives border on the sublime: “Not to be confused
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with mere beasts, ghosts, and demons, these elementals magnify God’s glory”

(Parsons 158).  The confusion among fairies, demons, and ghosts is long-

standing, however, and folklorists continue to debate whether fairies are

synonymous with mere ghosts and demons.

Lewis Spence speculates that the idea of fairies may well have originated

with spirits of the dead, particularly with ancestral spirits like the Banshee, but he

points out that more modern peoples distinguish between the species (82-3). Both

fictional and real persons sometimes agree.  In The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794),

a novel I will investigate in Chapter One, the maid Annette politely tells her brave

mistress, “I am not so much afraid of fairies, as of ghosts, and they say there are a

plentiful many of them about the castle.”  She identifies two kinds of creatures in

her explanation.  Almost a century after the publication of Radcliffe’s novel,

William Butler Yeats cites Irish citizens who opine that while ghosts are

nonsense, fairies, or “the gentry,” exist (Celtic Twilight 8; Fairy and Folk 6).

Both sources characterize the gentry as fallen angels.  Modern critics also uphold

the separation Spence notes between fairies and spirits of the dead.  For example,

Vanessa Dickerson in Victorian Ghosts in the Noontide: Women Writers and the

Supernatural covers ghosts almost exclusively, including in works by Charlotte

Brontë and George Eliot, and Nicola Bown in Fairies in Nineteenth-Century Art

and Literature restricts herself to fairies.
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Passing over angels, demons, ghosts, and other supernatural incarnations

still might strike the reader as an arbitrary choice on my part.  I am not so much

choosing a side in the folklore debate as I am attempting to limit the amount of

material which I review here in detail. Additionally, I see as a slight but

significant difference between a ghost and a creature like a fairy.  A ghost,

however, once was mortal and wanders the mortal realm as a disembodied soul,

while the beings I specify were never mortal; in fact they are seen as immortal,

inhuman, and most importantly, soulless.  Mermaids, elves, witches, centaurs –

all belong to races apart from mankind and are associated with peculiar, un-

Christian brands of magic. Choosing to call a girl a fairy, rather than a ghost,

brings a fraught term into play.

I return to the problem of what a person means when s/he calls someone

else a fairy.  Physically, the beings vary, not only in terms of sex and gender.  As

W.B. Yeats cautions, “Do not think the fairies are always little. Everything is

capricious about them, even their size.  They seem to take what size or shape

pleases them” (Fairy and Folk 11-12).  Although the Irish sidhe generally appear

thin, pale, and tall (over six feet), in the thirteenth century the Anglo-Norman

Gervase of Tilbury described creatures called “Portunes,” small wizened men

only a few feet high.  Chaucer mentions both male and female fairies throughout

The Canterbury Tales, although most in “The Wife of Bath’s Tale.”  Several

critics observe that the poet gives little clue as to the stature of his elves (Ritson
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27; Spence 9).  In early British tradition, we thus see two very opposite visions of

the fairy folk: human, enchanting, female fays and miniature male sprites.  This

contrast, however, inverted English ideals about appropriate gender roles.  How

would the nation handle the imagined threat of uncanny enchantresses,

particularly living, breathing, human women who harbored destructive power?

By the reign of Elizabeth, literature transformed the mighty Fata, Fay, and

Peri into something quite less, literally, and the new artistic vision began to

overshadow – although not erase entirely – the large, menacing fantastic.  Fairies

become miniaturized. In his 1590s Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare characterizes

Queen Mab as being small as an acorn.  Drayton’s Nymphidia (1627) continues

the microscopic trend, with gnats leading Mab’s coach and Oberon brandishing a

spear “well near of two inches long.”  In both instances, the male authors envision

pocket-sized pixies.  Nineteenth-century male artists who illustrate Shakespeare

take their cue from the evidence of the plays themselves, as in three famous and

frequently reproduced paintings: Francis Danby’s “Scene From a Midsummer

Night’s Dream” (1832), Sir Joseph Paton’s “The Reconciliation of Oberon and

Titania.” (1847), and “The Quarrel of Oberon and Titania” (1849).  Danby places

a mushroom towering above the feuding royals, while Paton pictures the

classically nude fairy monarchs as twice the size of their subjects but still

markedly smaller than the sleeping mortals.  Medieval fays may be difficult to tell

apart from mortal ladies, but fairies in the Shakespearean fashion display clear,
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bodily Otherness.  Diminishing the size of the uncanny creatures makes it easier

to recognize their threat, and possibly to contain and even diffuse it.

We can see the influence of Elizabethan tradition, as well as changing

ideas about the spheres of men and women, by comparing fairy illustrations from

England to those from France.  As an example, I choose plates from The Arabian

Nights’ tale “The Adventures of Prince Camaralzaman,” a story important in

my Chapter Four analysis of Daniel Deronda.  The 1839-40 French depiction of

the two patron fairies shows both with turbans and substantial, feathery wings

reminiscent of archangels’, and Maimoune, daughter of a genii leader, looks

down on a rather cross Danhasch.  In both translations, the male genius fears the

female, whether because of her parentage, her goodness, or her Christianity, and

thus the positioning of the figures in the French plate fits the characterization.  In

an 1810 London edition, the placement reverses, however, as the male fairy

looms markedly over the female, who kneels by the bed and whose wings

resemble the butterfly’s.
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1. Les mille et une nuits, Maimoune and Danhasch. 2. Robert Smirke, Maimoune and
            Danhasch.

Although The Arabian Nights may not offer the best comparison, since artists

may have attempted a more “exotic” style for Middle-eastern subject matter, this

English portrayal of a female fairy in the early 1800s shows a delicacy of form,

with wings insect-like rather than angelic.  Notice, too, that while Maimoune is

smaller than Danhasch, she appears to be identical in size to the sleeping mortals.

The “tiny” tradition carries over into nineteenth-century illustrations of

more native folklore as well.  Critics frequently point to the art of Richard Dadd

and John Anster Fitzgerald as examples of Victorian fairy painting, and both men

portray mischievous, even cruel, sprites alongside birds, mice, and other small

animals (see Maas for color reproductions).  In Thomas Crofton Croker’s Fairy

Legends and Traditions of the South of Ireland (1826), the accompanying artwork
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by fellow countryman Daniel Maclise (1806-1870), engraved for the edition by

W.H. Brooke, clearly reflects seventeenth-century literary ideas of fairy size and

insect company.  Figure 3 shows a muscular male fairy, reminiscent of Drayton’s

Oberon, garbed in a classical toga and sporting on the back of a dragonfly, while

Figure 4 features nude, female sprites in transparent draperies, one lounging

beneath a mushroom and the other playing with a butterfly.  Even in the

miniatures we can identify the appropriate spheres of each sex, with the male

fairy out among the shooting stars and the fairy ladies earthbound.

           

3. Daniel Maclise, male fairy on dragonfly.             4. Daniel Maclise, two female fairies at play.

Here the male fairy, like the Portune, is small.  The Otherness of the literary,

gauzy nymph clearly appears in her tiny body and provocative dress.

Even fairy tales are not immune.  George Cruikshank’s illustrations for his

1846 Fairy Library portray Cinderella’s fairy godmother in a pointed black hat,
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with both skirt and stature shorter than the heroine’s.  Although difficult to see in

this reproduction, the fairy has a twisted, grimacing smile; she appears evil.

5. Cruikshank, illustration of Cinderella encountering her fairy godmother.

If we compare this depiction to Cruikshank’s 1850 frontispiece for Keightley's

The Fairy Mythology, we notice in the latter a broomstick-riding trail of similarly

clothed ladies.  The linking of fairies and witches is not an isolated connection on

the part of Cruikshank, for Carole Silver tells us that England, as well as

Scotland, equated evil female fairies with witches.  “Both fairies and witches

could suggest evil disguised as good . . . both were accused of the same unnatural

crimes – of bringing disease and blight, of stealing and killing children, and of

indulging in cannibalism” (175), she notes.  By Perrault’s account, Cinderella’s
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godmother is good; Cruikshank’s illustration of the fairy as a witch, however,

suggests that one can never be sure.

 When I claim to look for “fairies” in folklore allusions, to what, then, do I

refer?  The creatures I seek include several races typically gendered feminine:

sylphs, nymphs, fairies, witches, and water spirits with fishy parts such as the

siren/syren, mermaid, nixie, undine, and Melusina.  Allusions to brownies,

dwarves, or goblins, conversely, signify male Otherness; by extension, their use

in naming a lady indicates someone – or thing, rather – particularly unnatural and

frightening.  I also examine beings that can be male or female, such as the

vampire (the undead who live on human blood; many fairy races were believed to

possess the same qualities) and elf. Finally, I include on my list mythological

women like Diana / Artemis, Hebe, Medusa, and Juno.  The fairy queen Titania,

argues Spence, is yet another incarnation of the virgin huntress and goddess, and

Diana frequently was considered a patron of fairies and witches (138-9).  Not

only do these figures imply a higher cultural cache than a mere nixie – a

distinction of quality, for lack of a better term – but also potentially greater

power.

The above paragraph details a long list of fairy beings, and to help further

categorize and organize my readings, folklore-naming and folklore-narrating in

this project will encompass three registers of the soulless supernatural.  The first,

folktale, includes customs passed down by the working class; its distinguishing
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feature is oral transmission.  Mr. Benson’s story in Ruth about the fox-glove, and

the term “water-nixie” fall under this division.  Female and gender-neutral

creatures from the folktale tradition include fairies, mermaids, elves, goblins,

nixies, hags, and witches.  The literate classes viewed such beings as romantic

nonsense, although increased interest in and respect for the folktale arose in the

late eighteenth century with the antiquarian push to recover “lost” traditions.

Fairy tales / Märchen / contes du fées, the second register, are literary

revisions of folktales, which come from The Arabian Nights, Frenchwomen’s

aristocratic salons in the late seventeenth century, and the Brothers Grimm

collections gleaned from lower- and middle-class German, female storytellers.

Bellingham’s reference to Perrault fits under this category, for example.  While

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century English readers held such stories in slightly

higher regard than folktales because of their written form, they generally looked

on the genre with disdain and associated it pejoratively with the female sex and

children, due to its imaginative and simple style (and, we may surmise, its

continental origins).  Still, the second register of folklore-naming is slightly more

removed from the oral, working folk and thus may represent a “safer” means of

dabbling in the fantastic for the subject of elite social standing.  As with the

folktale, the reception of the fairy tale by Britons evolved from suspicion to

affection in the time period between 1750 and 1880.  Fairy tales feature heroines
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who encounter strange magic and whose names are now familiar to most of us:

Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, and Sleeping Beauty, to cite a handful.

In contrast to both folktale and fairy tale, myth denotes a narrative of

religious significance set long ago in a place peopled with divine and semi-divine

beings.  Most frequently seen in British literature are references to classical

Roman and Greek traditions, including figures like Venus, Calypso, Medusa,

Diana, and Medea.  Taught in British schools, myth enjoyed a position of cultural

esteem high above that of the other two genres and the register farthest from the

actual “folk.”  Because knowledge of mythology could signal (monetary access

to) education, its use as folklore-name represents the least compromising

supernatural play for the character concerned with his or her class identity.  When

I discuss folklore-naming, then, I also specify which of the three registers is at

play and consider the implications of choosing a female creature from the

artistically privileged genre of myth, for example, rather than one from culturally

scorned folktale, to describe a cultural anxiety.

The secondary dynamic of “folklore-narrating” covers the same categories

and deserves more elaboration at this point in terms of sex and gender.

Traditionally women have been identified and constructed as the tellers of

folktales; consider the Sybil, Mother Goose, and Scheherazade, to name a few of

the more famous, as well as the sources of the stories published by Straparola,

Basile, and the Brothers Grimm.2  Indeed, as I show in the succeeding chapters,
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throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, elderly ladies, nursemaids,

and female servants were accused of filling the minds of British youth with

supernatural fancies.  Yet in contrast to the old dame of popular nineteenth-

century illustration, the tale-telling women in the fiction I survey generally are

young, and if they work at all, they occupy the socially precarious position of

governess.  Folklore-narrating is a much more indirect means of commentary on

problems of gender, class, and nation, and perhaps a safer one for the female

subject, as she is permitted, in the tradition of Mother Goose and her sisters, to

make up stories to entertain and to instruct.  I could predict that the two folklore

dynamics might break down along lines of sex, therefore, with women generally

holding the power of folklore-narrating, men the ability to folklore-name.  I thus

pay particular attention to violations of these “rules.”  Are they broken more in

one novel, the works of one author, or one time period in general?  Are the rubrics

clear-cut or more complicated, given the added variables of race, class, gender,

and nation?

And how, exactly, do fairy games interact with cultural concerns?  Fairies

signify fears about borders and boundaries.  As Diane Purkiss astutely observes

about English tradition, “Yet fairy narratives always gather in whatever place is

not home: the Middle East, the New World, the forests, moors, and marshes of

England, the Celtic terrains of Ireland and the Scottish Highlands” (197).

Fantasy, she argues, emerges when two cultures meet for the first time.  I would
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argue that the theory can be extended to cover the collision of any two spheres of

difference, whether sex, nation, class, gender, or race.

To explore the implications of folklore in British women’s fiction, I

concentrate on specific moments of folklore-naming and folklore-narrating in a

survey of selected works from different fictional genres, ranging in publication

dates from approximately 1750 to 1880.  Texts of seven primary authors are

considered: Sarah Fielding, Ann Radcliffe, Sydney Owenson, Charlotte Brontë,

George Eliot, Anne Thackeray,3 and Jean Ingelow.  To some extent I take into

account each work’s context as well, especially broader social and literary

attitudes toward the supernatural at the time of writing, for in each woman’s

writing we see folklore directed as females as a means of dealing with

contemporary anxieties.

Anxieties of the British Public, 1750-1880

 I chose the texts detailed in the following section as case studies first

because they feature multiple uses of the supernatural for study and also because

they tackle key social controversies of their respective eras.  Each chapter

responds to particular concerns, especially involving uneasiness around

individuals “Other” to English, white, gentrified males.

For the second half of the eighteenth century, I focus on the problem of

the nation’s women, their education, and their independence.  One critic contends
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that during this time, “the unprecedented interest in the female condition and in

female education was partly inspired by the philosophical shift toward rational

thought” (Raftery 43).  Although a broad statement to make about a complicated

period in English history, it draws our attention to a conflict over culture and the

position of women therein.  From Mary Astell’s 1694 A Serious Proposal To the

Ladies for the Advancement of their True and Greatest Interest to Daniel Defoe’s

“The Education of Women” in 1719 to Hannah More’s descriptions of

“bluestockings” in the 1780s, many in England argued that ladies should exercise

their minds through reading, if only to transform themselves into more agreeable

wives and companions.

Twinned with the debate over women’s education was disagreement over

the best pedagogies for children.  The question of schooling the poor drew

advocates among those who believed it was a Christian duty to teach everyone to

read the Scriptures and protesters among those who feared greater literacy would

create rebellious workers and undermine the class system.  Sarah Fielding’s The

Governess, or, The Little Female Academy offers a model by which educators

might safely use folklore, generally considered a grave danger to impressionable

minds, to teach moral behavior and also to hint that girls can fulfill their destinies

as single women.  Emily St. Aubert in Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho

couples an extensive education in the classics with a taste for poetry, and the
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heroine’s fantastic verses about supernatural creatures comment on the limited

position of women in her Gothic world.

Battles raged over national politics as well as a woman’s place in society.

The late eighteenth century found England engaged in a war with America and

was then witness to the 1789 revolution that began the fall of the French

monarchy and the rise of Napoleon.  Parliament debated the morality of slavery

while England fought to maintain a presence in the colonial West Indies.  Closer

to home lay Ireland.  In 1793 Catholics were granted the franchise and allowed to

buy their own land, but throughout 1798 residents of the nation revolted against

imperial control.  On August 1, 1800, the Act of Union officially took effect,

declaring Ireland part of Great Britain.  Although anxieties about war and

imperialism circulate throughout the period of this study, I emphasize the

relationship between the Irish and English around the time of Union as it plays

out with folklore allusions in The Wild Irish Girl, an epistolary, romantic national

tale by Sydney Owenson, Lady Morgan.

A more generalized apprehension about Englishness became one of the

defining characteristics of the Victorian era, according to Walter E. Houghton.  In

The Victorian Frame of Mind 1830-1870, he tries to explain the peculiarity of the

English consciousness during those decades.  “What is constantly present,

therefore, is the fear or suspicion, or simply the vague uneasy feeling, that one

was not sure he believed what he believed” (21), he concludes. People living in
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Britain in the mid-1800s saw constant change in emerging science, in the

perceived “threats” of Catholicism and atheism, and in neighboring countries,

where revolutions reorganized society in 1848.  Referencing Houghton’s concept

of confusion, Kimberley Reynolds and Nicola Humble note, “One of the most

familiar psychological strategies for dealing with doubt and uncertainty is to set

up boundaries and establish certainties” (6).  Particular characters in the early

Victorian novels of Charlotte Brontë, including Jane Eyre, Shirley, and Villette,

and in the mid-Victorian novels The Mill on the Floss, Middlemarch, and Daniel

Deronda by George Eliot handle insecurities about transgressing sexual, class,

racial, national, and gender guidelines through folklore-naming and -narrating as

methods of boundary construction.

For example, my hypothetical nobleman of the first section who finds

himself attracted to a laborer illustrates a true source of apprehension for those

living in nineteenth-century England.  Explanation lies in part in the social

strictures of the time.  Many people married to maintain family connections and

class privilege; Anne Thackeray’s fairy tales underscore the need for middle-class

members to intermarry in order to stabilize financial interests.  Common law

offered recourse for breach of promise, or broken engagements, and court cases

point to family disapproval and class inequality as understandable reasons for

dissolving a match (Frost 59-60).  Although many among the gentry could solve

their entanglements quietly, the possibility of suits and public scandal hovered
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over the heads of men who promised marriage to an inferior.  In folktales, fairy

tales, and myth, however, the god espouses the humble mortal; we know the

stories of romance well, and literary critics frequently focus on the love plot.

When a man falls in love with a woman far below his social niche, he enters into

a fantastic, unrealistic realm where his beloved might as well be a fairy –

unattainable except in the supernatural realm.  In everyday life, an English

gentleman of property ought not wed an Irish girl or a nurserymaid.  He should

wed a lady (with money) for the sake of status.

Finding a suitably stationed woman only led to new dread for the English

gentleman.  The Victorian “lady,” according to Martha Vicinus and Mary Poovey,

is a devoted mother (who did not actually take part in the child rearing), an ideal

wife (who deferred all to her spouse), and a creature aloof from sex.4  Yet few

women fit these “natural” criteria, and they became “supernatural,” un-domestic,

and Other as a result.  Working-class girls, prostitutes, governesses, spinsters and

the insane all were viewed as threats to national health and morality.5  In fact,

many memorable characters in nineteenth-century British fiction combine several

of these “undesirable” categories.  Gaskell’s Ruth Hilton is employed as a

seamstress before becoming Bellingham’s mistress and bearing his illegitimate

son, and the mad Lady Audley of Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s popular sensation

novel works as a governess before marrying into her title.  The governess in
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particular grew into a locus for cultural concerns about class, sexuality, and

morality, and I study such figures in detail in Chapters Three and Four.

As with the 1800 conflict over Ireland, Victorians formed fears around

larger distinctions, like nation and race.  Active imperialism stretched the

boundaries of England into a United Kingdom, Great Britain, and a British

empire, with acquisition on the average of 100,000 square miles of foreign

territory each year between 1815 and 1914 (Eldridge 11).  The adjective

“English” could connote the island of England itself or peoples categorized more

broadly, including residents of Wales and Scotland.  “British” more often referred

to imperial or economic scenarios, yet when speaking to foreigners, Victorian

travellers interchanged the term with “English.”  They tended to draw more

particular boundaries, distinguishing between Scotch and English, for example,

among themselves (Morgan 196-206).  Folklore offers an especially alluring

metaphor for colonial endeavors, since the British believed fairies and “savage”

natives to share many of the same distasteful traits.  In Chapter Five I discuss Jean

Ingelow’s children’s fantasy novel Mopsa the Fairy, in which a little boy, Jack,

must defend his middle-class British might in a matriarchal, peculiar, Fairyland

“empire.”

Anything “foreign” could be seen as threatening, however, and England

maintained a presence in India, the West Indies, and Jamaica, among other

territories.  When I speak of British imperialism, I have in mind on the one hand
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Patrick Brantlinger’s general definition, as first, a philosophy urging territorial

expansion and resolution of foreign disputes by military means, and second, an

ideology inculcating in its citizens allegiance to the mother country and the need

to civilize the natives, i.e., to make English what is not English (8).  More

generally, according to C.C. Eldridge, imperialism implies “the disposition of one

nation or people to establish and maintain rule or control over another nation or

people, whether in a political, economic, and cultural sense” (18).  Imperialism in

both senses makes ever-shifting use of ideas of expansion, civilization, and

control, especially as the definition of “English,” and thereby its negation,

changes subtly from 1750 to 1880.  Additionally, in Victorian England there was

great racial unease that extended the circle of outcasts beyond traditional colonial

possessions to the Irish, Jews, and laborers, an ideology that scholar Anne

McClintock calls “domestic degeneracy” (53).

Given the diverse imperial contexts of Britain both before and during

Victoria’s reign, we can gain insight into strategies of “Othering” and also derive

a model by which to better understand folklore-naming through the ideas that

cultural critic Edward Said sets forth in his controversial Orientalism (1978).

Said explains a political system of theory and practice he calls “flexible positional

superiority” (7), a term to describe the many relationships in which the Westerner

always gives himself the higher place.  Europe, Said continues, defines the East as

“irrational, depraved (fallen), childlike, ‘different’ ” (40).  The attitude toward the
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“Orient” implied in this passage mirrors the view taken of women in Victorian

Britain at the time. Orientalism creates and reinforces negative images of the

Eastern “Other,” which in turn construct contrasting, positive identities for

Western observers; the same can be argued for folklore-naming.  On a very basic

level, English men assume flexible positional superiority toward women and

signify their childlike, irrational (read: non-male) difference by reference to

supernatural creatures.  Yet the folklore-name is not merely a sexual judgment,

for even the politics of naming, McClintock further informs us, refining the

theories of Homi Bhabha and Luce Irigaray, are implicated in imperialism and

masculinity: “The desire to name expresses a desire for a single origin alongside a

desire to control the issue of that origin.  But the strategy of naming is

ambivalent, for it expresses both an anxiety about generative power and a

disavowal” (28-9).  The emphasis here also stresses Lacan’s concept of desire, I

would like to note.  Desire for control, for erotic contact, and the anxiety

produced thereby are crucial to the play of folklore-naming in nineteenth-century

women’s fiction.

The Role of Desire: Who Names, and Who Is Named?

What distinguishes folklore-naming from a body of thought like

Orientalism is that the fantastic can appear within English borders as well as to

the East.  Despite the availability of narratives of travel to far-off lands, dating
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back decades, and folktales and myths involving Asia, Africa, and the Americas,

the British women writers I have selected focus more on the domestic

“unknown.”  Folklore acts as a local brand of Othering specific to national and

historic contexts and a response to discomforts about women and the nearby

colonial segments of Great Britain.6

Names like “mermaid” and “Calypso” can have mischievous overtones,

appropriately so given Derrida’s notion of free play of language and Lacan’s

tricky theories of desire and the Other.  According to Lacan, the subject in the

Imaginary realm seeks to employ means under his authority, specifically

language, in order to direct that which is beyond his control – in this formulation,

the Other or mother, particularly her presence and absence.  Similarly, folklore-

naming, a word-game usually governed by a man, attempts vainly to control the

uncontrollable woman and her sexuality by reinscribing the opposition of “me”

and “not-me.”  Rather than reconciling the terms, the folklore-name redefines the

quality and nature of distance between the parties involved.  The namer fashions

an I(i)maginary Other as literally imaginary and dangerously unpredictable – an

elusive, desirable inhabitant of a dream-world who is infuriatingly difficult to

grasp.

Here I again must stress the fact that the namer is “usually” a man.  While

ideally the dynamic flows from man to woman, the folklore-name acts as a

signifier for power that only seems synonymous with the male sex.  Men receive
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titles like “brownie” from their partners on rare occasions, and quite frequently

women can and do name other women.  I pay close attention to what provokes

these instances, whether homoerotic desire, jealousy, jest, or some other cause,

and their outcomes.  Does the lady wield the three registers of folklore differently

than does her male counterpart?  Does she assume masculine qualities by

referring to friends as fairies?

But it is not simply a matter of male / female and desire in folklore-

naming.  The “power” to bestow the name and the attributes of the woman (or

possibly the man) who provokes it center around specific hierarchies and

variables: sex, class, nation, race, and gender, among others.  To use Lacanian

terminology, these factors help to construct the effect or field of the Other, and

while I will refer periodically to psychoanalysis, I argue primarily that a female

character’s changeable status, conceived broadly across the listed categories,

elicits the fantastic label.  I am particularly interested, therefore, in the local,

female Other positioned at sexual, racial, national, and class boundaries – the girl

from a Celtic colony, the governess, or just any Englishwoman, perceived as

different purely because of her sex – and how these Others compare and contrast

to more distant, non-English subjects.  Such border figures are excellent for study,

for as Bhabha tells us, “It is in the emergence of the interstices – the overlap and

displacement of domains of difference – that the intersubjective and collective

experiences of nationness, community interest, or cultural value are negotiated”
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(2).  When we look more closely at women’s fiction, we discover that Elizabeth

Gaskell is not alone in her use of the dynamic, for it appears in the works of many

Irish, Scottish, and English women authors, including Sarah Fielding, Ann

Radcliffe, Sydney Owenson, Charlotte Brontë, George Eliot, Anne Thackeray,

and Jean Ingelow.

Fairy Tales, Women Writers, and Feminist Criticism

With the exception of Jane Eyre, folk and fairy references in the fiction of

the above authors have not been studied in much, if any, detail.  This is not to say,

of course, that the issue of the female sex and the fantastic has gone unnoticed.

Fairy tales, the second register of folklore-naming, undergo scrutiny for the

structural use of their themes and characters by women writers, and they prove an

alluring and sometimes controversial field of literary analysis, especially for

feminists. The best-known fairy tales in Western culture revolve around girls and

their struggles to find a handsome prince.  Cinderella waits for one to claim her

with a shoe; Sleeping Beauty and Snow White endure death-like slumber until a

man comes to rescue them.  Certainly many feminists read the stories this way,

but fairy tales, as well as folktales and myths, can be recast, revised, and revisited

in a variety of ways.  By insisting that fairy stories are always already negative,

critics overlook issues of gender, power, and nation informing allusions from

folklore.  They also elide fairy tale with its cousins, folktale and myth, a
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generalization into which it is easy to fall.  Given the persistent appeal of fairy

tales to contemporary female artists such as poet Anne Sexton (Transformations)

and fiction writer Angela Carter (The Bloody Chamber), continued scholarly

investigation of the fantastic, with a conscious effort to distinguish between the

places of folktale, fairy tale, and myth within fiction, may enhance our

understanding of anxieties around gender, class, race, and nation in women’s

literature.7

Existing feminist anxiety about the category of “fairy tale,” referring to

literary stories by Perrault and the Grimms, has been widespread, and thus I

examine critical engagement genre in more detail here.  For one of the more

stringent objections to the genre, let us turn to Jennifer Waelti-Walters’s Fairy

Tales and the Female Imagination (1982), which sees utter ruin for little girls in

the power of Sleeping Beauties and Snow Whites: “The reading of fairy tales is

one of the first steps in the maintenance of a misogynous, sex-role stereotyped

patriarchy, for what is the end product of these stories b[ut] a lifeless humanoid,

malleable, decorative, and interchangeable – that is, a ‘feminine woman’ who is

inherited, bartered or collected in a monstrous game of Monopoly?” (1-2).  For

her study of twentieth-century French novelists, she discounts the psychological

theories about fairy tales offered by Freudian Bruno Bettelheim and Jungian

Marie von Franz as products of the same masculine institutions and discourses

that formed fairy tales.  In his 1979 The Uses of Enchantment, Bettelheim details
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the importance of fairy tales to the developing psyche.  Stories like “Little Red

Riding Hood” and “Hansel and Gretel,” in their original, often gruesome forms,

he contends, allow children to play out their Oedipal anxieties safely and to learn

to grow into confident heterosexual maturity.  Where Bettelheim writes of

children in general and uses the masculine pronoun “he,” Marie von Franz looks

at the stories in terms of myth, archetype, dreams, and a woman’s unconscious in

The Feminine in Fairy Tales.8  She analyzes specific fairy tales, focusing on their

representations of emotional life, particularly anima, animus, and eros functions.

Waelti-Walters objects wholesale to psychoanalytic studies like Bettelheim’s and

von Franz’s in general as male-dominated, but the two discourses, feminism and

psychoanalysis, are not necessarily incommensurate.  Other critics like Marina

Warner see the shortcomings of such studies not in patriarchal ideology but in

context: “This archetypal approach leeches history out of fairy tale” (213).

Considering history is crucial in the study of fantastic genres because fairy

tales did not find acceptance in England until the reign of Victoria, and thus the

fiction of nineteenth-century Britain in particular offers fruitful ground for

exploration of folklore-naming and -narrating.  In the late eighteenth century,

many educators pointed with pride to the lack of fantastic stories in children’s

literature.9  Although fairy tales per se were few at the time, the general category

of the supernatural met with popularity in adult genres like the Gothic, which

relied on ghosts and superstitions, and many Romantic poets, like Percy Shelley
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and John Keats, wrote of femme fatales with unsettling auras and abilities.  In the

first three decades of the nineteenth century, collections published by Sir Walter

Scott, Allan Cunningham, and Thomas Crofton Croker sparked interest in

Scottish and Irish folk legends and ballads.10  Translations of the Grimm

Brothers’ fairy tales appeared in the 1820s (Zipes Victorian xiii-xxix), and the

large supernatural machinery of the Gothic gave way to a much smaller scale,

with tiny pixies and mischievous little dwarves.  In 1846 Hans Christian

Anderson’s Wonderful Stories for Children came to England (Darton 215, 240).

That is also the year that William Thoms invented the term “folklore,” writing in

an Athenaeum piece, “What we in England designate as Popular Antiquities, or

Popular Literature . . . would be most aptly described by a good Saxon compound,

Folk-Lore, – the Lore of the People.”11

Criticism of nineteenth-century British women's fiction has noticed fairy

elements.  Most pertinent studies of Charlotte Brontë’s 1847 Jane Eyre, for

example, date from the 1970s and concentrate primarily on identifying parallels

between fairy tales and the novel: shared character traits, narrative structure, and

themes.12  Karen E. Rowe’s 1983 essay “ ‘Fairy-born and human-bred’: Jane

Eyre’s Education in Romance” takes such criticism one step farther by relating

fairy tales to problems of female development.  “Less explored than the impact of

folktales on social conditioning are the specific implications of internalized

romantic patterns for women who write and read novels” (69), she explains.
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Rowe goes on to explore the ways in which specific, classic stories like

“Bluebeard” and “Beauty and the Beast” form structural and psychological

subtexts for Jane Eyre.  Key to the essay’s methodology are emphases on plot and

character parallels.  Rowe repeatedly relates fairy and folklore (with no

distinction between the genres) to childhood and puberty, and she argues that

fairy tales have to be left behind for a girl to grow into a healthy woman.  In

contrast, working with a male novelist like Charles Dickens, Harry Stone ties the

author’s artistic maturity to the increasing sophistication of fairy tale allusions in

his canon.  While the supernatural holds a threat for females, there is no fear that

Pip or David Copperfield will be undone by the stories.13

Some critics of nineteenth-century fiction propose more complex

ramifications for folktales and their creatures, centering on the English novel.

Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar find the tie between Snow White and her

stepmother a powerful opening metaphor for woman’s angel/hag duality in The

Madwoman in the Attic and even title their first chapter, “The Queen’s Looking

Glass,” after the fairy tale.14  And although her argument centers on the fin-de-

siècle primarily, Nina Auerbach in Woman and the Demon acknowledges the

ambivalent duality of individual, supernatural creatures from folktale and myth,

like the mermaid and the lamia, for the Victorians.15  Rather than viewing fairy

tale heroines as unidimensional – childish, in Rowe’s opinion, or destructive, in

Waelti-Walters’s – Auerbach takes a deconstructionist position toward the
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general linguistic myths surrounding fantastic beings.  They always already

embody a trait and its opposite, and especially in the British imagination,

literature and artwork of the time play out the paradox.  Of one classic princess

she remarks, “As a type of female power, both dormant and revealed, the

Sleeping Beauty seems to contain in herself both victim and queen, the apparent

passivity of the one modulating imperceptibly into the potency of the other” (41).

Again, these critiques regarding fairies are perceptive but could be

enhanced by readings that complicate the psychoanalytic angle with attention to

other variables.  Anne McClintock observes of Gilbert and Gubar and Nina

Auerbach that the doubling of the female figure in Victorian texts remains in the

aesthetic realm, or Lacan’s Imaginary, when in fact lived experience can explain

the predilection for fantastic creatures:

The goblins and faeries that populate male texts might more

properly be seen to stream up not from a universal male

unconscious but rather from the historical memory of the female

working-class kitchens and back passages, from the laps of

working class nurses and maids who brought the echoing whispers

of faery into the middle-class nursery.  The images of monsters

and mermaids are remnants of an oral tradition borne by working-

class women.  These images are indeed images of female power,
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but they are specifically memory traces of female working-class

power and are rooted in class divisions and historical mutability.

(95-96)

Here McClintock describes folklore-narrating.  While I agree with her on several

points, especially that the creatures are products of oral culture (folktale rather

than fairy tale) and that class must be taken under consideration, I feel she too has

circumscribed the importance and power of folklore allusions too narrowly, or, at

the very least, left a fascinating topic unexplored.  First, what about the fairies,

brownies, and Dianas that people female-authored texts?  What happens when a

reference to a mermaid, a creature traditionally associated with female power,

falls from the lips of a male character therein?  Are they simply products of the

same historical memory?  Additionally, a reference to a mermaid does not simply

invoke the specter of a lower-class woman.  As I argue, an instance of folklore-

naming or folklore-narrating involves a rich layering of social standing, the play

of desire, erotic overtones, race, sexuality, and nation.

Method: Uniting Feminist Criticism, Folklore, and Cultural Concerns

Since the publication of many of these scholarly works, criticism on the

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novel has become increasingly cultural,

utilizing many types of texts, from newspapers to speeches to art.  In addition,

colonialism has assumed a central role in the study of British literature.  Gayatri
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Spivak’s important 1985 essay “Three Women’s Texts and a Critique of

Imperialism” drew attention to the forgotten Bertha Mason and imperial

overtones in Jane Eyre, Wide Sargasso Sea, and Frankenstein, and within the last

decade Susan Meyer and Elsie B. Michie have re-examined canonical, female

novelists like the Brontës and Eliot through the lens of colonialism.16  Yet recent

criticism on fairy and folk tales in the British novel remains sparse.  The rubrics

of folklore-naming and -narrating are capable of uniting these two avenues of

interest, the supernatural and the cultural.

Examining instances of folklore with a careful, close reading, and then re-

examining them by considering multiple contexts of sex, race, class, nation and

gender in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain, provides insights into

cultural unease about figures on the border(s) of society.  To this end I pay

attention to two primary categories: the register of folklore invoked and the

women targeted.  First, on the level of language, I argue that terms like “fairy”

and “mermaid,” some of which shift in usage between 1750 and 1880, are

peculiar nicknames to use in order to “fix” threatening women, given the

uncertainty in the very definitions of those terms.  In the pure poststructuralist

sense, we can never pin down the supernatural signifiers “fairy” or “mermaid” to

an ultimate signified; each being always already embodies a trait and its opposite.

Tracing the word “fairy” reveals variety in its applications, and its

linguistic role evolved throughout the nineteenth century.  Around 1800 the word
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was used as an adjective, with strong associations with the fantastic and the

imagination, as in “fairy charms,” a phrase used by Lady Morgan in The Wild

Irish Girl.  By 1847 Charlotte Brontë writes about a “fairy” as an embodied,

female creature.  Looking at women’s fiction from roughly 1840 to 1855, I find

that the use of the term is not merely a peculiarity of one author; “fairy” becomes

a critically gendered noun and not just an adjective for several British women

writers.  Later in the century, authors like George Eliot continue to employ

“fairy” in reference to a feminine being, but it is also joined with the term “tale.”

Fairy tales were just beginning their vogue when Brontë published Jane Eyre, but

by the time of publication of even Eliot’s earlier works like Adam Bede (1859),

fairy tales were firmly ensconced in England.  Her novels include not only

references to mermaids but also direct allusions to stories like “Cinderella” and

“Rumpelstiltskin.”  “Fairy” therefore moves from a description of imaginative

powers to an imaginary being to an adjective attached to a literary genre.  Using

the vocabulary of the fantastic to control women, when the very words

themselves connote secret powers and shifting significations, undermines the

effort to put women in their place.

Words for a sea-being, conversely, carry opposition by their very

definition, and perhaps because of their more visually obvious Otherness,

frequently in the texts I study, men choose folklore-names from these races.

Although originally “siren” referred to a flying serpent or a half woman / half bird
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in classical mythology, folktale mermaids eventually became synonymous with

sirens.17  Such a creature lures sailors to their deaths with irresistible song.  She

signifies by a combination of physical appearance and the magical, mystical

voice; her dual nature, enchanting entertainer and murderer, is inscribed on her

body itself.  As the sketches in Figures 6 and 7 suggest, Englishmen, at least,

traditionally pictured her with long hair, usually golden in color and a symbol of

domestic femininity.18  Thackeray’s sketch from Pendennis portrays an openly

vain mermaid, breasts barely concealed and fish tail discernible in the water.

Cruikshank’s by contrast reveals none of the body aside from head and hands.

     

6. One of Thackeray’s mermaids, admiring               7. George Cruikshank’s somewhat more
    herself in a mirror.                                                      mournful mermaid, lurking in the rushes.

Although Cruikshank draws the mermaid with a harp, as does Thackeray in a

vignette for Vanity Fair, according to folklore, in one hand the water-nymph
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holds her comb, in the other her mirror.  She engages entirely in narcissistic self-

beautification and has no limbs free to wreak havoc on her male auditors.  Above

the waist the siren looks the perfect lady, but, perhaps due to her fishy

extremities, she has no soul, heart, sensibility, or maternal impulses. Yet the

mermaid persists in singing, and therein lies the problem: woman as speaking-

subject.  In a famous passage from Vanity Fair, William Thackeray compares

Becky Sharp to a siren and points out his concealment of “the monster’s hideous

tail . . . writhing and twirling, diabolically hideous and slimy, flapping amongst

bones, or curling round corpses” from view.  One should not look too closely at

the activities of the mermaid, he warns:

When, however, the Siren disappears and dives below, down

among the dead men, the water of course grows turbid over her,

and it is labour lost to look into it ever so curiously.  They look

pretty enough when they sit upon a rock, twanging their harps and

combing their hair, and sing, and beckon to you to come and hold

the looking-glass; but when they sink into their native element,

depend on it, those mermaids are about no good, and we had best

not examine the fiendish marine cannibals, revelling and feasting

on their wretched pickled victims.  (617)

As uncivilized and inhuman “cannibals,” mermaids resemble what many English

citizens thought of the colonial natives they encountered throughout the
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nineteenth century.  The female who uses the power of voice to satisfy her

(carnal) appetite is foreign, unnatural, and unwomanly.  Note that the bestial half

of the siren is the lower region, where, shockingly enough, the legs appear to have

fused together in a scaly, slimy tail, closing off all access to female genitals and

creating an appendage that suggests the male phallus, both in shape and symbolic

power.  She is wet, nude, openly sexual as she uses her body to allure, and openly

defiant with her spellbinding song.

Anyone who calls a British virgin a “syren,” “siren,” or “mermaid,” then,

comments obliquely on her physical temptations and her powers of self-

expression, which are designed for pitiless male destruction, not for male

enjoyment.  Paradoxically the men involved in folklore-naming are anything but

destroyed as they declare their companions, pupils, governesses, and wives to be

sea-creatures.  They hold control, at least on the linguistic level.  Beneath the

confident bestowal of the folklore-name lurks a sexual charge that discomfits the

namer and draws away the very power he seeks to maintain.  When it looks like

men (or the ambiguously gendered narrator’s voice) deprecate heroines like

Glorvina O’Melville, who disconcerts due to her national loyalties, or Gwendolen

Harleth, who occupies a precarious class position, the choice of terminology

actually recognizes male inability to name, categorize, and control the feminine.

Finding instances of folklore-naming in each work of fiction helps support

a theory about masculine dis-ease about women and other Others, but these
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isolated moments also need to be understood in a larger context.  Because looking

at individual word choice and the women named provides a somewhat limited

reading, I will also address, where appropriate, a third factor: the greater role of

the supernatural and folklore in their relationship to gendered and national

boundaries in the work of British women.

Readings in British Women’s Fiction

Chapter One, “ ‘Things Totally Out of Nature’: Fairies in Eighteenth-

Century Fiction,” takes a brief look at the status of the fantastic and folklore from

the early 1700s to 1800, to explain the changing attitudes toward fairies at the

time.  I focus primarily on examples from both children’s literature and the

Gothic.  In the late eighteenth century, fantasy was frowned upon.  How, then,

and even why, does use of the supernatural shift from the gigantic, falling plumed

helmets of Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto to playful talk about fairies

and glow-worms in the work of women writers?  Study of folklore-narrations in

Udolpho and Sarah Fielding’s children’s book The Governess suggests first, that

the folktale register of folklore predominates, and second, that when women use

words like “fairy,” they do so very carefully, writing of the mainstream distrust of

fantasy and its inherent dangers for young ladies.  The inclusion of such

references, however, allows the presence of subversion in the texts, and we also

see how adaptable the fantastic is for two different genres.  Even though the
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folklore-narrations in The Governess are served up with warning labels, their

content works to show girls how they ought to behave while at the same time

pointing out ways to power.  In this example of instructive children’s literature,

folklore helps educate the British lady and answers the public’s fear that such

stories would damage their young.  The Mysteries of Udolpho gives us a more

restricted picture of female authority, presenting in heroine Emily’s folklore-

narrations in verse vivid images of patriarchal forces thwarting supernatural,

female creatures’ desire to perform good acts.  As in Fielding’s text, here the use

of folklore fits the genre.  Although endowed with magical gifts, mermaids that

run afoul of the king of the sea find themselves helpless, just as in the Gothic

romance, heroines become pawns of ruthless uncles or stepfathers.  Anxieties of

female beings about their role in supernatural society translate into concerns for

the mortal woman.

The generically diverse colonial / romantic / epistolary novel of Lady

Morgan is the focus of Chapter Two, “Syren Lure: Folklore as National Rhetoric

in The Wild Irish Girl.”  The appearance of fairy matter in texts such as

Owenson’s or Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley series is approved by critics; they see

such fanciful stuff as appropriate to National Tales, providing authentic, realistic

details in a cultural history.  Although Morgan uses the framing plot of a

European man abroad in her other novels, like Ida of Athens (1809) and The

Missionary (1811), it is only with her Irish tale that folklore takes such a central
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position.  Shortly after the 1800 Act of Union, there was growing interest in

Scottish and Irish ballads and legends, and Owenson published The Wild Irish

Girl in 1806.  Since then, no one has really examined its scattered references to

fairies and ancient poetry.  Many argue that Morgan uses national tradition and

rhetoric to raise her country’s reputation in the eyes of the British.  Her novel is

told, however, through the eyes of an Englishman.  The ways in which he reports

and reacts to stories, as well as the knowledge of folktales, fairy tales, and

mythology he brings to bear on his observations, are important to understanding

the two major relationships in the novel: the one between Glorvina and Mortimer,

and the parallel one between Ireland and England.  This chapter explores the

significance of folklore-naming to colonialism in The Wild Irish Girl, discussing

how the narrator's allusions to fairies anxiously seek to preserve the imperial

balance of power by characterizing himself as dominant, rational, cultured, and in

control of Glorvina, who is unpredictable, elusive, and very Irish.  I then look

closely at the novel’s related treatment of James Macpherson’s folklore-

narrations, the Ossian poems, as a site of conflict between Ireland, Scotland, and

England in which the last must emerge the superior in order for Mortimer to

maintain a sense of imperial superiority.

By the mid-nineteenth century, canonical women novelists like Charlotte

Brontë integrate various uses of fairy-lore, creating a web of implications that

encompass the mind, nationalism, and folklore-naming based not so much on
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nationality, as in Chapter Two, but rather on social class.  Chapter Three is titled

“Governesses, Émigrés and Fairies: Implications of Fairy Lore in the Novels of

Charlotte Brontë.”  The importance of folk and fairy tale in Jane Eyre has been

examined previously by a number of critics, and many scholars have suggested

sources for the author’s familiarity with local tales.19  But few have examined

Brontë’s other novels closely in this respect.  Rochester accuses Jane of being an

unpredictable fairy (whom he then wishes to control) because he fears his

growing desire for the low-born governess.  The titular heroine of Shirley

expounds at one point about what would happen if she saw a mermaid and

gleefully suggests to her friends that with any luck, she might run across a fairy in

the fields of Briarfield.  In Villette, primarily set abroad, allusions surround

Paulina Home de Bassompierre, a blonde sprite of French and Scottish descent –

her Papa calls her a “Highland fairy” and teases her about dancing in circles of

green.  Lucy Snowe folklore-names Polly as well; this introduces the intriguing

complication of female/female dynamic, which I argue stems from jealousy over

a particular gentleman.  Although most of the references in Villette center on the

English abroad, the natives Lucy finds so distasteful also receive folklore-names.

Madame Walravens, mother of Paul Emanuel’s deceased beloved, lurks around

Labassecour like some kind of evil fairy, and she is notably Catholic, a religious

Other.  Chapter Three disentangles the circumstances – the place, the individuals

involved, and the vocabulary selected – surrounding folklore-naming in these
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three Brontë novels, to begin to set forth “rules” for folklore dynamics, based on

the sex, class, nationality, and/or race of the participants.

Chapter Four, “George Eliot’s English Water-Nixies and Sad-Eyed

Princesses,” moves twenty years forward to a time when fairy tales and folklore

were firmly established with a modest reputation, and new science in the form of

Darwinism was an intellectual force.  Eliot represents a break with the authors

studied to this point, since she favors the third register of folklore-naming, myth,

over the other two.  Many critics have noted her interests in history, science, and

mythology, but to my knowledge, only one in-depth study based on folk and fairy

references in Middlemarch, The Mill on the Floss, and Daniel Deronda has been

undertaken.  Nina Auerbach mentions in passing Eliot’s “lamialike” heroines,

Rosamond and Gwendolen (8).20  Carole Silver identifies Rosamond as a type of

“fairy-bride” at one point and a water spirit at another, but, since her focus is not

on literary texts, she does not explore the matter in any detail (115, 156).  Beyond

these blonde nymphs are additional folklore references, however, and their

implications reflect the time in which Eliot wrote, since by the 1860s fairy stories

had been naturalized and made a part of British cultural fabric.  Folklore’s ties to

gender, imperialism, and power relationships are much subtler in these novels.

Social status and the lower-class heroine lurk in all three, and the waternixie

nature of someone like Rosamond Vincy translates into anxiety over the ethical

character of the English –  women folklore-named are scheming, selfish, and
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moderately evil.  In The Mill on the Floss Maggie and her cousin Lucy tease each

other with allusions to witchery, “Cinderella,” and fairy tale happiness, a rare

example of extended folklore-naming between women that complicates the

dynamic with its mutuality (unlike Lucy and Polly in Villette, they both give and

receive names).   Finally, like Horatio in The Wild Irish Girl, Daniel Deronda

encounters a fascinating, “foreign” girl, Mirah, who attracts and assimilates him

into Jewish culture before he learns of his true heritage.  Yet it is neither the

“Other” heroine Mirah nor Deronda’s weirdly lovely mother the Alcharisi, but

Gwendolen, another morally bankrupt Englishwoman, who acquires the most

folklore-names.

I cover examples of naturalized folklore of 1860 in more detail in Chapter

Five, “Domesticating the Fairy Realm: Anne Thackeray and Jean Ingelow,”

which brings us to two final genres, the fairy tale proper and the children’s

fantasy novel.  Around George Eliot’s day, authors like Anne Thackeray and Jean

Ingelow, who have often been brushed aside in studies of British fantasy, rewrote

fairy tales and created brand-new fantasies.21  Jack Zipes claims, “In the period

between 1840 and 1880 the general trend among the more prominent fairy-tale

writers was to use the fairy-tale form in innovative ways to raise social

consciousness about the disparities among the different social classes and the

problems faced by the oppressed due to the industrial revolution” (Victorian xix).

Rather than examining vast social discrepancies, like those between an English
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boy and a wild Irish girl or between a gentleman and his employee, Thackeray

dissects the discreet gradations within the English middle class.  She highlights

the situation of women in particular, with a modern, English version of

“Cinderella” that takes as its locale not a nameless ballroom but the Crystal

Palace in London. U.C. Knoepflmacher studies Jean Ingelow’s Mopsa the Fairy

in terms of gender in his book Ventures Into Childland: Victorians, Fairy Tales,

and Femininity.  He performs an excellent analysis of gender roles in the tale and

suggests that Ingelow questions the kinds of fantasy used by male authors like

John Ruskin and Lewis Carroll.22  I take his interrogation of gender farther by

addressing how Ingelow’s tale, which features the boy-hero Jack on an imperial

mission through Fairyland with the foreign-born Mopsa, represents “Britishness”

and colonial anxieties from a distinctly mid-Victorian perspective, sixty years

after The Wild Irish Girl.

I construct my project as a survey, an initial foray into the rich

possibilities unearthed by studying the ways in which subcategories of the

supernatural offers multiple signifiers or metaphors for individual and by

extension cultural anxieties about sex, gender, race, class, and nation in British

fiction.  The field, I fully recognize, is much larger than the niche I carve out here.

I might have focused on a narrower historical period or restricted my inquiries to

only canonical, Victorian novelists, but part of my purpose is to analyze how
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different women writers, working at different historical and cultural moments and

crafting their art in a variety of prose genres, weave the materials of folklore into

their narratives.  I do not mean to extrapolate from Owenson’s handling of

folktale, fairy tale, and myth in her national tale an essential truth about the ways

in which female authors of similar novels, or even Irish women writers, deal with

colonial unease.  Rather, I seek through isolated examples to perform readings of

the many apprehensions that mermaids, fairies, and Calypsos embody.  In the

Afterword, I offer possible relations between the individual texts and give my

proposals for further research.

In short, folktales, fairy tales, and mythology do not concern romantic

love alone. References to “Beauty and the Beast” or goblins are too often

discounted, especially by feminists, as wrong-headed by-products of a

hegemonic, patriarchal world order.  Nor does the supernatural offer truths about

the overarching condition of Woman; we must be attentive to distinctions of race

and class.  My project proposes that folklore within nineteenth-century novels can

be viewed more seriously and considered in a framework that complicates

questions of love, psychology, and desire with attention to the dynamics of

gender, power, and nation informing these texts.
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Chapter One

“Things Totally Out of Nature”: Fairies in Eighteenth-Century Fiction

A fairy skipd upon my knee
Singing & dancing merrily
I said Thou thing of patches rings
Pins Necklaces & such like things
Disguiser of the Female Form
Thou paltry gilded poisnous worm

-William Blake, “A fairy skipd upon my knee”

The phenomenon of fantasy in British women’s fiction is limited before

1800, and texts referring to fairy creatures do so sparingly.  As Nicola Bown

notes, the work of Terry Castle and E.J. Clery stresses the significance of the

supernatural in the late eighteenth century, but these studies focus only on ghosts,

which I exclude from folklore-naming.  Furthermore, Bown argues that gender

distinctions regarding artistic taste involved fairies, of all things – men were to

admire them and women to dislike the creatures (“Enchantments” 309-10).  The

female sex found little reason, she concludes, to embrace a concept that

reproduced restrictive and insulting stereotypes of femininity like excessive

vanity.  For ladies fairies unilaterally were “paltry gilded poisnous worm[s],” to

use William Blake’s phrase.

Is this why we find so little about folklore and fairies in the eighteenth

century?  If we look at the turn of the century, for example, we find that the word

“fairy” never appears in Cecilia, Camilla, or Evelina, all novels by popular
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eighteenth-century author Fanny Burney.  Jane Austen makes no allusions to

supernatural creatures, fairy tales, or The Arabian Nights, even in her mock-

Gothic Northanger Abbey.  On the other hand we have Maria Edgeworth, whose

Practical Education urges scientific training and avoidance of fairy tales.

Although her narrator Thady Quirk in Castle Rackrent(1800) is a folksy steward,

his story avoids most references to fairies and folk belief.  Exceptions are his

allusions to “fairy mounds,” along with the Banshee, when describing Sir

Patrick’s precipitate end, and the terms get lengthy explanations in the text’s

Glossary.  There Edgeworth takes care to explain the folklore of her Irish subjects

as superstitions of somewhat uneducated, country residents.  She also cites the

authority of the rising antiquarian movement to offer a reasonable, historical

explanation for “romantic popular illusions or vulgar errors” (130-1).  For this

author, the native lore of Ireland is something one must rationalize and for which

one must apologize – a means to an artistic end, but nothing based in fact.  “It is a

pity that poets should lose such convenient, though diminutive machinery” (130),

Edgeworth concludes about fairies.1

Because fantastic beings could be either comfortably beautiful, flirtatious,

and small or deadly, powerful, and human-sized, women writers therefore might

draw on the more hegemonic or the darker sides of tradition or a combination of

both, using folklore to forward a particular message about femininity.  Two

exceptions to the anti-fantasy norm that I highlight in this chapter are Sarah
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Fielding’s The Governess; or the Little Female Academy and Ann Radcliffe’s The

Mysteries of Udolpho, both of which address problems of education and the

female condition.  The fact that the former is a work of children’s literature and

the latter a Gothic novel seems only fitting, for these genres, along with the

Sentimental novel, Oriental tale, and folklore, are linked by their attribution to

readers of weaker intellects, specifically women and the young (Caracciolo 3).2

While there are passages from Fielding and Radcliffe that reveal a distrust of

fantasy as dangerous for young women, they paradoxically promote the

supernatural as a means to proper, English, feminine behavior and imagined

scenarios of power.  As my close readings will show, both works engage in

folklore-narrating far more than folklore-naming and rely on the register of

folktale, which may be a function of the historical moment or of the demands of

their genres.  The fact that Fielding and Radcliffe include fairies at all in their

fiction points to a fascination around sex and the supernatural, and the texts hint

at a natural and useful connection between the female condition and fanciful

beings.3

The intellectual and literary climates in eighteenth-century Britain helped

shape the responses to fairies and folk wisdom in the works of Fielding and

Radcliffe.  Modern scholarship on this subject is sparse, with the tendency to skip

from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century.  Additionally, mention of the

supernatural tend to be a parenthetical rather than a central issue.  Of the relevant
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critical work, Victor Neuberg, for example, alludes to fairy material only in

passing in his detailed bibliography of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

chapbooks.  Thomas Noel has written a book-length study on fables during this

century, but he discusses animal stories rather than fantastic creatures.  In her

1908 The Oriental Tale in England in the Eighteenth Century, Martha Pike

Conant draws a clear distinction between fiction of the Far East and the fairy

story, stating that the latter did not appeal to the English at this time because it

was so completely unreal.  Finally, the growing interest in ballads in the 1700s

has been the subject of critical articles by Dianne Dugaw, and cultural critics and

anthropologists have studied broader English folklore, like textile traditions and

Morris dancing.4  Yet in all of this work, the role of fairy beings is not a focus.

The paucity of scholarly material on fairies in the eighteenth century may

be due to the fact that, compared to the rich history on the continent, the English

had no real tradition of fairy tales, a much more popular field of current critical

inquiry than folktales.  Italy, France, and Germany all saw the development of

folklore into literary fairy tales in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.5  In

France, major philosophers penned fanciful stories – Jean-Jacques Rousseau

composed “The Queen Fantasque” in 1756 on a bet, and Voltaire wrote “The

White Bull” (1774).6  Long before the Brothers Grimm came on the scene with

their nursery tales, Johann Musäus published Volksmärchen der Deutschen (1782-

6).  Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) achieved fame as a novelist,
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publishing Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjarhe in 1795 and The Sorrows of Young

Werther.  In 1785, he wrote Das Märchen / A Fairy Tale, a story later to be

included in a 1795 novel.  The story’s plot concerns a boatman, two male

Irrlichter (translated “will-o’-the-wisps” by Scottish historian Thomas Carlyle), a

dragon, kings, princes, and a beautiful damsel called Lily.  German Romantic

Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805) wrote two fairy-talesque stories in 1786, Spiel des

Schicksals / The Sport of Destiny and Der Verbrecher aus verlorener Ehre.

Ludwig Tieck (1773-1853) published Der blonde Eckbert / Fair Eckbert in 1796

and was later to adapt Bluebeard for the stage.  Rousseau was a leading mind not

only in France but also in Europe (his thoughts on education are covered below).

Goethe, Schiller, and Tieck were generally well known, as were Rousseau and

Voltaire in France, and by incorporating folk and fairy motifs into their writings,

they legitimized the material through their fame (or perhaps infamy).  They

invested first two registers of folklore with some respectability and started a

tradition followed by men like E.T.A. Hoffmann.  With his tale of a lamia-

mermaid, Undine (1812-1814), and his strange stories like The Sandman, which

was to become central to Sigmund Freud’s essay on the uncanny, he continued

this late eighteenth-century tradition.

In contrast, there were no such major British figures drawing on native

folklore in mid- and late-eighteenth-century prose.  English male writers,

certainly, had a tradition of employing fairy figures in drama and poetry.
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Consider Milton’s comparison of demons to elves in Paradise Lost,

Shakespeare’s creations of Ariel in The Tempest and Titania, Oberon, Puck and

their companions in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, or the sylphs in Alexander

Pope’s 1714 The Rape of the Lock.  These examples do not offer a wholly

positive vision of the supernatural and women, however. Milton parallels the

supernatural with the demonic, distasteful to God-fearing Britain at the time.

Although literary critics rightly notice how Shakespeare’s immortal beings

illustrate power dynamics and colonialism, the supernatural in his plays primarily

serves comedic purposes; his fairies answer to powerful, feuding overlords and

cause mischief with their magic.  This breed of silly, prankish, subservient sprite

must have been as unappealing to women writers as the ultra-feminine, tiny,

submissive fairies Nicola Bown describes.  In the latter vein, Pope’s sylphs

exaggerate the characteristics of Shakespeare’s fantastic creatures and hover

anxiously around the toilette of lovely Belinda because she remains chaste.

Rather than awesome gods and goddesses to aid the protagonist, we see fairy

helpers on a much smaller scale, appropriate for a satirical epic poem.7

For a British woman writer of fiction, therefore, to draw on these “master”

models of the fantastic would, first, introduce the category into new genres,

fiction and particularly the novel.  How does one move fairies from verse and

drama into the prose form?  Would it be risky in the eighteenth century, given that

the intelligentsia initially scoffed at the novel, as debased “popular” literature, or
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understandable, since the first two registers of folklore earned similarly low

cultural opinion?  Second, using the fairies so caricatured by Alexander Pope

could subtly endorse a negative relationship between femininity and the

supernatural, one focused on artifice.

What did the immediate contemporaries of Fielding and Radcliffe think of

the great masters, fantasy, and its use in particular genres?  I look to three major

philosophers of the eighteenth century for guidance: Joseph Addison, Samuel

Johnson, and William Godwin.  Addison praises to Milton’s and Shakespeare’s

ingenious use of supernatural material in his Spectator No. 419 (1 July 1712):

“There is a kind of writing, wherein the Poet quite loses sight of Nature, and

entertains his Reader’s Imagination with the Characters and Actions of such

Persons as have many of them no Existence . . . . Such are Fairies, Witches,

Magicians, Demons and departed Spirits.  This Mr. Dryden calls the Fairie way of

Writing” (112).  Addison goes on to explain that such a Poet must remember

specifics from his childhood stories and romances told by old nursemaids, “For,

otherwise, he will be apt to make his Fairies talk like People of his own Species,

and not like other Setts of Beings, who converse with different Objects, and think

in a different manner from that of Mankind.”  From Addison we learn several

things, therefore.  Folklore is the province of the nursery, and fairies distinctly are

Other.  Writing about fantastic creatures requires powerful imaginative skill on

the part of a writer like Shakespeare or Milton, whose examples, scholars after
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Addison have pointed out, could be said to have inspired Romantic poets like

John Keats, Percy Shelley, Samuel Coleridge, and Lord Byron to write pieces like

“Christabel” and “La Belle Dame sans Merci.”  All of these examples, we quickly

note, are still from verse rather than prose fiction.

In addition to the possible problems of sex and genre, there are other

explanations for the scarcity of two-faced fairies or mischievous pucks in the

prose of eighteenth-century England.  The era emphasized reason and reality over

imagination, the rational over the irrational, and moral fitness over imaginative

indulgence.  Another cause lies in part in the period’s rejection of the romance

genre, which, as we will see in Radcliffe’s novel, teems with the supernatural.  In

1750 Samuel Johnson articulated the position of the anti-fantasy sect in Rambler

No. 4, but there were those like English philosopher William Godwin who

opposed the negative judgment.  In his 1802 children’s book Bible Stories,

Godwin includes a Preface detailing the shortcomings of works by rational

moralists.8  Second on his list is the following:

The old books described the real tempers and passions of human

beings.  Their scenes were often supernatural and impossible, but

their personages were of our own species.  The modern books on

the other hand abound in real scenes, but impossible personages.

They would not for the world astonish the child’s mind with a

giant, a dragon or a fairy, but their young people are all so good,
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and their old people so sober, so demure, and so rational, that no

genuine interest can be felt for their adventures.  (312)

What old books could he have in mind?  Perhaps A Little Pretty Pocket-Book or

early chapbooks, which were filled with fairy story, legend, and myth, but likely

he refers to romances, decried in Rambler No. 4.  Samuel Johnson praises

contemporary fiction as wholly realistic, from events to emotions; it is the anti-

romance.9  Unlike Godwin, Johnson makes no concession for the supernatural

elements and sees no use for fanciful fiction, for it lacks substance:

Why this wild strain of imagination found reception so long, in

polite and learned ages, it is not easy to conceive; but we cannot

wonder that, while readers could be procured, the authors were

willing to continue it: for when a man had by practice some

fluency of language, he had no further care than to retire to his

closet, let loose his invention, and heat his mind with

incredibilities; a book was thus produced without fear of criticism,

without the toil of study, without knowledge of nature, or

acquaintance with life.  (176)

The author comes across as somewhat lazy, doing nothing but pouring his wild

imaginings onto paper. Although he does not comment that the characters have

become less interesting, Johnson clearly dislikes the lack of intellectual rigor,

reason, and realism in the romance.  Godwin believes in the power of imagination
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and argues that old books, with their fantastic outcomes, are true to the emotional

and psychic reality of human experience; Johnson argues that new books, with

their lack of fantasy, are more representative.  Realism, therefore, forms the basis

for both gentlemen’s arguments, and they clash over whether or not the fantastic

helps or hinders the quest for authentic representation.  Johnson and Godwin

represent only two eighteenth-century opinions and ideas separated by almost 100

years, but the need for “realism,” diversely defined, was to become central to the

debates over the merits of literature that employed the supernatural, like

children’s books and the Gothic novel.10

English citizens frowned upon folklore’s lack of the real and rational and

also objected to the genre(s) on the grounds of religion.  As mentioned in the

Introduction, the exact nature of fairy folk was dubious in England, even among

those who believed in the creatures.  Some, following Milton and Paradise Lost,

viewed the beings as lost souls, fallen angels, or outright demons.  Given this

Christian idea of the genesis of fairies, we find F. J. Harvey Darton’s explanation

of fear of fairy and folklore quite logical: “it is a manifestation, in England, of a

deep-rooted sin-complex.  It involves the belief that anything fantastic on the one

hand, or anything primitive on the other, is inherently noxious, or at least so void

of good as to be actively dangerous” (99).  Concern over spiritual welfare

certainly was one of John Locke’s objections to fairy tales.  Published in 1693, his

Some Thoughts Concerning Education became the authoritative manual on
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raising the English child, well into the eighteenth century (Summerfield 2).   In

these treatises, Locke states unequivocally that fanciful stories, with the exception

of Aesop’s Fables, have the potential to frighten children and tempt them to shun

Christian belief (Pickering 41). The blame for fairy tales’ continued hold over

English children he places on the working classes, or, more particularly, on

female servants who transmit folklore to the young of a household.

It is in studies of English children’s literature, in fact, that we find the

most details concerning fairy tales during this century.  In 1744 John Newbury

brought out A Little Pretty Pocket-Book, considered by Darton to be the first

English children’s book (1).  It includes the hero of “Jack and the Beanstalk,” to

appeal to a younger audience, and Jack serves mainly to model appropriate

morals.  From this point onward, literature specifically for the young became a

growing (and profitable) market, but the efficacy of fairy tales as a vehicle for

education was debated.  By the 1780s, experts scoffed at most fantasy stories

(Pickering 44).  Declares the Monthly Review in 1788,

We have little to say in their praise.  Fairy tales were formerly

thought to be the proper and almost only reading for children; it is

with much satisfaction, however, that we find them gradually

giving way to publications of a far more interesting kind, in which

instruction and entertainment are judiciously blended, without the
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intermixture of the marvelous, the absurd, and things totally out of

nature.  (qtd. in Pickering 44)

The need for the natural was a controlling criterion for the so-called rational

moralists, whom, Julia Briggs explains, oversaw publications for children from

1780 to 1800 (233).  They felt children, and little girls and working-class youths

in particular, needed to acclimate themselves to the harsh realities of life rather

than waste time on fantasy.

The Female Quixote (1752) by Charlotte Lennox offers a literary example

of the dangerous effects of fairy stories on girls.11  Due to heroine Arabella’s

desultory reading in French romances and lack of proper education, she has

ridiculous notions about courtship and love.  Her uncle, Sir Charles Glanville,

listens to her conversation about noble deeds and immediately pronounces the

problem: “What, I warrant you, they are to be found in the Fairy Tales, and those

sort of Books!  Well, I never could like such Romances, not I; for they only spoil

Youth, and put strange Notions into their Heads” (61). Firm in his rationalist,

anti-fantasy stance, the patriarch goes on to tell Arabella that when he was young,

he believed the very English, very male protagonists of “Jack and the Giant

Killer” and “Tom Thumb” to be real individuals but outgrew the misperceptions.

Although none of Arabella’s reading appears to be fairy tales proper, since she

talks of ancient Greek and Roman lovers, Sir Charles lumps them all together –
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romance, fairy tale, and “those kinds of story-books,” clearly disparaging the

literary choices of young women.

Women and, as I note above, female servants take the most blame for

spreading supernatural tales.  Again we see the reference to lower-class readers,

which provides more evidence for the lack of cultural esteem accorded to the

supernatural.  The fantastic was associated with the laboring poor.  For example,

in 1725 Henry Bourne published Antiquitates Vulgares and included examples of

local folktales.  At one point he recalls listening to English workers and gives

their descriptions of the existence of wee folk in some detail:

Another Part of this Conversation generally turns upon Fairies.

These, they tell you, have frequently been heard and seen, nay that

there are still some living who were stolen away by them, and

confined seven Years.  According to the Description they give of

them [ . . . ] they are in the Shape of Men, exceeding little: They

are always clad in Green, and frequent the Woods and Fields.

(Spufford 5)

The early eighteenth century was not the time for investigations into customs and

superstitions, however, and Bourne’s work did not garner much attention.  A

concerted interest in folklore and tales would have to wait another half century,

when, in 1777, John Brand published his work in a new edition, Observations on

Popular Antiquities (Vincent 22).
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“Innocent Diversions”: Fairy Tales in Fielding’s The Governess

If female servants are suspect, one might imagine that the governess too

could be responsible for damage.  Governesses, as I will discuss in Chapters

Three and Four, come to be associated with tricky fairies in the nineteenth

century, but in Sarah Fielding’s The Governess; or, The Little Female Academy

(1749) the governess is a plump widow of forty with no airs of the elf or sprite.

Instead she superintends carefully her pupils’ understanding of the role of the

supernatural in folklore-narrations that draw on the first two registers, folktale and

fairy tale.

In form The Governess relates to both the fairy tale and the growing field

of children’s literature.  Published anonymously in 1749, it appeared only a few

decades after the genesis of the children’s fairy tale in France, which scholar Jack

Zipes places in the 1720s and 30s, shortly after the success of Perrault’s Contes

(“Origins” 31).  Its structure, Julia Briggs argues, was copied by Madame de

Beaumont in 1756 in Le Magasin des Enfans (translated into English in 1761 as

lessons of a governess to her well-bred female pupils), which introduced “Beauty

and the Beast” in its most popular version (225).

While the Female Quixote must give up her romantic readings, the impact

of the supernatural on impressionable schoolgirls weighs both positively and

negatively in The Governess.  Mention of the word “fairy” in isolation occurs

only once, in a description of one of the pupils.  Miss Nanny Spruce “had little
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limbs, little features, and such a compactness in her form, that she was often

called the little fairy” (177).  In this instance of folklore-naming by the omniscient

narrator, therefore, “fairy” is tied to something very small in size.  An alternative

interpretation might be argued on the grounds that Nanny is lame in one leg,

which might put some in mind of twisted little dwarves; like hunchbacked Mr.

Benson of the Introduction’s opening passage from Ruth, the student and her

physical deformity could be linked to something supernatural.12  The text,

however, clearly relates Miss Spruce’s fanciful nickname to stature alone, and

such an interpretation would read perhaps too far.  Yet when “fairy” is united

with “tale” in The Governess, the term loses much of its innocent little

connotations and becomes a sizeable threat, mainly because “fairy tale” entails

magic, magical characters, or the unreal.

Studies of The Governess are few, and a detailed analysis of the folklore-

narrations within this pioneering book has never been performed.13  A close

reading of these embedded texts reveals the way in which Fielding outlines a

cautionary but ultimately positive relationship between women and the

supernatural.  As long as women do not take the elements of Faerie seriously,

stories of fairies and giants hold crucial lessons on how a young lady ought to

comport herself in polite society.

The narrative begins with a quarrel among nine girls over a delicious

apple, and we learn about the girls’ flawed upbringings through the recitation of
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short autobiographies.  Because several of their mothers or sisters have died,

servants or private governesses have spoiled many of the children.14  Most

members of the school lack the benefit of proper, female, family influence,

making it fortuitous that they have been sent to the aptly titled Mrs. Teachum’s

Academy.  It is very clear what the setting of that school is from the opening

sentence, which reads, “There lived in the northern parts of England, a

gentlewoman who undertook the education of young ladies” (1).  The locale

implies that this book is meant for British children.  Briggs points out that a

boarding school was a foreign concept to most of Fielding’s audience, since

formal education away from home was still rare, especially for girls (225).  The

north of England, I must also note, was often named as the source of much

national folklore.

After these domestic-yet-exotic characters repent of their shameful

behavior, their governess, Mrs. Teachum, permits them to spend some hours “in

reading stories, and such things as she should think a proper and innocent

amusement” (36).  The second title of Fielding’s piece, The Little Female

Academy, seems more apropos, since the girls educate one another.  Taking

charge of these extracurricular sessions is the eldest pupil, Jenny Peace, who

shares stories and urges her classmates to do the same.  Jenny’s choices of

diversion include her own history, two “fairy tales,” and a play. The stories

indeed fit the second register of folklore, since they feature mortal characters who
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interact with powerful, magical creatures.  Placing supernatural accounts at the

disposal of the most mature of the young ladies (Jenny is fourteen years old)

discourages the idea that only the very young enjoy fantasy, although the

narrative still locates the audience firmly among women and children.

To enlighten and to entertain her schoolfellows, Jenny Peace recites

folklore-narrations.  Despite the Italian and French names of the title characters,

her first tale, “The Story of the Cruel Giant Barbarico, the Good Giant Benefico,

and the Little Pretty Dwarf Mignon,” takes place in Wales.  Jenny certainly

knows of other lands, since she has been sent to the academy by her guardian,

Aunt Newman, who has gone to Jamaica with her own daughter Harriet to deal

with personal business affairs (an extended network of female relatives, in

contrast to Jenny’s classmates’ situations).  Miss Peace’s fairy story is set close to

home, yet at enough of a distance to be “exotic” – a degree beyond the rarefied

atmosphere of a boarding school in the mid-eighteenth-century.  Additionally, as

Diane Purkiss observes, fairy literature takes as its setting a place not home and

experiences resurgence at crucial historical moments, when England comes into

contact with new, Other cultures (197).  Yet in the majority of the British

women’s fiction in my study, folklore does not venture too far from native soil,

going only to Wales or Ireland, or indeed remaining in England itself.  In fact, the

example of folklore-naming from Ruth used in the opening of the Introduction is

set in Wales.  This subtle instance of locating a fairy story in a “domestic Other”
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uses folklore to suggest the relevance of the tale to English children, and in this

case, girls in particular, while still keeping the dangers of magic at a remove.

In the first fairy tale, the good Benefico beheads the evil Barbarico and

becomes a “father” to all the inhabitants of the land.  Although female presence

and influence fill the Academy, few women appear in Jenny’s first story, aside

from Amata, a shepherdess who faints from fright during most of her scenes.

Peace and happiness in the land of a benevolent patriarch are the hallmarks of the

tale’s ending.  This implies to an audience of English girls that the key to personal

satisfaction lies in a similar, male-run environment.  Yet although certain parts of

The Governess, especially Mrs. Teachum’s concluding narrative about the fable

of the dove – the happiest of the birds because she is purely domestic, concerned

with her mate and their offspring (222) – bear out the belief that women can only

be content when secondary to men, other aspects clearly argue that the key to a

girl’s happiness, at least, lies in female relationships.

When Mrs. Teachum questions Jenny about her choice of entertainment,

for example, the pupil explains that her mother told her the story of Benefico and

Barbarico and that it carries a nice moral (65).  The issue of fairy stories’ sources

thus comes in to play, and Mrs. Peace, we learn, thought of nothing other than

educating her son and daughter.  Therefore her tales are equally wholesome and

instructive: “From the time she had any children, she made it the whole study of

her life to promote their welfare, and form their minds in the manner she thought
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would best answer her purpose of making them both good and happy” (25).  Her

natural, maternal expertise lies in shaping moral character, creating a child who is

obedient, honest, and forgiving.  When Jenny was small, her mother scolded her

for weeping over a lost kitten: “you are not to give way to any passions that

interfere with your duty; for whenever there is any contention between your duty

and your inclinations, you must conquer the latter, or become wicked and

contemptible” (31-2).  The passage’s language may remind us of Jane Eyre at

Lowood, where Helen Burns and others school her in the virtue of self-restraint.

What I find notable here, however, is that Mrs. Peace does not see a connection

among fairy tales, deceit, and/or female passions, since she amuses her daughter

with such stories.  Unlike the servants whom John Locke fears will taint young

minds with fairy rubbish, this mother who tells stories, and her daughter in turn,

are exemplary.

Mrs. Teachum is wary despite Mrs. Peace’s model behavior.  Where Mrs.

Peace represents “female” educational values, the governess Mrs. Teachum, given

the titular honor of Sarah Fielding’s work, has first been taught by a

knowledgeable man – the “Benefico” model of fulfillment, if you will.  Fairy

tales thus become a part of a woman’s realm that receives cautionary labels under

the patriarchally guided supervision of the governess.15  Once Mrs. Teachum

knows the tenor of Miss Peace’s readings, she is much more careful regarding

how far she trusts Jenny to supervise the entertainment.  The governess violates
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her own decision to stay absent, in order to allow the girls to confess their past

histories freely, and instead shows up for some of the readings herself.

Repeatedly Teachum warns Miss Peace not to be carried away by the magical

elements in the story, which serve merely as allegories about goodness and evil.

Remarking on the rhetoric of Jenny’s first tale and the magical collar used to

defeat Barbarico, the governess observes:

“But neither this high-sounding language, nor the supernatural

contrivances in this story, do I so thoroughly approve, as to

recommend them much to your reading; except, as I said before,

great care is taken to prevent your being carried away, by these

high-flown things, from that simplicity of taste and manners which

it is my chief study to inculcate.” (66)

In a second major and equally convoluted explanation, a giant represents nothing

more than a man of great power, Mrs. Teachum tells Jenny, who in turn lectures

the other pupils (65, 70).  In a fashion similar to individuals who insist that fairies

are nothing more than harmless, winged pixies (rather than menacing fays), the

governess seeks to scale down the fantastic.

She has other concerns, however, so let us take in turn the two cautions

above.  First, Mrs. Teachum speaks of her duties as governess, and given Mrs.

Peace’s qualifications, I must ask if there is a necessary contradiction between

fairy stories and proper education.  In Happily Ever After, one of his many books
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on the subject of fairy tales, Jack Zipes argues that the genre specifically is

deployed to civilize:

The literary fairy tales of Giovan Francesco Straparola,

Giambattista Basile, Mme. D’Aulnoy, Charles Perrault, Mlle.

L’Héritier, Mlle. De La Force, and others were complex symbolic

social acts intended to reflect upon mores, norms, and habits

organized for the purpose of reinforcing a hierarchically arranged

civilizing process in a particular society.  (3)

In other words, fairy tales help stabilize culture. Certainly Sarah Fielding’s

collection of tales attempts to show little girls how to become proper, English

young ladies: by not fighting.  If the purpose of a fairy story is to civilize, then

why Mrs. Teachum’s unease?  She expresses reservations about the “high-

sounding language” and “high-flown things” common to supernatural narratives,

for she wants to turn out modest, humble young women who think little of castles,

jewels, and fantastic, happy endings.

Yet why, in my second example, does the governess fail to explain fully

why the story cannot be about Benefico the Great Man rather than Benefico the

Giant?  Could the tale not be equally enthralling without the supernatural

elements, especially if the natural course of events would have unfolded the same

plot, as Mrs. Teachum insists?  That the tale fascinates the girls is undoubted.

Jenny must pause just as the dwarf Mignon attempts escape from cruel Barbarico,
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and the other girls clamor to hear the outcome as soon as possible.  There is a

struggle, therefore, in these passages condemning fairy lore.  On the one hand,

girls enjoy stories of magical lands, but on the other they must be learn to be

simple, tasteful women in real world Britain.  The “innocent amusement” the

governess allows that fairy tales possess becomes crucial, strangely, in achieving

serious instruction, and for all its “innocence” the storytelling requires repeated

“great care” from the matron of the Academy.  Mrs. Teachum’s pupils (and

Fielding’s readers) seem to require a cautiously rationed dose of fancy.

When Jenny wishes to tell her classmates another folklore-narration, this

time the eastern-flavored “The Princess Hebe,” she seeks out the governess’s

permission first (112).  One of the youngest girls declares such stories are only for

babies, much to the amusement of Jenny; the governess, happening by, declares

she will sit and listen, too (116).  Although Mrs. Teachum expressed concern that

the fairy tales might not inculcate the values a well-bred governess ought to drill

into her charges, the characters in the second tale strongly reinforce the ideals of

female deportment seen in Jenny’s own history.  Here we have a good example of

Jack Zipes’s “civilizing process” effected by fairy story.  Consider the models of

femininity offered by “The Princess Hebe.”  Good fairy Sybella’s magician father

leaves her a wondrous gift, the fortitude to bear all personal ills with patience.  By

contrast, the vain and power-hungry fairy Brunetta is spoiled by her mother and

though her castle looks magnificent, its inhabitants are miserable.  Mindful of the
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importance of a good upbringing, Sybella bestows on Hebe, named after the

mythological daughter of Zeus and Hera, the magical favor of obedience to her

mother.  The plot turn that sounds precisely like Mrs. Peace’s own philosophy of

raising a daughter, with emphasis on calm assent to duty and parental authority.

The queen requires the princess to report all her conversations with a charming

shepherdess, Rozella, much in the same manner that Mrs. Teachum, a surrogate

mother to her students, asks Jenny to relate what she learns of her fellow pupils’

personal histories.

By the time Miss Peace recites her second story of magic, the effects are

clear.  The girls have learned their lesson.  Upon an interruption in the narration,

for example, the girls spy troops of soldiers marching by (161-2).  Yet most are

not swayed by the appearance of handsome men and declare they must hear how

Princess Hebe escapes from the wicked fairy Brunella.  Is it then better for a girl

to be interested in a fairy tale than in a soldier?  Military men are not necessarily

the ideal spouses, particularly in British women’s fiction between 1750 and 1880

– consider Wickham in Pride and Prejudice or Gwendolen Harleth’s navy

stepfather in Daniel Deronda – but neither is fantasy generally approved reading

material.  Given the choice between two potentially unsavory distractions, the

pupils turn their attention from prospective husbands back to the tale in which a

young lady learns to always obey her mother and, as a result, regains her throne.

Although Hebe would prefer to live in quiet retirement, she acquiesces to the
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queen, who says that royal power will allow much good for her people.

Significantly, Hebe does not marry.  She takes the role Benefico does in Jenny’s

first fairy tale, that of caring for a kingdom.  From the folklore-narration, the girls

learn, in a way, that they can allow soldiers to pass them by for the time being and

perhaps forever.  As long as they honor their female relations and friends with

obedience, they too might achieve prominence and sole rule.

After the story concludes, “Miss Jenny sat some time silent to hear their

conversation on her fairy tale.  But her seeing them so much altered in their

manner of talking to each other, since the time they made their little remarks on

her story of the giants, filled her whole mind with the most sincere pleasure”

(168-9).  The fairy tales therefore act as frame narratives – “innocent

amusements” or “innocent diversions” to move the girls into better relationships

with each other.  They become quieter and more respectful thanks to stories that

include fantastic machinery, and thanks to Jenny Peace.  Aside from the fictional

giant Benefico and the deceased Mr. Teachum, benevolent patriarchs are absent

from The Governess.  Fairy tales are for use by women to teach the younger

generation how to become good English girls, with the understanding that good

girls grow into good women.

Mrs. Teachum had slipped out once Jenny concluded “The Princess Hebe”

so that the girls might converse freely.  Later at supper, however, Mrs. Teachum

asks them their thoughts on the reading and declares:
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“My good children, I am very much pleased when you are

innocently amused; and yet I would have you consider seriously

enough of what you read, to draw such morals from your books, as

may influence your future practice; and as to fairy tales in general,

remember, that the fairies, as I told Miss Jenny before of giants

and magic, are only introduced by the writers of those tales, by

way of amusement to the reader.  For if the story is well written,

the common course of things would produce the same incidents,

without the help of fairies.”  (169)

The governess’s speech might as well apply directly to The Governess; Sarah

Fielding only includes fairy stories to entertain her audience while teaching them

important morals.  Linda Bree tells us that Fielding’s use of any fairy tales

demonstrates great daring for educational texts of the day (63-4).  Perhaps

mindful of society’s disapproval of the supernatural, the author chooses the

second register of folklore, which as I said in the Introduction is more distant

from illiterate laborers.  Fielding does not draw on myth, which did have some

place in the classroom, at least for boys; she keeps to the middle path.  She

carefully has her governess emphasize the beneficial messages of Jenny’s

folklore-narrations.  Lest the readers miss the edifying parts of “The Princess

Hebe,” Mrs. Teachum goes on to analyze the entire tale in detail, showing how

each character’s experience instructs her girls about the utility of self-control and
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virtue. Hebe gives in to Rozella’s urging and taunts to disobey her mother, where

real virtue could stand firm against a friend’s misdirected persuasion (171).

The girls even get the chance to put their new knowledge into practice

when, two days later, they visit a nearby country house, the grandeur of which

puts some of the girls in mind of Benefico’s treasure room and the fairy

Brunetta’s magnificent palace (211-2). In this case, Miss Betty and Miss Nancy

realize that wealthy people may not be happy, though their outward show is

pleasing to the eye, and Mrs. Teachum confirms that the house’s residents are a

most miserable lord and lady (213-4).  Their comparisons show how the

characters – and the readers of The Governess for that matter – might apply fairy

tales to good purpose. Although Mrs. Teachum’s admonitions show much caution

in using magical plots in a girl’s proper education, fairy tales are finally

acceptable as “innocent entertainment” and even offer useful morals and lessons.

Fairies and the Female Condition in The Mysteries of Udolpho

Between 1712 and 1802, Addison, Johnson, and Godwin cautioned

children and girls in particular about delighting in supernatural sprites.  But

fantasy blossomed happily in the Gothic novel, as Gillian Avery and Margaret

Kinnell point out.  Adults had Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto (1765),

Clara Reeve’s The Old English Baron, Charlotte Smith’s Emmeline, The Orphan

of the Castle (1788), Matthew Lewis’s sensational The Monk (1796) and Ann
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Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho and The Italian (1797) to fulfill a need for

the unreal.16  Study of the genre is important to understanding later women’s

fiction, since critics like Dennis Butts credit the Gothic as instrumental to the

gradual nineteenth-century acceptance of the fantastic (91).

Although the Gothic, like the fairy tale and oriental tale, has been

categorized as “feminine” literature, some scholars argue against generic type-

casting.  Elizabeth MacAndrew defends the category:

. . . the Gothic authors were not women striving to satisfy the

longing for excitement in their home-bound sisters of little

education.  They were of both sexes and had interests parallel to

those of their contemporaries who were busy learnedly unearthing

old ballads, the Nordic myths, and other phenomena of the ‘Dark

Ages,’ or those who invented their own versions, as Macpherson

and Chatterton did. (37)

While MacAndrew hopes to make the Gothic seems more respectable, her

parallels relate the genre not only to fascination with things medieval but also

matters of folklore, since she cites folklorists and antiquarians.

The Gothic and its “Dark Ages” cousins are not only scholarly endeavors

but also ones that fit the eighteenth-century sentimental attitude toward the past as

a simpler time.  Adela Pinch describes the theories of Susan Stewart regarding

“distressed genres” or “new antiques,” including the Gothic novel, the fairy tale,
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romance, and ballad, as appealing to English authors because they allow a self-

contained reality “that represses its cultural context” (119).  In the case of Sarah

Fielding’s The Governess, as I have shown, fairy tales can be intimately linked

with cultural ideals of gendered behavior.  If the Gothic, like ballad and myth,

preserves (or invents) national history, can it also imagine a different or more

perfect female condition?  Can it not do so by incorporating other “distressed

genres,” like the registers of folklore, as a kind of self-contained reality within a

self-contained reality, to use Stewart’s terms?

In this section, I argue that instances of folklore in Radcliffe’s novel

narrate the powers of fantastic female creatures in imaginary realms that still fall

short of ideal, for even the visions recognize the very real masculine control

experienced by women like heroine Emily St. Aubert.  I do not refer to many of

the stock “Gothic” thrill moments, however, in considering the supernatural at

play.  In The Mysteries of Udolpho Radcliffe makes clear that the seemingly

incredible terrors faced by her heroine have perfectly reasonable explanations,

much like Mrs. Teachum must demystify Jenny’s folklore-narrations for her

pupils.  For example, what Emily thinks is a ghost in a dead Marchioness’s

bedchamber is actually an ordinary man, part of a band of smuggling pirates using

the house to stash their booty.  Nonetheless, the novel also includes several uses

of the word “fairy” and extended references to sea-nymphs.  Unlike the

“hauntings” revealed to have mundane sources, these allusions represent a
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combination of superstition, playfulness, and an invocation of fancy.  These

moments of folklore, including folklore-self-naming by the heroine, envision a

space of female power, severely limited by patriarchs and even wicked

matriarchs, but still potent in its small way.

Fairies appear most often not in the prose narration but in the poetry

sprinkled liberally throughout the narration of Udolpho. That Radcliffe thought

the verse significant is indicated by the novel’s subtitle, “A Romance,

Interspersed with Some Pieces of Poetry.” Folklore-narrations of this sort should

not be surprising, given what I have already said about the tradition of Milton and

Pope.  Accordingly, Radcliffe restricts most of her forays into the fantastic to

poetry, a genre in which male authors had long found success with such material.

Yet a review in the British Critic in 1794, while noting a growing vogue

for poetry within the novel, politely characterizes the verses as “impertinent,”

interrupting the ready narrative flow (20).  Terry Castle argues that the

interspersed poetry, by its very awkwardness, points to the obsolescence of the

genre in the face of three-decker novels.  Ellen Arnold relates that awkwardness

not to form but to the anxiety of the woman writer.  Discussing only the original

poems, she states:

The fact that Radcliffe buries her poetry within her prose suggests

a certain uneasiness or ambivalence toward her poetic voice.  Like

the heroine imprisoned within a castle representing patriarchal
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authority, the poems are buried within a novel form that represents

the limitations imposed on women’s writing during the 18th and

19th centuries. (21)

One thing that both kinds of poetry, borrowed and composed, share are lines

involving the fantastic.  The uneasy blend noticed both by Castle and Arnold

indicates that Ann Radcliffe’s late-eighteenth-century attempt to wed the tradition

of fairy poetry with prose romance was not wholly successful.  Still, the

incorporation of folktale beings like mermaids and fairies into this Gothic novel

also highlights the different attitudes around the sexes and the supernatural, as

well as the unequal power relationships between men and women.

The novel opens by introducing us to the grounds of Gascony on the St.

Aubert estate.  Immediately the narrative transports the English reader to the

idyllic French countryside of the late sixteenth century, full of beauty and

romance.  Radcliffe’s handling of scene and character, however, clearly echoes

eighteenth-century England.  Diane Long Hoeveler notes ironically that Emily

learns to appreciate English and Latin poetry though “she is, you must remember,

French,” and further observes, “All Italians, it seems, are coded as ‘other’ to the

normative ‘French’ (read: English) characters” (90).  Emily, therefore, strikes us

as similar to the domestic-yet-exotic girl we see in The Governess.  Here, despite

her French name, the heroine is English in conduct and sensibility.
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In this incredible “French” setting, the heroine comes across a sonnet

pencilled on the wall of her father’s fishing house, and the poem refers to “the

Goddess of the fairy scene.”  The narrator immediately comments on Emily’s

pleasure in the mystery of its authorship and her toying with the idea that she is

the poem’s subject: “The little vanity it excited (for the incertitude which forbade

her to presume upon having inspired the sonnet, forbade her also the disbelieve it)

passed away, and the incident was dismissed from her thoughts amid her books,

her studies, and the exercise of social charities” (8).  Practicality pushes the

romantic idea of being a “Goddess of the fairy scene” from her mind, but not for

long.  “Fairy” here applies not to the heroine, as a folklore-name, but to the

landscape.  The scene is set for inspiration.

Such stimulation arrives only a few pages later, during a conversation

between Emily and her father.  St. Aubert strolls through the forest, and to

describe the atmosphere of the woods, Radcliffe inserts a fragment from

“Summer” by Scottish poet James Thomson (1700-1748):

After distributing to his pensioners their weekly stipends, listening

patiently to the complaints of some, redressing the grievances of

others, and softening the discontents of all, by the look of

sympathy, and the smile of benevolence, St. Aubert returned home

through the woods,

where
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At fall of eve the fairy-people throng,

In various games and revelry to pass

The summer night, as village stories tell.  (15)

As is the case with Emily’s fancy that she was “Goddess of the fairy scene,”

charity work is mentioned in close proximity to a character’s brush with the

supernatural.  St. Aubert becomes a Benefico, carefully looking after all

inhabitants of his “kingdom.”  His acts underscore the goodness of the St. Aubert

family, ameliorating the effusion that follows from the patriarch’s lips; they are

“French” and prone to flights of fancy, but they also practice charity.  Much more

subtly than Fielding, who states rather than suggests, Radcliffe almost apologizes

for moments from Faerie by placing them alongside Christian generosity.  We

sense uneasiness about the inclusion of the supernatural.

Let us also look more closely at the content.  In the quoted stanza,

Thomson presents the little folk as relatively innocuous.  They enjoy merry

exploits, performed under the cover of night, and their adventures are related in

“village stories,” or the oral folklore of rural laborers.  Such stories about what

fairies do and wear appear in Henry Bourne’s 1725 memoirs, mentioned

previously.  The association of folk-belief and superstition with the working

classes also is seen in Emily’s maid, Annette, who jumps at every noise and

declares scenes of great richness and beauty better than any fairy tale.17  The
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overall effect reinforces the magic of Emily’s birthplace, a quality recognized by

the lower classes as well as by the noble heroine and her father

In the context of the extract from Thomson’s “Summer,” St. Aubert is full

of the spirit of the poem.  “I remember that in my youth this gloom used to call

forth to my fancy a thousand fairy visions, and romantic images; and, I own, I am

not wholly insensible of that high enthusiasm, which wakes the poet’s dream”

(15), he remarks to Emily.  The sentence is packed with implications about

“fairy.”  In eighteenth-century poetry, “fairy” was frequently used in this

adjectival sense, modifying words like “fancy,” “visions,” or other terms for the

limitless imagination.

St. Aubert goes on to suggest that such a fairy atmosphere inspires the

poet, using terms of the sublime.  James Thomson thus proves a fitting choice of

author, for contemporaries called his verse sublime, with a style full of “visionary

passion in a Gothic setting, marked by exclamations, the piling up of nouns and

epithets, as well as by the use of participles and active verbs” (Steinman 21).

More generally, some decades before Udolpho, although certainly well before the

narrative’s purported time frame, Edmund Burke had developed a concept of the

sublime as astonishing, terrifying, and painful in his 1757 Philosophical Enquiry.

In 1763 Immanual Kant associated the sublime with the masculine sex (and

beauty with femininity).18 Accordingly, in this passage from the novel, sublimity

corresponds to men and a fevered emotional pitch, or the excitation of passions in
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general.  In other words, when men like Thomson write of fairies and when men

like St. Aubert speak of them in the context of creativity, it is on a vast, spiritual

scale.

Emily responds with delight to her father’s confession and admits she has

felt the same way in the woods.  The mood quickly shifts from his exalted,

sublime response to gay banter.  Emily’s eager description of the sound of the

wind as some frightening magical being prompts not further discussion of “high

enthusiasm” but rather a game, with references to “fairy” deflated into jest.  St.

Aubert’s reaction follows nicely the tradition of Shakespeare and especially of

Pope, with his sylphs that ineffectively protect female virtue.  Even though a poet,

as a woman Emily cannot expect to relate to the term “fairy” in any way but the

satiric vein, her father believes.  St. Aubert teases his daughter with an off-the-

cuff folklore-narration about glow-worms keeping company with fairies; the

former provide the light while the latter sing and dance.  The text implies that

men relate to the fantastic through powerful poetry or “fairy visions”; they, like

Danhasch in the English plate for The Arabian Nights (Fig. 2), tower majestically

over mere mortals. Women and children assume the role of the butterfly-winged

Maimoune; less potent by (visual, at least) comparison, they cannot aspire to

invention but only be entertained second-hand by folklore-narrations about

fairies, in “tiny” manners reminiscent of the “innocent diversions” in Fielding’s

Female Academy.
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Yet Emily is not content to listen to her father’s effusions and folktales.

She has found her own inspiration and has written a quite serious poem, “The

Glow-Worm,” about fairies.  The piece, twelve rhyming quatrains narrated in the

first person by the glow-worm, begins in the same vein as Thomson’s description,

with elves merrily playing instruments and dancing in a ring.  Like the fairies in

Maclise’s etchings (Figs. 3 and 4), Emily’s fantastic folk sport with insects.

There is also a darker side to the revels; after they gambol on the green, the fairies

swear to their queen that they will keep her lands safe from human trespass.  The

fairy queen enjoys toying with lovers who wander nearby, and the glow-worm is

frustrated to find itself enchanted and thus helpless to assist “when the traveller’s

benighted on his way.”19  To remedy the elves’ luring of humans, the glow-worm

guides a pair of sweethearts “to seek the purple flow’r, whose juice from all her

[the fairy queen’s] spells can free” (17).  The similarities to the blossom Oberon

gives to Puck in A Midsummer Night’s Dream are unmistakable, although here

the plant renders mortals immune to fairy trickery instead of causing them to fall

in love with the first creature they see.  The glow-worm ends by longing to

possess the flower permanently, for then “I’d be her slave no longer, nor the

traveller beguile, / And help all faithful lovers, nor fear the fairy kind!”

The fairies in “The Glow-Worm,” therefore, seem attractive, but on closer

examination they are actually devious, directed by a cruel lady.  Emily’s folklore-

narration pictures supernatural female power, albeit of a negative brand, and the
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title highlights not the fairies but the paralyzed glow-worm.  It is tempting to see

Emily’s frustrations coming through in the voice of her glow-worm; in an indirect

way, by writing this poem and by writing it in the first person, she calls herself a

glow-worm, using folklore-self-naming.  Like her creation, Emily is powerless –

mostly.  The heroine’s insect manages to deflect a happy couple away from the

fairy queen, in a small act of rebellion and resistance, and the glow-worm will

fight for total freedom from magical spells.  To follow the reading through, then,

in the poem we see two brands of fairy ladies, if we allow that the glow-worm

here is gendered feminine.  One is heartless, the other devoted to assisting the less

fortunate.  Emily spends her free time in studying and good works, and thus it

makes sense that she would see herself as a helpful, rather than harmful, being.

A cryptic comment about St. Aubert’s opinion of Emily’s accomplishment

follows the poem.  “Whatever St. Aubert might think of the stanzas, he would not

deny his daughter the pleasure of believing that he approved them” (17), the

narrator observes.  The inference is, of course, that the gentleman does not find

them the product of sublime genius.  Like Mrs. Peace in The Governess, who

warns against the passions, St. Aubert instructs his daughter “to reject the first

impulse of her feelings, and to look, with cool examination, upon the

disappointments he sometimes threw in her way” (5).  The reception of the poem

is not a disappointment, exactly, but father and daughter continue their walk in

silence.  Another quote from Thomson’s “Summer” closes the exchange; a single
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sentence, albeit a long one, separates his verse from Emily’s final stanza. “The

Glow-Worm” and the conversation about fairies thus are book-ended by words

from a great man.  Does Radcliffe seek authorization for Emily’s poetic efforts

involving the fantastic, by putting them on the same pages with Thomson, or in so

doing does she point out to the readers that the verse of a young girl is poor by

comparison?20  In either case Emily’s vision of the fairy queen is “buried”

perhaps to lessen its impact as a statement of female power and desire for a more

active life.

When Emily visits Italy, “fairy” returns, and we also see allusions to

mermaids.  Volume Two, Chapter Two opens with an epigraph from A

Midsummer Night’s Dream: “Titania.  If you will patiently dance in our round, /

And see our moon-light revels, go with us” (171, original italics), indicating to the

reader that something fantastic lies ahead.  The invocation of Shakespeare signals

an accepted use of fairies in literature and also reminds us that this novel is very

much English, despite its continental settings.  Italy, however, is foreign even to

the heroine.  Emily sees parties on shore at Turin and hears lovely music, which

puts her in mind of a “fairy city,” and her “eyes filled with tears of admiration of

sublime devotion” (175).  Again we see the idea of the awe-inspiring sublime, but

this time through Emily’s eyes rather than her father’s.

In Italy, with its “vision of a poet suddenly embodied” (178), Emily writes

“The Sea-Nymph.”  Samuel Coleridge praised the verse, iambic tetrameter with
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twenty-five rhyming quatrains, as a “charming one” in his 1794 review of the

novel.  Again using the first-person perspective of a fairy creature, Emily muses

on the unlimited delights of living among “sister nymphs” (178), but immediately

banishes the fancy until the gloomy aspects of her lodgings drive her to compose

a poem on the limited benefits of being a sea-creature.  The heroine’s idea of a

sea-nymph draws on mythic and folktale accounts of the siren and mermaid

respectively; although neither term appears in the verse, the presence of a

watchful Neptune signals classical tradition.  During storms the sea-nymph takes

floundering ships safely to land, or, if the boat has already gone down, she directs

dolphins to pull the men to shore, where she then sings to soothe them.  “I love to

prove my charmful pow’r / While floating on the moon-light wave” (179)

declares the nymph, in an open avowal of her abilities.  In later lines she boasts of

her “potent voice.”  The mermaid/siren/sea-nymph in this folklore-narration is

unusual, however, because her rescues provoke the sea patriarch:

Neptune for this oft binds me fast

To rocks below, with coral chain,

Till all the tempest’s over-past,

And drowning seamen cry in vain.  (181)

The situation mirrors that observed in “The Glow-Worm,” for once again the

fairy female feels sympathetic toward mortals, and once more subversion takes

place at night, where one cannot see the act of kindness.  In The Odyssey,
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classical sirens lure men to their deaths without any pity; in Celtic folklore, nixies

and mermaids do the same.  Emily’s poem domesticates the figure or naturalizes

the supernatural.  Her sea-nymph is full of admirable, (English), feminine

qualities, like self-sacrifice and concern for men’s safety.

Yet the heroine’s invention also acts; she does not simply talk, sing or

write of helping others.  She defends her beliefs.  In the fantastic being we see

what Emily St. Aubert wishes she could be and also a reflection of the autonomy

to which she rises on occasion.  When her new uncle, Montoni, ends her

engagement to Valencourt and carries her off to Italy, Emily pines quietly and

submits.  When he demands that she sign over her estates, however, she calmly

announces she will not do so, for she knows that the law favors her.  Her strength

of voice angers Montoni, like the sea-nymph’s aid infuriates Neptune.  “You

speak boldly, and presumptuously, upon a subject, which you do not understand”

(381), the villain chides his resolute niece.  Upon hearing her reiterate a refusal to

comply with his wishes, he declares ominously, “You speak like a heroine.”

Although still captive in the castle like the sea-nymph tied with “coral chain,”

Emily still has her voice.  Emily is not the wicked fairy queen but rather the

valiant glow-worm that keeps young lovers safe, and she is the sea-nymph who

lifts her voice in defiance of patriarchs.

Later in the narrative, Emily hears peasant girls singing to a mermaid, an

incident related both to her poem and the problem of women’s voices.  Using
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much the same vocabulary the heroine did several hundred pages earlier in the

novel, the laborers say the sea-nymph’s music soothes the powerful Neptune into

sleep, and she fills the silent night with a “tender voice,” capable of giving hope,

comfort and happiness to listeners. The “folk” material of the Italian girls draws,

therefore, on Roman myth; the classical tradition is their local, oral culture.  Ellen

Arnold argues that this later chant “invokes the power of the female poetic voice

and prophesies Emily’s eventual freedom” (25).  She relates the presence of

fantastic creatures, therefore, specifically to sex, gender, and power.  In terms of

the missing variable of class, Emily is surprised to find that laborers of Italy know

of sea-nymphs from classical literature.  Her local guide, Maddelina, assures the

young lady that no one believes fairies are real, for they just appear in “old songs”

(420-1).  Emily seems well educated in myth, the third register of folklore, and

she thinks acquaintance with that brand of the fantastic a matter of high education

rather than the popular wisdom of the masses.  Diane Hoeveler suggests that

Emily learns to make use of woman’s folk knowledge, wisdom that has been

stifled under patriarchal control (96).  Yet Emily composes “The Sea-Nymph”

long before she stumbles across the ocean-side festivities, her poem brims with

language of power, and in the end she recognizes the strictures of masculine

authority. Perhaps without being told directly, Emily already subconsciously

amplifies the folk wisdom / mythology to which Hoeveler refers.  Contrast, for

example, the “potent voice” of the heroine’s mermaid with the “tender voice” of
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the Italians’ siren.  Although her exposure to nymphs supposedly comes only

through the literature that her father shared with her, Emily’s verse descriptions of

supernatural female beings accord the creatures more kindheartedness than

typically seen in descriptions of either folktale mermaids or mythical sirens.

But why fairies, both in The Governess and The Mysteries of Udolpho?

What cultural boundaries or borders are at stake, causing anxiety and invocation

of the fantastic?  In these two texts, it would seem that, in contrast to the sublime

God the Father, pixies provide a more modest, domestic vision of the supernatural

that is more accessible for the female sex.  Radcliffe has her Gothic protagonist

Emily project herself into the place of caring beings.  The result is that the

mermaid, if not the fairies of The Mysteries of Udolpho, is very much human,

with emotions and compassion.  We can read Emily as wishing for the freedom of

the creatures she imagines, just as the girls of Mrs. Teachum’s Academy apply

the lessons from their fairy tales to their own lives.  Folklore offers a “safe” way

to project potentially dangerous female longings onto “imaginary” beings, since

the narrations ostensibly are untrue.

But, as Mrs. Teachum says, giants signify men of great power; by

corollary, good fairies might represent women in command.  The female

characters in these two eighteenth-century works of fiction indicate that a girl

might not only dream about supernatural scenarios but also carry fantastic ideas

into her own daily existence, if only by comparing herself and others to the
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inhabitants of folklore.  This vision works best in a wholly female environment

like the Little Academy.  In the larger world of Udolpho, where fathers wander

the woods with their grown-up, poetess daughters, men like St. Aubert may cut

short visions of prestige, making girls’ secret hopes into a source of fun.

Moreover, between Jenny Peace’s Welsh tale and Emily’s Frenchness, we

see that for Sarah Fielding and Ann Radcliffe, fairies and their adventures exist in

countries adjoining England.  The narration of the stories, however, comes from

rather “English” girls who demonstrate how to use their fanciful knowledge.  In

“The Princess Hebe,” a daughter’s obedience is rewarded with a crown.  In “The

Glow-Worm” and “The Sea-Nymph,” we see disobedience from the recalcitrant

supernatural being.  Udolpho indicates what happens to fairy creatures that break

the rules of their superiors, but our sympathy is with the (female) glow-worm and

the mermaid because they seek to save mortals.  Both Fielding and Radcliffe

suggest an underlying idea that women in folklore, at least, can achieve some

level of power.  The genre of fantasy, set at a distance from England, is used to

conjure up a different lifestyle for British women, one in which they might rebel

or need not marry to reach greatness.

In the nineteenth century we find a continuation of encounters with the

domestic-yet-exotic.  There is a shift from fear over fairies and folktales as being

low-class and detrimental to approved use in colonial stories like Owenson’s The

Wild Irish Girl.  Concern moves from the moral and educational to complicated
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feelings about social standing, psychology, femininity, and nation.  Later women

novelists, I contend, take up the use of words like “fairy” and “mermaid” in

contexts that blur and blend the boundaries between categories of the “Other.”

Additionally, we see a change from folklore in the predominantly female

environment, like Fielding’s Academy and Emily’s original poems, to

appropriation by male characters, who use supernatural creatures to try to gain

mastery over the lower class, the insane, the foreign, and the female gender in

general.  But, as we know from the lessons of The Mysteries of Udolpho,

creatures of folklore, and thus the folklore-name itself, are tricky.  Mermaids have

a way of getting around the rules of patriarchal Neptunes.
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Notes to Chapter One

                                                  
1 Mention of the supernatural crops up in her later novel Belinda as well.  In Belinda, it is

not the Irish commoner but the misguided lady who quotes fairy lore.  “Maria has [Lady
Delacour] punctuate her conversation with numerous references to fairy-tales and the Thousand
and One Nights, as if to underline her irrationality; the effect is simply to add yet another resonant
dimension to an already fascinating woman” (162), writes Geoffrey Summerfield, Fantasy and
Reason: Children’s Literature in the Eighteenth Century (London: Methuen & Co., 1984)

2 The connection between these types of fiction is not limited to readership – the authors
themselves often had interests across generic boundaries.  Horace Walpole, the author of the first
“true” Gothic novel, The Castle of Otranto, also wrote parodic takes on classic French tales in his
Hieroglyphic Tales (1766-72) (Manlove 118).

3 My argument is not as extreme as Colin Manlove’s when he claims, “Some English
fantasy has been the product of rebellion against repression: the Gothic novel, Romantic fantasy,
and the children’s fairy-tale as it developed in the nineteenth century, are all variously violent
expressions of the imagination during a long period when it was condemned” (2).

4 Dianne Dugaw has written extensively on seventeenth- and eighteenth-century ballads,
with emphases on women and the economy.  See “Balladry’s Female Warriors: Women, Warfare,
and Disguise in the Eighteenth Century,” Eighteenth-Century Life 9.2: 1-20 and “‘All the Riches
that We Boast Consist in Scraps of Paper’: English Ballad Traditions and Emergent Capitalism in
the Eighteenth Century,” The Folklore Historian 14 (1997): 18-30 for examples of her criticism.

5 The term “fairy tale,” or conte de fée, comes from seventeenth-century France.  Its
originator, Madame Marie-Catherine d’Aulnoy, published a volume of contes in 1690, and
Charles Perrault achieved lasting fame with his 1697 collection.  See Nancy L. Canepa and
Antonella Ansani, “Introduction,” Out of the Woods: The Origins of the Literary Fairy Tale in
Italy and France, ed. Nancy L. Canepa (Detroit: Wayne State UP, 1997) 9-33.  In Italy, Giovan
Francesco Straparola printed Le piacevoli notti (1550-3), or The Pleasant Nights, which he wrote
in a vernacular for an aristocratic audience (Zipes When Dreams 8). Giambattista Basile’s much
better known five-volume Lo cunto de li cunti, or Il Pentamerone, was published in 1634-1636
(Canepa 37).  Opie tells us that he Neapolitan stories were not translated into Italian until 1747,
and much later into German in 1846 and English in 1848 (21)  Like Le piacevoli notti, although Il
Pentamerone represents one of the first fairy tale collections, it did not attain the popularity of
later offerings, perhaps because its language, a peasant dialect, was closer to folklore origins than
the tales that came from France and Germany.

6 See Jack Zipes, Spells of Enchantment: The Wondrous Fairy Tales of Western Culture
(New York: Penguin, 1991) for the text of the tales.  Rousseau’s concerns a rather comical battle
of a king and queen over how to raise their twins, a boy and a girl, and Voltaire’s tale draws on
Egyptian myth and Christian tradition (his princess converses at length with a wise serpent).

7 Although  Pope defines sylphs as the souls of dead coquettes, or a type of ghost, in
general folklore the creature connotes a simple spirit of the air, without soul or form.

8 For further details on this turn-of-the-century thinker, see William St. Clair, “William
Godwin as Children’s Bookseller,” Avery and Briggs, 165-179.

9 Of modern fiction, Johnson declares, “Its province is to bring about natural events by
easy means, and to keep up curiosity without the help of wonder: it is therefore precluded from the
machines and expedients of the heroic romance, and can neither employ giants to snatch away a
lady from the nuptial rites, nor knights to bring her back from captivity; it can neither bewilder its
personages in desarts, nor lodge them in imaginary castles” (21).
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10 Another attempt to explain the relationship between imagination and reality come from

an eighteenth-century critic, Maurice Morgann.  In his 1777 “The Dramatic Character of Falstaff,”
he argues that the best poetry is magical rather than natural.  “A like feeling of propriety and truth,
supposed without a cause, or as seeming to be derived from causes inadequate, fantastic, and
absurd . . . we call by the general name magic, including all the train of superstition, witches,
ghosts, fairies, and the rest. –Reason is confined to the line of visible existence; our passions and
our fancy extend far beyond into the obscure; but however lawless their operations may seem, the
images they so wildly form have yet a relation to truth, and are the shadows at least, however
fantastic, of reality” (Hepworth 260).

11 Mary Wortley Montagu erroneously attributed Lennox’s work to Fielding (Bree 8-9).
12 In Dinah Maria Mulock Craik’s 1850 novel Olive, the heroine, Olive, is deformed and

described as “the sort of being renowned in elfin legends” (57).  Her very beautiful, child-like
mother Sybilla is also called a fairy because she is so small and lovely. Charles Dickens also
related his odd children characters to creatures of folklore.  Paul Dombey is compared to a
changeling, and crippled Jenny Wren in Our Mutual Friend pretends that she is a type of
Cinderella and Riah her fairy godmother.

13 Briggs deals with the presence of fairy tales to some extent, as does Linda Bree.  Judith
Burdan explores the problems of educational philosophy for girls and constructing proper female
character in Juduth Burdan, “Girls Must Be Seen and Heard: Domestic Surveillance in Sarah
Fielding’s The Governess,” Children’s Literature Association Quarterly 19.1: 8-14.  She makes
no mention of fairy tales in the text, however – only the girls’ histories.

14 Sukey Jennett, aged 12, “ ‘was chiefly left to the care of an old servant’ ” (73) who
babied her.  Lucy Sly was turned over to a careless governess (98), while Patty Lockit stayed first
with a grandmother and then was influenced by the maid, Betty (105-6).

15 Lynne Vallone, “The Crisis of Education: Eighteenth-Century Adolescent Fiction for
Girls,” Children’s Literature Association Quarterly 14.2: 63-7.  She makes a similar observation
about the types of knowledge being passed down – Jenny relates her mother’s wisdom, where
Mrs. Teachum gives her husband’s, making the girl the truer mother figure.

16 Gillian Avery and Margaret Kinnell, “Morality and Levity (1780-1820),” Children’s
Literature: An Illustrated History, ed. Peter Hunt (Oxford & New York: Oxford UP, 1995) 6.  The
examples suggested are my own.

17 The full quote runs as follows: “As Annette looked down from the corridor upon the
hall, whose arches and windows were illuminated with brilliant festoons of lamps, and gazed on
the splendid dresses of the dancers, the costly liveries of the attendants, the canopies of purple
velvet and gold, and listened to the gay strains that floated along the vaulted roof, she almost
fancied herself in an enchanted palace, and declared, that she had not met with any place, which
charmed her so much, since she read the fairy tales; nay, that the fairies themselves, at their
nightly revels in this old hall, could display nothing finer” (671).

18 Burke defines the source of the sublime as “whatever is in any sort terrible, or is
conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner analogous to terror” and goes on to cite
obscurity as a necessary prerequisite for terror.  “Every one will be sensible of this, who considers
how greatly night adds to our dread, in all cases of danger, and how much the notions of ghosts
and goblins, of which none can form clear ideas, affect minds which give credit to the popular
tales concerning such sorts of beings” (Hepworth 197-98).  The very definition of the sublime
prompts recourse to folklore.

Laura Doyle explains the gender and racial leanings of Kant’s work in  “The Racial
Sublime,” Romanticism, Race, and Imperial Culture, 1780-1834, ed. Alan Richardson and Sonia
Hofkosh (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996) 15-39.  She points out that Kant aligns
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the feminine with Italy and France (the location of Radcliffe’s novel) and the masculine with
Spain, Germany, and England (27).

19 The phrase brings to mind a similar passage in Brontë’s Jane Eyre, and both draw on
Milton’s Paradise Lost. At the end of Book One, Satan and his celebrating throngs are compared
to “fairy elves /  Whose midnight revels by a forest side / Or fountain some belated peasant sees, /
Or dreams he sees” (781-785).  Emily’s poem thus can be read as quietly “borrowing” from both
Pope and Milton, yet with a subversive difference.

20 Arnold reads this episode autobiographically.  St. Aubert makes no comment on
Emily’s composition, and Radcliffe, she argues, fears just such a patriarchal non-response to her
poetry (22).  Arnold goes on to point out Sir Walter Scott’s 1834 remarks on the poetry within
Udolpho, which say they have more fancy than skill.
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Chapter Two

Syren Lure: Folklore-Naming as National Rhetoric in The Wild Irish Girl

The Act of Union in 1800 took the colonial relationship between England

and Ireland to a new level, officially unifying the two nations and putting an end

to an Irish legislature.  The English took a sudden interest in their neighbors,

including their “savage” culture, customs, and literature.  In her 1789 Introduction

to Reliques of Irish Poetry, amateur antiquarian Charlotte Brooke had envisioned

a much different curiosity.  “As yet, we are too little known to our noble

neighbour of Britain; were we better acquainted, we should be better friends.  The

British muse is not yet informed that she has an elder sister in this isle; let us then

introduce them to each other!” (vii) she enthuses.  For her, rather than uncivilized,

Ireland is an old source of poetic excellence.

But several decades prior to the Act of Union, James Macpherson

arranged an initial meeting of sorts between the ancient bard Ossian and England,

Ireland, and Scotland.  He published his first translation of Celtic verse,

Fragments of Ancient Poetry, in 1760 and followed with Fingal in 1761 and

Temora in 1763.  Immediate praise, as well as immediate suspicions about the

texts’ authenticity, arose from leading minds of the day, from Samuel Johnson to

David Hume, and Macpherson’s fame (and infamy) spread across Europe.  Ossian

was widely read by Romantic poets, including Wordsworth, by Romantic heros,
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including Goethe’s Young Werther, and by political leaders, including Napoleon.1

The rage over Ossian was not isolated to “high” literature but also furthered the

development of folklore studies; Macpherson’s collections increased interest in

the preservation of national traditions in the British isles. Bishop Percy’s

extremely popular Reliques of Ancient English Poetry followed the publication of

second volume of Ossian by a year.  By the turn of the century, Sir Walter Scott

had begun printing his multi-volume Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border in 1802

(Silver 11).  In Ireland alone between 1785 and 1800, at least three collections of

bards’ wisdom and ballads were published (Flanagan 111).

The fascination with Celtic lore increased tenfold in 1806, when Lady

Morgan (Sydney Owenson) published The Wild Irish Girl: A National Tale.2  The

timing of Lady Morgan’s tale was excellent, given the Act of Union and the past

decades’ build-up of literary recovery.  That Owenson’s tale was national her

contemporaries had no doubt.3  With its mix of genres, including the romance, the

epistolary novel, the Gothic, and patriotic Irish lore, The Wild Irish Girl proved

wildly successful, going through seven editions in two years (Flanagan 125).  In

Chapter One I argued for the relevance of folklore-narrations to the children’s

book The Governess and the Gothic The Mysteries of Udolpho.  Here, however, I

emphasize folklore-naming in the context of Ireland, particularly as few scholars

have looked closely at how scattered references to fairies and ancient poetry

mirror colonial relations in Owenson’s national tale.  For the Irish in the
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nineteenth century, argues Angela Bourke, fairy lore “provided narrative maps of

the physical and social landscape, marking the boundaries of the known and

comprehensible world” (87).  Folklore could be used not only to raise the

reputation of the Irish in the eyes of the British, as some critics have noted in

passing, but it could be employed by the British at the linguistic level, to mark

boundaries between Ireland and imperial England.

Because Horatio, an Englishman, rather than a colonial native, relates the

story of The Wild Irish Girl, we as readers know only his account of events in

Ireland.  Therefore, the ways in which he reports and reacts to stories, as well as

the knowledge of all three registers of folklore – fairy tales, folktales, and

mythology – he brings to bear on his observations, are important to understanding

the two major relationships in the novel: the one between Horatio and Glorvina,

the Wild Irish Girl, and the parallel one between England and Ireland.  To explore

the significance of folklore to colonialism in The Wild Irish Girl, I focus in the

first half of the chapter on instances of folklore-naming, the allusions to fairies

and their literary context, and how they characterize the narrator and Glorvina in

national terms.  The second half looks closely at how the novel treats folklore-

narrations, specifically James Macpherson’s infamous Ossian poems, as a site of

conflict between Ireland, Scotland, and England.  Finally, I examine the

conclusion of the novel for what it paints as a violent union of Ireland and

England, represented domestically by the marriage of Horatio and Glorvina.  In
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the mind of the Englishman, Glorvina and Ossian come to be paired as

representations of a magical Ireland, both of them refined, controlled, and named

into forms acceptable to English society.

Horatio’s Irish Fairy

What might a British gentleman of our narrator’s station have thought

about fairy lore in general?  The situation in children’s literature around 1800, as

Chapter One explained, found fairy tales out of favor and didactic, moral tales

championed.  The efforts of antiquarian societies to collect stories and ballads

revived an interest in fairies, and the creatures became significant to English

romanticism (Silver 9-10).  Many of the Romantic poets, in fact, objected to the

taste for sober children’s stories and recalled fondly the fairy tales of their youth.

Charles Lamb’s oft-quoted letter to Samuel Coleridge, written 23 October 1802,

expresses indignation over the state of nursery literature, complaining, “Think

what you would have been now, if instead of being fed with Tales and old wives’

fables in childhood, you had been crammed with geography and natural history?

Damn them!—I mean that cursed Barbauld Crew, those Blights and Blasts of all

that is Human in man and child” (qtd. in Kotzin 134).  The “cursed” Anna

Barbauld, a proponent of practical children’s literature, was joined by women like

Mrs. Sarah Trimmer, founder of the review The Guardian of Education, who used
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her publication to decry fairy tales.  When Mother Goose was re-issued in 1804,

Trimmer responds:

These tales are announced to the public as new translations, but in

what respect this term applies we are at a loss to say, for, on the

perusal of them we recognized the identical Mother Goose’s Tales,

with all their vulgarities of expression, which were in circulation

when those who are now grandmothers, were themselves children,

and we doubt not but that many besides ourselves can recollect,

their horrors of imagination on reading that of Blue Beard, and the

terrific impressions it left on their minds.  Cinderella and Little

Red Riding Hood are perhaps merely absurd.  (qtd. in Watson 20)

She goes on to paint the dire consequences sure to arise from the colorful and

sometimes violent illustrations in the new editions.  Lamb and Coleridge, at least,

seemed to suffer few ill effects from their childhood reading.

Very early in Owenson’s national tale, her Englishman brings up nursery

tales.  In Letter IV to J.D. Esq. M.P. he jokingly refers to “the philological

excellencies of Tom Thumb or Goody Two Shoes” (35) as superior to his own

ability to understand Irish.4  The former is thought to be one of very few

authentically English folktales.  Literary references to the titular hero have been

traced as far back as 1579, while the earliest extant copy was published in 1621

(Opie 30).  While lamenting the state of children’s literature, Charles Lamb writes
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to Coleridge in an 1802 letter that “Goody Two Shoes” is difficult to find (Kotzin

133).  Whether the tale’s scarcity represents a tragedy or a boon is not entirely

clear.  The story, published in 1766 and attributed to Oliver Goldsmith by many

contemporaries, details Little Margery’s self-denial and ultimate success at

finding a mate for her single shoe.  One modern scholar characterizes her tale as

“stultifying” and “obnoxious,” in diametric opposition to the entertaining,

magical realm of fairy tales (Stone 4).

Horatio makes his allusions satirically, and the context places both stories

in the nursery.  The narrator thinks them simple texts, yet he is familiar with their

style.  Because this is one of the rare occasions when he cites other works of

literature by name, perhaps we should make something of the passing reference.

Categorizing the two together – one a fairy tale, one a didactic children’s story –

shows that Horatio does not distinguish between imaginative and moralistic

fiction.  In addition, Morgan selects for her hero two eminently English pieces of

children’s prose, limited in syntactic sophistication, to stand for his English

ineptitude with languages.  If he only had the wisdom of nursery tales, he

laments, he might learn Irish.  Ironically, Horatio’s protest about his “powers of

comprehension” is followed by a few lines of Italian, from Tasso.  Obviously

unwillingness to apply himself to the linguistic task rather than stupidity prevents

him from achieving erudition in colonial dialects.  The pairing of the two stories

and Horatio’s remarks on them also stand as representative for the novel as a
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whole.  Passages laden with romantic fantasy follow upon serious discussion of

Irish history (if the two are not intermingled entirely).  In addition, as he comes to

know the Irish people and their language, the narrator gradually regards them as

more sophisticated than “Tom Thumb” or “Goody Two Shoes,” and indeed worth

his careful study.

From the first, Horatio refers to fairy tales in his writing and also often

employs the word “fairy” to describe the sensations Ireland stirs in him.  “And

sure, Fancy, in her boldest flight, never gave to the fairy vision of poetic dreams,

a combination of images more poetically fine, more strikingly picturesque, or

more impressively touching” (46), he gushes to his reader.  At this point he is

gazing on the Wild Irish Girl’s intimate family party at Inismore and giving

detailed descriptions of the figures and faces of each individual.  The scene closes

with Glorvina pointing out a star that “shed its fairy beam on the mossy summit

of a mouldering turret” (51).  Romance, spells, fancy, and superstition fill

Horatio’s recounting of the scene.  Even the princess speaks in these terms, when

she praises French as the language best suited to “the fairy effusions of fancy”

(81).  We saw the pairing of imagination with the word “fairy,” as well as with

accounts of impressive, sublime scenery, in The Mysteries of Udolpho.  The

similarity is not surprising, since the works of Radcliffe and Owenson are

separated by only twelve years in publication.5
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Ireland was not always so romantic for the hero.  When Horatio first

learns he will be visiting his family estates, he expresses little enthusiasm about

the country.  Ennui is not a family trait, however.  The Earl of M— , whose

disapproving letter starts the national tale, declares he will set off for Ireland, for

cheaper living and some peace, as a consequence of his son’s dissipated ways,

refusal to take legal studies seriously, and a debt-ridden love affair with Lady

C––.  He is amused by Horatio’s description of the trip as “banishment from [his]

native country” (5), since he views his Irish lands as a pleasant retreat.  The

narrator, on the other hand, expresses disgust regarding the nation.  He writes to

his Parliamentary gentleman friend J.D., “But I cannot recollect that in its

fabulous or veracious history, Ireland was ever the mart of voluntary exile of the

man of pleasure” (7), adding the additional protest, “But sent to a country against

which I have a decided prejudice – which I supposed semi-barbarous, semi-

civilized; [it] has lost the strong and hardy features of savage life, without

acquiring those graces which distinguish polished society” (10).  Horatio

complains about Irish civil unrest and the people’s reluctance to become civilized;

he would rather vacation among American Indians!

He is a snob, certainly, full of protest and “buts.”  Lacking any of his

father’s esteem for the neighboring colony, Horatio claims Ireland as “my wild

western territories” (11), an open, imperialist statement.  Disgust elicits no

folklore-naming, but only the rhetoric of empire.  This practice continues when he
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notices Dublin, which he declares “the miniature copy of our imperial original”

(16).  Later, when Horatio arrives at the family lands, the first words of his third

letter to J.D. Esq. are, “I perceive my father emulates the policy of the British

Legislature, and delegates English ministers to govern his Irish domains” (31),

and he quickly compares the distasteful steward to a West-Indian planter.  Ireland

became official imperial property only six years prior to the publication of The

Wild Irish Girl, but Horatio writes comfortably about the nation like any other

colony.

Although the landscape prompts admiration, the eponymous heroine of the

novel is the subject of most of Horatio’s fancy, folklore-naming, and colonial

gestures.  Before he really even knows about the existence of the Wild Irish Girl,

he toys with the idea that he might stumble across “the harem of some wild Irish

Sultana” (34) and thus discover his father’s real reason for enjoying the country –

a woman.6  With its Middle Eastern references, the metaphor draws on the

exoticism popularized by The Arabian Nights and continues the narrator’s pattern

of comparing the Irish to distant peoples like Native Americans, making them

more Other.  The terms “harem” and “Sultana” point particularly to the Victorian

view of the “Oriental” woman as a seductive guide into her Eastern culture (de

Groot 105).  As Joseph W. Lew points out, “Owenson transforms this small island

west of England into England’s first oriental colony” (41).  I wish to stress here,

however, how the physical proximity of Ireland contrasts with the metaphors and
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vocabulary of far-off lands invoked by Horatio.  The folklore-naming signals a

desire for distance.  Ireland as Ireland is too close for comfort, just across the

channel, but Ireland-as-imperial-colony, like the West Indies or India, holds less

menace.  In denying the nation’s domesticity as a neighbor, Horatio elides the

immediate threat of degeneracy.

Threats that come in the female form amplify the need to keep national

boundaries clearly drawn in The Wild Irish Girl.  One of the first direct

occurrences of folklore-naming of a woman comes not from the narrator himself

but from another man, the loquacious James Tyral.  Of Glorvina he says fondly,

“and yet you will see her up with the dawn, running like a doe about the rocks;

her fine yellow hair streaming in the wind, for all the world like a mermaid” (41).

The lovely Princess, who accompanies her singing with the harp, shares many

physical characteristics with the folktale being, which the Oxford English

Dictionary describes as traditionally portrayed with blonde hair and a mirror and

comb as accessories. Glorvina’s name, which means “sweet voice” in Irish

(Leerssen 215), is particularly apt, then, and Horatio writes at one point of the

princess’s “syren voice” (69).  Mermaids paradoxically embody – literally – both

maiden and fish, man’s enjoyment and potential destruction.  Thus it is fitting

that, when Horatio seizes upon the Irish laborer’s comparison, he also chooses a

slightly different, darker label.7  As I mention in the Introduction, the mythic

syren, originally a snake or bird-woman, became confused and eventually
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identified with the mermaid of folk tradition.  Significantly, the disguised English

gentleman / landlord Horatio selects the word with higher cultural connotation,

signaling his level of knowledge as well as the Princess’s superior attractions.

The peril posed by Glorvina’s erotic appeal appears not only in “syren”

but also in the use of the term “witch.”  When Horatio first hears Glorvina at her

harp, for example, he writes of “the witching strain” (53).  Strangely enough, the

folklore-name “witch” applies to a young girl, as we will see with Jane Eyre and

Gwendolen Harleth, rather than the hideous elderly woman.  Owenson draws our

notice to the discrepancy between the two figures when she positions Glorvina

next to her attendant.  Even Horatio remarks on the contrast: “Yet as if the

independent witchery of the lovely minstrel was not in itself all, all-sufficient, at

the back of her chair stood the grotesque figure of her ancient nurse.  O! the

precious contrast.  And yet it heightened, it finished the picture” (53).  The young

witch fascinates, whereas the old witch prompts no desire at all.  The nurse never

appears in the narrative again; her sole purpose has been to stand in the tableau,

displaying Glorvina to even greater advantage.  Still the princess is the one

identified as the danger.  Horatio fears that Glorvina has not only bewitched him

with her charms but also has given him the evil eye (133).  The power of her

witchery is both positive and negative, therefore, and his folklore-naming does

not relieve the discomfort.
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As the novel progresses, more vexed uses of the third register of folklore-

naming, mythology, join the allusions to folktales’ fairies.  On several occasions

the narrator calls Glorvina a “Hebe,” the Greek goddess of youth.  The classical

allusion is fitting in a novel in which Morgan’s characters and footnotes

emphasize the similarities between Irish and ancient Greek cultures.  At the end

of the chapter, Horatio calls the Wild Irish Girl’s appeal a spell and describes a

vision of Glorvina with “her locks of living gold parting on her brow of snow, yet

seeming to separate with reluctance” (66).  Although a moment of adoration,

obviously meant as a tribute to the picture-book beauty of the princess, the

language simultaneously invokes the image of snakes writhing on the head of the

Medusa.  The narrator’s use of folktale and myth consistently characterizes

Glorvina as threatening.  At times, the label results from discomfort simply over

the Princess’s sex; Horatio fears his “sated misanthropic feelings still sent forth

one sigh of wishful solicitude for woman’s dangerous presence!” (60).  More

frequently the descriptions result from his anxiety about her nationality.  The

narrator concludes that Glorvina’s interest lies in her being part of the – to him –

new world of Ireland.  This thought troubles Owenson’s hero deeply.  Shortly

after he writes of his thoughts on rustic colonial beauty, Horatio falls into a

fevered state and dreams of the Irish Princess and awakens to “see” her lifting her

veil only to reveal the visage of a Gorgon (60).  To think of Glorvina romantically
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inspires terror, in part because she is a woman, but also because she is an Irish

woman.

Let me pause for a moment to consider the two different registers of

folklore-naming now at play, for there are problems and questions worth

unpacking, given Horatio’s predominant use of mythological beings.  Recall that

James Tyral, the Irish laborer, calls Glorvina a mermaid, where Horatio writes of

her as a “syren,” the label found in Roman and Greek classics.  What we see here

are the linguistic choices of a well-born, well-educated English man of letters

who does not, and cannot, use the more colloquial, folksy terms for fantastic

female creatures.  Even as the narrator learns more and more about Ireland,

significantly he does not use the Banshee or kelpie (the Irish mermaid) in his

folklore-naming.  To do so would undermine his position of authority, which he

struggles so desperately to maintain, both in his own mind and to the colonial

citizens around him.  The noble son of the Earl of M––, he has read Homer and

mythology, not conversed with peasants about superstitious belief in fairies.

Especially in moments of high terror, when Glorvina’s allure jeopardizes his self-

control and his hold on masculinity, he turns to the Medusa, not the hag, as a

metaphor.  Although not all folklore-namers in this project will employ the

“high,” mythological register, the hero of Owenson’s national tale often avoids

“low” references.  Instead of kelpies, therefore, Horatio invokes classical figures,
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syrens and Hebes – all female and all directed toward The Wild Irish Girl, whom

he feels casts a spell over him.

As much as Horatio protests his helplessness under the enchantment of the

Wild Irish Girl, he also imagines her as passive and fancies that he might win an

unresisting maiden in the tradition of folklore-naming’s second register.  This

more positive view of Glorvina, with the narrator assuming dominance, filters in

only when he leaves the physical presence of the Irish maiden.  A visit to a local

family, the O’D–– s, also prompts the thought when one of the daughters relates

her idea of the princess: “ ‘For my part,’ said the youngest girl, ‘I always think of

her as of the Sleeping Beauty in the Wood, or some other princess in a fairy

tale’ ” (196).  That the sister aged only thirteen makes this comment reinforces

the idea that these stories are for children and for girls in particular.  Regardless,

Horatio favors her characterization over her mother’s practical comments that the

O’Melvilles just live far away and that distance accounts for the child’s magical

picture of the Wild Irish Girl.  Distance certainly may account for Horatio’s

happy musings about Glorvina as a fairy tale heroine, however; the farther away

she is, the less the narrator characterizes her as a witching siren.  Instead she

seems some princess frozen in time, wearing traditional Celtic robes, ornaments,

and hair styles, which Horatio, like the prince in Charles Perrault’s “The Sleeping

Beauty in the Wood,” thinks suit her despite their antiquity.8  Horatio has come to

Ireland, and he has found his Sleeping Beauty, carefully preserved in all her
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perfection in a near magical castle.  He is, we must note, in no hurry to charge

back to Connaught to kiss Glorvina into full sexual maturity.  The idea that she

might slumber, passively awaiting his return, comforts the narrator, while the idea

that she schemes his ruin as though she were a witching mermaid terrifies him.

Because Horatio wavers between panic and comfort about his feelings for

an Irish citizen, he sees Glorvina  by turns as seductive mermaid and innocent

country girl.  When he visits some local families, he recounts his feelings in a

letter, wishing “for that soul-seizing charm which with a magic undefinable

influence breathes round the syren princess of Inismore” (195).  The Miss O’D––

s are pleasant Irish girls, but they do not possess the spell cast by Glorvina.  Critic

Ina Ferris describes Horatio’s transformation at setting eyes upon Glorvina for the

first time: “this moment alters his entire history, jolting him out of the controlling

spectatorship of the gaze into the proximity and implication of response” (295-6).

Horatio enjoys responding, but he also enjoys reporting his responses to a friend

in romantic terms, particularly when the princess is miles away.  His letters allow

him to regain control over the situation, regarding both his own passions and

Glorvina’s influence on him.  The narrator can name Glorvina freely in his private

correspondence, and in this personal, masculine sphere of letters between friends,

he plays out his dangerous desire.  He claims her as he would a colony, writing

home to J.D. Esq. M.P. of “my Glorvina’s syren voice” (151) just as he did “my

wild western territories.”  In particular Horatio wishes to control not only the lady
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but also her metaphorically mythic speech, a primary source of her power to

captivate him.

Lover, traveller, admirer of female beauty – as the quote above reminds

us, Horatio also functions as narrator of the novel and envoy of imperial might,

and as such he has the power to direct the Irish people he meets.  As I remark

earlier, Lew explores the oriental references in The Wild Irish Girl to show how

Glorvina and her nation are made exotic.  Horatio utilizes folklore-names from

“exotic” mythology, but he also uses the vocabulary of folktale, fairies, and

witches to recreate the princess as different from himself.  The narrator fluctuates

between admiring Glorvina as a woman, with natural impulses like blushes, and

casting her as a fairy creature, traditionally without humanity, sexuality, or social

status. It is by virtue of his positions not only as story-teller but as male and

English that Horatio controls the princess and the other characters.9  The hero

must dominate women and colonies, and here he finds both conveniently united

in the attractive figure of Glorvina.  Although the plot may remind readers of a

fairy tale or romance, the novel never allows them to forget the historical bad

blood and imperial relationship between England and Ireland.10

To further illustrate how Horatio’s folklore-naming of Glorvina relates to

problems of colonialism, let us look at the incident that brings together the two

individuals.  He hears a female singing and climbs the walls of Inismore Castle,

which give way.  While recovering from a head injury, Horatio enjoys “fairy
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dreams” (55), sleeping under the nursing care of the Irish princess.  Horatio

finally informs Glorvina of his reading of her nature, when she asks what

occasioned his accident at her home:

      “That,” I returned, “which has led to more certain destruction,

senses more strongly fortified than mine – the voice of a syren!”

      I then briefly related to her the rise, decline, and fall, of my

physical empire.  (69)

Glorvina as syren brings about the ruin of empires, and Horatio’s body is like

Rome.  The above passage offers a perplexing juxtaposition of imagery,

uniformly classical but rendered significant by its placement in a conversation

between the son of an English landlord and the daughter of an Irish tenant.  Can

an accomplished young Irishwoman bring about the end of colonial relations

simply through bewitchment?  Perhaps England need only learn the magic of

Ireland, become fascinated, and suffer a blow not entirely unpleasant to begin a

happy concord of nations.  That Glorvina has imperial aims the national tale hints

openly when the narrator remarks on “a latent ambition, which sometimes

breathing in the grandeur of her sentiments, and sometimes sparkling in the

haughtiness of her eye, seems to say, ‘I was born for empire’!” (87).  Her physical

body exudes colonial aspirations, and Horatio declares she has mastered him.

But the Irish Girl ought not dominate the English visitor, for her

supremacy reverses national and sexual power dynamics.  Additionally, Horatio’s
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“empire” falls because of a syren, something unnatural, which begs another

question.  Does the visitor register the strangeness/Otherness of his hostess

through recourse to folklore, using the same vocabulary that he has used to

describe her country?  In her incarnations as fairy and syren, Glorvina stimulates

the narrator’s erotic interest and threatens his superiority.  When truly moved by

the princess, he calls her not a woman and not even an Irishwoman but a fantastic

creature.  The folklore-naming in which Horatio engages attempts to gain control

over the Wild Irish Girl by making her even more exotic and forbidden, and

conveniently without nationality, but he undermines himself because the names

themselves are associated with beings of an ambiguous nature.  As Ina Ferris

observes about the heroine, “She disconcerts and confounds” (299), and the

folklore-name encapsulates this oscillation well.  Is Glorvina a lovely fairy or a

witch?  Horatio cannot decide.

Can we see differences in how Horatio reacts to a Wild Irish Girl as

opposed to a lady of his country, however?  Although the readers have no

extensive descriptions of Englishwomen for comparison, there are moments, and

the narrator’s choice of words is telling.  In his introductory letters to J.P., when

he sulks over his exile, Horatio laments becoming “the dupe of Lady C––, and her

artful predecessor,” the memory of which “produces a nausea of every sense and

feeling” (9).  His English lovers, at least, have left him sickened, and he calls his

father’s choice of bride for him a hoyden of fifteen (166).  The tenor of this
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passage recalls the narrator’s decision, after simply hearing James Tyral praise

her beauty and learning, that Glorvina must be a red-haired, romping

bluestocking.  In both cases, Horatio describes the young women with

condescension and disgust.  Only when he admires do fairy fantasies emerge, and

the object of his affections becomes something other than woman.

Throughout this discussion, I have shown that in many ways, Horatio’s

characterization of Glorvina in folklore terms is problematic.  His desire “to study

the purely natural, national character of an Irishwoman” contradicts his need to

impose folktale and Greek myth on her.  At one point he tries to express his

dilemma, writing, “O! with what indifference I should have met her in the

drawing-room, or at the Opera!—there she would have been merely a woman!—

here, she is the fairy vision of my heated fancy” (68).  The experience of being in

Ireland, therefore, changes Horatio’s perceptions; he becomes more romantic and

more inclined to indulge his imagination.  Living in a foreign land near a foreign

girl, rather than in the comforting, English locations he cites, pushes him from the

prosaic into the fantastic.  “This creature grows on me with boundless influence;

her originality, her genius, her sensibility, her youth and person.  In short, their

united charms in this profound solitude thus closely associated, is a species of

witchcraft” (163), he concludes, reiterating the belief that Glorvina-in-Ireland,

with the woman inseparable from her country, has entranced him so.11  Still,
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unless the natural, national quality of the Irishwoman is to be supernatural, he

frustrates his own stated purpose in studying Glorvina.

“Frustrating” is an appropriate choice of words, given both Horatio’s

desire for someone he should not want and the fact that many critics acknowledge

nationalism’s conception in sexual, erotic terms.  Marjorie Howes notes that in

the “Young Ireland” movement some forty years after Morgan’s novel, there are

two primary discourses in which a country is gendered.  In one, nation is a

heterosexual lover, and in the other, nation acts as a maternal figure, intervening

in homosocial attachments between her sons (154).  In a way, The Wild Irish Girl

gives us Glorvina embodying both possible roles of her country, with the eventual

triumph of the lover.  While Horatio falls in love with the princess and toys with

the idea of making her either his mistress or his wife, she nearly becomes his

mother, too, by wedding his father.12  For the narrator of the national tale, the

problem is not so much the repression of inappropriate same-sex desires, although

this aspect is certainly arguable, but the specter of an inappropriate marital

bond.13  Despite the Act of Union’s purported goals to blend two peoples, the way

for an Irishman to express his patriotism remains love for an Irishwoman, and for

an Englishman, attachment to an Englishwoman.  In his pursuit of the Princess of

Inismore, it seems to me, Horatio betrays the very concept of national honor or at

least lowers himself.  He attempts to solve his dilemma in part through folklore-

naming; he takes the object of his desire out of the realm of the real, by denying
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Glorvina’s corporeal, Irish body and by labeling her a fairy, witch, and mermaid.

Frustration results in denial, a pattern that the narrator follows in dealing with

other aspects of Ireland: history, customs, and actual folklore-narrations.

“My English Ossian”

The question of Irish nationalism and folklore comes into focus in Letter

XII, in which Horatio is educated about the Ossian controversy.  The battle

reaches back some 40 years before the publication of Morgan’s novel, when the

isles were rich with rediscovered “ancient” verse.  Just as the English Romantics

would later recall fairy tales affectionately, many in the 1760s were enthralled by

the antiquarian Fragments of Ancient Poetry by Macpherson and Reliques of

Ancient English Poetry by Bishop Percy:

 As if waking from a powerful dream, English writers and readers

grasped a rich political unconscious.  The old texts had lain

dormant but were now ripe for use in the reimagining of

Englishness – a youthful, revolutionary yet noble, imperial

Englishness with just the right blend of battle-fever, melancholic

brooding, and metaphysical reflectivity.  Here were materials for

the making of a race myth that could figure forth the English as

both humble and heroic, sensitive yet superior, an ancient, soil-

rooted folk fit to become modern, global conquerors.  (Doyle 22)
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The poetry had political import, especially in the rapidly expanding arena of

colonialism.  England needed a vision of itself as nation, and the ancient

(somewhat retooled, perhaps) epics gave the desired image of the genteel warrior.

Yet the third-century bard Ossian of James Macpherson was not English,

precisely, but rather Scottish, of a British colony.  The description above elides

the two nations, with imperial Britain identifying Celtic poetry as English history.

In his “Critical Dissertation on the Poems of Ossian” (1763), Hugh Blair gives a

line of reasoning behind such appropriation.  He explains that Oriental poetry “is

characteristical of an age rather than a country; and belongs, in some measure, to

all nations at a certain period.  Of this the works of Ossian seem to furnish a

remarkable proof” (qtd. in Hepworth 265).  Despite its incomprehensible dialect,

poetry from old Scotland or Ireland, in other words, belongs just as much to old

England.  The desire for incorporation works in the other direction as well, from

the Celtic nations to Britain.  In his own prefatory Dissertation to Fingal,

Macpherson emphasizes the common origins of Scots and Irish as a great, pre-

Roman Celtic race.  “The strictest amity subsisted between the Irish and Scots

Celtae for many ages” (Jiriczek XVI), he insists.  Based on statements like these,

Leith Davis argues that the author seeks to show a common, single ancestry for

all Britons and thereby to convince England that Scotland is “an ‘Other’ nation

whose separate history and culture were always already assimilated” (147).

Scotland underwent an Act of Union with England in 1707, and thus
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Macpherson’s translations represent an effort, some 60 years later, to try to

achieve cultural union by appeal to the past.  If the passages from Blair and Doyle

are any indication, the colonizers took up Ossianic poetry with fervor.

The urbane Englishmen of The Wild Irish Girl certainly know all about

Ossian.  The narrator begins by teasing his correspondent about his “antiquarian

taste, and Ossianic palate!” (101) and then relates a series of lessons he has

received recently, including the history of Irish knights and the proper

terminology for helmets, shields, axes and spears.  Throughout the lecture, the

prince of Inismore proudly gives a lineage, with specifics of clan and title, and

details about the manufacture of the weaponry.  One might argue that the purpose

of the entire chapter is to convince Morgan’s (English) audience that Ireland’s

past is not all barbarism but rather a picture of chivalry.  About a sword proved

centuries old, the prince concludes, “You may suppose that the advocates for our

Milesian origin gladly seize on this circumstance, as affording new arms against

the sceptics to the antiquity of our nation” (106).14

The narrator himself will turn out to be one of those sceptics.  At the

mention of Oscar, the son of Fingal, Horatio is at first puzzled but then remarks,

“O, true, Mr Macpherson tells us the Irish have some wild improbable tales of

Fingal’s heroes among them, on which they found some claim to their being

natives of this country” (106).  With his statement, Horatio defines his own

identity as not-Irish and categorizes Macpherson’s audience, the “us” of his
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statement, as English.  In substance the narrator’s explanation likely refers to the

aforementioned “Dissertation,” in which Macpherson defends in no kind terms

Scotland’s claim to Ossian.  The editor firmly feels that Irish ballads concerning

Ossianic matters represent a bastardized line, opposed to the more pure Scottish

poetry cycle (deGategno 23).  Macpherson goes to great length and close textual

analysis of several poems to prove his point.  To Horatio, at least, the translator

was convincing.

A priest, who enters as a mediator between the angry Irish prince and the

English skeptic, skillfully rebuts Macpherson’s defense.  Father John summarizes

the Ossianic controversy as a dual schism, with one side believing Macpherson a

fraud and the other trusting the validity of the Scottish sources he claims.  The

good father dismisses the two options entirely, since he and his countrymen know

a third side: Ossian is Irish.  He charges Macpherson with inaccuracy rather than

willful deception.  One of his main points concerns expurgation of important

details in the poems, and he describes to Horatio the mistake of “suppressing

many proofs which they contain of their Irish origin, and studiously avoiding all

mention of St Patrick, whose name frequently appears in the original poems”

(107), by which he means Irish poems, of course.  It all comes down to a question

of national pride and honor.  Ossian was widely hailed as another Homer, and to

be his birthplace was to be a nation worthy of respect.15
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After a lengthy lesson on Irish history, heroism, folklore, and complicated

literary analysis Father John concludes:

“But in fact, it is from the internal evidences of the poems

themselves, not from the notes of Mr Macpherson, nor indeed

altogether from his beautiful but unfaithful translation, that we are

to decide on the nation to which these poems belong . . . .

throughout the whole even of Mr Macpherson’s translation, the

characters, names, allusions, incidents and scenery are all Irish.”

(112)

Father John and the Prince even allude to actual manuscripts of poems from

which Macpherson may have received inspiration and assure their visitor that

these papers are stored in libraries at the University of Dublin and the Irish

University.  Throughout the Ossian debate in The Wild Irish Girl, the two

Irishmen appeal to both spoken and written word to validate their claims to the

poetry.  The priest tells Horatio that schoolchildren recite the poems, which are

passed from generation to generation.  Interestingly, he emphasizes widespread

knowledge among the common man, rather than looking to bards, the “official”

keepers of music.  In effect, the oral history invoked by Father John shows that

the ballads are an integral part of everyday Irish life.  He scorns Macpherson’s

honesty because no Scottish manuscript older than 200 years is known, whereas

Irish texts earlier than the fifth century are preserved.  The authority of both oral
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and physical evidence is an argument seen elsewhere in the novel.  In one of his

first meetings with Glorvina, Horatio learns from the princess that her peculiar

harp is authentically Irish because traditional stories say so and an ancient

example, owned by a famous bard, is stored at the Irish University.  The

invocation of written text is especially bitter for Father John, who complains that

many Irish manuscripts have been plundered from their rightful owners.  The

papers are rumored to be in England and France, where they cannot help Ireland

prove a glorious past.  By contrast, Howard Gaskill points out, Macpherson

clearly privileges verbal transmission over the fragments and manuscripts from

which he claims also to have worked (8).  In a way, the priest tries to lay claim to

Ossian by giving the written, linguistic evidence he and the Prince of Inismore

believe that Macpherson did not provide.  In this respect, strangely enough,

Father John follows the lead of Bishop Percy, Macpherson’s major competitor in

the field of recovered national literature.  To construct his painstakingly footnoted

Reliques of Ancient English Poetry, Percy scoured manuscript sources to back his

claims that the medieval Goths, the direct ancestors of the English, were refined,

literate poets.  Macpherson’s Celts, by comparison, were barbarians dependent on

oral tradition (Groom 87).  Father John appears to walk a fine line between the

feuding antiquarians, therefore, with his appeals to both verbal and written

sources, and one might argue he favors the latter, English method of authorization

over the Scottish.
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To all of the priest’s heartfelt explications Horatio reacts with nationalistic

caution and superiority.  He sees his opinions are held falsely, but he cannot bring

himself to admit it in so many words:

Thus, as you perceive, fairly routed, I however artfully

proposed terms of capitulation, as though my defeat was yet

dubious.

“Were I a Scotchman,” said I, “I should be furnished with

more effectual arms against you; but as an Englishman, I claim an

armed neutrality, which I shall endeavor to preserve between the

two nations.”  (114)

Returning to the discourse of conquest he uses when telling Glorvina she is a

syren, he will play the peacemaker here.  Just as the priest refuses to select one of

the popular sides on Macpherson (real or fraud), Horatio too moves beyond the

offered binary of Ireland / Scotland to introduce a third term, which reproduces

his position as English “us” versus a Celtic “them.”  He will still try to take

charge of the conflict, despite his lacking the appropriate weapons, and pretend he

has not been conquered on the question of Ossian’s provenance.  He reminds his

friends of his nationality and positions England as the armed mediator between its

Gaelic neighbors.  He must master Glorvina by naming her a fairy and Gorgon,

and similarly, he must avoid  enslavement by Irish folk history.  In this case, his

triumph is as simple as saying, “I am an Englishman, and thus this has little to do
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with me.”  Admittedly, although the narrator tries to be unaffected by the debate,

he is not wholly successful, since in a later letter he boasts to his English friend

about his prowess with Irish, “the language of Ossian” (161).  Nevertheless, in the

face of nationalist folklore and to the faces of Irishmen, he will counter with the

rhetoric of battle, which brings with it the reminder of England’s success in

crushing Irish rebellion.

After Horatio’s speech, Glorvina then appears.  She is informed, in

apropos rhetoric, that the men “have been battling about the country of Ossian”

(115), and her father teases that she would have sided with their guest.  The

princess, repeating with a difference the priest’s and Horatio’s own maneuvers

around unappealing oppositions, does not select one side or bring a third into play

but instead protests that she would seek compromise.  She tells her father:

“To you I would have accorded that Ossian was an Irishman, of

which I am as well convinced as of any other self-evident truth

whatever, and to Mr Horatio I would have acknowledged the

superior merits of Mr Macpherson’s poems, as compositions, over

those wild effusions of our Irish bards whence he compiled them.”

(115)

Glorvina goes on to say how the old ballads move her, but their unlikely and

rough action ruins complete enjoyment.  In these sentiments she echoes none

other than James Macpherson, who characterizes Irish ballads as “rude.”  Fiona
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Stafford argues that Morgan’s heroine, like the readers of the novel, is not overly

intrigued by authentic Irish ballads, but rather the romanticized poetic version of

the 1760s Ossian (Stafford 56).

Is it not strange, however, for The Wild Irish Girl to disapprove of her

wild native ballads as distasteful to her sensibility?  Glorvina is an accomplished

harp player and singer, the novel makes very clear.  Her traditional, national

music draws Horatio to her balcony and occasions the accident that pulls him into

the magic of Inismore.  Yet James Newcomer observes, “the adjective ‘wild’ is

wildly inappropriate” (35).  The word itself most frequently is linked to the

sublimity of the Irish landscape, along with “awful.”  Glorvina’s “wildness,” on

the other hand, is mostly rusticity, and she is portrayed as a generally modest

young lady.  Whereas Father John and the Prince of Inismore defend the Ossian

poems as heroic national treasures, Glorvina qualifies her admiration, specifically

to admit the preeminence of something English over something Irish, and she

rarely does so.  Is her admission of distaste meant then as a testament to her

feminine delicacy, that she cannot stomach tales of war and violence?  Does her

charming speech set up the heroine as cultured enough to be an appropriate bride

for an earl’s son?  Most certainly.  Like the Irish folk poetry, Glorvina will be

improved by the guiding hand of the British Empire, or at least be shown to best

advantage in an English context.  Macpherson sought to make ancient Celtic
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poetry agreeable to the English palate.  Sydney Owenson creates a Celtic heroine

to appeal to the same.

Horatio’s reply helps the reader to understand that this latter theory,

positioning the princess as acceptable to the English, is credible: “ ‘O

Macpherson!’ I exclaimed, ‘be thy spirit appeased, for thou hast received that

apotheosis thy talents have nearly deserved, in the eulogium of beauty and genius,

and from the lip of an Irishwoman’ ” (116).  The hero’s delighted outburst, with

its elevated diction, comes when Glorvina is at her least Irish and most colonized.

For her, it is enough that the origin is Irish, securing her country’s pride; the

superior artistry comes from the Scotsman, or, as Glorvina terms his work, “my

English Ossian.”  It is a peculiarly conditional nationalism.  Additionally,

Scotland and England almost become conflated but now, instead of plunderers of

Irish tradition and manuscripts, the nations function as sources of refinement.16

The mentality that Irish wildness, both in literature and ladies, can be

improved by Scottish/English revision is also one of the novel’s closing

messages.  The shadowy Earl, who may strike us as a paternal metaphor in the

tradition of Lacan’s Symbolic Father, generously steps aside so Horatio and

Glorvina may wed, and he writes of his hopes for the future.  “In this, the dearest,

most sacred, and most lasting of all human ties, let the names of Inismore and M–

be inseparably blended, and the distinctions of English and Irish, of Protestant and

Catholic, for ever buried” (250), says father to son.  The children of the marriage
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will be colonial hybrids, both in nationality and faith.  The reference to religion is

interesting, because, for whatever reason, differences of faith have not played a

large role in Horatio’s concern over his attraction to Glorvina.  She practices

Catholicism, but she is open-minded and above base superstition, the narrator

assures us (187) – another instance of how the Wild Irish Girl is unlike the other

“wild Irish” figures in the national tale.

Despite the Earl’s grandiose proclamation, he does not mean exactly what

he writes.  In the rest of the letter, the Englishman continues to draw lines

between nations and peoples and to maintain a hierarchical, binary relationship.

He warns his son to “be ever watchful to moderate that ardent impetuosity, which

flows from the natural tone of the national character” (251).  The Earl

characterizes the Irish as “them” – extreme, both in failure and excellence – and

Horatio as “you” or “not-them,” whose duty as an English landlord is to bring the

people to a happy medium by benevolence, instruction, and “the touch of reason

and humanity” (252).  Again, these ideas of improving Irish roughness are

precisely Glorvina’s rationales for approving Macpherson’s renditions of

traditional poetry.  Barry Sloan calls the above a process of reciprocation, in

which each nation teaches the other something.  He notes, however, that England

will not benefit until Ireland has been refined to some degree (15).  It is not that

Glorvina’s rusticity, like the rough Celtic inspiration for Ossian, might be

polished, but that it must be.  Irish “folk,” both its women and its lore, will be
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civilized by British imperial contact.  Discussing the fear of Anglo-Irish hybrids,

as the children of Horatio and Glorvina would be, Charlotte Brooke urges, “Let

them tell her [England], that the portion of her blood which flows in our [Irish]

veins is rather ennobled than disgraced by the mingling tides that descended from

our heroic ancestors” (viii).  Sydney Owenson in The Wild Irish Girl is much

more cautious and much more condemnatory of the native Irish character.

“Ennoblement” will not occur until purification has taken place to some extent.

Yet the idea that a happy, cooperative union will be achieved by reason,

refinement, and careful supervision, like some solemn but touching marriage

ceremony, is completely undermined by the way in which Glorvina and Horatio

finally unite.  Crazed with grief, the narrator stumbles upon his own father, about

to wed his Irish beloved; the Prince of Inismore expires on the spot from shock;

Glorvina temporarily goes mad; Horatio suffers a severe fever.  Although

Owenson figures the joining of Ireland and England as a love affair between two

young people, the end result is violent and emotionally devastating.17  There are

no mentions of “fairy effusions of fancy.”  Instead we have only the painful

reality of union, on both its domestic and national scales.  Two generations of

England, represented in Horatio and his father (who look remarkably alike), woo

romantic old Ireland.  The former is young and dashing, bursting with fairy

visions, while the latter is older, quieter, and a producer of elegant material gifts.

The battle over Glorvina at the altar acts metonymically as a struggle over which
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England shall win Ireland.  The Earl of M–– looks on Glorvina, and by extension

her nation, with fatherly concern and a sense of duty; his son, on the other hand,

offers romance.  Gendered male, England as lover rather than father triumphs.

In The Wild Irish Girl, ultimately Ossian and Glorvina both function as

versions of Irish folklore for the narrator Horatio, although the way he co-opts

them can be read in different lights.  Despite his refusal to admit so, the poetry he

admires may well be original Irish genius, and she is the Wild Irish Girl,

alternately seductive mermaid and passive fairy tale princess.  Through his

narration, Horatio manages to dominate both by his Englishness, even in a

physical sense.  Someone must take care of the Wild Irish Girl once her father

dies.  When the Irish tradition, embodied in O’Melville, passes on, the

Englishman, represented by Horatio, steps in.  He has named Glorvina, and now

he will own her.  The nature of his expected union with the Irish princess,

however, suggests to me a qualification of my somewhat negative reading.

Horatio worries throughout the novel that he cannot have an Irish bride, but he

will take one, and he will spend eight months of every year in Ireland managing

his properties.  The acceptance of a Wild Irish Girl and her homeland equals a

step in the right direction.  Perhaps he will continue to declare armed neutrality;

perhaps someday, by virtue of reciprocation with his Celtic bride, the narrator

himself will be the one defending national lore and arguing with English visitors

that Ossian is Irish through and through.
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Notes to Chapter Two

                                                  
1 Fiona J. Stafford notes several poems by Wordsworth that reflect a familiarity with

Macpherson, including “Written on a Blank Leaf of Macpherson’s Ossian” in “‘Dangerous
Success’: Ossian, Wordsworth, and English Romantic Literature,” Ossian Revisited, ed. Howard
Gaskill (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1991) 49-72.  According to Brian Hepworth,
Napoleon “decorated Malmaison with pictures of Ossian the Bard and carried the poems on
campiagn” (262).

2 Newcomer puts the novel’s appearance quite poetically: “Distance and threat and the
quality of the unknown combined to give a romantic aura to things Irish.  The Ossianic poems still
seized the imagination . . . . And along came Sydney Owenson” (33).

3 In 1820 the reviewer of the New Monthly Magazine wrote in similar terms of the relief
readers would take in resigning Lady Morgan’s books and taking up Austen’s.  Simultaneously
such a turn was a repatriation to England’s green and pleasant land and a maternal bosom: “we
turn from the dazzling brilliancy of Lady Morgan’s works to repose on the soft green of Miss
Austen’s sweet and unambitious creations” (qtd. in Lynch 64).

4 Regarding the status of Horatio’s correspondent, Mary Jean Corbett observes, “Yet the
status of the letters’ explicit addressee as a member of Parliament surely warrants our notice, in
that it calls to mind the recent abolition of the Irish Parliament and situates its internal audience
among those newly empowered to legislate for Ireland” (94).

5 I am fully aware that to characterize the use of “fairy” as particularly English, or even
as a European tradition, is, of course, problematic on many levels.

6 Ironically, Horatio is entirely correct in his musings about his father’s enjoyment of
Ireland.  Rather than a Sultana he comes upon a library instead, and is somewhat disappointed to
learn that the Other Woman is the “Irish Muse.”  Yet, although both men purport to study Irish
history and customs, it is not the nation as idea but Ireland embodied in Glorvina that attracts the
notice of these Englishmen.

7 The ability to make the siren both good and bad fits with Angela Bourke’s description
of the purpose of lore among the Irish: “Fairy legend in itself is neutral; a currency, like money, it
could be invoked to justify either compassion or cruelty.  Even the fairies it depicts are not
malevolent, but simply amoral, unreliable, not part of ‘our’ society” (89).  Horatio definitely sees
Glorvina as separate from “his” English society, and she verges on malevolence in his anxious
mind.

8 Perrault observes satirically that his Sleeping Beauty wears attire, like a ruff, that her
suitor’s grandmother might have worn, but the enamored prince is too polite to say so.  In
addition, this version of the Sleeping Beauty story does not end with a joyous marriage.  I believe
it significant that this tale is mentioned specifically, since Perrault’s princess is left behind at her
palace for two years, while her husband comes to visit her in secret and fathers two children by
her; he fears revealing his marriage until his father dies and he becomes king.  Horatio’s anxiety
over bringing home an Irish wife resonates with the events of the classic French fairy tale.

9 See Elsie Michie 66 on how an ideology of male superiority corresponds with one of
national domination.  Although she discusses the Victorian novel, the dynamic applies for this
1806 national tale as well.

10 There is more to it than simply an Englishman taking a trip across the Channel.  The
narrator is a descendant of the soldier who killed an Inismore patriarch and started the O’Melville
family’s decline.  The Prince is still bitter about the event, and therefore Horatio cannot reveal his
real identity; his family is the sworn enemy of the residents of Inismore.
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11 Horatio underscores the fact that his love for Ireland is mediated through Glorvina

when he feels betrayed by the princess.  Convinced she has another suitor, he picks a fight about
Ireland.  “I could not check my pettishness, and for want of some other mode of venting it, I
endeavored to ridicule a work on the subject of ancient Irish history which the priest was reading
aloud, while Glorvina worked, and I was trifling with my pencil” (173).  Certainly the narrator is
frustrated – sexually, one might well argue, given the object with which he is trifling. Since the
majority of Horatio’s power lies in writing, naming, and reporting Ireland back to his English
friend, however, his inability to express himself around his Irish friends further demonstrates how
much being abroad changes him.

12 The implications of this domestic triangle for the national one are manifold – for
example, the relationship between the two nations is incestuous, or Ireland has many “blood” ties
to England, both through wedlock and war. Horatio does not stand for all Englishmen in the novel,
certainly.  His father, the Earl of M––, also knows the residents of Inismore.  In his letter, which
closes the narration, he rarely mentions Glorvina by name, referring to the young woman as “she”
and “her” or “his daughter” and “the daughter.”  To the landlord the princess is an extension of the
prince, albeit one too lovely and accomplished to be left in the wilderness of Ireland.  Where the
son sees Glorvina as a goddess, unlike any other woman, the father sees her as an exceptional
mortal.  What both share is their insistence on her Irishness, for both are amazed to find such
virtues in a country recently unified with England.  While the princess herself does not permit
anyone to forget her nationality, The Wild Irish Girl portrays her as exotic through the eyes of
visitors.

13 There is a definite homosocial triangulation, with Glorvina at the center: the prince of
Inismore (her father), the Earl, and his son Horatio.

14 “Milesian” comes from the Latin name of Gallamh, who ruled Galacia (now part of
Spain).  Three of his sons went to Ireland in approximately 1699 B.C. and conquered the Danaans
(Tuatha De Danann, or People of the god Dana –  described as supernatural beings, and
sometimes as fairies or fallen angels in later folklore).  Only one of the brothers, Eermon,
survived, and he became the first Milesian ruler of the country.  Irish kings are considered the
descendants of the true Milesians.

15 The battle seems to have been especially frustrating for the Irish, whose claims to
Ossian were brushed off by Englishmen like Horatio as inconsequential.  In an anonymous review
in 1805, Sir Walter Scott declared that questions of authenticity and the importance of an
“ancient” Ossian to Scottish nationalism were irrelevant; what mattered was the glorious poetry of
Macpherson.  For the Irish, Morgan’s novel seems to say, these questions were vital.
Furthermore, 1806 was not exactly a golden age in relations between the two nations.  In 1793,
France perceived Ireland and Scotland as two colonized countries eager to throw off English
domination, but by the Rebellion of ‘98, the Scottish were not allies.  13 of the 20 regiments
responsible for putting down the uprising, in fact, were Scottish (McFarland 194).  This is not to
argue that Morgan’s intent was spite against Scotland.  It is possible, however, that the colonized
Irish citizens of The Wild Irish Girl perceive Scotland as more English than Celtic and identify
that nation with the colonizer.

16 The civilizing influence of literature has appeared throughout The Wild Irish Girl.  We
know that Glorvina has continental taste when Horatio discovers books of English, Italian, and
French poetry, along with London newspapers, in her boudoir.  He brings her French and German
romantic novels, including Moustier’s Lettres sur la Mythologie, St. Pierre’s iPaul et Virginie,
Goëthe’s The Sorrows of Young Werther, Lousel’s Dolbreuse, Chateaubriand’s Attila, and
particularly Rousseau’s La Nouvelle Heloise, as books she “had not, yet should read” (144).  Upon
hearing the English visitor recite lines from William Collins’s “Ode to Evening,” Glorvina reacts
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joyfully, comparing its effects on her sensibility to Ossian’s “Song of Other Times,” roses, and her
harp (150).  She is already quite English at heart, and Horatio is eager to tutor her further.

17 Julia Anne Miller has noted the same connection between national joining and the
tale’s closing marital ceremony.  See “Acts of Union: Family Violence and National Courtship in
Maria Edgeworth’s The Absentee and Sydney Owenson’s The Wild Irish Girl,”  Border
Crossings: Irish Women Writers and National Identities, ed. Kathryn Kirkpatrick (Tuscaloosa &
London: U of Alabama P, 2000) 13-37.
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Chapter Three

Governesses, Émigrés and Fairies: Implications of Folklore

in the Novels of Charlotte Brontë

In turning from The Wild Irish Girl to Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre,

Villette, and Shirley, I move from one part of Great Britain to another, shift

generic categories slightly, and jump ahead several decades.1  Contextualizing the

place of fairy tales and folklore in the 1840s is difficult, in part because attitudes

toward fantasy literature varied.  Thomas Crofton Croker’s publication of a multi-

volume collection of Irish folklore and legends, illustrations for which were

featured in the Introduction, was a great success in 1825-1828 (Stone 27), and

there was growing interest in preserving oral traditions of Scotland and Ireland in

particular. Carole Silver’s recent book on the Victorian obsession with fairies

emphasizes that Celtic tradition, as well as political and national concerns,

influenced the English.  The Brothers Grimm described their collections of tales

as preserving the history and color of Germany, and Englishmen and women

wanted to do the same for their country.  Haunted also by the fear that

industrialism was eroding ancient traditions, citizens took up fairy and more

particularly folktales as symbols of both childhood innocence and English culture

(Silver 34).
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As for imported literature, renditions of “Cinderella” and “Sleeping

Beauty,” among others, were published in chapbook format in England (Stone

22).  Collections of Grimms’ tales were released in 1823 and 1826, and Thomas

Carlyle published translations of fairy stories by Tieck and Hoffmann in his 1827

German Romances (Zipes Victorian xvii-xviii).  Starting a good twenty years

before the publication of Brontë’s novels, therefore, England saw a proliferation

of both local folklore and fairy stories from foreign sources.  Additionally, her

books appeared on the market just on the cusp of renewed English interest in fairy

tales, which children’s literature specialist F.J. Harvey Darton dates to 1846,

when Hans Christian Andersen’s Wonderful Stories for Children came to England

(215).

As I explained in the Introduction, a number of critics have examined the

importance of folk and fairy lore in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre from structural

and psychoanalytic frameworks,2 and other studies document the possible sources

of her familiarity with folk material.3  In recent years, however, no substantial

attention has been given to fairy terms in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre.  I

examine the ways in which her first success, along with Villette and Shirley, use

folklore to name and to narrate woman and her social dilemmas.4  Supernatural

vocabulary in the three novels, particularly allusions to creatures from folktale,

actually hinges on a collision of nervous discourses about the “proper” bounds of
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class, sexuality, gender, race and nation more directly than in Owenson’s Irish

tale.

As in The Mysteries of Udolpho and The Wild Irish Girl, mermaids swim

through the pages of Charlotte Brontë’s fiction, and they exist closer to home than

in France or Ireland.  In Jane Eyre and Shirley, set firmly in England, and in

Villette, set in fictional Labassecour, Brontë presents us with a range of English

heroines dealing with the implications of folklore.  Jane Eyre and Rochester

banter with one another in a teasing, satirical rhetoric full of references to sly

fairies.  He uses folklore-naming in an attempt to control the quiet young woman,

whose class position, far beneath his, lack of beauty and dowry, and station as

governess make her a dangerous object of desire.  She does not return the

folklore-name until the close of the narrative, when she has become an heiress

and Rochester is physically and morally chastened.

Shirley returns us to the era of the Chartist riots in England.  Here we have

a wealthy, self-assured woman cheerfully talking of her desire to scan the

countryside and seashore for fairies and mermaids.  Rather than direct folklore-

naming, Miss Keeldar engages in indirect folklore-narrating.  What’s more,

although neither an orphan nor a foreign citizen, Shirley herself is described on

occasion, by her friend Caroline Helstone, as possessing fairy-like characteristics.

Off native soil in Villette, folklore-naming and references to supernatural

creatures appear less frequently and in different contexts.  Lucy Snowe, like Jane
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Eyre, is a poor, plain schoolteacher, and as such we might expect her similarly to

be the object of folklore-naming.  On the contrary, like Caroline names a social

superior, Lucy calls Paulina Home de Bassompierre, a sedate little lady of mixed

Scottish-French heritage, “fairy” and “sprite,” as do Polly’s father and her

eventual lover, Dr. Graham Bretton.  Whereas residence in a strange country

drives Horatio in The Wild Irish Girl to speak of folklore, Lucy and her fellow

countrymen use the language of the supernatural primarily in reference to each

other.  In addition to acting as a means of Othering between men and threatening

women, the folklore-name also becomes a way of highlighting national bonds and

functions primarily between women, especially Lucy and Polly, who are rivals for

the same handsome Briton/Bretton.

Before I examine the novels in detail, however, I wish to pause for a

moment to consider Charlotte Brontë’s early experiments with folklore.  Her

juvenilia, especially the significance of Angria and her collaboration with brother

Branwell, are well-studied, and fairy-tale motifs and characters abound in the

youthful writings.  A closer look at Brontë’s pure fairy stories suggests that of the

three brands of supernatural beings I identify for this study, those from the

folktale predominate.  No princesses or kings populate these tales.  Instead we see

scenarios common in the lore of the British isles, or more specifically, encounters

with fairy-folk who may be helpful or mischievous.  Here I offer a brief analysis
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of two fairy stories to highlight some concepts significant to understanding

Brontë’s engagement with folktales rather than fairy tales.

Of Brontë’s earliest stories, “The Adventures of Ernest Alembert: A Tale”

(1829) and “The Fairy Gift” (1830) merit explication for their treatment of

fairies.5  In the former, the hero Alembert shelters a stranger, and in return the

man reveals himself to be a fairy and takes Ernest with him: “It would be

impossible to relate all the marvellous adventures that befel Alembert whilst he

abode in the land of Faery.  He saw their midnight revels in many a wild glen, and

witnessed how they feasted in the greenwood beneath the solemn moon.”6

Alembert tires of these wonders, however, and the fairies obligingly return him to

his own world.  When sprites and mortals meet in English, Celtic, and Welsh

folktales, abductions, rather than sponsored tours, are common.  The fairy people

kidnap young mothers to nurse fairy infants, snatch pretty adolescent girls and

male babies from their homes, and replace the humans with ugly, sickly

changelings.  Those who do go to Faerie rarely return, but if they do, they are

forever changed, often dying shortly after their reappearance, and they speak of

the magnificence and fine entertainments they witnessed while away.  Brontë

shies away from this tradition of viewing fairies as a race of dark, fierce, cruel

enslavers who steal white women and children of England.  Instead her

supernatural beings express gratitude for any small favor, like shelter.  Narrated in

the first person, the second story, “The Fairy Gift,” relates the dilemmas of a man
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who is granted four wishes, the typical number in Native American and some

African lore, rather than the traditional three of European fairy tales, by a fairy

dressed in green.7  The hero wishes for beauty and marries the wealthy Lady

Ducie, who turns out to be a witch.  He asks for superior talent, and brawls result.

After these two disastrous wishes, the hero decides to give up his magic ring.

Here, fairy gifts backfire on the narrator, granting his requests in rather

undesirable manners.

Both stories are intriguing for three primary reasons.  First and second, the

protagonists are male and poor, clearly working-class.  Alembert, though his

family was once noble and respected, lives in a modest hut, and the narrator of

“The Fairy Gift” is described as “a day-labourer” who uses his first wish to gain

entrance into the aristocracy.  This is not the world of the literary fairy tale but the

folktale.  Finally, both heroes choose their modest, mortal existence over the

magic offered by fairy-folk.  Although two stories are perhaps too few on which

to claim a pattern, we see from these examples that fairies display opposite traits,

with one hospitable and the other mildly perverse in granting wishes. Note that

the friendly being is male, whereas the giver of the tricky magic ring is a lady in

green, in the tradition of the Fays.  Thus in Charlotte Brontë’s juvenilia we

perceive that fairies interact with male mortals and that when acting against

mankind in manners however slight, they must be female.  We will find likewise
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that characters in the novels assume that fantastic encounters involve specific,

sexed dynamics.

Increasingly, Charlotte stops writing fairies and genii into her stories and

concentrates on political intrigue and refinement of characterization.8  Christine

Alexander, who has worked extensively transcribing and studying the juvenilia,

remarks that by 1833, Brontë’s favorite leading man, the Byronic Zamorna,

cannot be satisfied with a Cinderella or Sleeping Beauty: “The pure, fairy-tale

princess is no longer subtle enough to maintain the interest of this increasingly

complicated hero” (111).  Like many critics, Alexander views fairy tale as a

childish encumbrance for the author, something that she had to overcome to write

her brilliant, realist novels.  Yet what of fairy tale’s low-class cousin, folktale, and

Charlotte Brontë’s famous governesses?

Jane Eyre, Fairy Tale, Folktale: A Close Reading

When studied with fairy tale plots in mind, Jane Eyre reads like a revision

of “Cinderella” and “Sleeping Beauty,” with moments of “Little Red Riding

Hood” and especially “Beauty and the Beast,” the ancient tale of a lovely girl

who, through her unselfish love, redeems a prince enchanted into a hideous

monster.  At one point in the courtship Rochester indeed declares Jane a “beauty,”

but “Beauty and the Beast” never is named explicitly.  Neither are any of the

other stories I list, for the majority of the lovers’ exchanges come instead from the
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register of folktale, which acts as a crucial component of courtship rhetoric

between the heroine and her employer, just as it does between the couple in The

Wild Irish Girl.  While in Owenson’s novel we have a narrating English

aristocrat, here we have the autobiographical voice of a poor Englishwoman.  The

object of folklore-naming will tell the story.  Jane is not Irish like Glorvina, so

nationality does not prompt Rochester’s discomfort with his attraction.  Jane

Eyre’s Otherness stems from her social rank, which lies on the boundary between

working and middle classes because she works as a governess.  When Mrs.

Fairfax cautions the heroine that “gentlemen of [Rochester’s] station are not

accustomed to marry their governesses” (268)9, she hits a major source of the

hero’s fears.  Edward Fairfax Rochester will attempt to contain his dis-ease (and

“his” Jane) by recourse to folklore.

Despite Jane-the-narrator’s assertion that, as a child, she was fully

convinced that all elves had fled England for wilder lands, talk about elves

remains strong.  At times, folktales are definitely the realm of servants, but in the

following chapter Brontë gives us conversations about fanciful beings that seem

to set Jane and Rochester on the same footing, beyond the problem of class status.

A careful reading confirms, however, that the implications of folklore are not so

simple.  Rather than establishing a “spiritual” equality, mention of elves and

fairies actually underscores the realities of class disparity between Jane and
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Rochester, and race, sex, sexuality, and nationality all become complicating

factors.

Long before Mr. Rochester appears, Jane’s experience at Gateshead sets a

context for narratives about fairies.  Jane learns nursery tales, ballads, romances,

and Pamela from the servant Bessie, and she hears them at a point in her life

when she is consistently termed low-class.  George Reed distinguishes Jane as a

dependent, apart from himself and his sisters, who are “gentlemen’s children”

(11).  Abbot indignantly tells Jane that she is less than a servant , since she does

not even work, and Bessie uses the heroine as a nurserymaid-in-training.  Jane is

warned continually that she will be thrown out of Gateshead, left to beg or to go

to the poorhouse.  She expresses her youthful attitude toward class as a mistaken

one, but it is telling nevertheless.  Poor people, she explains, cannot have the

things she wishes: education, genteel speech, proper manners, decent clothes, and

food.  She concludes, “Poverty for me was synonymous with degradation” (24).

Years later, Bessie comes to visit her former charge and remarks politely

to Jane, “You are genteel enough; you look like a lady” (92).  When Bessie hears

Jane can play piano, draw beautifully, and speak French, she enthusiastically

declares, “Oh, you are quite a lady, Miss Jane!”  Jane has the satisfaction of

hearing not only that she looks like a lady, but is a lady, in contrast to Bessie,

whom she describes as “a woman attired like a well-dressed servant” (91).

Appropriately, upon the occasion of this transformation, Bessie reveals that Jane’s
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kin include an uncle who works as a wine merchant.  Despite the privation and

austerity of Lowood, Jane moves away from her youthful servant-position, and

the heroine seems to take satisfaction in this fact.

This is not to say her fears have vanished, of course, and Jane’s first days

at Thornfield illustrate her persistent class anxiety.  Mrs. Fairfax conveys her

pleasure to have someone with whom she can talk properly, telling the heroine,

“Leah is a nice girl to be sure, and John and his wife are very decent people; but

then you see they are only servants, and one can’t converse with them on terms of

equality: one must keep them at a distance, for fear of losing one’s authority” (97-

8).  Gratified to be included in the “one” superior to servants, Jane likes Mrs.

Fairfax immediately.  In contrast to her affection for the matronly housekeeper,

when describing the inmates of Thornfield, Jane calls the servants “decent people;

but in no respect remarkable” (111).

The continued, precarious nature of Jane’s status stems primarily from her

occupation as a governess – not quite a gentlewoman, yet not quite a servant –

and she struggles to maintain her position as a lady.  This effort is illustrated most

tellingly when Bessie’s fanciful tales of the Gytrash fill the heroine’s mind at Hay

Lane, and the mature narrator condemns her automatic leap to folklore-narrating

on a dark, foggy night.  Full of scorn for herself, she apologizes, “In those days I

was young, and all sorts of fancies bright and dark tenanted my mind: the

memories of nursery stories were there amongst other rubbish” (113).  In the
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sentences that follow, the narrator mentions “Bessie’s tales” and “Bessie’s

Gytrash.”  Reluctant to claim the folklore as her own, Jane always attaches the

servant’s name to references to the story.  Yet when she returns to Thornfield and

sees Rochester’s dog, which she mistook for a Gytrash on the road, she cannot

help but remark he was “an eerie creature to be alone with, and I could not tell

whence he had come” (118).  Jane Eyre’s desire to distance herself from Bessie’s

nursery rubbish amounts to a desire to keep herself distinct from servants.

Despite the heroine’s resistance to folktales with their strange creatures and low-

class associations, these stories are firmly fixed in her mind, with “a vigour and

vividness beyond what childhood could give” (113).

The tie to childhood degradation represented by Bessie’s bedtime stories

is not the only way that folklore relates to Jane’s struggles with class.  Like

orphans, fairies themselves exist in a kinship limbo and have indistinct social

positions; indeed, they are not even of the mortal world.  Tales mention fairy

knights and queens and other hierarchies reminiscent of feudal days, but the class

status of most supernatural creatures remains indeterminate.  When Rochester

meets Jane on the dark road and learns she is employed at Thornfield, he is

certain she is not a servant, but beyond this he cannot make out her position: “He

stopped, ran his eye over my dress, which, as usual, was quite simple: a black

merino cloak, a black beaver bonnet; neither of them half fine enough for a lady’s

maid.  He seemed puzzled to decide what I was: I helped him” (115).  In their
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subsequent exchange, Jane identifies herself as the governess, which Rochester

accepts readily enough.  When Jane meets him a second time, at tea, her employer

has decided she is something else: a fairy.

Here begin the dynamics of folklore-naming and -narrating in Jane Eyre,

whereby Rochester assigns various titles to Jane and creates stories in which she

takes the leading, fantastic role.10  While the heroine seems concerned that

folktale allusions will associate her with servants, her employer, perhaps more

secure about his status – he is a wealthy, country gentleman and landlord,

although only because the heir and elder brother passed away –  appears perfectly

at ease tossing around such terms.  After their encounter at Hay Lane, Rochester

confronts Jane with accusations about being a fairy, and she calmly responds in

kind.  They speak to each other directly invoking folktale beings like fairies,

brownies, imps, and men in green thought to inhabit England, Scotland and

Ireland.11   For example, the gentleman ruthlessly taunts the governess about his

intention to wed Blanche Ingram, pleading teasingly, “Tell me now, fairy as you

are, – can’t you give me a charm, or a philter, or something of that sort, to make

me a handsome man?” (248).  She retorts with as much spirit that no magic could

effect such wonders.

In the course of their conversations, Rochester gives Jane several

nicknames besides “fairy.”  If we look at Jane’s own list of the specific epithets

she manages to win from her employer-cum-husband by vexing him shortly after
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their engagement, we discover that three of the four come from the folkloric

register of folktale: “the best words at my service were ‘provoking puppet,’

‘malicious elf,’ ‘sprite,’ ‘changeling,’ &c.” (276-7).  Let us consider the first

among these, “elf,” more closely.  An elf is defined as a shape-shifting,

mischievous being that dances when the moon comes out,12 and Rochester

gleefully names her as such increasingly after Jane agrees to marry him.  She

announces she has been musing on Hercules and Samson; he replies, “You were,

you little elfish–– “ when she cuts him off, trying to stop the folklore-name.

When Jane meets him the morning after Midsummer’s Eve, he comments on how

attractive she looks, asking, “ Is this my pale little elf?” (260) and assuring her he

shall “load these fairy-like fingers with jewels” (261).  To both declarations, the

heroine responds by insisting on her own, mortal identity as “Jane Eyre” rather

than a nonmortal – attempts that fail to counter his folklore-naming, as he runs on

happily in the same, fanciful vein.  In her famous speech beneath the chestnut

tree, Jane fiercely informs her employer that he is wrong in thinking her “soulless

and heartless” (255), two traits commonly associated with the beings with which

he insists on equating her.  Yet Rochester continues, and the fact that he, a

member of the gentry, will soon possess both legally and sexually a governess of

lowly station only increases his characterization of Jane as Other and

otherworldly.  He does not love a lady who works for a living; he adores an

unreal, ethereal being.  In fact, the chapter covering the period of their
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engagement, number 24, features the most instances of folklore-naming, with

numerous mentions of elves, fairies, sprites, witches, and sylphs.13

The word “sylph,” as I mentioned in Chapter One, is a term used by

Alexander Pope in The Rape of the Lock to name the souls of dead coquettes.  In

folktale tradition, however, following the ideas of Paracelsus, a sylph is simply a

spirit composed of air, which makes it an apt term for Miss “Eyre.”  Significantly,

the term recurs only in a description of the unfaithful Céline Varens, whom

Rochester calls a “Gallic sylph.”  The gentleman, however, imagines a

honeymoon wherein Jane’s “sylph’s foot” will purify his previous, mad dash

through Europe.  “I will not be your English Céline Varens” (272), Jane later

informs Rochester rudely.  Of note in the use of this term is the fact that it is

nationalized.  When the good, English Jane is a sylph, she is near angelic.  By

contrast, a French sylph is associated with light women.  Does Rochester

subconsciously fear that his new bride will transfigure herself, becoming sexually

free?  Does the sylph lose her levity when she enters the institution of marriage?

Jane’s lack of sexual experience certainly appeals to her employer, for

female passion, as well as a woman’s position on shaky class ground, frighten

him.  In her analysis of the Jane/Rochester relationship, critic Helene Moglen

emphasizes that Rochester’s need to see Jane as an elf and/or fairy denies her

humanity, sexuality, and a place in society (127).  The notion that fairies lack any

sexual urges gradually gained popularity with the Victorians, but they were of
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two minds concerning the fantastic race.  For example, “elf” was applied to male

and female beings, making it a rather asexual term.  Yet as Carole G. Silver

argues in her study of Victorian attitudes toward fairies, the fairy bride, such as

the veiled figure in Rochester’s improvised contes de fées for Adèle (events

central again to chapter 24), fascinated people at the time Brontë wrote Jane Eyre.

Drawn from folktales rather than the literary fairy tale, these supernatural brides,

including swan maidens and selkies (seal maidens), were described as highly

erotic temptresses of guileless mortals (Silver 102).  Fairies, like witches, also

were believed to enjoy crazed dancing, a sure sign of sexual insatiability (176).

Later Victorians, however, would make the fairy maiden so insubstantial that she

lacked even a body, much less passions.  Rochester makes similar

pronouncements about Jane, calling her “delicate and aërial” (261).  Behind the

need to make his betrothed ethereal lurks the terror that Jane, like all fairy brides,

will show herself to be a monstrous animal.  The masculine Beast may become a

prince, but here the beautiful fairy maiden becomes a beast; the English sylph

becomes the Gallic one.  Rochester’s frantic charge to Jane, after a series of

playful, fairy/elf names applied to her, that she not reveal herself a “downright

Eve,” underlines the uneasiness.  Beneath the carefully constructed image of fairy

as bodiless remains her history as acutely sexual – the legacy of Morgan le Fay

and her sisters –  and threatening to the mortal male.
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The Victorian denial of a fairy’s sexuality relates tangentially to public

concern over the moral status of the governess.  Called a “tabooed woman” in

Shirley, the governess was held up as a standard of middle-class values: prudence,

decorum, and chastity.  Mary Poovey documents the uneasy connection Brontë’s

contemporaries drew between the private teacher and the prostitute, a “mid-

Victorian fear that the governess could not protect middle-class values because

she could not be trusted to regulate her own sexuality” (131).  In Jane Eyre,

Blanche and Lady Ingram voice the belief that governesses bring sexual looseness

into decent households.  Blanche declares that she and her sister went through no

less than twelve governesses, “half of them detestable and the rest ridiculous, and

all incubi” (179).  An incubus can be defined as a devilish nightmare or a being

which sexually assaults sleeping women, but the OED notes that in Teutonic

mythology, elves behaved like incubi and succubi.14  In Jane’s presence, the

Ingram ladies condescendingly recall a certain Miss Wilson, whose relationship

with the house’s tutor was discovered to be one “of an immoral tendency” (180).

Blanche concludes with a list of the contagions carried by the governess, such as

corrupting the innocent child by her indecent example and causing general mutiny

in a quiet home.

Can the governess then be equated with an evil, female fairy?  Both carry

reputations for seducing respectable men, tricking people out of their money, and

undermining authority.  Before labeling Jane an elf, Rochester first demands to
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know whether or not she enchanted his horse to torment him.  The incident at Hay

Lane, however, is not the only one to provoke accusations from Rochester.  He

later curses Jane as a harmful creature when he awakes drenched by the

governess, who merely endeavors to do a good deed by extinguishing the fire

consuming his bedroom.  “In the name of all the elves in Christendom, is that

Jane Eyre? . . . What have you done with me, witch, sorceress?” (150) he asks, in

an interesting juxtaposition of pagan and Church references.  Although Rochester

speaks mostly in jest, other characters and Victorian readers of the novel view

Jane Eyre as a malevolent force.  For example, the innkeeper whom Jane meets

after seeing Thornfield in ruins freely offers his condemnation.  He describes

Rochester’s pursuit of the governess as the quest of one bewitched, “for a more

spirited, bolder, keener gentleman than he was before that midge of a governess

crossed him, you never saw” (433).  Elizabeth Rigby’s infamous review of Jane

Eyre castigates Brontë’s governess for not confessing her mercenary motives in

wheedling a marriage proposal.  Jane represents a “housemaid beau ideal of the

arts of coquetry” (Rigby 170) and a lady “whom we should scrupulously avoid

for a governess” (174).  Overall, social climbing by such women was viewed as

extremely wicked (Peterson 7).

Rochester’s first wife, whom he certainly views as wicked, also ascended

the social ladder by marrying an Englishman, and her upward mobility proved

disastrous.  Although much Jane Eyre criticism focuses on Jane Eyre,
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increasingly scholars have looked at Bertha Mason Rochester’s place in the novel.

Bertha is the madwoman and the Other, according to studies following the lead of

Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar’s classic 1979 text.  Victorians were fascinated

with fictional stories of people who moved up in social class, writes Elsie B.

Michie, and further, these dramas were often played out in colonial terms (46).

Gayatri Spivak in 1985 writes, “Through this white Jamaican Creole, Brontë

renders the human / animal frontier as acceptably indeterminate” (249).  I rewrite

this formulation more broadly as “human / inhuman,” since Bertha is compared

not only to dogs and hyenas, as Spivak duly notes, but to a number of malicious,

fairy beings.

Although critics characterize Bertha as the “witch” of Jane Eyre’s

Victorian fairy tale, she is explicitly called one only rarely.  Grace Poole

observes, “she is so cunning: it is not in mortal discretion to fathom her craft”

(296), a probable allusion to witchery.  Similarly, the innkeeper who tells Jane

about the fire at Thornfield calls Mrs. Rochester “as cunning as a witch” (432).

These working characters are the only ones to stamp Bertha as this type of

creature.  Rochester declares Jane a witch on more than one occasion, actually,

while reserving “demon” and “fiend” for his first wife.  Both he and Jane,

however, describe Bertha and her behaviors in folklore terms.15  Rather than

“witch,” perhaps the folklore-name most frequently employed for Bertha is

“goblin,” and significantly she is the only individual so characterized.  Jane hears
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her “goblin-laughter” (149) and “goblin ha! ha!” (211) along Thornfield’s

passages.  The term “goblin” refers to a malevolent earth spirit, usually small in

size and fond of wreaking havoc in households (Rose 128-9).  Goblins

traditionally are male as well, known for “their grotesque materiality, their

physical ludicrousness combined with their ‘primitive’ sexuality” (Silver 128).

Thus the term highlights Bertha’s lack of acceptable femininity on many levels.

Although the narrative makes very clear that Bertha is a large woman – and as

such she, rather than the governess, stays closer to British folk tradition regarding

supernatural beings – her nightly wanderings through Thornfield are consistent

with the goblin’s trickster nature.

The second folklore-name appended to Bertha, “hag,” also carries

primarily negative connotations.  Rochester hatefully refers to his wife as a “hag”

residing in a “goblin’s cell” (313), and he describes his fate as a hag out of

Macbeth, daring him to enjoy his home.  Folktales sex the hag female and link her

to Satan.16  Alternatively, although the OED lists the meaning as obscure, “a hag

may also be a succubus plaguing a sleeper, especially during the Celtic feasts of

Beltane and Samhain.  In this respect the term Hagge is the sixteenth-century

English name for the Nightmare” (Rose 142).  All of the definitions, especially

that of succubus, fit with Bertha’s goal to drink her brother’s blood as well as her

position, according to Rochester, as the plague of Thornfield Hall.
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Mrs. Rochester’s need to drain blood and energy ties into questions of

sexuality.  Even though Bertha’s “attacks” target the bodies of men complicit in

her marriage, Rochester expresses more interest in talking about Bertha’s flesh.

Compared to Jane and even to her husband, Bertha is a large woman; her size

intimates her boundless carnal appetite as well.  Rochester describes his mad wife

as “unchaste” and his marriage to her as a “degradation.”  Strong sexual impulses

do not conform to Rochester’s ideals, at least, so he chooses the nun-like, child-

like Jane as his second bride.  In Rochester’s explanation of his history with

Bertha, however, he leaves unexplained the exact depravities that his wife

practiced.17  This omission is somewhat surprising for a man who has related

stories of unfaithful women in minute detail; consider by comparison his

description, in Volume I, Ch. 15, of Céline Varens’s betrayal of him with the

officer-vicomte.18  In her study of fallen women, Deborah Anne Logan finds that

“unchaste” signifies not only sexual deviance but mental illness or slave status in

the Victorian age (9).  Creole, insane, purportedly a nymphomaniac, and

imprisoned in an attic, Bertha fits Logan’s definition several times over, given

what the reader is permitted to know of her.

Therefore, whereas Jane is an airy sprite, the novel identifies Bertha only

with earthy, negative beings from the folktale category, a distinction highly

consistent on Brontë’s part.19  Although Bertha is continually named as dark and

Other in the text, the folklore epithets given her are conventionally and broadly
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European.  Brontë’s juvenilia and her Volume II, Chapter 9 characterization of

Rochester as a sultan, looking upon Jane as a harem-dweller, not to mention

Jane’s declarations about suttee, evidence her knowledge of Eastern and exotic

tales.  These kinds of “foreign” names, however, the narrator of Jane Eyre does

not apply to “foreigner” Bertha.

Jane too names the unfortunate Mrs. Rochester, we find.  As an example

of her participation in folklore strategies, I examine the usage of the term “goblin”

more rigorously.  Jane does, in fact, write twice of goblin laughter, but she

suspects Grace Poole, the mysterious servant (both Irish and red-haired, signs of

supernatural kinship), as its source.  The one time Jane sees Bertha, who hangs

over her bed, the terrified heroine describes to Rochester a vision not of a goblin

but of “the foul German spectre – the Vampyre” (286).  Victorians believed that

certain races of fairies, especially the female members, acted as vampires and

killed for human blood (Silver 176-7).  For the moment, more compelling to me

than the link to fairy lore is the characterization of the apparition as “German.”

Although this figure takes on a specific, non-British, national origin, Germanic

people are not negative in the world of Jane Eyre.  Rochester describes his

German mistress, Clara, as “honest and quiet; but heavy, mindless,

unimpressionable” (315), no high praise, surely, but nothing damning.  Diana and

Mary Rivers study the German language, as does Jane when she settles at Moor

House.  But to argue that the Rivers sisters prepare for lives as governess-slaves
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by learning German and to connect their menial positions to the description of the

imprisoned Bertha perhaps overestimates the importance of Jane’s description of

her vision as “German.”  It is more likely, as Jerome Beaty observes, that

Victorians were well acquainted with vampirism around the time Jane Eyre was

written.  Goethe, credited with creating the first literary vampire tale, firmly

established the creature’s origins as German, and German legends inspired Byron,

Mary Shelley, and others to write their own bloody stories (120-21).  Such

national associations could explain Jane’s (and Brontë’s) description of the

“Vampyre” as particularly German.

But why not play with a more radical theory about the politics of folklore-

naming considering Bertha Mason?  What connects a handful of names like “elf”

and “hag” to Bertha’s status as a Creole, a soul with what Rochester disdainfully

calls “ ‘a pigmy intellect’ ” (310), and a woman raised in the heart of British

imperialism?  As stated previously, other than Jane’s single use of “Vampyre,”

Bertha is described as something evil from folktale traditions familiar in Britain

and Europe.  The names stem largely from Mr. Rochester, who also relates Bertha

Mason’s entire history from his enraged perspective.  Why does a man of good,

genteel repute play with folktales traditionally associated with the working class

and nursery maids like Bessie?  Given his status, Rochester ought to joke more

about Venus and Juno, the kind of mythic females preferred by Horatio in The

Wild Irish Girl.20  Yet Brontë’s hero appears more anxious about the status of
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those he names rather than his own.  Dealing with a poor governess (deficient in

class) and a West Indian heiress (deficient in nationality), the hero draws

references from the “lowest” category of the supernatural.

In her work on imperialist imagery in Jane Eyre, Elsie B. Michie argues

that an ideology of male domination correlates to an ideology of racial

domination (66).  Rochester appears to take his sex and race privileges and to

exploit them, in conjunction with a superior class standing, to create folklore

domination as well.  The titles he bestows on both Jane Eyre and Bertha Mason

effectually make them less human.  Rochester marks Jane as a sexless spirit that

will heal him.  Bertha has been labeled mad by the imperial project and a fiend by

Rochester’s derogatory folktale terms.  Although the hero wishes to conceal his

wife, he also assimilates her into a specific, demonically playful rhetoric.  “Hag,”

in its Shakespearean, Macbeth sense, and “goblin” define Bertha as Other and

dangerous within the same, Western tradition utilized to demonstrate Rochester’s

passion for his governess.

Perhaps because Jane knows the burden of folklore-names, she draws

back from fantastic titles once she learns the truth about Bertha.  Additionally, the

heroine’s strong sense of social distinctions reasserts itself.  When Jane believes

the strange, nighttime noises come from Grace Poole, a white Englishwoman of

low standing, she expresses scorn and irritation about the matter.  Once Jane

learns of Bertha, a mixed race heiress, she turns sympathetic.  No longer does the
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madwoman earn labels of “goblin” or “Vampyre,” but rather “poor lady.”  To

folklore-name a lawful wife and a wealthy one at that?  Jane has too much respect

for class.  What’s more, the heroine’s eventual fortune, like that of the first Mrs.

Rochester, comes from Jamaica, so Bertha cannot be faulted for her racial and

financial background.  In the years before his death, Uncle Eyre worked in

Madeira as Mason’s “Funchal correspondent” (297).  Whereas Bertha’s generous

30,000 pound dowry traps her in wedlock and in England, ironically Jane’s

20,000 pound inheritance from the same Jamaican plantations (from which she

takes only one-quarter, or 5000 pounds, by virtue of her generosity to her three

Rivers cousins) helps her return as an independent woman to a reformed colonial

master in Rochester.  Bertha, Rochester and Jane are joined in three interrelated

ways, therefore: marital connections, connections to Jamaica, and connections to

folktales.

Aside from this triumvirate, folk and fairy tale names are few.  Other

women of the novel, even ones who resemble Bertha and/or Jane in their

subjugation, receive no names like “elf” or “hag.”  Consider Diana and Mary

Rivers.  They, who like Jane are forced to work as governesses, have ambiguous

positions in English society but are not compared to the ambiguous creatures of

Faeryland.  In fact, the only such reference in the Moor House section of the

novel is applied by Jane to Miss Oliver, who walks “fairy-like” and reminds the

narrator of the beautiful Eastern spirit, the “Peri.”  Although Diana and Mary are
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also nieces of Mr. Eyre of Madeira, they are not his chosen heirs.  They do not

work for Rochester as Jane does, and perhaps most significantly, he does not

court them.  Even Blanche, whom everyone thinks has captivated the eligible

“bachelor,” receives no names from folklore but an occasional comparison to

Queen Boadicea or ancient Roman ladies in Rochester’s conversations with the

heroine.  Being either a current or a seriously prospective wife of Edward Fairfax

Rochester thus is a crucial factor in whether or not folklore appears.  The hero

produces terms like “elf” only for those women he has at one point desired, and

folklore-naming assumes a role of sexual domination when viewed in this light.

Before I pronounce this intriguing conclusion more or less absolute, I

must look at Adèle, a dancer’s illegitimate child, whom Rochester refuses to

claim absolutely as his daughter.  Admittedly she is not sought as a bride, but she

may have a close, blood tie warranting her inclusion in the circle nicknamed by

Rochester.  An examination of all descriptions of Adèle shows that she is not a

subject of folklore-naming, and thus a theory of sexual domination stands.  The

novel does implicate Adèle in one crucial scene involving folklore.  She, with

“French skepticism,” declares Rochester lies when he confides that Mademoiselle

Eyre is a fairy who will take him to live on the moon.  His invented tale aligns

clearly with Bessie’s folklore-narrating at Gateshead, told specifically for the

entertainment of a child.  Folklore-narrating, I argue in the Introduction, is

associated with female storytellers.  It should not surprise us, really, that
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Rochester freely crosses this boundary, since he has already stepped outside class

strictures to discuss “low” superstition.  Here the hero assumes the feminized

position of Sybil or Mother Goose.  But we also might recall that he cross-dresses

as an old gypsy fortuneteller during his house party, to great personal glee.

Rochester enjoys playing with the lines of class and sex, and because he is

wealthy, white, and male, he can engage in folklore-naming and folklore-

narrating.

Yet Rochester’s free reign over fairy terms comes to an end by the close

of the novel.  At Ferndean, which looks like a fairy residence, “so dank and green

were its decaying walls” (435), a subtle yet crucial shift in folklore naming

occurs. Burned and abandoned, Thornfield has been cleansed of all “foreign”

inhabitants.  Bertha has jumped to her death, thus erasing for the moment the

taints of imperialism, and Adèle is away at school.  Many critics rightly have

noted the parallels between Rochester’s laming and blinding and Biblical cautions

about cutting off the spiteful hand, and folktales too feature a motif concerning

loss of sight.  When a secretive fairy realizes s/he has been seen and recognized

by a mortal, blindness is the punishment.

Only Rochester and two of his devoted servants remain when Jane returns,

and accompanying her reunion with Rochester is a return of the playful fairy-talk.

First, however, recall that during the month-long engagement, Jane grew

increasingly uneasy with Rochester’s proprietary attitude toward her.  He
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brimmed with nicknames like fairy and elf, but the new, Oriental terms, also

plentiful in chapter 24, disturb Jane Eyre more.  “The eastern allusion bit me

again” (271), she explains when her fiancé gleefully speaks of a Turkish seraglio.

The references to harems serve to exaggerate the class disparity between the

lovers. He transforms from a gentleman into a sultan / despot, Jane from a well-

bred governess to a slave / seraglio member.

The Arabian Nights allusions have no place at Ferndean, however, and

only good, English folklore appears.  In a teasing moment of her own, Jane

remarks that while Rochester may term her a fairy, surely he, with his wild hair, is

a folktale brownie.  “Brownie” is a word English in origin (K. Briggs 24).  But

the banter’s greater significance rests not so much in the choice of label as in the

actual act, for it marks the first time Jane Eyre bestows a folklore-name on her

beloved “master.”  In the words of Helena Michie, she has learned to “deny the

seductive power of his rhetoric that would turn her into a fairy, an elf, or an

angel” (403) and to use that very rhetoric to her own advantage.

First, what changes to bring about a new naming dynamic?  As most

readers of the novel recall, Rochester’s loss of sight and limb makes him much

less threatening.  He has been humbled and transformed into a proper mate for the

heroine – not beaten down entirely, for he continues to folklore-name Jane.  More

importantly, however, Jane comes back an autonomous, self-supporting woman.

She need no longer be Rochester’s employee, and she offers herself as a neighbor
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who will build a fine house next door.  Whether it is confidence gained from

wealth or simply the wealth itself, Jane Eyre now feels capable of parrying and

returning Rochester’s folklore-names.

Furthermore, up to this point, Mr. Rochester, as white, bourgeois male,

has acted as the agent of a rather imperialist folklore project.  He always proffers

the nicknames, even calling himself a gnome, ogre, and ghoul.  If Rochester’s

free use of folktale terms to describe Jane and Bertha represents several forms of

domination, Jane’s “brownie” can be read as a reversal of class, gender and

sexual power; she now has the upper hand or at least an equal position.  What is

missing from the preceding list of powers is “race,” however.  Jane, as white,

bourgeois female and “symbolic governess of empire” (David 78), shows herself

capable of folklore-naming and participation in British imperial endeavors.

Stories of fairies empower the heroine in her relationship with Rochester, but

what of women who, like Bertha, are colonized and locked away on the third

floor or women who do not seek a heterosexual union?  Within the world

Charlotte Brontë depicts in Jane Eyre, folklore offers them no liberation.

Shirley: Folklore between Female Friends

Shirley Keeldar is a heroine very unlike poor, plain Jane.  Tall, confident,

with a “hand, white as a lily and fine as a fairy’s,”21 masculine, fond of whistling

and calling herself “Captain” in defiance of gender conventions, she starts the
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conversations about fairy creatures.  In many ways she seems more a hero:

“Everything about Shirley, from her name, to her financial and intellectual

independence, to her position as a landlord and factory owner, is both an intrusion

into the male world of the nineteenth century and an act of ‘cross-dressing,’ of

passing herself off as a man” (Vanskike 467).  Does cross-dressing as a man

endow Shirley with the power of one, at least in terms of folklore dynamics?  We

see how, in Jane Eyre, Rochester assumes the female dress of a gypsy and begins

most of the fanciful dialogues and is responsible for most folklore-names in the

novel.  As a masculine woman, Shirley ought to be able to do the same, and

because her social position, like Rochester’s, is so secure, she too can play with

low-class folktale tradition rather than the mythic register.  We cannot

underestimate the importance of class, therefore, in determining who has the

power to bestow the folklore-name.  This said, however, Shirley Keeldar is not

like Mr. Rochester.  She rarely engages in isolated folklore-naming, preferring the

dynamic of folklore-narrating.  She tells stories about female supernatural beings,

and she sets her tales in England, among the people she knows and loves.

Although Shirley interests me particularly for her unusual social position

and gender games, she is not alone in her affection for folklore.  Characters who

indulge in folklore-narrating and -naming include Caroline Helstone, the Anglo-

Belgian brothers Robert and Louis Moore, and the youthful Martin and Rose

Yorke, who, as Jacob Korg mentions, all together form a central group of
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romantics (126).  Caroline, quiet, sedate, and trapped in Briarfield Rectory,

folklore-names her closest companion, Miss Keeldar, giving us a first opportunity

in this project to study the dynamic between two adult women in nineteenth-

century British fiction.  The male Moores, by contrast, refer to supernatural

beings only rarely.  This silence comes as a surprise, given that the brothers

pursue the two heroines of the novel as wives, and thus I look at them closely to

discover the reason behind their abstention from folklore strategies.

I start, however, with the heiress.  From her first appearance in the novel,

Shirley is characterized as an outspoken girl, in contrast to the sedate, proper

Englishwoman.  When Caroline visits Fieldhead initially, she takes Mrs. Pryor,

the first woman, she sees for Mrs. Helstone, who “received the visitors with a

mixture of ceremony and diffidence quite English” (219).  The Englishness of the

older woman manifests itself in a degree of reserve, coupled with insecurity about

her place and her ability to maintain a self-effacing social persona – sex and

nationalism become united.  The proper lady, who, we learn, is a former

governess and later revealed to be Caroline’s mother, behaves unlike her charge,

Miss Keeldar, who walks into the room, shakes hands, and starts speaking of

dissenting politics.  Charmed by the latter woman’s self-possession, Mr. Helstone,

Caroline’s uncle, jokes with the heiress about her Jacobin tendencies and her

questionable religious soundness.  Mrs. Pryor, as a financially dependent, aging

matron, lacks the luxury of straying from the respectable status quo:
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The ex-governess disclaimed skill either in political or religious

controversy, explained that she thought such matters little adapted

for female minds, but avowed herself in general terms the advocate

of order and loyalty, and, of course, truly attached to the

Establishment. She added, she was ever averse to change under

any circumstances; and something scarcely audible about the

extreme danger of being too ready to take up new ideas, closed her

sentence.  (220)

Although the narrator’s tone carries irony, Mrs. Pryor embodies the non-

confrontational female complicit in the reigning order; she can be little else, given

her social standing.  She is a woman and a staunch Englishwoman.  The heroine,

by contrast, is in her own words, “quite a woman and something more” (224).

Yet Shirley shows her Englishness in her own way, revealed in one of her

first strolls around the countryside with Caroline Helstone.  As they talk about the

woods, Robin Hood, and a ruined nunnery, they confess that the presence of men

ruins such walks, and they meditate on the position of wives.  They also share

their national heritages:

“Our England is a bonnie island,” said Shirley, “and

Yorkshire is one of her bonniest nooks.”

“You are a Yorkshire girl too?”
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“I am – Yorkshire in blood and birth. Five generations of

my race sleep under the aisles of Briarfield Church: I drew my first

breath in the old black hall behind us.”

Hereupon Caroline presented her hand, which was

accordingly taken and shaken. “We are compatriots,” said she.

“Yes,” agreed Shirley, with a grave nod.  (237)

Therefore, for the heroines, nationalism, or rather regionalism, centers on family

ties.  While their community houses Englishmen like Mr. Yorke, it also includes

an influx of Irish curates, Anglo-Belgian entrepreneurs, and their crabby sisters.

Shirley thus presents us not with a nostalgic, untouched, “pure” English

countryside but with a more historically accurate Yorkshire, stirred by Chartist

riots and affected by immigration.  Native citizens like Shirley and Caroline,

however, take pride in their patriotism.

Bound by birthplace and local allegiance, the two young women also

stand together in Shirley’s extended folklore-narrative about mermaids.22  When

she hears that Caroline is thinking of going out as a governess, Shirley tries to

cheer her depressed companion.  She obligingly spins out a vacation fantasy,

suggesting a tour of the Highlands and Danish isles.  “We will see seals in

Suderoe, and, doubtless, mermaids in Stromoe.  Caroline is laughing, Mrs Pryor”

(274), she says once it is clear that Caroline recognizes the proposal is a joke.

Having earned a smile from her friend, Shirley lets the subject drop and speaks
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instead of Scandinavian sights and whales.  Caroline returns to mermaids and

prompts her friend, asking Shirley if she truly expects to see a siren.  The heroine

responds with spirit: “One of them at any rate: I do not bargain for less: and she is

to appear in some such fashion as this.  I am to be walking by myself on deck,”

she begins.  Shirley’s rhetoric, with its use of the future perfect tense, keeps the

narrative tone speculative, but, as the following passage illustrates, the verbiage

soon slides into present tense, which brings immediacy to the fancy.  “Something

is to rise white on the surface of the sea, over which that moon mounts silent, and

hangs glorious: the object glitters and sinks. It rises again. I think I hear it cry

with an articulate voice” (276), the heroine muses.  Shirley predicts that she will

call Caroline to her side and that the mermaid will look something like Miss

Helstone.  She concludes dramatically, “It looks at us, but not with your eyes.  I

see a preternatural lure in its wily glance: it beckons.  Were we men, we should

spring at the sign, the cold billow would be dared for the sake of the colder

enchantress; being women, we stand safe, though not dreadless . . . monstrous

likeness of ourselves!”

Within the folklore-narration about Denmark, Shirley embeds an indirect

folklore-name of the English Miss Helstone as a mermaid.  Why should the

creature look like her?  The heroine’s observation likely amuses (and shocks)

Caroline, for one.  For a mermaid to have Caroline’s face, fair and blonde, would

be attractive to men as well.  Additionally, Caroline’s behavior has prompted
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comparison to a mermaid earlier in the novel.  When the young woman nurses

delusions of love regarding Robert Moore, the narrator observes, “She

recommenced combing her hair, long as a mermaid’s.  Turning her head as she

arranged it she saw her own face and form in the glass” (112).  Here Caroline has

the proper accoutrements of the siren: the plentiful hair, the mirror, and the comb.

She acts nothing like an intentionally seductive girl but rather like a docile,

English maiden and a wife-in-waiting.  Shirley qualifies her comparison, noting

that the mermaid has sly eyes unlike those of her friend, but does she suspect

rebellious, alluring depths in Miss Helstone’s character?

Aside from teasing Caroline, Shirley seems to delight in the Gothic

atmosphere of terror she has constructed, and the story might remind us of Emily

St. Aubert’s poem “The Sea Nymph” in The Mysteries of Udolpho, although here

we have the third-person perspective of others viewing a siren.  Whereas Emily’s

mermaid carries the sensibility of a virtuous Englishwoman, Shirley’s mermaid

has only the face of one.  Her creature represents the patriarchal vision of

destructive femininity, not at all the kind to save drowning seamen, and this is

exactly how the heroine wishes to portray the supernatural being.  As Shirley

explains to Caroline, her mermaid is temptress, terror, and monster because men

see women embodying such ideas, a telling comment about the place of her sex in

English society and about her recognition of the ways in which men construct

femininity.  Critics Gilbert and Gubar argue that Shirley’s mermaid punishes
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those who have given women such limited constructions (387).  In fact, so

dangerous is mere chatter about a hypothetical mermaid that she quickly must be

banished from conversation.  One of the most significant parts of the exchange

occurs when Mrs. Pryor breaks in disapprovingly.  “How can you find interest in

speaking of a nonentity?” she asks Shirley, who responds only, “I don’t know”

(276-7).  In Victorian England, most women were nonentities, and certainly

dominant women did not exist in large numbers.  Rare exceptions like Shirley

Keeldar controlled their own estates and destinies.  Shirley’s mermaid can kill

men and terrify women, but because she does not exist, literally, she should be of

no interest, according to the fastidiously proper Mrs. Pryor.  We may suspect it is

more the power of the siren’s “articulate voice” rather than her actual corporeality

that disturbs the former governess.  In any case, mermaid-talk never again appears

in the novel.  And, significantly, just after Mrs. Pryor puts an end to the folklore-

narrating and -naming, Robert Moore appears at Fieldhead, when he has been

notably absent from the text.  The girls must stop toying with ideas of vengeful

mermaids and fall silent, for entertaining the male caller takes precedence.

Another of Shirley’s protracted folklore-narrations involves Robert Moore

himself.  The context is peculiar, since Brontë sets the scene with uncertainty.

There are two figures in the distant Hollow, and Caroline thinks at first she sees

Mrs. Pryor and Shirley.  Upon realizing that Shirley’s companion is six feet tall

and masculine, Miss Helstone faces the heart-breaking realization that the man
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she loves is taking an evening stroll with her best friend.  She, and therefore we,

cannot hear what the couple says in hushed tones until they move closer.  Our

eavesdropping sanctioned by the narrator, we learn that Shirley and Moore speak

of business – mostly.  When she learns how often the millowner frequents the

Hollow, Shirley takes the opportunity to lecture him:

“When I was a very little girl, Mr Moore, my nurse used to

tell me tales of fairies being seen in that Hollow.  That was before

my father built the mill, when it was a perfectly solitary ravine:

you will be falling under enchantment.”

“I fear it is done,” said Moore, in a low voice.

“But there are worse things than fairies to be guarded

against,” pursued Miss Keeldar.

“Things more perilous,” he subjoined.

“Far more so.  For instance, how would you like to meet

Michael Hartley, that mad Calvinist and Jacobin weaver?  They

say he is addicted to poaching, and often goes abroad at night with

his gun.”  (266)

Local tradition supports the young woman’s narrative, according to the final

sentences of Brontë’s novel.  There, a housekeeper relates that her mother, back

in the early 1800s, once ran from the woods terrified, insisting she had seen a

“fairish” or fairy (740).  Miss Keeldar also sets her story firmly in the realm of
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folktales, stories related by a working-class nursery maid.  This is not an isolated

fancy for Shirley, either, for she also decides at one point to walk home alone in

the evening for the opportunity to spy a fairy.  In both instances she acts as a

devoted child of Nature, for with Moore she remarks that the tales about the

Hollow were spun before industry came to the ravine.23  Still, she fears for his

safety, and he replies, in typical, courtly fashion, that he is already under a spell –

Shirley’s, we assume – yet the heiress continues the conversation in a completely

un-lover-like fashion.

Significantly, the thing “more perilous” turns out to be not a supernatural

female enchantress but an insane, working-class, Calvinist fanatic.24  Mrs. Pryor

earlier scolds the heroines for their mermaid folklore-narration because they

speak of a non-entity.  Yet the above passage signals that the governess’s concern

is misplaced, for (female) fairies have been displaced in Yorkshire by a different,

decidedly male menace.  The days when girls ran from the English woods

declaring they had seen a “fairish” have passed; such tales have become nursery

lore.  Instead of encounters between mortals and immortals, proletarian men

battle encroaching industrial mechanization.  Rioting workers, political

radicalism, and real men like Michael Hartley, who will shoot Moore, are greater

threats than fancies about sirens.  By speaking of the enchantment of Hollow’s

Mill, Shirley and Robert underscore that a bitter class struggle – which women

like the heroines watch from afar (the girls witness the skirmish at Moore’s Mill
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from a hilltop) – has in a way dislodged a supernatural realm intimately

connected with the female sex.

We might expect Caroline, the unassuming exemplar of the female sex, to

eschew the more masculine realm of folklore-naming.  But, like Shirley’s

imagined mermaid, she has a store of rebellion, and she engages in both that

dynamic and folklore-narrating.  Caroline refers to Prince Ali of The Arabian

Nights while trying to express her connection with Robert (256), and she also

names Shirley.  Still upset over having seen Robert with her friend on an intimate

evening walk, she mentions that she saw him, but he failed to notice her.  Moore

brushes her off to an extent, saying that he must have been alone, with only his

shadow or a worker (notice an employee is a non-entity to him).  Caroline

persists.  “The first time you were with Mr. Yorke; and the second time what you

call your shadow was a shape with a white forehead and dark curls, and a

sparkling necklace round its neck; but I only just got a glimpse of you and that

fairy shadow: I did not wait to hear you converse” (285), she declares, in an

uncharacteristically bold move.  The allusion to “fairy” keeps Caroline from

having to name Shirley directly.  She gives Moore a chance to “come clean,”

although on some level she hopes to hear the tête-à-tête was unreal.  In response,

Robert does not admit that he was out with Shirley Keeldar.  Instead he shifts the

conversation toward similar experiences he had regarding his cousin, once where

he thought he saw her graceful figure in his mill and again in a window where
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there was nothing but an assemblage of fabric and pots.  The young woman’s

folklore-naming of Shirley prompts Moore to speak of missing Caroline.

What significance, if any, does Caroline’s choice of words hold, since

they involve folklore-naming?  In Jane Eyre, the governess receives folklore-

names because she is also the object of Rochester’s passion.  Here we see

Caroline appropriating that pattern.  Because Robert, she thinks, loves Shirley,

her friend therefore must be a fairy, elf, sprite, and so forth for Mr. Moore.  At

this point I would do well to look across the material covered thus far and to

begin to list some loose “rules” of folklore-naming.  First, there is the use of

terms like “elf” and “fairy” for girls and tiny, childish women, like Nanny Spruce

from The Governess or Jessy Yorke in Shirley, described in one passage as “a

little personage in a blue frock and sash, who started up like some fairy from the

side of the great dame’s chair” (449).  Second, men generally folklore-name

women they love, although they often despise the desire and worry that their fairy

brides will turn into vampires. 25  Once the attraction fades, as it does for

Rochester and Bertha, condemnatory epithets of hag, goblin, and the like replace

“pretty” terms.  Third, women may grow bold and return the folklore-name.  Jane

does, finally, by calling Rochester a “brownie.”   Shirley will do so with Louis

Moore during their engagement, when she describes him as “what looks like a

great dark goblin” (720).  Even Lucy Snowe of Villette calls M. Paul “the very

brownie himself” when she catches him rifling through her desk.  Finally, women
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like Caroline Helstone folklore-name other ladies who attract men, especially

men those women secretly want themselves.

Same-sex folklore-naming also raises the question of homoerotic desire,

however.  For example, Shirley complains that Robert Moore intrudes his

annoying personage on her time with Caroline, and the girls’ conversations and

intimacies occupy a substantial portion of the narrative.  As Gilbert and Gubar

remark, “their coy banter and testing infuses the relationship with a fine, subtle

sexuality that is markedly absent from their manipulative heterosexual

relationships” (381).  Whatever the underlying tensions, both Shirley and

Caroline end the novel married to men and living happy ever after, the author

would have us believe.  Although I will leave the question hanging for Shirley,

the possibility of an erotic naming dynamic between women should not be

discounted entirely.

Another class of folklore-narrating in Shirley deserves brief mention: two

of the Yorke children’s stories, which, strangely enough, occur around Caroline.

Twelve-year-old Rose solemnly declares that she will go out into the world,

unlike Miss Helstone, who is slowly dying due to her cloistered existence with

her uncle.  Caroline, rather shocked, asks if she should wander the earth forever

and receives the explanation that, “if you only went on and on, like some

enchanted lady in a fairy tale, you might be happier than now. In a day’s

wandering, you would pass many a hill, wood, and watercourse . . . . Nothing
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changes in Briarfield Rectory: the plaster of the parlour-ceilings, the paper on the

walls, the curtains, carpets, chairs, are still the same” (451-2).  Rose’s

characterization of Miss Helstone may put us in mind of the youngest Miss

O’D––’s comment in The Wild Irish Girl, that Glorvina reminds her always of a

kind of Sleeping Beauty. Rose captures the placidity of Caroline’s existence

rather well.  Caroline also appears when Martin Yorke secretly reads “a

contraband volume of Fairy-tales” (646) in the woods.  The stories tell of a fairy,

all in green, who enchants a young man into following her back to her kingdom,

and Nereides of sea foam – all folklore stories of awesome women.  Into this

environment of delicious fear comes Caroline, who then figures prominently in

Martin’s romantic adventures.  Both children construct folklore-narratives around

Caroline, just as Shirley casts her as the Stromoe mermaid.  Perhaps Miss

Helstone’s attractive physical appearance and unobtrusive manners cause people

to think of ladies in fairy legends.

Finally, more traditional folklore-naming, in which a man labels his

female companion a supernatural creature, is almost absent from the text despite

the presence of the brothers (and eventual bridegrooms) Moore.  When Caroline

and Shirley intercept Robert after the Whitsuntide school feast and the latter

scolds him for leaving without the proper pleasantries, he responds, “Omitted to

bid you good-bye!  Where did you come from?  Are you fairies?  I left two like

you, one in purple and one in white, standing at the top of a bank, four fields off,
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but a minute ago” (355).  He speaks about fairies in a folktale sense, as beings

that appear out of nowhere.

In a similar scarcity of references, Robert’s brother Louis affectionately

calls some birds he has fed “small brown elves”  and “eager little sprites” (517).

In his own, private writing (much like the letters of Horatio in Owenson’s

national tale) he characterizes Shirley as a “stainless virgin” with “goddess-grace”

(696), and even indulges in imagining how he would behave to her if their

material circumstances were reversed – he the king, she the scullery maid.

Additionally, however, he and his former pupil banter about uncivilized peoples

and high myth, circumlocuting their mutual love.  When Shirley proposes that

Louis and Henry go west to hunt buffalo, he responds seriously, “Mine it shall not

be to accept a savage girl as a slave – she could not be a wife.  I know no white

woman whom I love that would accompany me; but I am certain Liberty will

await me, sitting under a pine: when I call her she will come to my log-house, and

she shall fill my arms” (700).  He says he prefers a mortal to a Juno, and Shirley

pertly replies that the Olympian goddess could not prepare buffalo meat properly

(702).  In their repartee of folklore-narrations, the lovers discuss marriage and the

ideal wife with both “high” classical lore and “exotic,” if not “low,” North

American mythology, a contrasting blend appropriate to the individuals’ disparate

classes.  Louis Moore occupies a position similar to Jane Eyre’s; in many ways he

is her male counterpart.  Like the governess, the tutor keeps his folklore-names to
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himself until close to the moment of mutual revelations of affection.  Social

standing therefore appears to be a determining factor in whether or not a character

alludes to supernatural beings.

Yet the Moores are male, and I have argued that sex is crucial to

controlling folklore strategies.  Shirley demonstrates that we must examine the

variables of class and nationality as well.  Wealthy Miss Keeldar keeps to

folklore-narrations, traditionally the terrain of women; modestly middle-class

Caroline Helstone folklore-names her new friend, although, significantly, not in

Shirley’s presence.  By contrast the Moore brothers have neither prestigious class

status nor unhybridized nationality like Jane Eyre’s Rochester, Shirley, or even

their English cousin, Miss Helstone.  The Yorkshire workers bitterly hate Robert,

a struggling millowner.  In addition, where Rochester is wild about Jane and must

pursue and win her, Robert has little passion and chooses a girl who has loved

him for four years.  One could well argue that, even in the end, he loves trade

more than his bride Caroline.  Similarly, the family that employs Louis as a

private tutor largely ignores him.  Anglo-Belgians, both male Moores speak

English with French accents, and the former, at least, champions Napoleon and

scorns Britain.  As men without the privilege of position or proper patriotism,

they lack the power required to initiate folklore-naming and -narrating.  They are

still men, of course, but in Shirley the advantage of sex does not make up for

being middle-class and foreigners on British soil.
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Villette: Folklore Goes to the Continent

Villette allows us to study what happens to folklore rubrics when good

English folk like those represented in Shirley abandon England for more distant

shores.  In the pensionnat vaudeville play commemorating Madame Beck’s

birthday, Lucy Snowe takes the role of the vain fop, donning a cravat, paletot and

vest to signify the sex of her character.  She “plays” a man while retaining her

upright English femininity, signified by her full skirt, and she courts the

coquettish heroine, acted perfectly by Ginevra Fanshawe, with determined zeal in

order to win the schoolgirl away from the other suitor, whom she sees as John

Bretton.  Within this bourgeois triangle, John is infatuated with Ginevra, Ginevra

toys with John, and John has no idea Lucy loves him.  Most studies of Villette

seize upon this scene’s androgyny and cross-dressing as representative of gender

politics, emotional release, and Lucy’s longing to possess Ginevra, among other

meanings.26  Indeed, in the play, does Lucy woo Ginevra to keep her from the

doctor, or to keep the young woman for herself?  In my listing of rules of

folklore-naming in the previous section, I argue that a girl who calls another

woman “mermaid,” “fairy,” and so forth identifies the other as a rival for

masculine affections but wonder too if the folklore-name signals homoerotic

desire.  Does Villette, like Shirley, include such labeling in relationships between

women?27  Or do the female characters, primarily Lucy, Ginevra, and Paulina,
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engage instead in folklore-narrating?  Finally, how do class and nationality come

into play in a book set abroad?

The dynamics of folklore are more complicated in the last of Charlotte

Brontë’s completed novels.  Lucy Snowe is not folklore-named like Jane Eyre.

Neither is she a prolific folklore-narrator like Shirley, with one exception – she

speaks of the Banshee, first when working for Miss Marchmont, when she fears

the keening wind presages personal grief, and last in the enigmatic description of

the fate of M. Paul.  A cross-dresser in the literal sense like Rochester and

Shirley, she experiments with sexed/gendered linguistic boundaries as well,

folklore-naming women around her.  This novel gives us not one but two

relationships to explore: Lucy and Ginevra, and Lucy and Paulina.

Lucy and Ginevra, as English citizens in the pensionnat, keep close company.

Indeed, the narrator recalls being leaned upon, crushed, and all around physically

crowded by Miss Fanshawe.  Although Ginevra treats Lucy like a gentleman-

escort, she also confides in the teacher about her love affairs – or brags about

them – and details the games she plays with her many suitors, especially her

delight in accepting expensive flowers and jewelry.  Thinking of Mrs. Pryor and

Caroline Helstone, we suspect a proper English girl ought not behave in this

manner. Ginevra, with her selfish and sexually daring ways, practices a much

more continental elan; she has, after all, lived all over Europe and peppers her

discourse with French phrases.  Although many Villette characters have multiple
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appellations, Ginevra in particular has a penchant for creating nicknames,

comparing Lucy to a warrior with the label “Timon,” a cynic with “Diogenes,” or

an animal with “Ourson.”  This final, French title brings to mind the medieval

romance of “Valentine and Orson,” which came to England in approximately

1550 and appears in Bishop Percy’s Reliques, discussed in Chapter Two (Drabble

1020).  The name highlights Lucy’s fierceness – the brothers were raised by a

she-bear but Orson remained wild – and represents Ginevra’s only foray into

folklore.  Dr. Graham Bretton wins the epithet of “Isidore,” since his English

name strikes Ginevra as coarse.  Her fondness for inventing new titles for all her

acquaintance notwithstanding, she indulges in little folklore-naming.

Several individuals call the spirited coquette after supernatural creatures,

however.  The heroine is not among them, for Lucy rarely folklore-names the

other English female at Madame Beck’s establishment.  Despite her wooing of

the young woman in the pensionnat vaudeville, she sees Ginevra as “small-beer”

(389) rather than “delicate fairy.”  The erotic factors in their relationship are not

played out in folklore terms, at least.  Where gentlemen and Ginevra are

concerned, it is another matter.  For example, in a love letter Alfred de Hamal

refers to Miss Fanshawe as “my Peri” (155-6), the same exotic term Jane Eyre

applies to Rosamond Oliver when admiring the girl’s tripping gait.  Graham also

bursts with affectionate, adoring titles.  At one point, much to the teacher’s

disgust, he effuses, “She is so lovely, one cannot but be loving toward her. You –
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every woman older than herself must feel for such a simple, innocent, girlish fairy

a sort of motherly or elder-sisterly fondness. Graceful angel! Does not your heart

yearn toward her when she pours into your ear her pure, child-like confidences?”

(210).  Stung perhaps by the reference to her age and certainly by his idealized

portrait of the spoiled, capricious Miss Fanshawe, Lucy does not respond in the

affirmative.  Instead she begins to praise Ginevra’s preferred suitor, M. de Hamal,

in mythological terms as a god-like Apollo.  Whereas Bretton characterizes the

object of his desire as “a simple, innocent, girlish fairy” out of a folktale, Lucy

exaggerates de Hamal’s qualities with an overblown folklore-name from the

highest cultural register.

The irony is lost on Graham, but he soon loses his illusions.  He decides

that Ginevra is less than angelic when he sees her laugh at his mother and

exchange meaningful looks with M. de Hamal.  Although perplexed by his

beloved’s behavior – she comes from an upstanding, middle-class, English

family, after all – Graham demonizes the fairy at the first sign that she is neither

“child-like” nor virginal.  Ginevra-as-fairy in Dr. John’s eyes embodies a strictly

demarcated, dual nature of the fantastic female creature, we see.  Lucy cannot

sway John from either of his extreme visions.  The pretty façade masks treachery

and potential lechery, he decides, and Miss Fanshawe becomes either perfectly

innocent or perfectly depraved.
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Purity and innocence characterize the young woman folklore-named

repeatedly by her father, her eventual husband, and the narrator of Villette.  First

introduced to us as Missy, the girl also answers to Polly and Paulina, cognomens

accompanied by an impressive assortment of last names and titles.  Several critics

have recognized how Polly Home represents a side of Lucy herself.  Rosemary

Clark-Beattie writes, “The Cinderella figure of Jane Eyre has split in two.  The

beautiful Paulina goes on to marry the prince, and Lucy is left behind in the

kitchen, less able than ever to explain her drudgery” (837).  The novel itself opens

with a promise of “Cinderella” overtones, with the words, “My godmother lived

in a handsome house in the clean and ancient town of Bretton.”  But Mrs. Bretton

is not to be a fairy godmother in the tradition of nursery tales; nor is an idea of

Lucy and/or Paulina as fairy tale heroine explicit in the text.  Instead, we meet

Polly at two stages in her life, first as a child of six years and later as a young

woman of eighteen.  And although Lucy compares Paulina to dolls and spaniels,

the predominant names come from folklore, and, as in the other two Brontë

novels, particularly from the folktale.

Little Polly presents a contrast to Jane Eyre’s Adèle.  Although Mrs.

Home, much like Céline Varens, was reportedly silly, fond of parties and remiss

in her maternal duties, her daughter is quite the proper English lady, behaving

strangely like a mature woman.  When she arrives to stay with the Brettons, Polly

strikes both Lucy and Graham as uncanny with her behavior.  He observes, “I
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believe that creature is a changeling” (35), a clear instance of folklore-naming.

Changelings traditionally are associated with peculiar children who seemed to

have the wisdom of the very old – Charles Dickens uses the term to describe little

Paul Dombey – and rightly so.  Among the traits of the changeling, which include

poor health, dark skin, unlimited appetite, and rebellious behavior (also, we note,

traits accorded to colonial subjects), the Victorian folklorists list precocity (Silver

61-62).  At age six Polly amuses and bemuses sixteen-year-old Graham; she will

continue to exercise particularly the latter power as an adult.  The narrator of

Villette, less charmed, speaks scornfully of the newcomer.  Lucy describes the girl

as “elfish” (44) and spies her “praying like some Catholic or Methodist

enthusiast” (15).  Although the two descriptions may seem entirely at odds, both

establish Polly as peculiar, Other, and apart from usual, Anglican, English girls.

Even more so than in Shirley, where fancy about fairies gives way to the more

“real” threat of Calvinist madmen, ties between weird creatures and strange

religions, especially Catholicism, surface in Labassecour, as I explore in more

detail at the end of this section.

While in Jane Eyre folklore allusions cluster in the chapter on the

heroine’s engagement, Villette offers us an abundance of folktale terms in

Volume II of the novel.  At this time the Brettons and Homes once again cross

Lucy’s path, resulting in a national reunion of sorts.  When Lucy meets Polly after

some ten years, the scene may remind the reader of Jane Eyre’s first meeting with
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Rochester, full of fancy and distrust of the automatic tendency to think about

fairies.  Lucy describes her chamber at her godmother’s house, La Terrasse, as a

magical enclave the color of the ocean, where “even that dark, shining glass

might have mirrored a mermaid” (259).  She enters this siren’s domain one

evening to find someone already there:

Repairing to my own little sea-green room, there also I

found a bright fire, and candles too were lit: a tall waxlight stood

on each side the great looking-glass; but between the candles, and

before the glass, appeared something dressing itself - an airy, fairy

thing – small, slight, white – a winter spirit.  I declare, for one

moment I thought of Graham and his spectral illusions.  With

distrustful eye I noted the details of this new vision. It wore white

sprinkled slightly with drops of scarlet; its girdle was red; it had

something in its hair leafy, yet shining – a little wreath with an

evergreen gloss. Spectral or not, here truly was nothing frightful,

and I advanced.

Turning quick upon me, a large eye, under long lashes,

flashed over me the intruder: the lashes were as dark as long, and

they softened with their pencilling the orb they guarded.

‘Ah! you are come!’ she breathed out, in a soft, quiet voice,

and she smiled slowly, and gazed intently.  (394)
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The passage relates the narrator’s struggle to determine what the strange presence

is, to give “it” a solid label.  Lucy narrates her attempts at naming the large-eyed

“something,” and her attempts involve a series of supernatural terms.  Lucy first

thinks of fairies, then spirits, and then “Graham’s spectral illusions,” or the

mysterious figure of the Nun that haunts the school and Miss Snowe.  She finally

recognizes the “thing” in the bedchamber as a human girl, and she marvels at how

the child has changed.  “Little Polly had worn in her pale, small features, her fairy

symmetry, her varying expression, a certain promise of interest and grace; but

Paulina Mary was become beautiful” (395), Lucy admits.  The transformation is

only outward, however.  Polly has grown much taller and has shed her youthful

nickname, yet in her sensibilities she remains much the same as she was at six.

Recognizing the Countess’s capacity to enthrall, Lucy calls Paulina a

“fairy” repeatedly, and on one occasion, to explain the reverence in which a

German tutor holds Miss de Bassompierre, she refers to the other girl “a sort of

dainty nymph – an Undine” (435).  Undine, the title character in de la Motte

Fouqué’s 1811 German novel, is a species of mermaid who wins a spouse and

thereby a soul, but who later must kill her husband on the night of his wedding to

another woman.  Her tragic story captivated the Victorians (Silver 91).  The

folklore-name fits the instructor’s nationality and also the uncanny creature that

appears by candlelight in Lucy’s sea-green chamber, for in Fouqué’s text Undine

is beautiful, quiet and then laughing and teasing, much like Paulina.  By the end
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of her tale, Undine represents patience and betrayed womanhood.  Her husband,

the knight Huldbrand, swears to never treat her unkindly or to sway in his love,

but he fails on both counts, thereby incurring a death sentence from the water

nymph’s people.  Although she little resembles Shirley Keeldar’s mermaid, in the

end Undine becomes an unwilling murderess.  Should we suspect that Paulina

could become the same, if Graham were not a devoted husband?28  I argue no; as

with the single German folklore-name in Jane Eyre, Vampyre, I feel in danger of

reading too far into a single word.  The name stems from Lucy, who tries to

capture appropriately the love and fear that Anna Braun, their German teacher,

feels toward Paulina – hence a German term.

Why, then, do Mr. Home, Dr. John, and in particular Lucy all label

Paulina as a supernatural being?  I return to the rules for folklore-naming

sketched out earlier in the chapter.  First, Paulina is small in size and, especially

with her father, she can behave childishly and womanly by turns.  Next, Graham

loves the young woman; due to his affection, we might expect him to folklore-

name her.  He names her an uncanny creature, however, only when she is a little

girl of six.  Here we have a reversal of the pattern surrounding Ginevra, where

Bretton gushes about fairies and Lucy holds her tongue, for the narrator, not the

gentleman, folklore-names Paulina a great deal.  The explanation is quite simple.

I argue that folklore speaks to anxieties, especially regarding desire for class,

racial, and national inferiors.  Whereas Ginevra comes from an impoverished
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bourgeois family and little Polly is Graham’s inferior in size and age, the mature

Countess appears to be Bretton’s equal or even his superior in these regards.  At

least in the case of this English gentleman, talk of fairies and mermaids lessens

when the object of desire is above him.  Lucy’s use of folklore is understandable

as well.  Polly fascinates Dr. John, and he will lose his heart to her, not Miss

Snowe.  Ginevra, all surface and show, cannot keep a lasting hold on Bretton’s

heart, while her quieter, less flamboyant cousin Paulina has merits that even Lucy

acknowledges.

Therefore, because Paulina represents competition for the young

physician’s affections, Lucy Snowe folklore-names her as a fairy and Undine.

When the narrator wanders into the Rue Fossette gala fête she spies Graham and

Paulina gazing adoringly in each other’s eyes, and she notes of the latter that “the

drapery floating about her was all white and light and bridal” (655).  The narrator

repeats the image a few pages later: “Right before me sat the Brettons and the De

Bassompierres.  Within reach of my hand – had I chosen to extend it – sat a figure

like a fairy-queen, whose array, lilies and their leaves seemed to have suggested;

whatever was not spotless white, being forest-green” (659-60).  It must be

Paulina, and this is the last time the young woman will appear in the narrative.

Apparently she has married; thus her story is over.  In addition to heterosexual

romance, therefore, Paulina represents an illustration of womanhood just as

disturbing as the Nun in Villette.  She is the angel in the house, blessed, beyond
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her amiable temper, with beauty and wealth.  As such an angel, Miss de

Bassompierre, the perfectly finished countess, is otherworldly and unreal.  In a

way, the girl willingly takes the role of the fairy depicted in Mr. Rochester’s

contes de fées, a lovely, tiny being focused on matrimony and wedded bliss. Jane

Eyre refuses the part and claims her own worth as a human being, but Paulina,

like Undine, remains incomplete, fairy-like, and soulless until she fulfills her

destiny as wife.  Even then, the novel suggests, Miss de Bassompierre changes

little.  If we look back to the passage in which Lucy finds Polly in the sea-green

room, we notice the vision of Paulina at the fête presents almost a mirror image.

Little Polly re-enters Lucy’s life as a “thing,” robed in white while adjusting an

evergreen wreath, and she leaves the narrative “a figure” draped in white and

covered with greenery.  In neither case is she a woman, but rather simultaneously

a symbol of woman and a fantastic creature, although marriage makes Paulina

into a fairy-queen rather than a mere fairy.

I claim that women are folklore-named, however, based not only on their

erotic attractions but also their class status, race, and nationality.  When men

employ the dynamic, out of desire and the attendant fear generated, they often

label women in a class beneath their own or women from a foreign country.  But

in Shirley, due to different fears, we see Caroline folklore-name Miss Keeldar,

who occupies a much higher station, and similarly Miss Snowe writes about the

Countess as an uncanny being.  In both cases the wealthy young women never are
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folklore-named in direct conversation with their lower-class, female friends.  That

might be too presumptuous, but Caroline feels safe calling Shirley a fairy with

Robert, a man similarly stationed, and Lucy pours out folklore-names in her

private, autobiographical recollections.

To say that envy is the primary inducement behind these women’s

ventures into the masculine realm of folklore-naming would be too narrow an

explanation.  Class status appears to be a factor, reversing the trend identified for

males.  Men name their inferiors; women like Caroline and Lucy label their

superiors.  Although I purposely have avoided psychoanalysis in my readings,

simply because it has been a predominant method of critiquing fairy tales and

fairy stories in literature, psychoanalytic theory may offer insight into woman-

woman folklore-naming that feminist, Marxist, and cultural readings overlook.

Rene Girard’s revisions of Freud and his ideas about erotic triangles apply nicely

to the affectional struggles in Brontë’s novels.29  Desire has a mimetic function,

Girard explains, and humans discover the appropriate love-objects by observing

others.  Recognizing that men call certain beloveds “fairies,” Caroline and Lucy

borrow the rhetoric to express their own feelings – and nice, nineteenth-century,

Englishwomen certainly were expected to lack all desires of this sort.  The subtle

undercurrents of desire for other women translate into desire to be someone else.

In a way, by naming Polly an Undine, Lucy indicates not only her wish to be

Graham’s chosen bride but also her wish for more power in society, to be in a
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position of control where she could, to use Shirley Keeldar’s phrases, decide

whether a woman is temptress, terror, monster, or all three at once.

Turning back to the variables of race, class, and nation, we note that Miss

Snowe’s motives for supernatural labeling do not appear to be based on national

grounds, for Paulina, unlike Ginevra, begins her life in England.  As a little girl,

Polly seems patriotic and indoctrinated in the ways of British imperialism.  She

explains her picture book to Lucy, and, pointing out a drawing of a priest

surrounded by natives of some hot climate, she emphasizes that he is “a good,

good Englishman” (39).  The book, a gift from none other than Graham Bretton,

instructs the little woman in the proper rhetoric of the exotic and travel, and she

thrives on the attention from an older, male teacher.  Polly’s mother has just died,

yet the girl seems to grieve only over her separation from Papa.  A creature who

lives to serve the good Englishman, she sings his praises and serves him tea.

Yet when we again see Little Polly as the “airy, fairy thing,” she also has

become Paulina Mary Home de Bassompierre and no longer effuses about the

merits of missionaries.  To be scrupulously accurate, we are reminded at this

point in the novel that Polly is not “English.”  She is domestic-yet-exotic, like the

pupils in The Governess and Emily St. Aubert of The Mysteries of Udolpho, and a

hybrid even stranger than the Anglo-Belgian Moores in Shirley, for Paulina is part

colonial subject and part citizen of England’s rival, France.  The narrator

mentions Mr. Home’s national origins in passing in the first chapter of her
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autobiography, with somewhat scornful remarks on the pretensions of his French

relations.30  When Lucy hears Ginevra complain of her uncle de Bassompierre,

the name leads the narrator to a logical conclusion about the man’s nationality,

and she asks the schoolgirl if the reason she hates her relative is because he is a

foreigner (385).  Ginevra replies that her uncle and despised cousin are “English

enough, goodness knows.”  Lucy does not yet realize that the Homes have

become de Bassompierres.  Upon her reunion with these early friends, the Count

bursts out in “Auld Lang Syne,” and Lucy relates his daughter’s delighted

reaction:

“Scotch! Scotch!” cried Paulina; “papa is talking Scotch:

and Scotch he is, partly.  We are Home and de Bassompierre,

Caledonian and Gallic.”

   “And is that a Scotch reel you are dancing, you Highland

fairy?” asked her father.  “Mrs. Bretton, there will be a green ring

growing up in the middle of your kitchen shortly.  I would not

answer for her being quite cannie: she is a strange little mortal.”

(397)31

Mr. Home / Count de Bassompierre observes his daughter with much the same

language as does Lucy herself, and with slightly different terms from those

bestowed on Ginevra by Graham.  In addition, he nationalizes his folklore-names

to fit his own Scottish heritage.  Some critics have noted that Paulina’s father
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cherishes a near incestuous affection for her (she has, after all, long played the

part of the ideal wife he never had).  He views her as very much a child, certainly;

he still calls her “Polly” and speculates on what kind of woman she will be when

she at last grows up. As I explained about the fantastic in Jane Eyre, a “Highland

fairy” cannot be developed, capable of loving anyone other than her Highland

master, or capable of feeling physical desire.

Yet Ginevra Fanshawe says that the Homes de Bassompierre qualify as

“English enough,” and critic Enid Duthie observes that the family strikes us as

“more Caledonian than Gallic” (150).  Are Scotland and Ireland considered

England in Villette?  Do we see, some fifty years after The Wild Irish Girl,

women’s fiction that has assimilated and accepted the nearest colonies into a

single Great Britain?  Not entirely.  The maîtressse at Mme. Beck’s pensionnat

“was partly educated in an Irish convent . . . and how she did slaughter the speech

of Albion!” (60).  Although the woman is, Lucy makes clear, a native of

Labassecour, her defective speech stems from Irish and Roman Catholic

institutions.  Another employee at the school, Mrs. Sweeny, claims to be a well-

born Englishwoman with genteel conversation, but Miss Snowe, a true native,

spies, or rather hears, deception: “I think, myself, she might possibly have been

hanger-on, nurse, fosterer, or washer-woman, in some Irish family: she spoke a

smothered brogue, curiously overlaid with mincing cockney inflections” (65).

Mrs. Sweeny is duplicitous and suspiciously hybrid, traits that may stem from
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living in Labassecour but seem, given the tenor of the description, to reflect

negatively on Ireland instead.  Miss Snowe views the traits and particularly the

accents of the maîtresse and Mrs. Sweeny as foreign to good, English values, and

their foreignness reinforces her isolation.  Culturally Lucy’s experience has the

ring of truth, although perhaps it exaggerates a clash between colonial cultures.

Throughout the early Victorian years, many English workers may have feared the

influx of cheaper labor in the form of Irish immigrants (Kirk 312-14).  Lucy

seems to find a similar problem abroad, although she displaces the pretender and

sets up as a “real” English nanny.

Rather than Irish, Paulina and her father are Scotch.  That Scotland should

be a worthy heritage while Ireland is not returns us to Lady Morgan and Chapter

Two, where I suggest that Scotland, having achieved union with England 100

years earlier than Ireland, is less Other.  The difference also might be explained

by recourse to biographical materials.  Charlotte Brontë’s admiration for Sir

Walter Scott is clear from her letters to Ellen Nussey, in which she praises

Kenilworth and tells her friend that Scott’s novels are the only ones worth

reading.32  Yet Brontë’s own paternal family background is Irish, so what could

be going on?

Rather than go into possible feelings of the Yorkshire Brontës toward their

Brunty ancestors, I turn instead to the heterosexual pairings in the novel and

thereby the gentlemen and their countries of origin.  All matches in Villette, from
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Ginevra and the French de Hamal to Lucy and M. Paul, cross national boundaries,

but the Bretton union truly constitutes an imperial engagement.  Despite a French

grandmother, Polly betrays none of the worrisome Gallic tendencies that Jane

Eyre refines out of Adèle or the French taint of hypocrisy Lucy spies in many of

her students of rank.33  Paulina is the child of her Scottish father, described by

Lucy as follows: “The character of his face was quite Scotch; but there was

feeling in his eye, and emotion in his now agitated countenance.  His northern

accent in speaking harmonized with his physiognomy.  He was at once proud-

looking and homely-looking” (18).  John Graham Bretton, we learn upon his first

appearance in the text, has “Celtic (not Saxon) character” (20), with his red-

headed and -bearded physiognomy.  Moreover, Mr. Home announces, whether

truthfully we do not know, that the young man who seeks to steal away his

precious, only child has Highland blood (628).  Although many critics point to

“Bretton” as a thinly veiled stamp on the character’s staunch English nationality,

if again I insist on semantic shadings, “Breton,” according to the Oxford English

Dictionary, refers to Brittany, the borderlands of Cornwall and Wales.34

“Briton,” on the other hand, connotes residents of Great Britain in the nineteenth

century.  Even though Brontë uses “English” as her adjective, John is the

embodiment of the British nation abroad, with traces of neighboring colonies,

Ireland and Scotland, written on his face.35  I thus concur with yet differ from Tim

Dolan’s conclusions, when he points out that the Brettons and Homes feature
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“deliberate unEnglishness” and that Villette suggests English nationalism, though

it may involve dislike of foreigners, has a fluid, shifting quality (29, 56).  The

Homes and Brettons are not narrowly English but rather more widely British.  In

the end, the heterosexual unions mirror hetero- rather than homogeneity on both

class and national levels.  Bourgeois doctor John selects not the sound

Englishwoman Miss Snowe but the French/Scotch, fey childhood friend and

Countess for his bride.  I cannot help but think back to the happy union in The

Wild Irish Girl between gentleman Horatio and Irish princess Glorvina.  John

Bretton, like Horatio, is an Englishman abroad.  Like the Princess, Polly carries a

title from a non-English nation and typifies ideal femininity: nurturing,

unobtrusive, attractive, and adoring.  She solidifies her claim to a diverse British

“Home” as wife of Dr. John.

Lucy finds the doctor’s Celtic character acceptable and Mr. Home’s

accent fitting, but the maîtresse and Mrs. Sweeny earn disparagement for their

brogues.  Perhaps Irish and Scottish tendencies are excusable in men.  Admittedly

Lucy criticizes those of her own sex more harshly, and she tends to forgive Dr.

John many of his faults out of continued love for him.  Perhaps the discrepancy

signals the sexing of imperial relations.  Great Britain, with its associated ethos of

action, expansion, and conquest, is male, while incorporated, Celtic countries are

female.  Even England proper seems to be female, with Lucy Snowe her

representative abroad.  I propose, then, that domestic nations themselves are
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primarily feminine and as such fall into the either/or categories seen with

folklore-naming; they can be angels (English) or demons (most English colonies).

Empires are primarily masculine composites of nations, with the defects of

conquered countries tempered by English merits.  This idea raises more questions

and problems than it solves, however, and it fails to explain Lucy’s entirely

different stances toward the Irish and Scottish.  One possible reason for the

disapproving picture of the Irishwomen at the pensionnat is that they, like

everyone at Madame Beck’s establishment, probably are Catholic.

Whereas Shirley associates the terrors of fairies with the deeper horror of

Calvinism, Villette draws our attention to ties between supernatural creatures and

Roman Catholicism.  It may seem like a big jump, from the dainty Countess de

Bassompierre to the wizened Magloire Walravens, but a pattern emerges upon

close reading.  Lucy finally buries, both literally and figuratively, her devotion to

Bretton, whom she has lost to fairy-like Paulina.  Shortly after Dr. John and Polly

become engaged, she grows closer to M. Paul Emanuel, whom she may well lose

to the Roman Catholic triumvirate of Madame Beck, Madame Walravens, and

Père Silas.  Because the Church and its members threaten to come between the

heroine and her heart’s desire, they, like Paulina, are labeled as Other-worldly.

Here we also see that the English abroad are “good” fairy creatures, while

Catholic figures, like Bertha Mason Rochester in Jane Eyre, are on the receiving

end of negative folklore-naming.
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In Brontë’s earliest novel, The Professor, her narrator Crimsworth

describes his best scholar as a “pale, blighted image, where life lingered feebly,

but whence the soul had been conjured by Romish wizard-craft!” (102).

Catholicism is a kind of black magic, and Madame Walravens, to Lucy’s eye,

appears a practitioner of such arts.  Madame Beck sends Lucy, laden with a

basket like another Red Riding Hood, to the Rue des Mages, where she must

present the gift to no one other than Madame Walravens.  Just as when Lucy first

sees Paulina in the sea-green bedchamber at La Terrasse, in this instance she

struggles to determine what the new, strange figure in the shadows could possibly

be: “Hoar enchantment here prevailed; a spell had opened for me elf-land – that

cell-like room, that vanishing picture, that arch and passage, and stair of stone,

were all parts of a fairy tale.  Distincter even than these scenic details stood the

chief figure – Cunegonde, the sorceress!  Malevola, the evil fairy” (562).  Tiny

Polly is a fairy and sprite, nothing harmful, but the Labassecourian matriarch

embodies danger in her three-foot form.

The character receives several proper names from the narrator in this

passage and beyond.  Malevola represents “the child-devouring mother who

punishes self-assertion with desertion” (Clark-Beattie 840). Cunegonde, slang for

female genitalia, also is the name of Candide’s aristocratic, shrewd beloved who

manages a bevy of lovers in Voltaire’s famous satire.  In German Madame

Walravens’s name means “slaughter ravens,” birds sacred to the god of battle,
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Odin (Dunbar 79).  When Madame rebuffs Lucy, the narrator bestows yet another

name, Sidonia, a reference to the fictional sorceress who decimated an entire

ruling family and who was punished for her evil deeds only when she was an old

woman.36  While E.D.H. Johnson cites this same passage in a study of the

supernatural in Villette, he does not develop the implications of the parallels,

beyond calling the description appropriate for a Gothic aura and Lucy’s depressed

mental state.  Attentive to details, we may notice that the “fairy tale” is actually

the sort of folktale Brontë wrote in her youth.  Lucy describes herself as a hapless

mortal who stumbles into the realm of Faerie, “decoyed into the enchanted castle”

(564).  In the Walravens elf-land, however, no helpful guide appears, and no

creature offers a magic ring.  Here is the witch.

The evil fairy being also links to imperialism and its spoils while her

cohorts, Madame Beck and Père Silas, go unscathed.  “Hunchbacked, dwarfish,

and doting, she was adorned like a barbarian queen” (563), the narrator recalls

about Malevola.  She leans upon a probable import from Africa, “a wand-like

ivory staff,” and appears “as hideous as a Hindoo idol” (667).  Why is she so

singled out, with folklore-names and colonial ties, among the Catholic three

ranged against the Protestant English narrator?  First, we see far more of the other

two characters, since the novel introduces them much earlier, and they treat Lucy

well in many respects.  Madame Beck allows her English teacher substantial

liberty, which Lucy appreciates, and the narrator admires Madame’s success and
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espionage in spite of herself.  She knows, looking back, that Modeste drugged her

the night of the gala-fête,  that the pensionnat proprietress sought to pull her

cousin M. Emanuel away from Miss Snowe, and that she perhaps even hoped the

man would die rather than choose to marry Lucy over herself.  Despite these

“sins” against the narrator, Madame Beck never is folklore-named.

The good father Lucy compares to strange people like “the last Inca of

Peru, or the first Emperor of China,” as well as the French bishop Fénelon,37 but

when he finds her unconscious in the street, he flags down Dr. John to help him

care for her.  She believes the priest (who is also French rather than

Labassecourien) a good person at heart and says so only sentences before she

again refers to Mme. Walravens as “that old witch.”  Surely the narrator holds a

particular grudge against the dowager.  Madame Walravens receives as many, if

not more, folklore-names from Lucy than Paulina does, and her character appears

in far fewer pages of the novel.  The reason?  She has never helped Lucy at all,

never given her employment or saved her life.  In addition, because Madame

Walravens holds the key to Paul’s exile from Labassecour, she becomes the most

demonized in Lucy’s autobiography.  M. Paul goes to Basseterre in the West

Indies to recuperate the finances of this woman.  Although Beck and Silas

actively conspire against Lucy and anticipate monetary benefits from Mme.

Walravens’s economic recovery, it is not, in the end, their fortune that calls Paul

Emanuel across the sea.  Malevola / Cunegonde / Sidonia shares two traits with
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Bertha Mason, therefore: she blocks the heroine’s path to marriage, and her

wealth comes from the far-off West Indies.  For these reasons, both are subjects

of negative folklore-naming.

Finally there is the matter of the Nun.  She is described variously as a kind

of ghost or phantom, appropriate for an apparition presumed to be the soul of a

young woman who died in the building when it was a convent.  Although I

exclude ghosts from folklore-naming and –narrating, I examine the Nun because

she receives other fantastic labels.  At one point Lucy explains that the figure’s

face is covered but for the eyes, and she recalls Dr. John’s response: “ ‘Confusion

to her goblin trappings!’ cried he, irreverently” (360). “Goblin,” a creature that

likes to disturb peaceful dwellings, was applied only to Bertha in Jane Eyre.  The

appearance of the silent Nun certainly disturbs Miss Snowe and her attempts to

live invisibly and peacefully, and thus the Nun joins Madame Walravens as a

Villette character, notably Catholic, associated with wicked, inhuman beings.  The

narrator repeats this negative folklore-name in a halting confrontation when at last

she comes across the Nun in her own bed: “I tore her up – the incubus!  I held her

on high – the goblin!  I shook her loose – the mystery!  And down she fell – down

all around me – down in shreds and fragments – and I trode upon her” (681).  We

may recall also from Jane Eyre that governesses were compared to incubi, beings

that sexually assault women.  The choice of folklore-name strangely fits the Nun.

Although the cloistered religious symbolizes renunciation of carnal desire and
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warns Lucy not to indulge her sensual side, the costume allows the foppish de

Hamal to visit Ginevra clandestinely.  Asexual in appearance, the apparel masks

masculine desire, literally, and we return to the curious transvestitism with which

I open the discussion on Villette (always toward Miss Fanshawe, we find).  The

negative folklore-name, then, is applied in Brontë’s novels to three women with

atypical sexual status: Bertha, who purportedly had an insatiable carnal appetite;

“Cunegonde” Walravens, whose unmotherly barrenness threatens a different sort

of devouring; and the chaste-yet-not Nun.

Writing on Villette, one Brontë critic points out, “Ambiguities in naming

point to ambiguities in people.  Identifying and understanding, in a world where

names multiply, become relative matters; character resides not in the person being

described, but in the describer” (Tromly 72).  Although she speaks of mistaken

identities (Dr. John is also Graham Bretton, for example), the observation applies

to folklore-naming just as well, since its use certainly reveals something about the

person bestowing the label.  Edward Rochester, Shirley Keeldar, and Lucy Snowe

all physically assume the costume of the opposite sex, and they also show us how

folklore wielders function as linguistic cross-dressers, sliding over boundaries

based on sex and class.

In summarizing the main findings from the three novels, I find a variety of

implications of folklore.  In Jane Eyre, folklore-naming and folklore-narrating
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largely are at the disposal of Edward Rochester, and both dynamics tend toward

the same end, to win and possess the governess.  This is the traditional pattern,

with references to supernatural creatures operating between a man and the Other

woman he loves despite his class and/or national pride.  Although Lucy Snowe is

akin to Jane Eyre in status since both are teachers, the former lives away from

England, and the only English/British gentlemen around her do not pursue her

sexually.  Therefore Lucy is not folklore-named.  That nationality is key to the

dynamic is suggested by the Moore brothers, who are only partially English and

who rarely employ the rhetoric of folklore (especially compared to the soundly

English ladies of Shirley).

Charlotte Brontë also explores the dynamics between female friends and

rivals, with Shirley and Caroline as well as Lucy, Polly, and Ginevra.  These, I

argue, display more complexity.  Shirley Keeldar offers folklore-narrations to

amuse herself and her friend Caroline, as well as to comment on the status of

women in England – powerful females are non-entities.  Shirley also uses

folklore-narrating, appropriate for her sex but perhaps less so for her age and

social position.  Caroline folklore-names her wealthy friend when she believes

Shirley to be a successful aspirant to the hand of Robert Moore, just as Lucy

labels as a fairy not Ginevra, unworthy of Graham Bretton, but the highly finished

Paulina, with whom the doctor will fall truly in love.  We see negative beings out

of folklore in Rochester’s epithets for his “depraved” first wife Bertha and Lucy’s
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descriptions of the Nun and the wizened, Catholic matriarch whose lost fortunes

take away her second lover.  All of these figures have ties to colonial property or

non-Anglican religions; they are female, foreign, and sometimes of the “wrong”

religious faith, made Other many times over.  Englishwomen have only the

protection of nationality, for they are regarded as Other for many of the same

reasons: their sex, their class status, and their sexual allure.  In Brontë’s novels we

see that the particular ability to attract men causes female friends especially to see

characters as strange, inhuman beings.  The unknowable, domestic, yet seductive

woman occupies a central position in the folklore-naming and -narrating in novels

by the next author I consider, George Eliot.
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Notes to Chapter Three

                                                  
1 There is a minor, peculiar connection between Owenson’s text and Brontë’s first

successful novel.  Rochester says he will send Jane Eyre to “Mrs. Dionysius O’Gall of Bitternutt
Lodge, Connaught, Ireland” (253) – the exact part of that country visited and found so irresistible
by Horatio of The Wild Irish Girl.

2 See footnote 11 to the Introduction for a list of critical analyses.
3 See again Chapter 6 in Winnifrith for a more detailed analysis of which numbers of

Blackwood’s may have passed through the young Brontës’ hands.  Charlotte also admired the
work of Sir Walter Scott.  Whether or not she was familiar with his Minstrelsy of the Scottish
Border or The Black Dwarf is uncertain, but Scott himself was a staunch proponent of fairy tales.
Cathal O’Byrne in The Gaelic Source of the Brontë Genius (Edinburgh & London: Sands and
Company, 1933) has examined the possibility that Brontë relations told fairy stories to the young
Brontës.  Hugh Prunty [sic], Charlotte’s grandfather, was known as a “shanachie,” or Irish story-
teller (O’Byrne 13) and presumably he passed his inventive tales on to his children, including
Patrick, who in turn related them to Charlotte and her siblings.  Edward Chitham quotes from
several biographies of the Brontës which recount Ellen Nussey’s recollections of the Reverend
Brontë’s delight in telling Irish stories of terror to his enraptured children, especially Emily.  He
quotes from William Wright, Miss A.M.F. Robinson, and T. Wemyss Reid.

4 Many readers may notice that I leave out The Professor in my examination of the
Charlotte Brontë novelistic canon.  My reasons are practical -- there are few references to
supernatural creatures in the novel.  I will bring up the novel when comparison is demanded,
mainly with Villette, and in a footnote to the discussion on Jane Eyre, as Crimsworth does, at the
end of the novel, compare his bride Frances to fairies and elves.

To argue that material from folktales, not fairy tales, provides the majority of the indirect
commentary on class, gender, and race relations in Jane Eyre fits with both the Victorian cultural
moment and the author’s history.  I wish to emphasize “majority” in the preceding sentence; for
me to claim folklore is the genre at work in Brontë’s novel would be in error.  Several studies
have located fairy tale patterns in the narrative, and I do not take issue with these findings but
rather with the methodology of critics who examine such structures in Jane Eyre.

5 For the tales in full and several other pieces of Brontë’s juvenilia, see The Twelve
Adventurers (London: Hodder and Stoughton Ltd., 1925).

6 Brontë, The Twelve Adventurers 65.
7 The belief that such creatures dress in green is popular in Celtic folklore in particular.
8 On the level of characterization I could argue that the class status of Alembert,

impoverished male, merged with the sex of Marion, patiently masochistic sweetheart of Zamorna,
could give us someone like Jane Eyre, subtle working girl.

9 Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre, ed. Margaret Smith (London: Oxford University Press,
1972).  All page references will be cited parenthetically in the text.

10 Jane, like Emily St. Aubert in The Mysteries of Udolpho, folklore-self-names at one
point, early in the novel.  Recalling her harrowing time in the red room, the narrator describes her
reflection in a mirror as “like one of the tiny phantoms, half fairy, half imp, Bessie’s evening
stories represented as coming up out of lone, ferny dells in moors, and appearing before the eyes
of belated travellers” (14).  The phrase “belated traveller” recurs in Jane’s first meeting with
Rochester in Hay Lane, where she strikes the startled gentleman as a strange, tiny creature
emerging from the mist.  See footnote 18 to Chapter One for a description of this phrase’s source
in Paradise Lost.  The influence of Milton on Brontë has been catalogued by several scholars,
including Karen E. Rowe, who claims his epic displaces childish fairy stories to allow the heroine
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to reach maturity.  In this instance of self-naming, at least, folklore and Paradise Lost are not so
far apart.

11 The single, direct reference to a fairy tale comes in Vol. I, Ch. 11 (122), when Jane
observes that the third-story hallway resembles some Bluebeard’s castle.  James Beaty in
Misreading Jane Eyre: A Postformalist Paradigm (Columbus: Ohio State University, 1996), notes
that references to “Bluebeard” were common in nineteenth-century literature (notably in the work
of Anne Thackeray, whose work is studied in Chapter Five).  Although he catalogues many of the
passages revolving around fairy and/or folklore, he labels them, along with superstition and ghost
scenes, as “Gothic.”

12 Definition from Carol Rose, Spirits, Fairies, Gnomes, and Goblins: An Encyclopedia
of the Little People (Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 1996).

13 When Frenchwoman Frances Henri of The Professor dares to tease the English master
Crimsworth, he explains that “the elfish freak was always short.”  He goes on to call her “sprite”
and again “elf,” concluding when he catches her, “I had seized a mere vexing fairy, and found a
submissive and supplicating little mortal woman in my arms” (253).  As with Rochester’s reaction
to Jane thinking on Samson, conquered by a woman, we see that women only turn elfish when
they oppose or dominate rather than submit.

14 Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed. Oxford University Press, 1989.
15 Other critics read Bertha’s fairy tale role not as “witch” but in different terms.  For

example, Jane describes the row of doors lining the third floor of Thornfield as something out of
“Bluebeard.”  With Rochester as Bluebeard, Bertha assumes the position of the wife / wives, the
bloody secret concealed in the forbidden room (Logan 236).  Jane’s recollection of the night she
spends nursing Mason, who has been wounded by his sister and is described by the narrator as “a
pale and bloody spectacle under my eyes and hands” (212), invokes this idea.  Regardless, the
story of Bluebeard is not brought up here.  Instead the characters reference creatures from
folktales.

16 Oxford English Dictionary.
17 See Sally Shuttleworth, Charlotte Brontë and Victorian Psychology (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1996).  She speculates that it is unlikely Bertha is unfaithful, since
Rochester refers to no other men; instead, Bertha may have been too forward with her husband or
masturbated; the latter practice was thought to be a cause of insanity at the time.

18 During the course of his story of his French mistress, Rochester does observe that such
material is hardly apropos for conversation with a girl of eighteen, and a critic who believes
Rochester sincere in his concern for Jane’s innocence might read his silence on the matter of
Bertha’s sins as new consideration for the heroine.  I, however, am unconvinced by such a
forgiving interpretation.

19 Elaine Showalter in A Literature of Their Own has also noticed Bertha’s
characterization via the “traditional figure of female deviance with its own history in folklore”
(119) or the passionate woman feared by men.

20 I would not expect Rochester to resemble Horatio in every particular – they do share
dissipated youths and fruitless love affairs – but the question of their difference is still fascinating.
A partial explanation comes from the fact that the former pronounces Jane and Bertha fairy beings
at Thornfield, on his own English property in his own home.  The narrator of The Wild Irish Girl
lacks such reinforcement of his national and class privileges, especially since he masquerades as a
wandering artist with the O’Melvilles.  Horatio too might qualify as a “cross-dresser” of sorts.

21 Charlotte Brontë, Shirley, ed. Herbert Rosengarten and Margaret Smith (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1979) 227.  All subsequent page references will be cited parenthetically in the
text.
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22 In his 1850 review of the novel, George Henry Lewes lavished praise on “Currer Bell”

for her powerful scene of the sea-creature.
23 Most critics read this passage, along with the final remarks on the “fairish,” as an

indictment of progress, represented most clearly in Robert Moore, who, in 1812, envisions the
verdure of the Hollow replaced by neat cottages and roads and its trees chopped down for
firewood.  By the time the narrator relates his/her tale, these ideas are reality.  We get the
impression that young girls like the housekeeper’s mother and Shirley no longer seek fairies, for
there is nowhere left to seek them.  As Gilbert and Gubar write, “The absence of fairies, like the
repudiation of the fairy tale at the end of this novel, implies that the myth of Mother/Nature has
been betrayed in the mercantile, postlapsarian England” (398).  At the same time, we can see a
relationship between displaced races – first the men in green were shooed out by workers, and
now the workers must give way to machines.

24 Ties between dissenting, non-Anglican religion (including Catholicism) and fairy lore
persist throughout Brontë’s novels, as I will mention in conjunction with Villette in the next
section.

25 A variation on the theme of “child as fairy,” with the concern of changeable fairy
nature, comes from Mrs. Pryor.  She feared her daughter’s aristocratic appearance at age eight.
Caroline’s pretty, “most fairy-like” features must mask the ugly, brutish soul of her father, James
Helstone – the supernatural creature that Rochester fears will turn from charming sprite to monster
in a moment’s time.

26 See Joseph Litvak, “Charlotte Brontë and the Scene of Instruction: Authority and
Subversion in Villette,” Nineteenth-Century Literature 42.4: 467-489 as an example.

27 While Jane Eyre features many female-female pairings, such as Jane and her very
different sets of cousins, the Reeds and the Rivers, Jane and Adèle, Jane and Bertha, and even
Jane and Blanche, there is little folklore invoked.  The only exception occurs when Jane describes
Rosamond, the girl St. John adores, as a “Peri.”  This instance of a woman folklore-naming
another woman, who could be considered a rival for Rivers’s affections, receives much more
development in Brontë’s later novels.

28 Undine may remind us more of Rosamond Vincy in George Eliot’s Middlemarch, and
Huldbrand of Lydgate.  Fouqué writes at one point in the novel, that Huldbrand thinks to himself,
“This comes of like not being matched with like; it is a strange bond that a man makes with a
mermaid” (174), a close parallel to Lydgate’s joking remark that whenever a man takes up with a
mermaid, he’s in for destruction.  Rosamond will feed on him like parasitical basil on “murdered
men’s brains” (680).

29 See Deceit, Desire, and the Novel (1961) for a more detailed explanation of these
theories.

30 Mr. Home “had connections now living in France, of whom more than one wrote de
before his name, and, called himself noble” (8).

31 Paulina once again behaves as though she has never had a mother.  She identifies her
heritage purely through her father’s national backgrounds.  Whether Mrs. Ginevra Home was
Scotch, English, French, or from another country altogether we never know.  Indeed, we learn
only that her niece and namesake, Miss Fanshawe, takes after her, and she was, in the
disapproving words of Louisa Lucy Bretton, “as silly and frivolous a little flirt as ever sensible
man was weak enough to marry” and a “butterfly wife” (8).

32 In her letter to Ellen of 1 January 1833, Brontë mentions Kenilworth, and she declares
in her epistle on 4 July 1834 “For Fiction – read Scott alone all novels after his are worthless.”
See Margaret Smith’s edited volumes of Brontë’s letters for further reading (information here can
be found on pages 121 and 130 respectively of Vol. I).
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33 See the opening of Chapter IX, “Isidore,” for Lucy’s explanation of the differences

between pure Labassecourienne and the titled demoiselles who have “quick French blood mixed
with their marsh-phlegm” (112).

34 Although “Breton” could refer to the ancient Celtic inhabitants of the isles, by the
Victorian age is was used to draw racial and national lines.  As the OED entry further notes, in
Tennyson’s 1855 “Maud,” the crazed narrator in Part II describes sensations on the Breton coast
and points out clearly he means, “Breton, not Briton” (line 78).

35 Brontë rarely uses the term “British” in Villette, in fact.  At the concert she recognizes
Ginevra seated in “the suite of the British embassy” (306), and she pronounces Graham a “cool
young Briton!” (372) when he is unmoved by Vashti’s performance.  Lucy writes of Britannia and
British soil, but equally of England and English women, when M. Paul attacks her homeland in a
lecture.  The narrator never once refers to “Britain,” and her comparisons between Labassecour
and her own country always involve “England.”

36 The 1847 novel Sidonia the Sorceress by Johann Wilhelm Meinhold was translated by
Lady Speranza Wilde into English in 1849, in time for the writing of Villette.

37  In the seventeenth-century Fénelon was actively involved in helping (some say
threatening) Protestant women to enter convents, just as Silas tries to coax Lucy away from her
faith.
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Chapter Four

George Eliot’s English Water-Nixies and Sad-Eyed Princesses

The dynamics of folklore-naming and -narrating operate rather neatly with

the other British women fiction writers I have chosen.  Sarah Fielding allays

anxieties about fairy genres and females by writing about girls who learn valuable

lessons in deportment from supernaturally inclined stories.  Ann Radcliffe and

Sydney Owenson reproduce patriarchal and colonial power structures through

folklore allusions and narrations.  In the previous chapter I argue for the relevance

of the fantastic to class schism and women’s relationships in Charlotte Brontë’s

work.

Now it is time to turn to a more troubled case: George Eliot, who stands

with the Brontës as a preeminent, Victorian, female novelist.  In scholarship on

The Mill on the Floss, Middlemarch, and Daniel Deronda, critics debate, among

other topics, her portrayal of women, her use of contemporary science

(particularly Darwinian theory),1 and her treatment of religion (particularly

Judaism in the third novel I cite).2  Compared to Radcliffe, Owenson, or Brontë,

Eliot uses folklore terms more sparingly in her novels.  We might expect this

outcome, since allusions to fairies may not fit with our picture of a great, realist

novelist.  The same brand of superstitious story and belief in the books of George

Eliot as in children’s literature or The Mysteries of Udolpho?  Certainly not.
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In his book George Eliot’s Mythmaking, Joseph Wiesenfarth would have

us believe differently about the interaction between the fantastic and the realist

traditions.  He suggests:

If Eliot uses a classical allusions or recalls the plot of a fairy tale, if

she fashions a world of superstition among peasant folk or creates

a legend for a town, if she invokes the pattern of an old story in

telling a new one or suggests the energizing force of a living

mythological tradition – if she does any or all of these things she

does them because she is a realist. (20)

Wiesenfarth argues that the novelist seeks to underscore people’s “common

humanity” and to augment the authenticity of her character sketches and the

action of her plots via myth.  In the above quote we can pull out all three registers

of folklore as I define them, folktale, fairy tale, and myth. Wiesenfarth’s

categories / criteria include first legends of the past, then folk and fairy stories

told for fun, and finally religious and/or moral tales that embody a people’s belief

system (18).  He concludes that Eliot’s mythmaking involves allusions to these

kinds of narrations and use of their structural patterns.  At first glance, then, it

may appear that I am retracing Wiesenfarth’s footsteps and simply substituting

the terms “folklore-narrating and folklore-naming” for “mythmaking.”  This is

not the case.  Although this scholar includes fairy and folktales under the wide

umbrella of “myth,” his actual analysis of The Mill of the Floss covers only the
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legend of St. Ogg; his chapter on Middlemarch the ways in which the

triangulation of Dorothea, Casaubon, and Ladislaw echoes the myths of Ariadne,

the Minotaur, Bacchus, and Theseus; and his critique of Daniel Deronda the

Medea myth as seen in Grandcourt, Lydia Glasher, and Gwendolen Harleth.  The

novels’ various allusions to sylphs, witches, Cinderella and water-nixies – the

small instances or flashes from the first two registers of folklore that interest me

in this study – go unnoticed.  Additionally, Wiesenfarth’s book dates from 1977

and is not particularly attuned to problems of nation, gender, sex, race, and class.

I illuminate these particular facets of “common humanity” through attention to

the folklore that clusters around three primary heroines, Maggie Tulliver,

Rosamond Vincy, and Gwendolen Harleth, as well as a constellation of secondary

characters.

Although Eliot’s forays into the fairy realm are few, folklore-naming and -

narrating do appear in her novels.  Elaine Showalter observes, “Like Brontë, Eliot

uses folklore to provide metaphors for the deviant woman” (125).  Although a

perceptive and true statement, Showalter limits her examples to Maggie’s

description of a witch trial and her sojourn among the gypsies; the situation is

more complicated than a direct parallel might suggest.  Further, what defines

“deviance”?  In Chapter Two I claim nationality, along with sex, as primary

boundary markers, while Chapter Three suggests both race and class as factors.
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Will Eliot introduce new variables to folklore dynamics or help further establish a

pattern?

On one level George Eliot’s vast knowledge sets her apart from other

British novelists and certainly from many female writers.  Like Owenson, she

incorporates all three registers but achieves a much different balance around

multiple female characters.  For example, Eliot relies less exclusively on folktale

tradition, tales of the proletariat and the travails of working-class people in

Fairyland.  The “low” superstition sprinkled throughout the novels of Radcliffe

and Brontë does not appear so often in the work of the erudite George Eliot.  In

fact, after 1860 she expressed indignation when she found herself compared to

Dinah Mulock Craik, “a writer who is read only by novel readers, pure and

simple, never by people of high culture” (qtd. in Knoepflmacher Early 165).

Eliot’s intended audience for the three novels I consider, therefore, is cultured,

and we might expect more familiarity on their part with classical mythology

rather than bogeys and kelpies.  Appropriately enough for the targeted class of

reader, references to high-culture Roman and Greek tradition appear frequently.3

Yet supernatural beings from the other realms of folklore creep in as well.  While

Sarah Fielding, Lady Morgan and Brontë wrote when literary fairy tales were

shunned or at least not yet firmly established as part of English cultural landscape,

George Eliot’s mid-Victorian Britain had embraced the genre.  Eliot, unlike her
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predecessors in this project, refers on occasion to fairy tales and their characters,

like Bluebeard, Cinderella, and Rumpelstiltskin, by name.

What we find overall instead of liberal references to folklore fairies and

mermaids are allusions to classical myth and fairy tales, coupled with brief

folklore-narrations that Eliot’s storytellers class as “legends.”  To some extent I

step back in this chapter to trace similarities and structural parallels between

heroines and the supernatural beings to which they are compared.  Beyond the

level of one-to-one correlation, however, we find evidence of uneasiness around

cultural borders, with naming connected to anxieties about the position of women

in patriarchy.  Different ideas of England present themselves as we move

chronologically through three of Eliot’s novels, from Mill’s provincialism to the

wide-ranging European theatre and early Zionism of Daniel Deronda. Whether or

not nation has become a naturalized, less visible factor for Eliot than in The Wild

Irish Girl of 1806 and even in Villette of 1853 is one focus of my analysis here.

Additionally, as in Chapter Three, class problematizes characters’

understanding of desirable females.  Like Jane Eyre, Maggie Tulliver and

Gwendolen Harleth both face the necessity of going out as governesses, and

Gwendolen and Rosamond Vincy long for upward social mobility.  Will they be

punished for climbing, like Bertha Rochester, or rewarded, like Jane Eyre?

Finally, I address the complication of moral character.  In 1749 Sarah

Fielding deals with social concern over the supernatural as unholy and negative.
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Similarly, in Eliot’s fiction the girl associated with fairy creatures possesses an

intangible something inherently unfeeling and unnatural.  While I can argue that

males Other the The Wild Irish Girl and Bertha Mason Rochester for nationality

and Jane Eyre for class status, it becomes apparent that for Eliot, English people

of respectable breeding can turn into wicked sprites based on their capacity, or

rather lack thereof, to enter into sympathetic, unselfish relationships with others.

Put simply, the girl without an expansive soul shares a defining trait of the fairy

races.

Compared to the other British women’s fiction in this project, Eliot’s

poses one additional challenge.  The Governess gives us folklore-narrations from

the pupils themselves; Emily St. Aubert shares her original poetry and speaks of

sirens in The Mysteries of Udolpho; Horatio, hero of The Wild Irish Girl writes

letters home to England; Jane Eyre and Lucy Snowe narrate their autobiographies.

In all these cases, we “hear” the voices of the characters themselves at length, and

they speak with terms from folklore.  By contrast, the majority of the folklore-

naming and -narrating in George Eliot’s novels stems from her detached, ironic,

superior narrators – the narrator’s observations or free indirect discourse.  There

are exceptions, of course, which I highlight in my analyses of the individual texts.

Nonetheless, the use of folklore may reveal more about the narrator’s (and also

Eliot’s) view toward the people s/he studies.
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“A Small Medusa with Her Snakes Cropped”:

Maggie and Folklore on the Floss

Describing the magic of Dorlcote Mill early in the novel, the narrator

observes, “The meal forever pouring, pouring—the fine white powder softening

all surfaces, and making the very spider-nets look like a faëry lace-work—the

sweet pure scent of the meal—all helped to make Maggie feel that the mill was a

little world apart from her outside everyday life.”4  Here the idea of the fantastic

converts a locale of the heroine’s childhood, a symbol of her own relative

happiness and her family’s prosperity in those days, into an otherworldly place.

Should we then read fairy nicknames of Maggie herself in the same way,

constructing her as a girl beyond the boundaries of everyday womanhood?

To begin to answer this question, I look at how Maggie compares to other

little girls in the fiction I have studied.  The children Adèle and Little Polly in

Brontë’s novels are miniature adults who lisp and remind others of wax dolls with

curled hair.  The former betrays her French heritage by affection for her toilette;

the latter models the perfect little wife by the age of six.  We have encountered

less well-behaved girls as well.  Mrs. Teachum’s pupils at the Little Female

Academy tear each other’s hair and frocks over an apple but learn to control their

impulses in a matter of days.  Jane Eyre displays similar outbursts of passion, for

which she is disliked and punished by the Reeds, and although she steels her self-

control, she never quite outgrows her youthful fire.  Maggie Tulliver is most like
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the last of these fictional young girls, yet her problem is not illegitimacy,

orphanhood, or separation from a beloved parent.  Instead Eliot’s youthful

heroine is clever.

Additionally, Maggie’s interactions with folklore are far different from

those of Brontë’s children.  Whereas Polly’s seriousness earns her nicknames like

“changeling” from Graham Bretton, Maggie, with her quick temper and

unmanageable hair, is a Medusa, not according to another character but the

narrator.  She stands, “looking like a small Medusa with her snakes cropped”

(86), full of anger toward the brother who ignores her and the pretty cousin who

receives all his attention.  Where the allusion to the Gorgon in The Wild Irish Girl

invokes Horatio’s terror and castration anxiety, here we encounter a very different

metaphor.  Eliot’s writing notebooks indicate her knowledge of the myth, for in

one we find a passage on the Medusa, copied from Adolf Stahr’s 1854 Torso:

Kunst, Künstler und Kustwerk der Alten.  In one version of the tale, Medusa is a

beautiful princess punished for comparing herself to the goddess of war and

wisdom, and, in another, Athena, furious that Poseidon raped the king’s daughter

in her sacred temple but unable to visit her wrath on another god, dooms the

unfortunate girl with a horrible face (Wiesenfarth ed. 152-53).  In keeping with

this multiplicity of roles – boastful mortal brought low and victimized virgin – the

Gorgon represented more than a horrific female in Great Britain at the time.  “For

the Victorians the Medusa was not a single, universal type; she was a complex,
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ambiguous figure,” Elisabeth Gitter explains.  “Her serpentine hair is replete with

a variety of meanings; her gaze may be deadly, thrilling, or pathetic; her powers

may be redemptive or murderous” (951).

The allusion in this instance showcases Maggie’s ineffectual position,

because the power of the Medusa, whether good or evil, rests in her long, snaky

locks.  In both versions of the myth, Athena transforms the princess, but in The

Mill on the Floss the heroine impulsively gives herself the fatal haircut, to defy

her relatives and to appear clever.  Not a mythological creature, Maggie cannot

turn Tom to stone or, apparently, express her resentment directly to her brother.

In this respect she mirrors Athena, unable to punish Poseidon but capable of

turning her fury on a girl like Lucy with a spiteful shove into the mud.  Although

the heroine’s action does not disfigure Lucy permanently, the sight of the

bedraggled Dodson darling invokes a certain level of horror in the clan adults.

Lucy thus becomes the victimized version of the Medusa while Maggie in this

passage simultaneously represents both the proud Medusa and the powerful

goddess who created the Gorgon, only on a much smaller scale.  Maggie can only

muddy her cousin, not destroy her beauty.  The heroine’s power, like her hair, is

limited.  “Cropped” is a fitting adjective, in fact, for Maggie’s life story, the

meager opportunities available to her, and the restrictions she places on her own

passionate nature.
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Learning to master the passions is part of Jane Eyre’s training, but where

she was raised on indeterminate passages from old ballads and romances and

Pamela, Maggie knows all the English folk-heroes by name: Jack the Giantkiller,

Mr. Greatheart, and St. George (99).  As a young woman, Jane fears she has met

with a preternatural creature, a Gytrash; little Maggie wishes she could meet with

an imaginary person and national hero, the Robin Hood.5  There is specificity in

this heroine’s thoughts of extraordinary rescuers.  Instead of praying for any great

knight to charge up, Maggie calls on famous Britons who appear prominently in

children’s storybooks by the 1860s.  For example, an eighteenth-century

chapbook version of “Jack the Giantkiller” begins, “In the Reign of King Arthur,

near the Lands-End of England, namely the County of Cornwall, there lived a

wealthy farmer” (Opie 51).  With clear identification of locale, the hero is

decidedly British.  Given the Tullivers’ modest social status, Maggie’s knowledge

of Jack, Greatheart, and George likely does not come from nursery maids like

Bessie.  We do know that Maggie loves books, and there are several scenes

highlighting her enjoyment of texts and none describing her listening to a

storyteller.  We have left the realm of oral tradition in great part.

Even as I say that, however, I am well aware of the prominent role given

in The Mill on the Floss to the legend of St. Ogg.  Here we truly see a truly native

folktale.  As Stith Thompson reports about the local tradition, or Sage:
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It may recount a legend of something which happened in ancient

times at a particular place . . . .It may tell of an encounter with

marvelous creatures which the folk still believe in – fairies, ghosts,

water-spirits, the devil, and the like. And it may give what has

been handed down as a memory – often fantastic or even absurd –

of some historical character. (8-9)

Max Lüthi tells us that, unlike the wandering fairy tale protagonist, the hero of

local legend “is an impassioned dreamer, a visionary” who is “embedded in the

society of his village” (141).  Although the description fits Maggie well, not once

does the novel cast her in the role of the Saint.  After she sails off with Guest, she

dreams the boat comes to her, with Tom as Ogg and cousin Lucy as Mary.  One

critic reads the story as an allegory about history’s influence on a place and

people and Maggie’s nightmare as her conscience prompting her to honor her

personal history of kindness and consideration for how her behavior affects others

(Fambrough 85, 88).  Maggie Tulliver is not a soulless, fairy creature; she suffers

under the mortal weight of doing right by others.  Others are not always kind,

however, regarding her as peculiar or proud.  Maggie continues to play the role of

both Medusas, afflicted either through no fault of her own or through aspirations

for female power, represented in the warrior Athena.  She does not wish to

transform others to stone, exactly, but they react to her as though her gaze is

deadly.  For Maggie, much as for Bertha Mason Rochester, the folklore-names
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imposed by society create a prison that the heroine cannot escape through

romance – only through death.

The narrator describes in some detail the particular place and village

society that brands Maggie as unnatural.  It is “one of those old, old towns” (101)

that has witnessed all of England’s great invasions and upheavals: the Vikings,

Saxons, Danes, Normans, Goths, and the Civil Wars of the 1600s.  In contrast to

those days, in Ogg of the present, the story of the Virgin and ferryman imparts

less moral power.  The Tulliver men boldly strive to earn money, to pursue

lawsuits, and to seek vengeance on more successful businessmen.  Residents shy

away from discussing politics, although the Catholic Question is a pressing issue.

The Dodson sisters, of “a very proud race” (239), fuss over linens and bonnets

and keeping up appearances.  As Other than these residents, Maggie becomes

outcast and labelled as a negative fairy.  We understand that when Eliot writes of

St. Ogg and “every town,” she means those in England, even though she refers to

the country itself only rarely, as in the following passage:

But good society, floated on gossamer wings of light irony, is of

very expensive production, requiring nothing less than a wide and

arduous national life condensed in unfragrant deafening factories,

cramping itself in mines, sweating at furnaces . . . .This wide

national life is based entirely on emphasis – the emphasis of want.

(255)
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We do not see the horrors of industrialism or Chartist riots like those in Shirley

illustrated openly in St. Ogg, but we see human need, especially the tamped-down

desires of the heroine.  Just as Maggie’s power and hair are cropped, so is the

health of her nation, seen in microcosm in this one small town.

The heroine needs to keep her sexuality suppressed, too, for when the

bewitching power of the Medusa seems to emerge unchecked, even for a moment,

the young woman becomes a disease.  When Maggie returns home from her

overnight trip with Stephen still Miss Tulliver and not Mrs. Guest, the narrator is

very clear on popular opinion.  S/he declares in the shocked tones of the locals,

“It was to be hoped that she would go out of the neighborhood – to America, or

anywhere – so as to purify the air of St Ogg’s from the taint of her presence,

extremely dangerous to daughters there!” (432).  The heroine’s compromised

virtue solidifies the public view of her as unnatural and uneasy.

The folklore-naming of Maggie as an attractive young woman starts well

before her fateful trip with Stephen Guest.  After Mr. Tulliver’s ruin, the heroine

must go out to teach as a governess.  Her class status thus becomes blurred; I

argued in Chapter Three that Jane Eyre’s ambiguous position causes in part the

folklore-naming she undergoes.  Lucy eagerly awaits a visit from her poor cousin,

whom she will entertain in style and comfort, to make up for the usual, dreary

existence of a nursery-school teacher.  When Maggie at last arrives, Lucy

marvels:
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“I can’t think what witchery it is in you, Maggie, that

makes you look best in shabby clothes . . . .Now, if I were to put

anything shabby on, I should be quite unnoticeable, I should be a

mere rag.”

“Oh, quite,” said Maggie with mock gravity.  “You would

be liable to be swept out of the room with the cobwebs and carpet-

dust, and to find yourself under the grate like Cinderella.”  (327)

With this example of direct folklore-naming between women, Maggie decides

that Lucy must play the part of Cinderella, the beautiful, good-hearted maiden

who will triumph over her stepsisters.  In childhood, the narrator suggests,

Maggie coveted the neat, blonde appearance of her cousin:  “Maggie always

looked at Lucy with delight.  She was fond of fancying a world where the people

never got any larger than children of their own age, and she made the queen of it

just like Lucy, with a little crown on her head and a little sceptre in her hand . . .

only the queen was Maggie herself in Lucy’s form” (53-4).  Maggie wished to

reign over everyone, just as she hoped to be queen of the gypsies and to teach

them useful things like geography.  When grown up, she laughingly tells Philip

she cannot finish Corinne, the 1807 romance written by the unconventional

French writer Germaine de Staël, because she is sure the fair-haired maiden will

triumph over the dark heroine.  In her interactions with Stephen Guest, Maggie

goes on to sacrifice herself to maintain the pattern.
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Lucy may be Cinderella, but Maggie possesses peculiar “witchery.”

“Witch” is rarely a positive label.  We have seen it applied to Glorvina

O’Melville and Jane Eyre when admirers grow uneasy about erotic attractions to

national / class inferiors, and to Bertha Mason and Madame Walravens when they

simply appear on the scene.  Women become witches when they escape the

control of men, and in doing so they often become capable of exercising subtle

power over those very gentlemen.  For example, when particularly annoyed by

the Princess’s supercilious manners, Horatio in The Wild Irish Girl often

complains about the Princess’s “witchery,” or her persistent hold over him.  A

melting look from her, and he is lost.  By contrast, Lucy’s use of “witchery,”

rather than invoking a sexual dynamic between namer and named, applies to

Maggie’s strange manner of looking fine in the worst dress.  We might

extrapolate the observation to indicate concern that the dark-haired cousin could

appear more attractive in the company of men, but Lucy eagerly plans new

dresses for Maggie.  Such a move signals unselfish generosity (even though, by

Miss Deane’s own observation, Miss Tulliver is bound to look worse in a

fashionable silk).  What, then, are we to make of Maggie’s “witchery,” involving

as it does an old gown?  The answer lies in part in considering likely differences

between the male and female responses to a beautiful woman.  When Lucy

observes her cousin’s attractions, she mimics the conclusion we might expect a

man to make: Maggie is a witch.  Yet Lucy identifies and even displaces the
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source of her cousin’s witchery in the costume.  A man, we suspect, would focus

on the body beneath it.

Both of the heroine’s suitors prove the veracity of this claim to some

extent.  Although Stephen Guest teases Lucy, “It is only your faëry touch that can

lay [Wakem’s] ruffled feathers” (322), he never banters with Maggie in the same

fashion.6  He calls her “dearest” and admires her finely turned arm, exposed by a

party dress for the dance at Park House, an event Maggie herself likens to “an

enchanted land” (387).  Finally, he, like most other men in the novel, is fascinated

by the heroine’s “eyes – defying and deprecating, contradicting and clinging,

imperious and beseeching – full of delicious opposites” (359).  Once “a small

Medusa with her snakes cropped,” Maggie grows out her hair (although she keeps

it closely plaited and controlled) and into sexual maturity, and her gaze now holds

the power to bewitch.  Philip Wakem also finds Maggie’s eyes irresistible.  The

narrator tells us, in a mixture of free indirect discourse and her/his own

speculation, “What was it, he wondered, that made Maggie’s dark eyes remind

him of the stories about princesses bring turned into animals?……I think it was

that her eyes were full of unsatisfied intelligence and unsatisfied, beseeching

affection” (156).  The folklore-narration resembles closely one applied to

Dorothea and Ladislaw in Middlemarch, except there the genders are reversed.7

Maggie and Will are the trapped creatures with the beseeching eyes – she because

she is unsatisfied, emotionally and intellectually, and he because he has chosen
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Miss Brooke out of love.  In the passage above, however, Philip’s own rationale

for why he thinks of fairy stories goes unknown, as the narrator breaks in to offer

a view.  Philip may wish to release Maggie, like an enchanted princess, from

many hardships, including her labor as a teacher and her self-discipline.  Often

such folktales require love to break the curse of an unnatural, beastly body, and

Maggie Tulliver is trapped in a subdued, female frame – in other words, a curse

for her in St. Ogg.

Once Lucy learns of Wakem’s attentions and Maggie’s return of affection,

she leaves off pondering her cousin’s “general uncanniness” (340), by which

consciously she means Maggie is so clever, to spin less negative folklore-

narrations that move the heroine from witch to Cinderella.  She hopes to arrange

things so Maggie and she will marry at the same time.  “And Philip will adore

you like a husband in a fairy tale” (349), she pronounces delightedly.  Lucy

understands how fortunate it would be to wed Wakem, since he is wealthy like

her intended, Stephen Guest.  Maggie receives her cousin’s attentions as

gracefully as she can.  When asked how she enjoys her vacation, she wryly tells

Philip, “Lucy is like a fairy godmother: she has turned me from a drudge into a

princess in no time” (361-2).  Just as both Maggie and Lucy become Medusa

when they are little girls, as young women each takes a turn at the role of

Cinderella.  It may seem an unlikely folklore pair, between the fairy tale heroine’s

innocence and the mythic figure’s withering power.  We might expect a reversal
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in the chronology of their appearance, with Cinderella in childhood and the more

sexually mature woman for youg adulthood.  The fact that the folklore-names

occur in this sequence implies a reduction in power, from a very small initial

store.  Triumph over all men, as represented in one aspect of the Medusa,

becomes captivation of only one, the potential husband and “prince.”  The two

folklore-names thus represent very different visions of femininity – the former

destroys men while the latter achieves a happy ever after marriage.

Maggie refers to her cousin as a “fairy godmother” due to Lucy’s eager

assistance to unite the charming prince Wakem with a scullery maid.

Emboldened by her plans for happy-ever-after, Lucy approaches Tom to ask him

to give his blessing on Maggie’s marriage to Philip.  Even the captivating Miss

Deane cannot get him to relent, however, although she persists in trying to

arrange the match.  “What is the use of my being a fairy god-mother if you set

your face against all the wonders I work for you?” (406) she scolds Maggie when

she has coaxed Philip to go for a boat ride with her cousin.  The plan backfires,

since Philip, mindful of the true feelings of the parties, sends Stephen instead.

Despite her folklore-self-naming, Lucy has no magic.  In a small measure, she

even helps set in motion the events that will lead to her own unhappiness and the

ruin of the heroine.  Girlish schemes for fairy-tale happiness are thwarted, in both

cases, by the words of men: Tom, who refuses to budge, and Philip, who tells

Guest to go to Maggie in his place.
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The Mill on the Floss therefore presents us with cousins who contrast in

temperament and coloring but who are bound by folklore.  Rivalry over a male,

specifically Tom Tulliver, prompts the first instance of folklore-naming, which

entwines them around the conflicted, dualistic figure of the Gorgon.  The second

major example, involving jokes about “Cinderella,” takes place when the girls

have become eligible brides.  Fantasies of goddess-might and enmity toward other

women dwindle, one might say, into mutual hopes for domestic, marital bliss.

Although the young women end up competitors for the attention of Steven Guest,

just as they vied for Tom, he has not come between them entirely when they

exchange names like “fairy god-mother.”  As in Brontë’s novels, here jealousy, or

at least concern over heterosexual love relationships, like brother/sister

interactions or finding an appropriate lover, prompts folklore-naming between

women.

The fact that Lucy and Maggie share the nicknames and engage in mutual

labeling, however, suggests something besides rivalry.  As mythic and fairy tale

heroines, the cousins prove impotent.  Maggie Tulliver cannot turn her brother to

stone, and Fairy God-Mother Lucy Deane fails to arrange the triumphant ball and

claiming of the beloved by a lost slipper.  Folklore underscores deviance, to use

Elaine Showalter’s term, but it also highlights female limitation through the

cropped snakes of the Medusa.
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The Mermaid of Middlemarch

During a Middlemarch party, practical, solid Mary Garth entertains the

three small Vincy girls with the tale “Rumpelstiltskin,” a favorite of Louisa.

Mary knows the story by heart because her sister Letty tells it over and over out

of a “prized red volume.”  The fairy story describes a girl whose father brags she

spins straw into gold.  Quickly she finds herself imprisoned by a king and ordered

to produce riches on pain of death.  By promising trinkets and ultimately her first

baby to a strange little man who can spin straw into gold, she deceives the

monarch, who eventually marries such an asset.  In the end the girl outsmarts the

dwarf by learning his name, Rumpelstiltskin, and she gets to keep her fine son.

Carole Silver suggests that Mary’s choice of story applies more to Rosamond

Vincy, who will “give up” her child in a miscarriage by willfully going out riding

against her husband’s wishes (5).  That Rosamond is the type of girl likely to be

the heroine of fantastic stories Mary Garth understands, and she observes to Fred

that his sister “is just the sort of beautiful creature that is imprisoned with ogres in

fairy tales” (II.14, 113).8  Although her folklore-narrating goes no farther than this

single, wry comment, Mary accepts a position of teller of fairy tales, not the

princess within them.  

The beautiful creature Rosamond is the character most frequently

associated with romance, folktales, and fairy tales in Middlemarch.  Like Lucy

Deane she “had excellent taste in costume, with that nymph-like figure and pure
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blondness which gave the largest range to choice in the flow and colour of

drapery” (I.11, 78).  Early in the novel the narrator describes her as a half-opened

flower or a cat, but then corrects herself, saying, “Not that Rosamond was in the

least like a kitten: she was a sylph caught young and educated at Mrs Lemon’s”

(II.16, 131).  Is the implication here that a wild, airy spirit has been domesticated?

Mary Garth also goes to Mrs. Lemon’s, and she turns out a sensible, practical

woman.  We know nothing of Rosamond before her school days, and the

emphasis here on her training raises a question to which I will return: namely,

what has constructed Miss Vincy?  While Linda K. Robertson tells us that

continental education was held in some suspicion, even for women – Dorothea’s

disturbing, radical ideas about housing the poor may result from her time in

Switzerland (163) – Rosamond received schooling close to home.  She knows

how to behave like a lady, as though she were gentry like Miss Brooke, and she

hungers for the opportunity to have a carriage to get in and out of properly.  Due

to her impressive poise and exquisite physical charms, most locals affirm

Rosamond as the belle of Middlemarch.

Tertius Lydgate recognizes Miss Vincy’s attractions and fondly fancies

her to be a mermaid, when he ought to know better.  “Why, what can a man do

when he takes to adoring one of you mermaids?  He only neglects his work and

runs up bills” (V.43, 358), he jokes to his wife.  Lydgate had ample warning

about the young lady’s probable nature before he married her.  When confronted
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earlier about his intentions toward Rosamond at a time when he has no fixed

purpose regarding her, he sullenly refuses to visit the Vincy household with Mr.

Farebrother.  The older gentleman teases him in folklore terms from mythology,

exclaiming, “ ‘What, you are going to get lashed to the mast, eh, and are stopping

your ears?’ said the Vicar.  ‘Well, if you don’t mean to be won by the sirens, you

are right to take precautions in time’ ” (III.31, 246).  With this mythological

reference to Odysseus, who has his sailors bind him to allow him to listen to

mermaids’ songs without also hurling himself into the sea, Farebrother observes

that Rosamond can and will lure the doctor to his death.  In addition to warnings

from Middlemarch residents, Tertius Lydgate should take lesson from his own

past, for he once adored another “mermaid,” the actress Laure.  Fascinated by her

melancholy and silence, he pursued her and was shocked when she calmly told

him she killed her husband, remarking simply, “But I do not like husbands.  I will

never have another” (II.15, 126).  This vicious, heartless, self-interested nature

aligns her with evil fairies, and Rosamond in many ways is a blonde shadow of

the actress despite Lydgate’s desire to see her as Laure’s “very opposite” (131).

Yet Lydgate falls in love with Miss Vincy in a rare moment of

vulnerability on her part, when she is on the brink of tears.  Whereas her refined

accomplishments win his admiration and flirtation, Rosamond’s brief lack of self-

control and resulting feminine naturalness provide the impetus for her

engagement to the town newcomer.  If Lydgate loves the “half-nymph, half-
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child” (IV.36, 289) for her humanity, or rather, for her womanliness, why does he

stamp her a fairy creature, even in jest?  Are his folklore-names masks for his

own uneasiness, for having married the mayor’s daughter?  In other words, does

he construct Rosamond as Other in his own imagination, due to class concerns?

Alternatively, does the narrative indicate that the doctor recognizes a demonic

streak at work in his bride, one constructed by society, or, worse yet, one simply

part of his wife’s moral makeup?  Elisabeth Gitter would have us believe the

latter, “that a deadly siren is hiding behind the benign mask of Penelope,” the

loyal, domestic wife of hero Odysseus (941).

I start, however, with the question of Rosamond’s social status, contrasted

with the doctor’s.  In The Wild Irish Girl and Jane Eyre, Horatio and Rochester

fling folklore-names toward those whom they do not wish to find attractive, due

to the women’s positions on the borders of nation and/or class.  Rosamond comes

from a respected, bourgeois Middlemarch family, although her father’s trade in

manufacturing and her mother’s childhood in an inn cause some private

embarrassment.  Lydgate has ties to Northumberland gentry, but he is poor.

Additionally, his occupation lies on the margins of acceptability.  In 1829 doctors

were not yet a respected, scientific profession, although Lydgate certainly aims to

be a true medical man (Eagleton 66).  At first glance Miss Vincy is not a match

beneath him, at least not on the level of an English gentleman espousing an

Irishwoman or a governess.  Although our groom-to-be has periods of rapture
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akin to enchanted happiness in The Arabian Nights,9 he also chafes at the class

disparity between him and his fiancée, just like the other fictional gentlemen we

have encountered: “Lydgate had to confess to himself that he was descending a

little in relation to Rosamond’s family.  But that exquisite creature herself

suffered in the same sort of way: – it was at least one delightful thought that in

marrying her, he could give her a much-needed transplantation” (IV.36, 287).

Ironically Rosamond will be “transplanted” like a parasitic basil plant into the

doctor’s own brain.  His idea of Paradise involves a pair of blue eyes, which

Rosamond does have (77, 91), but the young woman envisions “that middle-class

heaven: rank” (97).  She cares little for money, only social standing.   The class

position of the female object of desire, therefore, qualifies as a strong motivation

behind Lydgate’s folklore-naming.

Yet Rosamond Vincy is not an ordinary tradesman’s daughter.  Not every

pretty, light-haired, kittenish girl becomes a mermaid for Eliot, after all; consider

Lucy Deane, who is properly feminine and domestic and as good-hearted as she is

lovely.  What sets Rosamond apart, then?  According to Spencer’s and Darwin’s

theories of natural selection, she ought to be an excellent choice for a mate, given

her outward, physical perfection, like her lovely face and figure (Paxton 176).

Unfortunately Lydgate does not recognize his beloved’s true nature until after the

wedding.  At one point the narrator describes the doctor’s “old dreamland, in

which Rosamond Vincy appeared to be that perfect piece of womanhood who
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would reverence her husband’s mind after the fashion of an accomplished

mermaid, using her comb and looking-glass and singing her song for the

relaxation of his adored wisdom alone” (VI.58, 475).  Somewhere in Lydgate’s

education the truth about mermaids got lost; they do not sing for the solace of

men’s souls, but rather to entice them to watery graves. Mary Elizabeth Braddon

capitalizes on the idea that a girlish, innocent appearance could conceal a

murderous bent in Lady Audley’s Secret (1862), in which the heroine’s glittering

yellow hair and mild blue eyes suddenly remind an observer of an enraged

mermaid.  While Rosamond does not push her husband into a well, she frustrates

him in other ways, refusing to bend to his will and to fit his notions of a proper

wife, and he often feels that she drains him of energy.

The “shallowness of a waternixie’s soul” (VII.64, 531) poses an auxiliary

problem, according to the narrator.  Although we might take the narrator’s

observation as a borrowing of Lydgate’s own teasing folktale term, “mermaid,”

s/he seems to make a definitive pronouncement on Rosamond’s character.  It

appears that Lydgate is right about his wife’s kinship with fairy creatures, even if

he is wrong about what it means to be a mermaid.  Mermaids cannot sing and

soothe their spouses, for they lack emotional depth.  Mrs. Lydgate’s “shallowness

of soul” is a trait to which the novel will refer repeatedly.

In these formulations of the water spirit as soulless the author may draw

on two moralistic pieces of fairy lore: Undine, Fouqué’s novel discussed in
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Chapter Three in conjunction with Paulina, or Hans Christian Andersen’s “The

Little Mermaid” (1836).  In the latter, the author emphasizes that for a mermaid to

become human brings loss of voice and pain, for every step she takes feels like

walking on knives.  When Ladislaw furiously declares his undying attachment to

Dorothea, Mrs. Lydgate sits there, dumb as The Little Mermaid: “Rosamond,

while these poisoned weapons were being hurled at her, was almost losing the

sense of her identity, and seemed to be waking into some new terrible existence

. . . .all her sensibility was turned into a bewildering novelty of pain” (VIII.78,

637).  In Andersen’s tale, the only chance for a mermaid to gain an immortal soul

is to earn the love of a man and to marry him.  Marriage to Lydgate does not give

Rosamond a soul.  Instead it destroys the doctor’s vitality, while his wife lives on

in relative comfort.

Whether Rosamond’s soullessness springs from natural sources or cultural

indoctrination is unclear.  Her education at Miss Lemon’s creates her as “adorned

with accomplishments for the refined amusement of men” (III.27, 221), and

Rosamond constantly plays a role.  Everything about the young woman seems

superficial or affected, attitudes borrowed from her upper-class schoolmates.  Of

the character’s skill at the piano the narrator remarks wryly, “A hidden soul

seemed to be flowing forth from Rosamond’s fingers; and so indeed it was, since

souls live on in perpetual echoes, and to all fine expression there goes somewhere

an originating activity” (II.16, 132).  Miss Vincy has a soul; indeed, she may have
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many.  They are just not her own, it would appear, since she borrows shadows of

humanity from the feeling in the music she performs.  The fate of “a girl who was

accustomed to hear that all young men might, could, would be, or actually were in

love with her” (127) is not exactly a happy one in Middlemarch. The parting

chapters imply that Rosamond gains a soul only momentarily, not through

wedlock but rather as a result of conversations with Will and Dorothea, or

interaction with morally superior people.  With few exceptions she generally stays

true to her water-nixie nature.  The more sympathetic phrase “fragile creature,”

repeated three times between Chapters 77 and 81, does replace folklore-names to

describe Rosamond.10  She is still not a mortal woman, entirely, but the allusions

to destructive sirens disappear.  It seems apt that, of the Middlemarch unions, the

Lydgates’ ranks as one of the unhappiest, and theirs features the most persistent

references to folklore creatures.  It also is worth noting that the author will return

to Rosamond’s character type, with Gwendolen Harleth in Daniel Deronda.

George Eliot has a fascination with the cold, blonde water nymph who struggles

to understand true feeling.

Although Rosamond receives the most folklore-naming in the novel,

curiously, her closest competitor is Edward Casaubon.11  The Middlemarch locals

satirically summarize his relationship with fairy and folktales: “They say, when

he was a little boy, he made an abstract of ‘Hop o’ my Thumb,’ and he has been

making abstracts ever since” (I.8, 58).  The comment, intended to be witty, holds
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truth about the clergyman’s character.  In his youth, Casaubon responded to

fanciful nursery stories in the same way he will respond to myths, church duties,

and marriage: as pragmatic opportunities to philosophize.  His work never will

escape entirely the comparison to low-culture, working-class folktale, either.

When a despairing Dorothea faces the prospect of completing her dead husband’s

work, the narrator describes not Casaubon but his Key to All Mythologies as a

changeling, without ever using the word directly:

And now she pictured to herself the days, and months, and years

which she must spend in sorting what might be called shattered

mummies, and fragments of a tradition which was itself a mosaic

wrought from crushed ruins – sorting them as foison for a theory

which was already withered in the birth like an elfin child.

(V.48, 391)

It is a powerful, telling comment on Casaubon’s intellectual labor, for, as I

explained in relation to Villette’s Polly Home in Chapter Three, changelings are

unhealthy substitutes for true children.   His work, like the man himself, has no

life.

In addition to Casaubon’s Key, he himself is linked to folklore, although in

a much different way that the water-nixie Rosamond.  Upon seeing Dorothea in

Rome, for example, Ladislaw muses:
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. . . if Mr Casaubon had been a dragon who had carried her off to

his lair with his talons simply and without legal forms, it would

have been an unavoidable feat of heroism to release her and fall at

her feet.  But he was something more unmanageable than a dragon:

he was a benefactor with collective society at his back.  (II.21, 171)

In Charlotte Brontë’s Shirley the heroine solemnly intones that there are worse

things to be feared than fairies in the Hollow, like mortal, crazed Methodists.

Likewise Ladislaw recognizes that there are creatures more daunting than

dragons, especially respected gentlemen.  This, like the scenes from Ruth, is

another rare instance of folklore-naming between men, although it is indirect at

best and the term “dragon” may be the narrator’s rather than Will’s.  Later

Ladislaw pictures his cousin in much more subtle folktale terms, as one “who

chose to grow grey crunching bones in a cavern” (IV.37, 296), and thus who does

not deserve a young, beautiful wife.  Interestingly enough, Mary’s observation

that Rosamond will end up the captive of a horrible giant holds true not for Miss

Vincy but for Miss Brooke.  The truth of the matter in both cases, however, is that

Casaubon is neither fantastic dragon nor ogre but, as Will admits, a dangerous

force of reality.

Therefore, of the many residents of provincial Middlemarch, Rosamond is

the local mermaid and Casaubon its ogreish dragon.  Glorvina in The Wild Irish

Girl is a mermaid and syren because she is exotic, Irish, and Other for the narrator
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Horatio.  Rochester dotes on Jane partly because she is English, in contrast to the

foreign extractions of his wife and mistresses.  Here we have both sexes subjected

to folklore-names, and both Miss Vincy and the clergyman are solidly English.  In

fact the novel rarely draws attention to their nationality.12  Given the context of

the folklore allusions, I draw the following conclusions: Rosamond’s water-nixie

nicknames result from her active scheming for a connection of rank and later

from her selfish, unwomanly behavior toward her husband.  Casaubon receives

folklore-names because Will considers him almost criminal in his choice and

treatment of bride.  What the two characters share, then, are “wrong” motivations

for marriage.  Rosamond weds for station, and Casaubon sees the opportunity to

acquire an eager secretary.  Their partners, Lydgate and Dorothea, have equally

misguided notions about matrimony, but they, who aim at changing the world and

improving the condition of mankind, especially for the poorer classes, earn more

compassionate treatment.  Admittedly the doctor, who folklore-names his wife,

cannot escape Rosamond, giving in to her material demands and becoming an

expert on gout.  Dorothea is luckier, as she wins a second chance at love with

Will, who happens to be an aspiring Parliamentarian with Polish heritage.  The

neighborhood also buzzes with rumors about “Young Ladislaw the grandson of a

thieving Jew pawnbroker” (VIII.77, 632).13  Although Celia Brooke lives

contentedly as Lady Chettam, a more complicated English girl like her sister (or

like Brontë’s Shirley Keeldar and Caroline Helstone, who wed Anglo-Belgians) is
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better served by choosing a husband who is not purely English and who does not

birth intellectual changelings.

Daniel Deronda’s Demonic (un)Englishwomen

Gwendolen Harleth, a more complicated and conflicted Rosamond Vincy,

is an erotic female object, and such women consistently acquire a string of

folklore-names.  Let us recall for a moment Anne McClintock’s rubric of

domestic degeneracy, referred to the Introduction, which states that foreign

presence in England, broadly conceived – Irish, Jews, working women – implied

threats to national purity and stability (53).  I might conjecture, therefore,

folklore-names more pronounced and negative around the Jewish Princess Halm-

Eberstein and Mirah Cohen, who are doubly marginalized by both sex and

religion.  Mirah offers a triple threat, in fact, for she works to support herself and

her brother.  Before analyzing the novel, I therefore might predict that

Gwendolen, who as an English girl has race/nationality in her favor, will appear

least in conjunction with folklore, and Mirah the most.  But I just have pointed

out the merits of Middlemarch’s Will Ladislaw, a potentially Jewish-Polish-

English hybrid.  Will non-English blood turn out to be a benefit in Daniel

Deronda as well?

We quickly discover that folklore-names apply to Gwendolen from the

start.  References to fairy beings, especially females ones from classical
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mythology, occur every so often in the first fourteen chapters of Daniel Deronda,

where Gwendolen, as would please the heroine, is central to all action.  Her name,

first of all, is that of the British Athena, a goddess of the moon and an archer

(Wiesenfarth ed. xxxvi).  Apart from this label, most of the folklore-names

accorded to her have negative overtones, starting with “sylph.”  In this first

chapter, in fact, most of the folklore-naming of the heroine occurs, from the

strong narrating voice and from other gamblers who observe the pretty English

girl:

At one moment [Deronda’s eyes] followed the movements

of the figure, of the arms and hands, as this problematic sylph bent

forward to deposit her stake with an air of firm choice; and the

next they returned to the face which, at present unaffected by

beholders, was directed steadily toward the game.  The sylph was a

winner; and as her taper fingers, delicately gloved in pale-grey,

were adjusting the coins which had been pushed toward her in

order to pass them back again to the winning point, she looked

round her with a survey too markedly cold and neutral not to have

in it a little of that nature which we call art concealing an inward

exultation.  (5)14

For pages, the narrator identifies Gwendolen only with “she,” “a young lady,” or

the folklore-name “sylph.”  The lack of proper name adds to the sense of mystery
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surrounding the character, and we readers, like Daniel Deronda, enjoy the drama

of trying to figure out who the woman is and to answer the novel’s opening

question, “Was she beautiful or not beautiful?”  Is she a sylph in the Paracelsian

mode, larger than mortal life, or in the negative, coquettish tradition of Pope’s

The Rape of the Lock and Jane Eyre’s Celine Varens?  Or is the heroine akin to

Jane Eyre herself, an elusive, airy spirit?  Gwendolen does strikel the narrator as a

problematic sylph.  For Deronda, at least, she seems a phenomenon of visual

pleasure, and his gaze takes in the details of her physical appearance: figure,

arms, hands, face, and fingers.

Later that evening Gwendolen’s other observers note her green and silver

finery, disputing the quality of her attractiveness and referring to folklore.  In a

conversation between what appear to be two gentlemen, Mr. Vandernoodt and

Mr. Mackworth, one declares her striking and the other, although he admits he

finds her very pretty, comments somewhat disapprovingly on how she seems to

have costumed herself as a snake.15  “She is certainly very graceful.  But she

wants a tinge of colour in her cheeks: it is a sort of Lamia beauty she has” (I.1, 7),

Mackworth notes.  Gwendolen’s introduction to the novel, therefore, establishes

her as an indeterminate creature, perhaps woman, perhaps non-human.  The

folklore-name “lamia” is analogous to “witch,” since, according to the Oxford

English Dictionary, the serpent-woman feeds on the blood of children.  More

specifically, in Greek mythology, jealous Hera strikes down all Lamia’s
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offspring, and the distraught mother begins to steal and eat other mortal babies

(Purkiss 24), linking the figure in some ways with Biblical Lilith as well.  Lamia

thus turns personal grief to vengeance on innocent strangers.  In another vision of

the complex folklore figure, John Keats’s 1820 poem “Lamia” presents a woman,

perhaps “some penanced lady elf / Some demon’s mistress, or the demon’s self”

(55-56), released from her snake form by the god Hermes.  To prepare for her

wedding with Lycius, the mortal man she loves, Lamia appoints her home in

lavish style by supernatural means. Apollonius, philosopher and friend to Lycius,

discovers her “true” nature, and when Lamia vanishes the young man dies.

Lamia’s need to appear a wealthy orphan relates to Herbert J. Levine’s claim that

Daniel Deronda demonizes English materialism (qtd. in Miller 114).  Certainly

Gwendolen, who at the moment of these comments is gambling, wants material

goods.  Although everyone around the heroine plays the odds, Victorian

bourgeois ideology scorned betting as ill-gotten gain, since it did not result from

honest industry (Clapson 20).  Away from England Gwendolen indulges in

behavior unsuited to someone of her nationality, sex, and rank.  The men who

observe her in the pursuit of wealth, one could argue, stamp her a Lamia for her

desire to appear of a higher class than she actually occupies, as well as her

desirable appearance.

Given Gwendolen’s preference for sea-green costumes and elaborate

coiffure, we also can identify a less-than-angelic precursor in George Eliot’s
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fiction.  In her 1859 novella The Lifted Veil, she creates a heroine associated with

Eve and green-eyed serpents.  The initial description of Bertha Grant, according

to the narrator Latimer, is remarkably similar to the first glimpse we get of Miss

Harleth: “The pale-green dress, and the green leaves that seemed to form a border

about her pale blond hair, made me think of a Water-Nixie, – for my mind was

full of German lyrics, and this pale, fatal-eyed woman, with the green weeds,

looked like a birth from some cold sedgy stream, the daughter of an aged river”

(194).  Additionally, Bertha, like Gwendolen, Rosamond Vincy, and even Maggie

Tulliver, has intricately braided and coiled hair, symbolic of sexual power.

Characterized as “a beautiful sylph” with an “elfish charming face” (208-9) by the

besotted narrator, Bertha eventually tries to poison her husband because she longs

to be free of him.  She calls her husband an “incubus,” a brutally pointed folklore-

naming of a man by a woman.  As discussed in Chapter Three, incubi are

gendered female, and thus the scornful name feminizes the dreamy, sickly

Latimer even more.  A scheming, murderous nixie, Bertha also represents a

pathological female like Jane Eyre’s Bertha.  As such she earns folklore-names,

but the labels end once Miss Grant becomes Mrs. Latimer.  The strategy, as it has

been used by male characters in the fiction of Owenson and Brontë, does not

demand cessation in the event of a wedding.  We have seen how Glorvina and

Jane Eyre, as virginal girls, are called after the more positive denizens of Faerie,

while the married and sexually knowing Bertha Mason and Madame Walravens
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are dark, earthy, demonic beings and Mrs. Lydgate an uneasy mermaid.

Admittedly, we do not see much of the happy brides after their marriages, so we

do not know what would happen with folklore-names when the sought-after

maiden becomes wife.  In “The Lifted Veil,” at least, negative folklore-names do

not take over when Latimer marries Bertha.  Once the mercurial fairy is wooed

and won, any mention of sylphs, elves, or water-nixies vanishes.

Sylph Gwendolen Harleth intends to marry well, to lift herself in rank, and

to aid her impoverished family. Yet she has no intention of behaving as other girls

and women do; she wishes to be exceptional.  With the heroine’s sense of

superiority, it is little surprise that the text characterizes her as a haughty princess.

Although not a folklore-name, the label ties to Gwendolen’s status as woman and

Englishwoman. That Gwendolen acts as a “princess in exile” is twice repeated in

short measure.  First, the narrator makes passing reference to the way in which the

household of mother, sisters, and servants plies itself to Gwendolen’s wishes.  For

example, the housekeeper at Offendene quickly discerns who, of the six ladies, is

the “Royal Highness” to be reckoned with.  The narrator points out the heroine’s

striking beauty and position as eldest daughter, then slides into first person

reference to his/her own experience.  Others, particularly difficult men, have

received the same kind of deference in the “domestic empire”:

Who is so much cajoled and served with trembling by the weak

females of a household as the unscrupulous male – capable, if he
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has not free way at home, of going and doing worse elsewhere?

Hence I am forced to doubt whether even without her potent charm

and peculiar filial position Gwendolen might not still have played

the queen in exile, if only she had kept her inborn energy of

egoistic desire, and her power of inspiring fear as to what she

might say or do.  (33)

It may be of little importance that the heroine goes from princess to queen over

the course of the paragraph.  It is significant that Gwendolen, as “the princess in

exile,” acts like “the unscrupulous male,” without the luxury of simply leaving

home.  Like Shirley Keeldar’s mermaid, Gwendolen, with her preternatural,

alluring eyes, flouts the boundaries of conventional British femininity while at the

same time her status, “in exile,” puts her beyond those margins.  Gwendolen

behaves as though she has been denied a rightful heirship to something.  From

what has she been exiled?  The wealth and higher class standing such talent and

beauty as hers deserve, we might guess.  In Brontë’s novel, despite the imagined

power of Shirley’s siren, the mermaid turns out to be a non-entity.  The same will

prove true, in large measure, for Miss Harleth, for her own self-revulsion and an

exacting representative of English patriarchy crush her aspirations of always

doing things worth society’s notice and of dominating her future spouse.

While Gwendolen is still a single young lady, allusions to female fairy

beings occur during two archery tournaments, in which the heroine participates
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and which Grandcourt observes.  Shooting at targets, the narrator notes satirically,

upholds “the time-honoured British resource of ‘killing something’ ” (I.10, 84) in

a manner more genteel.  This national tradition offers Gwendolen the perfect

setting to stage herself advantageously, for she is well aware of her fine form and

her superior talent with bow and arrow.  At the first meeting, held at Brackenshaw

Park, the narrator describes a group of pretty girls going to fetch their arrows:

 . . . the promenade of joyous young creatures in light speech and

laughter, the graceful movement in common toward a common

object, was a show worth looking at.  Here Gwendolen seemed a

Calypso among her nymphs. It was in her attitudes and movements

that every one was obliged to admit her surpassing charm.

“That girl is like a high-mettled racer,” said Lord

Brackenshaw to young Clintock, one of the invited spectators.

(85)

Gwendolen is a sea-nymph and a horse – excellent specimens of each, as well.

The immortal Calypso, renowned for her extraordinary hair, fell in love with and

detained the warrior Odysseus for seven years on her Ogygian island.  She kept

him prisoner until ordered by Zeus himself to set the man free.  Much like Emily

St. Aubert’s nymphs in The Mysteries of Udolpho, the powerful female being here

still must answer to male authority.  In charge of her own sexuality, she is forced,

by the highest of patriarchs, the king of the gods, to return to celibacy in her
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lonely cave.16  Is Gwendolen this kind of creature?  Or is she more like a spirited

racehorse than a stubborn nymph-goddess?

Going farther into the first book of Daniel Deronda we find comparisons

of Miss Harleth to other mythological creatures.  One relevant passage describes

the heroine’s self-awareness: “she felt herself beforehand moving about like a

wood-nymph under the beeches (in appreciative company), and the imagined

scene lent a charm to further advances on the part of Grandcourt – not an

impassioned lyrical Daphnis for the wood-nymph, certainly: but so much the

better” (II.14, 122).  Grandcourt only enters into the final instance of labeling, the

idea of the girl as a folklore being, and he becomes one as well.  The story of

Daphnis has several versions.  According to one, the shepherd Daphnis, also son

of Hermes and creator of pastoral poetry, did not remain faithful to a water-

nymph, and she blinded him in revenge.  It is more likely that Eliot refers to

Longus’s romance of “Daphnis and Chloe” where two youths, both noble, have

an innocent love relationship.  An older woman sexually initiates the boy, who,

out of fear and respect for virginity, waits to deflower Chloe on their wedding

night.  Both stories share Daphnis’s sexual interludes with women other than his

supposed beloved.  Similarly, Grandcourt has a long-term lover, Lydia Glasher.

In addition, perhaps the fact that the suitor is not like the shepherd “but so much

the better” alludes to Gwendolen’s distaste for physical intimacy.  She fiercely

tells her besotted cousin Rex that she hates being made love to, and in that case
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she refers only to verbal overtures.  The heroine wishes to be pursued, but not

sexually; if she is a Calypso, she is a strangely dispassionate one.  Her feelings

are in accord with the later Victorian theory that “highly evolved women were

barely sexual at all” (Silver 101).  Fairies were viewed either as nymphomaniacs,

like goblinish Bertha, or as frigid, like fey Sue Bridehead in Jude the Obscure.

Gwendolen, like the latter character, seems terrified of physical intimacy.

Comparisons of Gwendolen’s character to Athena, after she has left

Offendene, uphold her virgin sensibility.  Sir Hugo declares her “a perfect Diana”

(II.15, 136), pleasing to the eyes.  With both her given name and this folklore-

name, Gwendolen is associated with Athena.  Recall from the discussion of The

Mill on the Floss that this goddess cursed the Gorgon with her snaky hair.

Appropriately enough, then, Mrs. Glasher will appear to Gwendolen like a

“Medusa-apparition” (VI.48, 517), in order to terrify one who knowingly destroys

her aspirations to respectability and possibly the future security of her children.

Married, no longer the virgin huntress or a goddess, and burdened with

conscience, Gwendolen falters when faced by the woman she has wronged with

her small, domestic power.  Lydia and Gwendolen both represent “deviant

females,” but the narrative privileges the power of the demonic fairy.

Still, the heroine, like Maggie Tulliver and in keeping with the lamia

folklore-name, receives markedly negative labels such as “witch.”17  Her Uncle

Gascoigne, disturbed by the idea that his son Rex would love a penniless and
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heartless girl, thinks “that is was no wonder a boy should be fascinated by this

young witch – who, however, was more mischievous than could be desired” (I.7,

63).  At the moment Gwendolen laughs over her cousin’s accident on horseback.

She strikes her relative as a witch because a young man has fallen for her

fascinations, and she does not care.  Shortly thereafter Miss Harleth again earns

the folklore-name “witch” for being uncannily prescient.  Before she has ever laid

eye on Sir Hugo’s heir, she declares she will refuse Grandcourt when he offers

marriage to her – which he does, and which she turns down.  She predicts he will

race off to propose to Miss Arrowpoint instead, only to discover she has eloped

with a poor musician.  Although Gwendolen is incorrect about the gentleman’s

actions, the young heiress indeed will insist on wedding her foreign music

teacher, Herr Klesmer.  “Was ever any young witch like this?  You thought of

hiding things from her – sat upon your secret and looked innocent, and all the

while she knew by the corner of your eye that it was exactly five pounds ten you

were sitting on!” (I.9, 79) the narrator comments.  Maggie is a witch due to her

cleverness and her knack for wearing worn clothes with style, but Gwendolen

qualifies as a slightly different breed.  The sylph who gambles at Lebrounn

possesses “witchery” geared toward material goals, including speculations on the

marriage market, winning a husband, and predicting who will espouse whom.  In

Eliot’s novels, the female mercenary is aligned with the fairy.
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Labels for the witching “princess in exile” Gwendolen tie her to the

Princess Halm-Eberstein, who, like Miss Harleth, lacks the capacity for love.  She

has disavowed almost entirely her Jewish heritage and her son along with it for

years.  When Daniel meets the woman for the first time, the narrator observes,

“Her worn beauty had a strangeness in it as if she were not quite a human mother,

but a Melusina, who had ties with some world which is independent of ours”

(VII.51, 536).  Like Lamia, the fairy creature to whom the gamblers compare

Miss Harleth, Melusina shares similar half-serpent form and a tragic love

relationship (Silver 105).  The Alcharisi thus navigates between two realms, the

real world and some weird place, and like the legendary snake-woman, she hides

her “real” self (Tromp 236-237).

Yet this particular choice of folklore-name signifies deeper layers of

meaning, given the fact that the Princess strikes the viewer as an inhuman mother.

Of the mothers in Daniel Deronda, three live in situations similar to Leonora’s.

Gwendolen’s own mother has one daughter from her first marriage and four by

her second husband, who abandons her and absconds with her jewels.  While she

spoils Gwendolen, she is not folklore-named for her parenting flaws, perhaps

because her last spouse victimized her.  On the other hand, we have Lydia

Glasher, mother of four, who receives the negative terms “sorceress” and

“Medusa.”  Because she leaves her first husband for Grandcourt, the narrative

places her in a less sympathetic position than Mrs. Davilow despite the fact that
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an unfeeling man will desert her, too.  Hoping for the best for her only son, she

seeks to have illegitimate young Henleigh acknowledged as Grandcourt’s heir.

Similarly, the Alcharisi wants Daniel raised without knowledge of his Jewish

descent.  Both of these latter women seek stable, respectable positions in English

society for sons who have not been born into privilege.  Suffering a painful and

terminal illness, the Princess is most harshly criticized of the three mothers for her

choices, since she abandons her son to pursue her own self-interest.

The selection of Melusina for a folklore-name, rather than Undine, the

other individualized, literary serpent-woman I have discussed, offers excellent

opportunity to comment on unnatural maternity.  Eliot might have known her

story from Sabine Baring-Gould’s Curious Myths of the Middle Ages (1866-68).

According to medieval French legend, a fairy mother sentenced her daughter

Melusina to deformity after the girl took revenge on her natural father.  The

cursed being finds a knight willing to wed her and to promise to never look upon

her on Saturdays, when she transforms into a monster.  Yet the children Melusina

bears all have peculiar, physical defects, and her husband, like Undine’s,

ultimately cannot keep his vow and loses his bride.  Whereas Undine functions as

a pawn of her cruel people, however, Melusina behaves cruelly and vindictively

toward her father.  She carries an evil streak, and rather than confessing her fairy

nature, as Undine does on her wedding day, she attempts to conceal her unnatural

nature.
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Leonora shares many of the traits of the awful fairy.  She seeks vengeance

on her father, for forcing her into the strictures of a Jewish woman’s life, but he

masters her in the end.  “My father’s threats eat into me with my pain” (547), she

tells her son.  The Princess also hides her origins, although she is not of a race of

fairies but of the “monstrous” Jewish race.  Most significantly she gives birth to

hybrid offspring.  Deronda has pure, Hebraic heritage from both parents, but he

has been raised in another faith.  “The effect of my education can never be done

away with.  The Christian sympathies in which my mind was reared can never die

out of me” (VII.53, 566), the hero explains to his mother.  Deronda’s half-

brothers and -sisters also share a mixed background.  Even though the Alcharisi

was baptized before her marriage to the Russian Prince Halm-Eberstein, her

children remain Jewish-Christian hybrids.  What she views as taint, however, her

eldest son proves a benefit, primarily because of his sex and class privileges.

Deronda’s gentlemanly education, combined with dual racial backgrounds,

position him ideally for furthering the Zionist movement.  The progeny of the

Jewish Melusina appear deformed in her eyes only.

In contrast to the Princess, Mirah Cohen, the talented singer who

captivates Deronda, does not make any secret of her faith.   Unlike Glorvina, the

musician of Chapter Two, Mirah is folklore-named only rarely, however, unless

we consider “Jewess” on par with “fairy,” as a label denoting a fantastic, non-

human being, and terms arise entirely from the female Meyricks.  The matron
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remarks fondly to Deronda at one point, “Mab says our life has become like a

fairy tale, and all she is afraid of is that Mirah will turn into a nightingale again

and fly away from us” (IV.32, 305).  Mab, with her fairy-queen name, must be

fond of folk story, for when fetching slippers small enough for Mirah, she

exclaims of the pretty visitor, “she is like the Queen Budoor – ‘two delicate feet,

the work of the protecting and all-recompensing Creator, support her; and I

wonder how they can sustain what is above them’ ” (III.20, 178).  The Meyrick

sisters also admire Deronda as a perfect gentleman, and one sketches him as

Prince Camaralzaman, a character from The Arabian Nights (II.16, 156; VI.47,

495).  The choice of exotic folklore-names presages the young people’s love and

eventual marriage.  Budoor, or Budoura, is a Chinese princess and Camaralzaman

from the island of Khaledan, off the coast of Persia.  Neither wishes to marry, and

they meet only when their respective fairy patrons (those illustrated in Figs. 1 and

2 in the Introduction) bring them together to settle an argument about which is

more beautiful.  After several adventures, which include Badoura disguising

herself as the prince, Camaralzaman marries his beloved, as well as another

princess.  Mirah’s tiny feet could have provoked a comparison to the well-known

Cinderella instead, but her racial heritage, like the Arabian Nights, is “Eastern.”

While the English cousins in The Mill on the Floss banter about “Cinderella,”

Mirah’s Jewishness demands something more exotic.18
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Compared to Mirah and the Alcharisi, what exactly, then, is the status of

Gwendolen’s Englishness, and is it the reason for her wealth of folklore-names?

Early in Book I the narrator of Daniel Deronda protests, “But, let it be observed,

nothing is here narrated of human nature generally: the history on its present stage

concerns only a few people in a corner of Wessex” (I.9, 76).  The claim of

narrowness strikes the reader as ironic understatement for a novel that begins in

Lebrounn with various countries and classes from across Europe represented.

These “few people” experience a web of international connections, and in this

cosmopolitan setting it becomes clear that there is something wrong with the

British national.  As Knoepflmacher declares, Gwendolen represents a diseased

English society “become incurably sterile and purposeless” (Religious 121).

Let me therefore examine more closely Miss Harleth, by all outward

appearances simply an attractive, vain, British girl.  She is the product of a

stepfamily, one that seems to have lacked a strong male presence.  Although

Captain Davilow married her mother and fathered four girls when Gwendolen

was still very young, he spent most of his time at sea and neglected his household.

The heroine’s natural father, well-born, died while she was an infant; her

grandfather accumulated his fortune in the West Indies.  She, then, is the product

of a union between those who inherit the money of the colonial nouveau riche

(mother) and the English gentry (father).
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More than genetic inheritance binds the heroine to the colonies, however,

since the men who flock around her have imperial aspirations.  The narrator treats

such endeavors with alternating derision and seriousness.  For example, Mr.

Warham cannot play charades because he is studying for a “forthcoming

Examination, which might disclose the welfare of our Indian Empire to be

somehow connected with a quotable knowledge of Browne’s Pastorals” (I.6, 46).

The civil service test seems to have very little to do with Empire and much to do

with knowing English poetry.  Gentlemen in pursuit of imperial positions have no

time for courtship, and thus it makes sense that Gwendolen’s scorn of cousin

Rex’s proposal drives him to consider emigration. “ ‘I’ll tell you what I am

thinking of, Nannie. I will go to Canada, or somewhere of that sort.’ (Rex had not

studied the character of our colonial possessions.)” (I.8, 70), he tells his sister

solemnly, with the narrator’s aside clearly indicating the young man’s blunder.  In

the same vein, his father tells Rex he may not consider leaving England until he

has done justice to his Oxford education and scolds him for being so soft-headed

as to even propose such an idea.

While these young men are subjects of jest for their imperial ideas,

metaphors of empire surrounding Mallinger Grandcourt carry dark implications.

Gwendolen’s husband will hold an “empire of fear” (V.35, 364) over her with the

aid of “a ghostly army at his back” (V.36, 384).  Once she marries, the heroine

goes from someone who has distant, monetary connections to Barbados and a
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haughty maiden who drives her lovers off to the colonies to an imperial

possession herself.  Grandcourt “knew the force of his own words. If this white-

handed man with the perpendicular profile had been sent to govern a difficult

colony, he might have won reputation among his contemporaries” (VI.48, 507).

The way to handle a problematic sylph and Lamia, therefore, is the same method

of brutality applied to colonial subjects.  Grandcourt does not even seem to view

his bride in mythological, folklore terms; that is, not as a second Calypso but as

an animal, the spirited racehorse that he will break to his will.  Whereas most of

the English gentlemen around Miss Harleth acknowledge her attractions and

Otherness by calling her a fairy, her spouse refers to non-human, markedly less

powerful creatures.

Perhaps Daniel Deronda tangentially implicates Gwendolen in colonial

endeavors, but I must return to the matter of her relation to her own homeland.

Monica Cohen notes that “the English novel of 1876 is not about class, but about

nation” (155), giving as a primary example that Gwendolen’s home at Offendene

is described as a border-country (154-155). Like the troubling, folklore-named

heroines of The Wild Irish Girl (English/Irish borders) and Jane Eyre

(middle/working class borders) Gwendolen herself, like her residence in England,

embodies duality.  She lives at Offendene, her Englishness has imperial ties, and

her social rank might best be described as impoverished gentility.  She dresses

well, socializes with her betters, gambles abroad, and participates in the activities
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of the aristocracy she feels it is her right to join.19  Eventually Gwendolen, like

Caroline Helstone, will find that her only options are to marry well or to go into

service as a governess.  Appropriately for a heroine in these multiple border

positions, she is also called a sylph and Lamia by the arguably male narrator of

the novel and by male observers in the casino at Lebronn.

On the other hand, Hans Seeber claims about Eliot’s novels in general that

“nationalism does not rank high on her list of priorities” (20), by which he means

being English is far less important than being a citizen of Europe, with an

attendant appreciation of continental cultures.  Although I agree with Cohen that

class uncertainty reflects greater national concerns, I hesitate to subsume the

variable of class under nation altogether, if it means obscuring the former.  And

while British nationalism might not be the greatest priority of the novelist, I

believe it, along with a broader, cosmopolitan vision, plays some role in Daniel

Deronda.

I say “some” because Englishwomen’s interaction with their nation often

is glossed over.  Writing on Daniel Deronda in particular, Neil McCaw observes

that Eliot purposely keeps her heroines apart from nation (136-7). Critics who

study nation in the novel invariably focus on the titular character, and perhaps

Mordecai and Grandcourt tangentially.  England, the Englishman, and being

English are concerns of the narrative, and certainly to a much larger extent than in

the two novels covered earlier in this chapter.20   There are 15 occurrences of
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“English” or “England” and 8 of “British” in The Mill on the Floss, while the

ratio stands at 39 to 5 in Middlemarch.21  In Daniel Deronda, Eliot

overwhelmingly favors some variation of “English,” which appears a total of 101

times in the text, compared to only two instances of “British.” References to the

national setting occur most frequently in the context of male experience, and the

question of what makes a proper Englishman is of particular – and ironic –

concern to the narrator.  S/he observes that the real national displays “nullity of

face and perfect tailoring” (I.10, 86), opposed to the inquisitive glance and

disheveled costume of the foreigner Herr Klesmer.  To be English and male, at

least, is to be rather empty; the Alcharisi-Melusina’s goal for her son, to erase his

Hebraic heritage by having him raised properly English, strikes us again as

mistaken on her part.  We thus understand Daniel Deronda’s pleasure upon

learning that he is, in the words of his grandfather’s friend Joseph Kalonymos,

“something more than an Englishman” (VIII.60, 616).  His Jewish genealogy

gives him life, purpose, and a vocation.  “The idea that I am possessed with is that

of restoring a political existence to my people, making them a nation again,

giving them a national centre, such as the English have, though they too are

scattered over the face of the globe” (VIII.69, 688), he tells Gwendolen.  Like

Will Ladislaw, his hybridity makes him suited for effecting political change.

Deronda wants to create a new Zion, hopefully a healthier one than his model,

England.
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 What of Gwendolen, as an English girl?  Elizabeth Ermarth declares,

“Just as Deronda is more than an English gentleman, Gwendolen is more than an

individual girl” (41).  Unlike Daniel, Gwendolen is not nationalized by the critic.

In the novel itself, as Mrs. Grandcourt the heroine becomes half of a “handsome,

fair-skinned English couple manifesting the usual eccentricity of their nation,

both of them proud, pale, and calm, without a smile on their faces, moving like

creatures who were fulfilling a supernatural destiny – it was a thing to go out and

see, a thing to paint . . . .the wife was declared to be like a statue” (VII.54 583).

Only when united with one of her countrymen does Gwendolen gain national

labeling, as an English wife and unreal, dead piece of art (strangely, only when

married does she become more fully human, according to the narrator).  What it

means to be a single Englishwoman is never addressed directly.

Still, we can draw some conclusions regarding race and nation.  Whereas

Rosamond, Gwendolen, and the Alcharisi all sing prettily, if not expertly, and are

linked to water-nixies, sirens, and other non-human beings from the ocean, Mirah

largely escapes folklore labeling.  Her drawing-room performances serve as her

means to earn a living, not simply to put herself on show, to impress the listeners,

to captivate a husband, or to enjoy unnatural, unwomanly fame.  Even though she

works, Mirah’s Jewish femininity is presented, ultimately, as more natural – or at

least less supernatural – than Gwendolen’s English brand.  There is only one

reference to “the English lady” in Daniel Deronda, when Mr. Lapidoth re-
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emerges to coax his daughter into giving him money: “The figure of Mirah, with

her beauty set off by the quiet, careful dress of an English lady, made a strange

pendant to this shabby, foreign-looking, eager, and gesticulating man” (VIII.62,

632).  Although the national resemblance comes from attire, “quiet” and “careful”

are two words we might not readily associate with a woman like Miss Harleth.

Gwendolen, folklore-named after creatures like the Lamia and Calypso,

who lure and entrap men, cannot represent the domestic ideal.  Whereas the

hybrid racial lineages of Will Ladislaw and Daniel Deronda, I suggest, are

improvements, the heroine’s kinship with fairy races appears to be a

contamination rather than an advantage.  Female dissatisfaction in general is not

negative, for other Englishwomen in Deronda chafe at expectations placed on

them.  Anna Gascoigne, eager to leave behind gloves, crinolines, and small talk,

agrees to go with her brother Rex to “the colonies” to keep house for him.  She

secretly dislikes the idle world of her corner of Wessex.  Catherine Arrowpoint

also wishes to break away from the patterns in which she has been raised.  She

coolly reminds her parents that her great property comes from past generations’

trade, and she insists on marrying Herr Klesmer, even if it means disinheritance.

Like Dorothea in Middlemarch, Catherine recognizes that love is more important

than keeping land in the hands of English gentlemen.  Confident in the power of

her fiancé’s genius, she sees a way, however small, to change the world in which

she lives.  Despite this rebellion, Catherine is not folklore-named, perhaps
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because as an heiress she has more freedom to choose.  Gwendolen, as near

penniless, is frowned upon for boldly determining her own marital destiny.  I

concur with Christina Crosby that Gwendolen possesses enough sensitivity to

appreciate her little place in a great world (18), but this humbling lesson comes

only long after the heroine unwisely channels her desire to set aside society’s

dictates.  Gwendolen, like Rosamond and Casaubon, selects companions based on

their utility to her personal goals; Anna and Catherine act out of love for brother

and husband respectively.  Even though Miss Harleth’s acceptance of Grandcourt

is not motivated entirely by self-interest – she wants her mother to live

comfortably, an admirable concern for family similar to Anna’s attachment to

Rex – Gwendolen remains a representative of diseased English society.

 “It’s a good British feeling to try to raise your family a little” (II.13, 105),

Mr. Vincy protests in Middlemarch.  Maggie Tulliver seeks to survive, not to

advance, while Rosamond Vincy hopes only to improve her own status in society.

Gwendolen Harleth wants to be an aristocrat, but she also thinks of the

advantages for her beloved mama; the Princess Halm-Eberstein wants to “raise”

her son out of Jewishness and into the world of the proper Englishman.  These

women who wish to advance, to leave behind their family connections and to

become women of some consequence, are folklore-named by male characters and

the narrator of Eliot’s novels.  The shallow water-nixie, Rosamond, the feminized
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Causabon and the Alcharisi-Melusina do not receive much sympathy or the

opportunity to remake their souls as does Gwendolen, who is the spoiled child,

Lamia and sylph.

Where exactly does Maggie fit, however, among these “witching” female

characters?  Neither blonde nor calculating nor married to a hapless victim of her

snares, if anything, she loves too much, compared to the unfeeling ladies in

Middlemarch and Daniel Deronda.  In fact, the choice of folklore-names across

the three novels reveals a consistency on Eliot’s part. Uncanny, uncomfortable

women are labeled as fish or serpent women: water-nixies, Melusinas, and

Lamias.  Medusa, with her snaky hair, fits the pattern but with a slight difference,

since her animal/Other nature appears only on the head, not as an integral part of

the body.  In addition, whereas Melusina is punished for attacking her father,

Medusa can be read as a victim twice over, punished by Athena on top of a rape.

Arguably, therefore, Maggie represents a more sympathetic figure.  She tries to

control her hair; that is, her fairy qualities, when the others make little effort at

restraint.  While Rosamond, Gwendolen, and the Alcharisi all possess similar,

unfeeling, unfeminine traits, Maggie, due to her strange beauty and perceived

Otherness, nevertheless receives folklore-names from the townsfolk of Ogg.

As the examples of Medusa and Cinderella indicate, more frequently than

Owenson or Brontë, George Eliot puts proper names on fairies, which brings us to

the question of quality of allusion.  Consider Rosamond Vincy for a moment,
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whom Lydgate playfully calls a mermaid and the narrator a water-nixie, rather

than an Undine or a Melusina.  Petulant, vain, and manipulative, her ambition to

rule and to dominate does not reach the same level as that of Gwendolen and the

Princess, and she is not painted so vividly as a fiend.  By contrast, after

Gwendolen marries, Deronda and Mr. Vandernoodt think that surely Mrs.

Grandcourt is possessed of a part-devilish spirit.22  Gwendolen Grandcourt and

the Princess Halm-Eberstein want to rise in society and to command fame and

admiration.  More than that they “express a desire and capacity for

transformation” (Jaffe 150), and not just as actresses.  The shades of the Lamia

may be part of the impetus for change.  At the risk of overstating the import of the

choice of folklore-names, I linger over the specificity of the titles assigned to

these two women versus the general ones received by Rosamond.  Does Miss

Vincy represent, then, as a mere mermaid, the common lot of generic, spoiled,

fair-haired heroines, while Gwendolen, specifically a Calypso among her nymphs,

is more unique, reaching much higher and marrying far above her expectations?

In Middlemarch Eliot gives us the famous Prelude about St. Theresa, and the

multitudes of nameless girls who are “later-born Theresas.”  “Here and there a

cygnet is reared uneasily among the duckling in the brown pond, and never finds

the living stream in fellowship with its own oary-footed kind” (4), she writes in

allusion to Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy tale “The Ugly Duckling.”  The rare

cygnet is a Theresa, like Dorothea, or a Melusina, like the Princess.  Rosamond
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and other ordinary ducklings are water-nymphs.  Eliot gives concrete, specific

folklore-names to her heroines who seek to go beyond the usual sphere of

feminine influence, and more general ones to the girls who, like Miss Vincy, are

like hundreds of other finishing-school products.

Folklore-naming signals anxieties about nation and class in the novels of

Owenson and Brontë, whereas in George Eliot’s books, the dynamic points more

directly to marital relations and the condition of Woman, especially as seen

through the eyes of English gentlemen.  As she moves from 1860 to 1876, the

author portrays a Great Britain increasingly less stable and unitary, in terms of

racial make-up, and likewise her heroines possess the hybrid natures of Medusas

and mermaids.  Eliot recognizes a link between the female sex and countries in

The Mill on the Floss, when the narrator observes, “The happiest women, like the

happiest nations, have no history” (338).  Some of the unhappiest English ladies,

like Maggie Tulliver, Rosamond Vincy, and Gwendolen Harleth, also have a

touch of the mythological about them.
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Notes to Chapter Four

                                                  
1 See in particular Gillian Beer, Darwin’s Plots: Evolutionary Narrative in Darwin,

George Eliot and Nineteenth-Century Fiction, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2000), first
published 1983, Sally Shuttleworth, George Eliot and Nineteenth-Century Science: The Make-
Believe of a Beginning (Cambridge & New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984), and Nancy
L. Paxton, George Eliot and Herbert Spencer: Feminism, Evolutionism, and the Reconstruction of
Gender (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991).

2 See Ruta Levitt, George Eliot: The Jewish Connection (Jerusalem: Masada, 1972).
3 In her study on Romola, Felicia Bonaparte cites three possible sources for Eliot’s

knowledge of classical mythology: The Mythology of Ancient Greece and Italy by Thomas
Keightley, Croyance et légendes del’antiquité by L.F. Alfred Maury, and Sir William Smith’s
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology (64).  Jane Irwin’s helpful footnotes on
George Eliot’s personal notebooks show that the Pforzheimer notebook 711 also suggests
familiarity with John Fiske’s Myths and Mythmakers (1873).  Finally, Eliot studied Scandinavian
lore, compiling lists of important characters from Benjamin Thorpe’s Northern Mythology (1851-
2) (Irwin).

4 Eliot, The Mill on the Floss, ed. Gordon S. Haight (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980)
25-6, and subsequent page references will be cited parenthetically in the text.

5 Robin Hood receives mention in Shirley as well.  He, along with King Arthur, was
considered a national hero.  See Stephanie L. Barczewski, Myth as National Identity in
Nineteenth-Century Britain (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) for a detailed exploration of
these two figures.

6 In addition to the “faëry lace-work” formed by meal at the mill, Stephen’s use of
“faëry” here is one of the only instances of the word in all three of Eliot’s novels studied here.

7 Dorothea, in a moment of introspection, thinks about Ladislaw, and even here an
oblique reference to fairy tales appears: “But her soul thirsted to see him.  How could it be
otherwise?  If a princess in the days of enchantment had seen a four-footed creature from among
those which live in herds come to her once and again with a human gaze which rested upon her
with choice and beseeching, what would she think of in her journeying, what would she look for
when the herds passed her?  Surely for the gaze which had found her, and which she would know
again.  Life would be no better than candle-light tinsel and daylight rubbish if our spirits were not
touched by what has been, to issues of longing and constancy” (VI.54, 440).

8 All page citations are taken from George Eliot, Middlemarch, ed. David Carroll
(Oxford: Oxford UP, 1988), and subsequent references are cited parenthetically in the text.

9 “Ideal happiness (of the kind known in the Arabian Nights, in which you are invited to
step from the labour and discord of the street into a paradise where everything is given to you and
nothing claimed) seemed to be an affair of a few weeks’ waiting, more or less” (IV.36, 288).
Here, the short folklore-narration links fantasy to delusion, since Lydgate will not find perfect
contentment with his affianced.

10 In Book 8 there are three instances in which Mrs. Lydgate is characterized in this way,
twice in relation to her husband and once to Dorothea.  See Chapter 77, with “the strong man,
mastered by his keen sensibilities toward this fair fragile creature whose life he seemed somehow
to have bruised, shrank from her look” (630), and Chapter 81: “The fragile creature who was
crying close to her – there might still be time to rescue her from the misery of false incompatible
bonds” (650), and “He had chosen this fragile creature, and had taken the burthen of her life upon
his arms” (654).
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11 For a brief comparison of Casaubon to Pluto, god of the underworld, see Brian Swann,

“Middlemarch and Myth,” Nineteenth-Century Fiction 28.2: 210-214.  His character is never
directly named as such, which is why I do not make the comparison.

12 At least two critics have argued that Middlemarch betrays cultural specificity through
named allusions.  Joseph Nicoles points out references to the English Civil War that specifically
associate Dorothea with Puritan forces and Ladislaw with the Cavaliers.  Claudia Moscovici
observes, “The author reveals the manner in which her characters tend to misread each other by
means of false or inappropriate associations with prominent cultural figures or stereotypes,
critiquing not so much the use of allusion by and large but the (mis)use of allusion to project
cultural, and particularly gender-based, stereotypes” (514).  In her essay, she concentrates on well-
known, non-English, mortal persons like St. Theresa and Ariadne.

13 He is also compared to “an Italian with white mice,” alluding to the scheming, evil
Count Fosco of Wilkie Collins’ 1860 The Woman in White and Daphnis, a figure from Roman
myth and pastoral poetry (V.50, 406).  We see Daphnis reappear in Daniel Deronda.

14 All page citations are taken from Daniel Deronda, ed. Graham Handley (Oxford:
Oxford UP, 1998).  Citations give (book.chapter, page number) format for ease of location in
other editions of the text.

15 The give-and-take to the lines of dialogue suggests that only these two men are
involved in the conversation to which I refer, with an unidentified dowager entering into the
exchange at one point after the men have declared Gwendolen a snake and Lamia.

16 The Odyssey clearly tells us that Calypso lives in isolation, far away from any being,
mortal or immortal.  That she has a train of nymphs must come from an alternative version of the
myth.

17 As a witch, Gwendolen, also like Maggie, is linked to Jane Eyre’s Bertha.  Their
similarity, as one critic demonstrates, lies in the conditions of marriage: “Gwendolen begins, to
her own exquisite terror, acting out Lady Audley’s Secret, Bertha Mason Rochester’s secret.  The
wife, confined and thwarted, goes mad, becomes demonic, murders or tries to murder the
husband” (Wilt 319).

18 Additionally, Mab Meyrick is a well-read, relatively cultured, Bohemian young lady
who knows about literature, music, and art.  Lucy Deane, with her limited education, can draw
only on nursery stories for her folklore.

19 Although Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall write of the late eighteenth-century in
Family Fortunes when they describe gambling as an activity practiced by the dissolute wealthy to
the horror of the middle classes (21), their observation fits the Victorian heroine Gwendolen as
well.  Her gambling at the opening of Deronda leads, in part, to negative pronouncements about
her character.

20 See Oliver Lovesey, “Tigresses, Tinsel Madonnas, and Citizens of the World: The
‘Other’ Woman in George Eliot’s Fiction,” The Foreign Woman in British Literature: Exotics,
Aliens, and Outsiders, ed. Marilyn Demarest Button and Toni Reed (Westport, CT & London:
Greenwood Press, 1999) 117-126 for a brief discussion on “the rhetoric of Englishness.”

21 My count may not be exact, but these numbers include all uses of “English,” whether
referring to the nation, its people, or the language.  Of the fifteen references in The Mill on the
Floss, two refer to Englishmen; there are an additional eight references to “British” or “Great
Britain.”  The narrator speaks of the British yeomen, for example.  In Middlemarch, only five
references to Britain and British can be located.  Of the 39 uses of English/England, nine specific
instances of Englishman/men can be found, versus two references to English ladies (the same
number of allusions to English universities).
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22 See Deronda’s thoughts on Gwendolen’s possession by a demonic force in Book V,

Chapter 35: “There may be a demon in her to match the worst husband, for what I can tell.  She
was clearly an ill-educated, worldly girl: perhaps she is a coquette” (354).  See also Mr.
Vandernoodt’s pronouncement in Book V, Chapter 36: “For depend upon it this light-haired one
has plenty of devil in her.  I formed that opinion of her at Leubronn” (371).
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Chapter Five

Domesticating the Fairy Realm: Anne Thackeray and Jean Ingelow

Throughout this project I have argued that the strategies of folklore-

naming and folklore-narrating, through their use of three primary categories of

fairy creatures, comment on several cultural and social characteristics in British

women’s fiction.  The discussion here turns from the novel, which dominates my

study, to consider examples from genres intimately dependent on the fantastic.

What happens when instances of folklore move from the periphery of a text – a

tool to educate young ladies, a topic for embedded poetry, or a seemingly casual

reference in flirtation – to the whole?  In a rewritten fairy tale or a fantasy novel,

the entire fiction is an extended folklore-narration.  Once the supernatural takes

over to such a degree, does the text lose its power of social commentary, or does

it take a different form?  Does a fairyland context merely cloak distasteful

realities in more attractive guise?

Chapter Five offers a mirror or an inverse image to Chapter One, which

focuses on The Governess and The Mysteries of Udolpho.  Recall that in the

eighteenth century, leading educators and moralists shunned fantastic literature

altogether as damaging to the young mind; authors like Sarah Fielding made

fancy more palatable by moralizing it.  The Victorians continued such a project,

seeking to create fairy tales both delightful and instructive (Wilson 74).  Although
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still viewed with some suspicion, folklore was considered less harmful in 1850

than in 1750.  Accordingly we see the folklore-narrations fill more of the story in

works by British women writers, and the fantastic moves closer to home.  In

Chapter One I detailed how the two authors cordon off such material in relation to

their domestic-yet-exotic heroines.  For example, Fielding sets the scene in

Wales, somewhat at a distance from the heart of Britain, and she gives formal

structure to the Academy girls’ fanciful narratives, rigidly separating the “fairy

tales” from the pupils’ somber self-examinations.  Her style contrasts with the

chatty, biographical, narrator asides interwoven in Anne Thackeray’s fairy tale

revisions, which are set firmly in London.  Radcliffe’s novel, placed in sixteenth-

century France, offers Emily St. Aubert’s fleeting, embedded folklore-narrations

about mermaids, but their verse form demarcates them from the rest of the

narrative.  But like Thackeray, Ingelow disregards careful boundaries between

“reality” and fairy fantasy; she builds an entire fantasy novel based on the

folklore tradition of an English mortal visiting a strange country, as seen in

Charlotte Brontë’s “The Adventures of Ernest Alembert: A Tale.”  No longer is

the folklore-narration purely a dream, as in Rochester’s contes du fées or

Shirley’s speculations about seeing a mermaid.  Instead the characters experience

the magic firsthand, and because enchantment happens to solidly English citizens

both at home and abroad (yet not-abroad, as I will explain) in Fairyland, the

narrations draw on cultural experience as well.
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In this final “mirror” chapter, therefore, I also reverse my strategy to some

extent.  Rather than picking out moments of the fantastic to see how recourse to

fairies helps characters deny or deal with painful realities, I hunt for the genuine

in clearly fanciful texts.  I investigate how a handful of fairy tales dating from the

late 1860s, including Thackeray’s “The Sleeping Beauty in the Wood,” “Beauty

and the Beast,” and “Cinderella” and Ingelow’s Mopsa the Fairy, deal with

contemporary concerns about sex, gender, race, nation, and especially the middle

class.

Literary fairy tales enjoyed prominence in mid-Victorian England.

Translations of French and German stories cropped up in England in the 1820s

and 30s, and original tales started to appear as early as 1837, with Robert

Southey’s “The Story of the Three Bears.”  Using anthologies and scholarly work

as guides can be somewhat misleading, for not only gentlemen and famous male

novelists like Charles Dickens, John Ruskin, William Thackeray, and Oscar

Wilde entered the field of children’s literature.  From George Eliot’s novels we

see that by 1860 fictional heroines, at least, were familiar with classic literary

fairy tales.  Mary Garth recites the tale of “Rumpelstiltskin,” while cousins

Maggie and Lucy talk about “Cinderella.”  Women at this time not only read but

also busily rewrote “classic” texts by Charles Perrault and the Brothers Grimm

and also invented new Fairylands, several of which allude in some way to

contemporary Britain, including the following, although by no means an
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exhaustive list: Maria Louisa Molesworth’s “The Brown Bull of Norrowa,”

featuring an Irish princess; Juliana Horatia Ewing’s “Amelia and the Dwarfs”

(1870) which ties the titular child’s disobedience to her North England birth; and

Dinah Mulock Craik’s “The Little Lame Prince and His Travelling-Cloak”

(1875), with references to familiar English sights like railway trains and smoky

city chimneys.1  Because Anne Thackeray and Jean Ingelow refer to Britain in the

1860s much more consistently and openly than these three writers, their texts

allow us to see more clearly how fairy- and folklore could be used for social

commentary.

 To repeat a quote from the Introduction about the social ramifications of

these tales, Jack Zipes claims that mid-Victorian authors wrote in a Marxist vein,

highlighting social inequity and the problems caused by capitalism (Victorian

xix).  His assertion might strike the reader as ambitious, but the idea that fairy

tales were used to critique class structure appeals to me, since status is part of

folklore-naming and -narrating.  But whom does he consider “the more prominent

fairy-tale writers” at the forefront of social challenge?  Not Anne Thackeray and

Jean Ingelow, for they rank among those whose “imaginative worlds could be

called exercises in complicity with the traditional opponents of fairy tales, for

there is rarely a hint of social criticism and subversion in their works” (When

Dreams 125-6).  Criticism that privileges the subversive offers insightful

readings, but it can also overlook forms of critique that while not overtly dissident
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still comment on institutional structures.  Writing about Thackeray’s non-fiction

essays, Manuela Mourão observes, “Positioned within the ideology she set out to

critique, she was able to challenge it by using the very discourse that supported it”

(75).  Nina Auerbach and U.C. Knoepflmacher, in their introduction to Forbidden

Journeys, declare both Thackeray and Ingelow subversive in their fairy tale

undertakings.  What we see here is in part a difference between criticism attuned

to class and Marxism, like Zipes’s, and that invested more in feminist recovery

and readings.  For the purposes of my argument, I balance the two approaches

with additional attention to basic signs of cultural context.

I choose Anne Thackeray and Jean Ingelow, first, because they were not

known primarily, in their day, as writers of juvenile literature.  Auerbach and

Knoepflmacher tell us that these two women writers, along with Christina

Rossetti, were not trying to capitalize on and gain entrance to authorial careers via

the new field of children’s fantasy.  Both already had earned a place in literary

circles.  The former made her reputation as a novelist and author of biographical

introductions to new editions of her father’s novels, reprinted between 1894 and

1899.  The latter, before publishing her children’s fantasy Mopsa the Fairy in

1869, was known largely for her 1865 Poems, many of which focus on nature and

religion.  She composed no more stories for the young, although she wrote novels

and continued to produce volumes of verse from the late 1870s through the 1880s.

Secondly, their fairy tale work has received little critical attention.  Both
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Thackeray and Ingelow locate domestic England in fairy tale characters, plots,

and patterns.  Whereas previously I have highlighted instances of folklore and

allusions to fairies in “realistic” novels, in Chapter Five I do the opposite, seeking

out in fantastic stories moments of authentic Englishness in depictions of material

items, class relations, current events, and descriptions of the nation itself: current

politics, legislation, and the state of the empire.

“Not Only in Fairy Tales”: The Magic of English

Living According to Thackeray

The famous novelist William Thackeray consciously cultivated Anne’s

familiarity with fairy tales.  When she was still very young, her father resolved, “I

am determined that Annie shall have a very extensive . . . store of learning in Tom

Thumbs, Jack-the-Giant-Killers” (qtd. in Gérin 15). Writing a journal of

childhood memories for her niece, Laura, Anne describes how, in the summer of

1845, William Thackeray purchased copies of The Arabian Nights and a

collection of fairy tales by the Brothers Grimm.  Anne and her sister, Minny, also

perused the Felix Summerly Series, written between 1843-47 by a family friend,

Sir Henry Cole (Thackeray Journals 199-200).  According to advertisements of

the time, the volumes may have included classics like “The Sleeping Beauty,”

“Cinderella,” “Beauty and the Beast,” “Little Red Riding Hood,” and the story the

girls’ father mentions, “Jack the Giant-Killer” (Darton 233-5).
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The stories of Anne Thackeray’s youth stayed with her.  Between 1866

and 1874 she rewrote all five fairy tales listed above, plus four others, for The

Cornhill Magazine, for which her father served as a founding editor in 1859.2  By

creating short fantasies, she followed in his footsteps not only in her choice of

publication but also in genre, for William’s “The Rose and the Ring,” a comical

story about fairy godmothers’ gifts, was also part of her childhood.    Caroline

Sumpter has analyzed “Little Red Riding Hood” and “Jack the Giant-Killer” in

relation to the surrounding articles in The Cornhill, which led her to conclude that

Thackeray responds actively to social and political controversies of her time.  Yet

not only the publication context but also the actual content of the stories maintain

a subtle commentary on sex roles, the condition of the imperial nation, and

especially the lifestyle of the middle class.  To tease out the domestic in the

fantastic, I focus principally on three tales: “The Sleeping Beauty in the Wood,”

“Beauty and the Beast,” and “Cinderella,” which have been reprinted and made

more readily available in recent Victorian fairy tale anthologies.3

The woman who narrates all of Thackeray’s stories qualifies as the

folklore Sybil, like Jenny Peace, Emily St. Aubert, Rochester, and Shirley

Keeldar.  According to “H.” the elderly narrator’s widowed friend, fairy tales are

actually personal histories, and this veracity accounts for their lasting charm over

children and adults alike. Between the two ladies, they decide they know scores

of fairy tale princes, princesses, and villains, disguised as dinner companions.
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Their friends, however, occupy a very narrow social range.  In previous chapters I

claim that folklore rubrics underscore class disparity and power relations between

the sexes as characters consider “imprudent” matches to a Wild Irish Girl or a

governess.  Traditional tales introduce a charmaid who becomes a princess, but

these 1860s fairy stories center on a philosophy of “like weds like,” with

characters who do not transgress major class lines.

Yet within the bourgeoisie, of course, lie discreet gradations of quality.

For example, Lydgate in Middlemarch feels superior to Rosamond because her

family represents the lower end of the middle-class spectrum.  Over 50 years

earlier, in Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, Elizabeth Bennet tells an indignant

Lady Catherine De Bourgh that she considers herself a fit match for Mr. Darcy,

for he is a gentleman and she a gentleman’s daughter.  Very little concern of this

kind arises in the three middle-class fairy tales I cover here.  “H.” and the narrator

chat about the romantic complications of friends and friends of friends, all of

whom fit the criteria for upper middle class specifically.  Three distinctions from

Davidoff and Hall’s study of this English social stratum between 1750 and 1850

are particularly useful for understanding Anne Thackeray’s domestic fairy tales:

1) Upper middle-class individuals inhabit a suitable suburb of

London.

2) Sex roles are clearly delineated, with women staying at
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home (private, domestic sphere) and receiving widely

varying educations.

3) Victorians of this rank and era tend to bequeath legacies in

trust.  (24)

I consider each of these requirements in turn, starting with residence in the

appropriate neighborhood.  In all three fairy tales, the families live in situations

that suggest their high rank in the middle class.  Reflecting on London’s

newlyweds in general in “Cinderella,” the narrator remarks, “Some of these

young couples are not only happily married, but they also begin life in pleasant

palaces tastefully decorated, and with all the latest improvements: with

convenient cupboards, bath-rooms, back staircases, speaking-tubes, lifts from one

story to another, hot and cold water laid on” (721).  To be upper-middle-class

therefore requires domestic appliances, most of them relative luxuries.  Fittingly,

then, before the crash, the Barlys of “Beauty and the Beast” occupy a mansion in

Capulet Square, complete with back staircase, a butler, a cook, and two

housemaids.  Heroine Belinda dislikes her sisters’ constant talk about self-interest

and social mobility in the form of calling cards, money, and investing in mining

companies.  She is happier once they must move to a run-down cottage farther out

in the London suburbs.  Significantly, a move just across the Thames is enough to

signal the family’s social disgrace; we note again that Thackeray works within

much narrower constraints, for in the old tale Beauty’s family is forced to move
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far from town.  The revised story implies that a simpler life, removed from the

leisure-filled, fashionable city center, leads to satisfaction.  The opening of

Thackeray’s “Cinderella” reinforces such nostalgia for a pastoral retreat, with

detailed, lush descriptions of the natural beauties of Lulworth farm, nestled in

Sussex.  The upper middle class perhaps may be better off living outside London.

Not all of Thackeray’s characters embrace the enchantment of a summer

evening in country fields.  Like Belinda’s social climbing sisters, the stepsisters in

“Cinderella” seek better position or at least material comfort.  Colonel Henry

Ashford, his new wife Lydia, stepdaughters Julia and Lisette, and daughter Ella

reside near the Lulworths.  Ashford is an M.P. and financially secure, but his

bride seems to take more pride in her titled cousin, Lady Jane Peppercorne, and

wants to be in London.  Never married and accustomed to getting her way, Lady

Jane has beautiful homes in Hampstead and Onslow Square – the latter, “in the

newly fashionable areas in South Kensington” (Gérin 79), was inhabited by the

Thackerays.  An individual with residences both in the country and city clearly is

aristocratic rather than bourgeois (Reynolds 29), and the fact that the Ashfords

have only Ash Place signals that while well-to-do, they do not inhabit the highest

levels of society.  Lydia depends on her aristocratic relation to loan her house for

the season so she can introduce her daughters to the best potential husbands.

Some of Thackeray’s less admirable fairy tale maidens, like Julia and

Lisette, spend their days plotting to ensnare the perfect bachelor while others use
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their time for self-improvement.  Either way, the girls illustrate the second telling

sign of the upper middle class: women largely restricted to the home.  As

examples, “The Sleeping Beauty in the Wood” and “Beauty and the Beast”

illustrate two very different modes of living as an upper-middle-class girl in mid-

Victorian England, particularly in terms of education.  Cecilia is poorly taught

because English family tradition demands as much.  Her mother and governess

“themselves, when they were little girls, had been slapped, snubbed, locked up in

closets, thrust into bed at all sorts of hours, flattened out on backboards, set on

high stools to play the piano for days together, made to hem frills five or six

weeks long, and to learn immense pieces of poetry” (558).  The exaggerations

notwithstanding, we see the course of study includes only music, sewing, and

literary appreciation.  Whereas the lessons at Fielding’s Little Female Academy

help young girls to overcome their faults and Rosamond’s time at Mrs. Lemon’s

turns her into an accomplished sylph, Mrs. Dormer’s schooling molds her into a

disagreeable woman who marries for financial security.  Her daughter is rather

silly, never reads books, plods through her piano-practicing time, and generally

behaves as a girl of her position “ought” to.  Yet many Victorian girls studied

science, math, the classics, and literatures of different countries; Queen’s College

for ladies opened in 1847 and included additional coursework in philosophy,

geography, and theology (Raftery 177-79).  What’s more, in the late 1700s,

thinkers like Richard and Maria Edgeworth attacked Cecilia’s limited program of
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study as superficial.4  Cecilia becomes a woman who has no ideas and no idea

that her life is empty.  She represents “Sleeping Beauty” because she has been

anachronistically educated and knows nothing of the England beyond her front

door.

Belinda Barly, by contrast, is fresh from school and eighteen years old.

We do not know how long she has studied or what sort of institution she attended,

although the phrase “only lately come home from school” in the initial description

of the heroine indicates a boarding school.  Perhaps she learned only to recite

poetry and sew beautifully there, but we get a clue about her philosophy and

erudition from her reading materials.  At Guy Griffth’s home, she enjoys Hume’s

History of England (1754-1761), the collected Essays on Reform (1867), and a

volume of fairy tales.  Her eldest sister Anna only takes up the society columns in

the papers, while Belle’s taste in books indicates a more liberal taste and concern

for someone other than herself.  Essays on Reform appeared only several months

prior to the publication of “Beauty and the Beast” in Cornhill and included essays

like Albert Venn Dicey’s “The Balance of Classes” and James Bryce’s “The

Historical Aspect of Democracy.”  Both pieces heartily supported the

contemporaneous Second Reform Act, which gave the vote to all householders.

In complete contrast to Sleeping Cecilia, who knows little beyond her piano

practice, Belinda Barly keeps up with the latest publications; she pores over
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politics that break down rigid barriers between social classes, even if she lives a

relatively segregated, middle-class existence.

Rather than being an idle lady, Belle models lower-middle-class industry.

Her family, accustomed to servants performing every task, is completely lost once

they move to a small country home; they function only as upper-middle-class

individuals.  Apparently educated in the same manner as Thackeray’s Sleeping

Beauty, middle sister Fanny weeps on a sofa and makes lace by the front window

while watching for callers.  Belinda, however, assists their two remaining maids,

happily digging into the realm of housekeeping.  Somewhere she learned

something about domestic affairs, knowledge held in high esteem by many

Victorian women and women writers (Perkin 249).  As in the original fairy tales,

the heroine’s sisters express horror when they discover “Beauty” engaged in

manual labor, beneath a girl brought up in her station.  Anna scolds, “And oh!

how can you forget yourself to this degree?  You seem to exult in your father’s

disgrace” (685).  Belinda protests that there is no loss of honor in seeing to the

comfort of her beloved father, upon whom she dotes much like Villette’s Polly

Home coddles her papa.  Belle refuses the station and behavior of an aristocratic

lady, embracing instead the life of a lower-middle-class woman and the duties of

a good daughter.  Industry benefits the beautiful heroine.  Her fortitude and

exemplary character earn reward, and she marries a second cousin on her

mother’s side of the family, the well-to-do yet still middle-class Guy Griffiths, to
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whom her father owes a debt.  Like Cecilia, Belinda finds fairy tale happiness not

through a rise in status but through love for one of her own station.

Although a dispute over funds held in joint trusteeship precipitates the

marriage in “Beauty and the Beast,” Anne Thackeray more frequently uses the

third characteristic I highlight in this echelon’s lifestyle, the composition of wills,

to provide the needed impetus for her fairy tale plots.  In the nineteenth century,

Davidoff and Hall propose, the middle class favored a system of divided

primogeniture, selecting not a sole heir but parceling out fortunes among all

children (206).  Frequently in Thackeray’s stories, female legacies cause a

conflict.  Cantankerous grandmothers and great-aunts resolve to leave the entirety

of their estates to female heirs, which leads to a meeting between the heroines and

their future husband.  For example, Cecilia Dormer, the Sleeping Beauty, finds

her expectations for farmland from her godmother thwarted by litigator Frank

Lulworth, cousin to Miss Dormer.  He uncovers an entail on the property and

politely requests his legitimate inheritance, since his sex gives him first right.

Rather than deprive Cecilia of her expectations and frustrate Mrs. Dormer’s

express wishes, Frank pays a call on the young lady at the urging of his father; the

adults hope the two children will fall in love so they can share the estate.

Similarly, in “Little Red Riding Hood,” the French Wolf, Rémy, travels to

England to court his cousin Patty, Little Red Riding Hood, when he learns their

maternal grandmother has chosen to bestow her sizable capital on the female
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grandchild.  Fortunately, affections blossom every time.  Whereas we see a battle

between cultural extremes of gentlemen and national/class Others in The Wild

Irish Girl and Jane Eyre, in Thackeray’s domestic fairy tales marriage is a

natural, logical, joyful conclusion to a more narrowly bourgeois financial

dilemma.

The complications of inheritance have led to the question of cousin

marriage, which occurs in “Little Red Riding Hood,” “The Sleeping Beauty in the

Wood,” and “Beauty and the Beast.”  This is not typical of the original fairy tales;

in fact, Charles Perrault carefully tells his readers that the prince who arrives to

awake the Sleeping Beauty is of another family.  But the church of nineteenth-

century England placed no bans on wedlock between first cousins, although by

the early 1860s Charles Darwin predicted genetic problems in the offspring of

such unions.  Particularly among the Victorian middle classes, argues Nancy Fix

Anderson, cousins were viewed as surrogate brothers or sisters, and intermarriage

offered a safe match as well as a safe outlet for incestuous longings (286).  Cousin

marriages appear frequently in mid-Victorian England, including those between

Queen Victoria and Prince Consort Albert, the parents of famous authors John

Ruskin and Charles Dodgson (Lewis Carroll), and even Charles Darwin and his

bride (287, 290).  Anne Thackeray herself, like Belinda Barly, married a second

cousin, Richmond Ritchie, in August 1877.  It was not uncommon for cousins to

wed, therefore, and the appearance of these pairings in fairy tales reinforces the
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idea that cousinly love could lead to happy-ever-after.  In the case of Thackeray’s

narratives, such arrangements also safeguard the extended family’s finances,

since young relatives share the contested inheritance.  In this regard the stories are

not so contemporary but indeed old-fashioned, for in pre-industrial, Renaissance

England “cousin marriages were a useful means of consolidating and expanding

family land and capital” (Anderson 285).

The one exception to cousin marriage occurs in “Cinderella,” which joins

the daughter of an M.P. to a baronet.  Even in this case we see a gentleman’s child

marrying a gentleman, and because the courtship is not purely a family affair, the

tale also gives us the most detailed depiction of life in the upper-middle-class

circles of England.  Additionally, a detailed analysis of the interplay of class and

nation in Thackeray’s “Cinderella” reveals shadings of politics and imperialism as

the Victorian “serving-maid” wins her “prince.”

As mentioned earlier, “fairy godmother” Lady Jane lives in an up-and-

coming modish area of London, but she also keeps up with government changes,

a subject rarely raised explicitly in the traditional fairy tale.  She chats with Ella in

closely-laden comments that deserve careful unpacking for what they reveal about

her position in society:

Where’s my page – are the outriders there?  They are all

workhouse boys, my dear; they came to me as thin and starved as

church mice, and then I fatten them up and get ‘em situations.  I
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always go with outriders.  One’s obliged to keep up a certain

dignity in these Chartist days – universal reform – suffrage – vote

by ballot.  I’ve no patience with Mr Gladstone, and it all rests with

us to keep ourselves well aloof.  (733)

Although the description of her outriders alludes to the mice-turned-horses in

Perrault’s “Cinderella,” the Victorian Lady Jane helps destitute boys enter the

respectable labor market as servants.  As evidenced by Udolpho’s Emily and the

heroine of Shirley, aristocratic ladies often participated in charitable endeavors

that included personal interaction with the poor (Reynolds 103).  This particular

brand of outreach also allows Lady Jane to maintain her class “dignity,” for she

travels in public in a grand equipage surrounded by the objects of her

benevolence.

The reason for outriders also is political on an individual level.  Lady

Jame’s reference to the “Chartist” times might first summon up historical facts

about Peel, the 1830s, and the culmination of Chartist uprising in 1848.  Yet

Chartist movements did not die out altogether, as seen in the years leading up to

the Second Reform Act of 1867, which reallocated Parliament seats and caused

riots in Hyde Park in 1866 (Hall 112).  It seems likely that giving the vote to

laborers strikes the noblewoman as unfavorable, and Chartist is synonymous with

working-class.  Lady Jane cannot even vote, although she would have been

included in the group of women proposed by reformers for enfranchisement
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(widows and unmarried ladies of sufficient property).5  Rather than considering

her sex, however, she upholds her class status, thereby opposing reform and

distrusting Gladstone, the Liberal Prime Minister from 1868-1874 who urged

reform and vote by secret ballot, supported admission of Jews to Parliament, and

would go on to advocate for Irish Home Rule.

The aristocratic woman in “Cinderella,” therefore, is a conservative, in

favor of the established order.  Her political allegiance fits with Zipes’s objection

that Thackeray’s fairy tales reinforce the status quo, although as with Belle’s

readings of Essays on Reform, challenges to the current condition of Britain are

mentioned.  Belinda industriously remodels her family’s cottage, but how

seriously are we to take Lady Jane?  Described as “flighty” but good-hearted, she

functions as a magical character, certainly, who aids Ella with the proper clothing

and patronage to go to social events.  Carol Hanbery MacKay’s concept of

whimsical espièglerie in Thackeray’s fairy tales (120) fits Lady Jane

Peppercorne, who is a mixture of peevishness and fun, with the latter often

overwhelming the former.  Her political disdain for Gladstone, embedded as it is

within explanations about her somewhat silly need for outriders and her

imperious orders to her coachman, Raton, almost gets lost.  Yet at the same time

that she is a humorous figure, as befits a noblewoman, she uses her power for

charity – helping workhouse boys and Ella.  Ultimately it is the privilege (social
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and financial) of the aristocrat that achieves the “magical” transformations for the

downtrodden heroine.

 Lady Jane’s declaration of her political preferences occurs as she and Ella

set out for the flower-show at the Crystal Palace.  The mention of this structure

may first call to mind the Hyde Park Great Exhibition of 1851, which showcased

British industrial and imperial might with exhibits on timber, lightscope lenses,

mines, looms, and a replica of the Liverpool docks (J. Davis 141-5).  In short, it

brought together the great technological advances of the day, assuring the public

that change was a cause for celebration, not anxiety.  Lady Jane directs her

coachman to Sydenham, however, so the action of “Cinderella” takes place after

10 June 1854, when a rebuilt and relocated Crystal Palace was opened there.  We

can attempt, in fact, to pinpoint the time more exactly, given this date and the fact

that “Cinderella” appeared in The Cornhill in 1867.  The narrator notes that a ball

at Guildhall was given to welcome “the beautiful young Princess, who had just

landed on our shores” (738).  On 10 March 1863 in Windsor, Edward, Prince of

Wales, married Princess Alexandra of Denmark; she was just over eighteen years

old.  Therefore the “once upon a time” of “Cinderella” appears to be in the 1860s,

with disparate events between 1863 and 1867, like the publication of Essays on

Reform and the royal wedding, occurring simultaneously.

Returning to the accuracy of Thackeray’s descriptions of London, we find

that the Crystal Palace represents perhaps a peculiar staging place for meeting a
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prince.  The fairy tale describes the building, six stories high and covered in glass,

as “blazing in the sun, and standing on a hill” (734).  Sydenham Hill in South

London was indeed the highest point in that part of town (Hobhouse 158), and it

provided a very different atmosphere from that of the Great Exhibition.  One

modern critic observes:

Whereas the Hyde Park exhibition had symbolized the mixing of

the classes and the masses, the Sydenham site was clearly for the

masses; whereas the former, at least on the surface, promised

peace and international understanding, that latter instead carried

forward the Great Exhibition’s nationalistic undercurrent; and

whereas the Great Exhibition was designed to educate British men

and women about industrialization and tasteful consumption, the

Sydenham Crystal Palace was, quite frankly, designed to amuse.

(J. Auerbach 200)

Harriet Martineau, who lauded the owners for the low price of admission, noted

that Sydenham was accessible to more people (J. Auerbach 202).  Perhaps due to

its focus on recreation and its wide appeal, the newer site became “the most

important center of life in Southern London” (Hobhouse 160) for some years after

its inception.  Not one of the masses, Lady Jane still attends, ostensibly, for a

garden exhibition.  Lydia, Julia and Lisette go in hopes of flirtation, which is
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precisely what Ella manages to do.  She meets Charles Richardson, who is rather

short and ugly but who has an estate and baronetcy in his future.

Secure in an enchanted crowd sprinkled with titled and/or soon-to-be

landed persons, Ella enjoys her visit and sees the curious sights.  Music, flowers,

“the statues, the interesting figures of Indians” (736) all contribute to the

experience.  The party of Lady Jane, Ella, and the doting Richardson step “into

the Tropics, and meanwhile were sitting under a spreading palm-tree, eating pink

ices” (736).  We see that the magical aura is shaded delicately with imperial

exoticism.  Off the main naves of the Sydenham building were several courts,

decorated to represent Assyria, Greece, Rome, and Egypt, among other cultures,

and the relocated Crystal Palace sat on grounds full of plants and trees from

around the world.  Still, the point is not so much the fact of Tropics but the fact

that Ella sits with Richardson there.  The colonial set-piece serves as an exotic

backdrop for an English boy and girl to fall in love.

By the 1860s, when this fairy tale seems to take place, the British public

began to lose its affection for the Crystal Palace.  Why does Thackeray place the

newly-gowned Ella here?  Is her first grand ball supposed to be taken with an

ironic note, since Sydenham was a gathering place not for flowers of nobility but

the masses? Are we to read the Crystal Palace as a signifier for an enchanted

place, London’s home for entertainment and thus one of the only fitting locales

for the social debut of a Victorian Cinderella?  Or is it just so wonderful in the
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eyes of sweet, country-bred Ella?  The first meeting at Sydenham, rather than the

glamorous second one at a Guildhall dance, is the most important.  Furthermore,

the initial encounter occurs not at a once-in-a-lifetime event as in the original

story but instead by chance at a popular public locale visited every day by a range

of social classes.  The grand ball may cement Richardson’s affections for Ella, but

the two fall in love at first sight under relatively ordinary circumstances.6

The domestic fairy tales certainly involve the upper middle classes,

therefore, but I have yet to explore thoroughly whether a consciousness of

Englishness permeates the narratives.  Although the three tales discussed above

take England as their setting by default, unlike Daniel Deronda, they rarely

feature the terms “England” or “English.”  Thackeray’s “Little Red Riding

Hood,” however, because it illustrates uneasy cultural bonds between England

and France, draws our attention more directly to what makes the former nation so

wonderful and magical.  Red Riding Hood’s mother, Marthe Maynard, qualifies

as a hybrid, coming from a French mother and English father.  The girl withers

into spinsterhood in France, but a constant friend, also an “English country

gentleman” (441) and cousin, reappears when she is 33 years old to whisk her

away to England.  Her life changes.  Once in the borough of Littleton she

becomes “the busy and practical mistress of Henry Maynard’s home.  She had

gained in composure and spirits since she came to England.  Her house was

admirably administered; she wore handsome shining silk dresses and old lace;
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and she also rustled and commanded as efficiently as if she had been married for

years” (450).  As bride to Squire Maynard, Marthe becomes the epitome of upper-

middle-class domestic harmony.  She keeps herself in perfect condition and her

residence in the state of a “little home-Eden” (451).  By contrast, her sister

Félicite, a Baroness, always needs more money, complains constantly, and spoils

her only son, Rémy, who has accumulated substantial gambling debts.  The story

makes clear that Thackeray’s homeland offers the superior husbands, improves

female health, and thereby creates the ideal (English) matron.

Marthe’s daughter, Patty( three-quarters English in heritage), wins the

heart of her bearded cousin Rémy (three-quarters French), who arrives in Britain

“a mean, self-seeking, cautious, and economical spirit” (453) to court the girl

destined to inherit their grandmother’s vast fortune.  Again we notice cousins

brought together by an unequal inheritance from a female relation, this time with

darker motives on the part of one young person.  Yet, enchanted by the generosity

and love he witnesses in English life, Rémy realizes he wants to marry Patty

whether or not she is an heiress.  France in the hero’s experience is “narrow,”

“niggardly,” and “selfish,” where his English kin seem “bright,” “dazzling,” and

“happy.”  He quickly turns against the country, however, when the Maynards

learn of his family’s scheme and expel Rémy from their home.  “I am a good-for-

nothing fellow.  You might have made something of me, all of you, but you are a

sordid nation and don’t understand the feelings of a French gentleman” (459), he
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announces just before he departs.  Faced with disapproval, all of it generally

warranted, Rémy takes refuge in slurs and pronouncements about the superiority

of his own natal land.  English readers can appreciate that he speaks these words

out of anger rather than truth.  At the same time, Rémy makes a crucial point

about English responsibility to civilize foreigners and the failure of the Maynards

to live up to national duty.  The Squire saves Marthe, but they refuse at first to do

the same for their nephew.

Even an illustration accompanying the tale in The Cornhill Magazine

suggests a value judgment between nations, as well as subtle sex roles.7

Positioned at the far left of the plate in Figure 8 is Patty, her hands clasped and

her head bowed, standing behind her somewhat portly mother and father.  The

artist sketches all three Maynards in white.  Marthe rests her hand on husband

Henry’s arm, and he stands closest to Rémy, who, clad in black from the hat on

his head to the boots on his feet, occupies the right-hand side of the illustration

alone.  The visual shows an English nuclear family, protective of the only

daughter and headed by the male,8 positioned resolutely against an avaricious

French intruder who, at the moment of his leave-taking, denounces the entire

British race as unfeeling.
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8. “Rémy’s Leave-Taking.”

Still, this is a fairy tale, and Grandmother Capuchon arranges the marriage

between her grandchildren. Rémy, we guess, will become a model citizen like his

aunt Marthe due to the refreshing influence of an English spouse.  Whether male

or female, the conscientious British national improves those with whom s/he

comes into contact (and with any luck falls in love forever in the process).

Anne Thackeray made “old fairy tales into domestic narratives about

ordinary lives – minutely detailed, closely observed psychological studies worthy

of an Elizabeth Gaskell or George Eliot” (Knoepflmacher Ventures 24).  In the

most mundane of English circumstances – inheritance disputes, afternoon outings

– fantastic romances emerge.  Money works much of the magic for her characters,

many of whom live in the boundary between the middle and upper classes.
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Despite their border positions, Anne Thackeray’s Victorian fairy tale folk are less

likely to transgress class boundaries and more likely to marry to solve a financial

family dilemma.  Given their charms Belinda, Cecilia, and Patty might have

married into the aristocracy, but they select cousins and second cousins instead.

We also see from these stories the author’s concept of the ideal 1860s

lady.  To be a good upper-middle-class Englishwoman requires good health,

knowledge about current events, charitable, and general industry as an active

wife, daughter and/or female relative who superintends domestic order.  Sex,

class, nation, and cultural concerns thus all appear in Anne Thackeray’s fairy

tales, but aside from the foray to the Crystal Palace, broader imperial issues are

absent from these texts.  This undeniably is not the case for Jean Ingelow’s

fantasy tale.

Captain Jack Forced from Fairyland

Looking back on Mopsa the Fairy, J. Harvey Darton calls it “pure artless

fantasy” (282).  By contrast, Jean Ingelow’s own contemporary Geraldine

Jewsbury laments when reviewing the children’s book for The Athenæum in June

1869:

“Mopsa the Fairy” has some charming bits in it, bits that are

worthy of real old fairy tales; but, alas, we see and feel the process

of the invention, and its difficulty in the flagging of the story; there
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is also the ever-present consciousness of intention in all that is said

and done; and there is the moral shadowing over all.

The text seems to Jewsbury to be artful or something other than innocent fancy.

As scholars have noticed, Mopsa the Fairy resembles Lewis Carroll’s Alice in

Wonderland, with a child in a strange, often brutal realm.  A close reading also

reveals a shadow of intentional commentary on English empire.  While

Thackeray’s stories domesticate fairy tale tradition, rewriting it as solidly British,

Ingelow sends her middle-class hero, Jack, on a voyage in the tradition of

Gulliver’s Travels.  By 1870, about the time Mopsa was published, residents of

Great Britain began to consciously conceptualize the nation as imperial, and

ideologies of empire filtered into everything from advertisements to schoolrooms

(Dentith 169).

In her study of the ethical dimensions of several Victorian fairy tales,

Kelly Lin Searsmith argues, “The protagonists of these fairy stories encounter not

‘the other,’ but estranged aspects of their own society – both positive and

negative, but always selective and exaggerated” (2).  Therefore Ingelow’s hero

will meet with his own English world but perhaps in ways he cannot recognize.

Still, as a white, middle-class, British boy, he functions as a colonial

representative appropriately scaled down for the genre of children’s novel.  First

we notice subtle allusions to English might as a conqueror.  The historical

strength of the nation, once established, enables Jack to exercise sexual
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dominance, too, as he travels through fantastic lands.  Finally, I examine at some

length the construction of Fairyland’s natives, particularly their system of

governance and their ultimate removal of “Captain Jack” from immortal domains.

Before I start my analysis, however, the peculiar nature of Jean Ingelow’s

fantastic world deserves some explication.  Given the way time works there, the

supernatural realm of Mopsa the Fairy signifies England and not-England.

Fairyland, says Mopsa, is Jack’s own country, centuries before it was inhabited

by humans.  The epigraph to Chapter 1 of fantasy novel sets up the construction, a

temporal rather than a physical displacement:9

“And can this be my own world?

‘Tis all gold and snow,

Save where scarlet waves are hurled

Down yon gulf below,”

“‘Tis thy world, ‘tis my world,

City, mead, and shore,

For he that hath his own world

Hath many worlds more.”

The verse, Ingelow’s original poetry, clearly explains that a fantastic world can be

the very same world of the questioner.  Or, as a horse groom explains to Jack in

the first border country, “The world, you know, is what men and women call their

own home” (229).10  His comment represents a mild accusation about self-
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importance, but the implications of the final two lines of the poem, I would argue,

gesture toward British imperialism.  A man secure in his English identity will

indeed have “many worlds more” in the form of colonies.  Although Jack is just

an ordinary boy, some Victorian evolutionists held that a white male, age ten, was

the equivalent of an aboriginal adult (McClintock 50).  Jack, then, is perfectly

equipped to deal with colonial natives on their “simple” level, and he appears

naturally readied as a Briton to exercise control in foreign lands.  Opposed to

slavery, resourceful, and eager to learn about his environment, the new Captain

sets forth as a model boy.  Although Fairyland can be read as a historical

representation of the nation in its ancient, savage days, I concentrate mainly on its

construction as a prospective English colony and Jack as its explorer / missionary.

Jack enters Fairyland through female agency on the back of a reassuring

albatross, Jenny, who stands for a nurturing English nation.  Once at his

destination, the hero moves away from Jenny’s influence and starts to strike out

on his own.  On one level this represents the separation of a child from his

mother, but here it also stands for the colonial subject’s separation from Mother

England.  Before Jenny departs and leaves him entirely without a familiar

homeland connection, Jack questions her about a bay full of majestic ships.  She

informs him, “Some of them had captains who ill-used their cabin-boys, some

were pirate ships and others were going out on evil errands” (221).  There are also

“five grand ones with high poops” from the Spanish Armada and a handful of
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vessels from Caesar’s forces, the fleet that invaded ancient Britain.  The ships

connote historic military threats to England, “pirates” intent on plundering British

shores.  In this bay of subdued national enemies, Jack carries on the grand

tradition of the British Royal Navy – indeed, the epigraph to this chapter refers to

a fine shipman, Captain W.T. Bate.  The hero’s imperial fleet consists, however,

only of one boat that obeys his commands when he asks to go ashore yet also

maneuvers itself while Captain Jack naps.  The overall effect is somewhat

comical, with a British boy in a little ship, chosen for him by a large talking sea-

bird, but at the same time the scene fits the scale of the child’s experience.  The

miniature imperialist Jack receives colonial paraphernalia in miniature.

The protagonist’s full-sized national pride takes a blow when he enters the

first borderland, where mechanical people tend abused horses.  When he learns

the talking beasts died in London, Jack interrogates the talking horses with “an

anxious tone” (226) and feels “a little alarmed” (227) to learn that someone beat

one animal to death and people shot another when she fell in a steeplechase.  His

anxiety increases when one of the washerwomen cheerfully observes to the hero,

“How frightened you must be!  I wonder what will be done to all your people for

driving, and working, and beating so many beautiful creatures to death every year

that comes?  They’ll have to pay for it some day, you may depend” (227).

Reminders of evils back home undercut Jack’s triumphant naval launch, and

when the natives propose to make him into a wind-up doll, he flees the country to
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protect his good Victorian Englishness.  Jack’s imperial curiosity does not extend

to assimilation.  On the contrary, he feels self-importance regarding Britain, and

the reception he and his pocket contents receive in Fairyland often reinforces his

undermined pride.  For example, his handkerchief helps to break a spell, Mopsa

changes his green silk purse into a royal robe for herself, a single coin can

purchase a slave-woman/fairy queen, and his silver fourpence becomes a magic

wand.  As signifiers for colonial monetary relationships, Jack’s few belongings

hold incredible sway, but he must take care what he says regarding his origins.

When the hero at last meets another mortal, the applewoman, she reprimands him

when he speaks somewhat boastfully of their homeland:

“ . . . but that’s nothing.  In my country we always grow.”

“Hold your tongue about your country!” said the apple-

woman sharply.  “Do you want to make enemies of them all?”

(269)

As a visitor Jack may offer his spare change; he cannot expound on the wonders

of England, where people, unlike fairies, grow, laugh and cry.  The natives

welcome his “things,” for they free a Fairy Queen from bondage and help break a

long-standing curse.  All in all, young Jack and his schoolboy possessions

function not to overthrow the native system but rather to restore the supernatural

status quo.  He places fairies on their fated, rightful thrones.
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To be more specific, female fairies and fantastic creatures like the

albatross Jenny, Mopsa, the apple-woman, and the Queen mediate Jack’s

interactions with Fairyland.  The nineteenth-century British imagination pictured

the colonies as supine females awaiting imperial penetration, but while the

explorer eroticized the land, he tried to keep away from actual, female bodies,

since physical contact could degrade his superior faculties.  While Jack’s dealings

with Mopsa reveal a measure of sexual dominance, again his youth and size limit

his power.  At the beginning of his trip, the hero seems ascendant.  The elder

child in his family, he expresses no interest in his baby sister back home, yet he

chooses a female fairy as his favorite.  He even kisses the irresistable creature,

named perhaps after the nymph who protests she shall not be so saluted in Henry

Purcell’s 1692 opera The Fairy Queen.  Yet at this point, Mopsa looks like a

cuddly infant: “The third, the one who sat on Jack’s knee, had a white frock and a

blue sash on.  She had soft, fat arms, and a face just like that of a sweet little

child” (256).  He continues to prefer Mopsa even over his own slave-woman, who

transforms into a beautiful, richly gowned lady.  We have seen male fondness for

girlish fairies in Villette, when Paulina captivates both Papa and Dr. John, and

also in Jane Eyre, where Rochester selects the small, sprite-like governess over

the taller, womanly and majestic Blanche Ingram.  Rochester, like Jack, wants to

be charmed.  Although Rochester claims he enjoys Jane’s silken thread of

mastery, ultimately he wishes to master her and to wear her figuratively on his
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watch chain.  Jack literally can keep Mopsa in his pocket for some time, and his

possession pleases him.  Like Eliot’s Maggie Tulliver, who dreams of a country

ruled by a pretty blonde girl, where people are never taller than children, Jack

wishes his Mopsa would not grow to the size of his mother.  The colonizer wants

his lands to be manageable, not to outgrow his mastery.  As long as Mopsa and

the Fairyland she represents remain small and dependent on his aid, Jack feels

powerful.

In keeping with this philosophy, when Jack hears that his kiss has

transformed Mopsa, perhaps stunting her growth permanently and making her

unfit to care for herself like others of her kind, he does not seem to be concerned.

A perpetually infantile colony is appealing; British thought in the hero’s day

centers on “impressive ideological formations that include notions that certain

territories and peoples require and beseech domination” (Said Culture 9).  A

naughty child who steals food from others’ plates and stains her clothes, Mopsa

qualifies as a creature in need of supervision.  Rather than colony-as-lover, as in

The Wild Irish Girl, the fairy represents another imperial metaphor that envisions

England as a guiding parent and her territories as wayward youths.  The later

1880s “imperial man is single, a bachelor-hero who has ‘no use for women’ ”

(MacDonald 36), but Jack embraces his favorite and recreates a familiar family

setting.  Rather than being the little boy or son, he assumes the dominant role of

father, paternalistically scolding Mopsa and teaching her to read.  In Maria L.
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Kirk’s illustration (Fig. 9), the one-foot-one fairies gather flowers while the

Captain assumes as attitude of authority: left hand in pocket, right foot and stick

pointed to the letters on the ground. Mopsa’s feet, by contrast, signal childish

uncertainty and hesitation:

9. "She Learnt Nearly All of Them that One Evening,"
an illustration of Mopsa’s lesson (Lippincott, 1910).

As the picture title suggests, Mopsa learns quickly, and sentences later in the

narrative we see that her master has little patience for the domestic mode of

childcare.  The hero turns the mischievous fairy over to a more appropriate sphere

of female care when the applewoman offers to be the child’s nurse.
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Despite dire pronouncements that Mopsa is “damaged” and in need of

parenting due to her contact with the colonizer, these predictions prove mistaken.

She can grow, and she can even outgrow her owner.  Jack’s affection retards fairy

progress but instead allows the development of humanity, which, even in its

simplest form, ranks superior to being supernatural.  Mopsa will grow to be more

like the English visitor.  What’s more, as Brian Attebery also notes, the kiss

transforms Mopsa into something not-fairy and acts as the crucial factor in her

becoming a Fairy Queen.  About the mortal gift of love, the Fairy Queen

somberly says, “It is not often that we win anything so precious.”  Even the heart

of Fairyland represents a more primitive, ancient version of Britain, and thus its

modern representative, Captain Jack, holds the transformative power of

civilization.  A single kiss is powerful enough to break a hundred years’ curse in

“Sleeping Beauty.”  In this case, as with Jack’s age and small boat, the innocent

action represents the process of empire on a much reduced child’s scale: the

possibility of sexual contact between British males and native women, the

paternal instinct, and the beneficial influence of the conqueror.

If we believe the apple-woman (who functions as an untrustworthy

source) when she says, “All the fairy lands are different.  It’s only the queens that

are alike” (279), the monarchs of fairylands have been placed on their thrones by

the colonial project, in a manner of speaking. The theory also begs the question of

whether or not the grown, nameless Fairy Queen whom Jack rescues from slavery
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was once kissed or loved by someone – perhaps by the only other human we

encounter in Mopsa.  As a mortal, imperial visitor capable of laughter and tears,

the old lady holds a position of honor.  We wonder, however, if the Queen owes

the woman for more than entertainment.  A past gift of humanity may explain

why the first Queen blushes, ignores, and evades Jack’s questions about the

apple-woman, saying only that the mortal visitor arrived not long ago. With her

long golden hair, regal purple robes, and “still little smile” (264), the elder Fairy

Queen strikes the reader as a secretive ruler.

By contrast, we know Mopsa’s origins more precisely.  Born in an old

thorn tree in England and apparently the natural citizen of the first true Fairyland

Jack visits, Mopsa, like Paulina Home de Bassompierre, the Alcharisi’s children,

and even Patty Maynard, is hybrid.  She is alien in both cultures and even to

herself as she grows, although eventually she becomes like her sister, the first

Fairy Queen, capable of seeing into the future.  To rule in the fantastic colony,

one must have contact with someone from Britain who arrives to initiate the

transformation.  The humanizing hand (or lips) of the imperial English explorer

indeed makes the natives wiser, less “child-like,” and more civilized.

To this point I have written about only selected natives, especially what it

takes to become a Fairy Queen.  Overall Mopsa the Fairy depicts fantastic beings

in keeping with folklore tradition; as Ingelow’s sole biographer says, “It is a land

nearer to the ancient tradition of fairies as soul-less, elusive beings who envy
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humans their ability to weep” (Peters 79).  Aside from the title heroine, these

creatures behave nothing like Emily St. Aubert’s sympathetic sea-nymph in The

Mysteries of Udolpho, for they can laugh and cry only when they witness a mortal

do so.  With rare exception Jack’s Fairyland lacks emotions.

Yet before continuing my investigation into the structure of the kingdoms

in detail, I step back to look more generally at the novel’s fairy populations and

how they connect with British imperial anxieties in the mid to late nineteenth

century.  Robert H. MacDonald characterizes Africa as follows: “The Dark

Continent is wet, unhealthy and dangerous, its aboriginals primitive,

unpredictable, changeable, childish, feminine in their essential natures” (41).

Jack encounters lands and fairies that fit this description exactly.  In terms of

geography, imperial travelers frequently traveled by boat along the Nile and

Congo in Africa, and with the opening of the Suez Canal in April 1869, colonial

water routes were on the minds of Ingelow’s reading public.  Fittingly, then, a

long river winds through the tropical domains of Mopsa the Fairy.  The

supernatural continent also suffers from poor moral health, for whenever the hero

lands, he finds some manner of barbarism.  Each has a history of punishment or

curse due to some moral shortcoming such as excessive vanity, selfishness,

unkindness, or even dishonesty.  Like Mopsa, who requires care, every inhabitant

of Fairyland needs to learn a lesson.
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Ingelow also offers brief ethnographies of several races of fairies, and

their interactions reveal potential problems that could warrant imperial

intervention as well as distrust for the British “tourist.”  In the first of Fairyland’s

border countries, sea fairies, close to Jack in height but brown-skinned instead of

fair, ransack errant human vessels, toss their cargo and crew overboard, and put

the boats in a quiet bay where they can do little harm. The narrative carefully

notes the physical attributes of the sea fairies, and for the Victorians, darker skin

implied membership in an inferior species.  In Ingelow’s day it was common to

see Irish and African races compared to each other as savage, rude, and

essentially non-English (E. Michie 48).  Appropriately enough for the outer

regions of Fairyland, those with closest contact to Britain itself, Jack appears to

encounter Celtic elves.  At this early juncture and perhaps conscious of his

interloper status, the hero does not dominate but rather submits to a sea-fairy’s

rude criticisms of his sailing capabilities.

In contrast to Jack’s meekness, other bands of fairies treat the sea race

rudely, in clear illustration of racial hierarchies and the dangers lurking in the

colonial realm.  More refined, pale fairy maidens shove the dark-complected male

creatures into the river once the hero reaches the home of the Fairy Queen, who,

like Mopsa, has white skin.  Similar commotions occur in other border countries:

“Jack was so frightened at the violent way in which the gypsies and the other

tribes were knocking each other about that he ran off, thinking he had seen
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enough of such a dangerous country” (244-5).  Finally the hero encounters slave

trade.  Although he expresses his unease over the system, he does not vocally

seek to show the vendors the error of their ways, and he purchases an old woman

at her plaintive request.  Jack follows local traditions, however, in order to subvert

them quietly, promptly setting his slave free.

While the initial example between the sea fairies and human sailors

suggests that cruelty in the human realm meets with equal, potential violence in

the fantastic world, the residents of Fairyland also treat one another fiercely and

rank those of fairer skin highest. Armies of soldiers (actually flamingos, but still

ferocious) even guard the river and its banks.   The existence of slavery also

resonates with colonial reality; the slave trade still operated in Africa in the

1870s, much to the vocal horror of English visitors.  Fairy natives thus are less

evolved than the British observer, who shuns conflict and expresses repeated

unease at owning another individual.  All scenes of quarrel hold true to popular

Victorian belief in the warrior nature of the little people against one another

(Silver 162) and also express English fears of colonial rebellion.  Britons

anxiously followed the bloody uprising in India and subsequent military counter-

offensive between 1857 to 1859, which culminated in the removal of the British

East India Company from the colony.  The publication of Mopsa the Fairy

followed the 1865 Morant Bay uprising in Jamaica, which brought Governor Eyre

to much-publicized trial for mistreating the local population.  As a network of
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countries / colonies, Fairyland, like India, appears well-armed for internal as well

as external threats.

If the bay colony strikes a reader as somewhat Celtic in nature, another

part of Fairyland represents the exotic, Oriental colony like India.  Jack wanders

through a canopied bazaar, which offers for purchase “clocks and musical boxes,

strange china ornaments, embroidered slippers, red caps and many kinds of

splendid silks and small carpets” (234).  The inhabitants automatically accord the

hero respect, calling him “sir” and “gentleman”; one merchant curtsies to him and

immediately becomes “his friend” (236).  Jack blends in easily.  He can speak

with natives, and he can trade, using a shiny pocket whistle or a coin.  While still

prone to outbursts of temper, these natives, closer to the heart of Fairyland yet

farther from England, behave more politely around the hero.  We have moved

from nearby “Ireland,” represented in the sea-fairies, to a more distant and diverse

Middle East, symbolized by the particularized goods at the market.  That these

creatures come closer to English behavior is not surprising, for according to some

Victorian anthropologists, “the oriental [represented] the empirical level of early

manhood” on the evolutionary scale, just a step below the European (Russett 52).

The magical domain of Mopsa is also a colony where leadership is

intimately linked with women.  Fairyland, as I have noted, is ruled by female

fairies, and the queens must answer to the highest power of all, Mother Fate.

English citizens under Queen Victoria viewed female sovereigns with suspicion.
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“For most Victorian writers of fiction . . . the idea of a superior woman in a

position of sole power was abhorrent; principles of social evolution dictated that

she could only create a barbaric and distorted society” (99), writes Silver.

Ingelow hints at the problems of matriarchy with the Fairy Queen, whose people

flee for the trees when she begins to tell her sleep-inducing stories, and she is

somewhat merciless toward Mopsa, a rival monarch.  She also behaves

secretively and rules without a consort.  Due to her single state, the nameless fairy

queen would be closest to England’s Queen Elizabeth. By contrast, Mopsa’s

nation requires an alien queen, and it also offers a boy-king and the future

possibility of more traditional, European, heterosexual rule.  Mopsa, like Queen

Victoria (of “alien” German stock but born in England), will bring respectability

back to the kingdom by turning her subjects from animals to their proper fairy

forms, will take a husband, and will administer her nation.11

Jack had hoped to reign with his dear little fairy child, like some sort of

colonial governor.  Much like English Prime Minister Lord Melbourne, who

found himself ousted from power by the 1839 general election, and who was

replaced by Prince Albert as Victoria’s closest advisor, he cannot do so.  The

queen and her people demand something different. Knoepflmacher argues in

Ventures to Childland that “Jack’s dominance, always unquestioned in the

borderlands and outer fairylands he has so far traversed, has been eroded” (285)

by the time he and Mopsa reach her kingdom of enchanted deer. What the critic
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fails to follow up on, however, is the idea of borders.  Fairyland is on the margins

of England, temporally if not physically.  The farther a young man goes from his

native land, the less male superiority and power are his to command.  Victorians

often viewed colonies as simple, unintellectual, and savage – feminine, in other

words.  Indeed, as mentioned regarding the illustration of Mopsa’s lesson, Jack

tries to educate his charge, but she knows more about her country than the hero

can comprehend.  As Auerbach and Knoepflmacher note in their introduction to

Mopsa the Fairy, “Less and less potent, the sturdy ‘Captain Jack’ is no longer

suitable as Mopsa’s mate” (208).

Unlike many British colonizers, Jack does not get to stay to superintend

the education and transformation of the “savage” fairies into English subjects.

Although one scholar claims, “Mopsa influences its young male readers to

become men capable of morally managing England’s interests at home and

abroad by developing their sympathies for those whom they will protect and

manage” (Searsmith 162), what the hero learns is his own expendability. The new

Fairy Queen Mopsa says that the world of men and women is splendid, but she

has no desire to escape back to England.  “I wish I had not grown so fast, and I

don’t like to go to your country.  I would rather run away” (285), she tells Jack.

Despite his moral fitness – he is honest and dislikes slavery – he cannot be

successful abroad in this place, for after he has freed the fairy queen, gotten

Mopsa to her own country and created a wand for her, she and her people no
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longer require his services.  Fairyland expels budding imperialist Jack without a

violent revolution. Still, Mopsa’s kingdom and its neighbors make rebellious

subjects.  Unlike the Jamaica of Jane Eyre, which gives the governess a modest

fortune and her employer a passionate first wife who conveniently ends her own

life, Ingelow’s imagined, potential, imperial possession refuses to reciprocate.

Mopsa caps Jack’s, and thereby England’s, rejection by the fairy colony when she

returns the kiss that has made her human.  She has enjoyed her time as the

companion of an Englishman, but she is now a powerful queen.  The message

conveys not so much British imperial might but rather the ways in which

foreigners might receive and then rebuff the advances of explorers, however

helpful or polite.

As a final note, Ingelow represents English masculinity in a little boy who

must be returned to his mother (and Mother England).  It is true that upon his

reunion with his father, the hero muses “what a great thing a man was; he had

never seen anything so large in Fairyland, nor so important” (314).  Jack achieves

reconciliation with his own, real status quo partly by magical forgetfulness and

the queerness of time in the fantastic domains – everything seems not so painful

and so long ago as the albatross Jenny carries Jack back to his mortal home.

Given no choice but to go back to modern-day Britain, he finds it not a bad place

for a boy.  Secure in the privileges of his sex and middle-class status, “Captain”

Jack quickly forgets about Fairyland and Mopsa.  The fantastic escapades leave
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little impression on the imperial tourist, and the “colonies” go about their usual,

matriarchal, and sometimes cruel business.  This fairy realm, at least, is not

domesticated as my chapter title would suggest.

The ability of English life to rival the magic of the supernatural realms of

fairy tale and Fairyland is common to the texts of Anne Thackeray and Jean

Ingelow.  Both offer up mundane items and events, like a visit to Sydenham or a

pocket handkerchief, as foundational to the kinds of fantastic romance and

adventure that occur only in children’s storybooks. The genres in which the two

women work, the fairy tale and the fantasy novel, tie to children as well.  These

literary forms give the impression of small, inoffensive texts.  It “hardly seems

dangerous or likely to undermine the status quo, but this technique can be

deceptive” (Creative 60), Carol MacKay explains about Thackeray’s fairy tales.

Although “small,” Captain Jack manages to remake Fairyland in his own minor

way, assisting Mopsa, and to feel utterly crushed when turned away.  He is a little

boy, but he represents British imperial masculinity more broadly.  Similarly,

Sleeping Cecilia, Belinda, and (Cinder)Ella teach us about their personal fairy

tales and about the lives of girls in their social station in general.

Like the eighteenth-century authors who employ folklore, Thackeray and

Ingelow interrogate the limitations of the female condition.  But compared to

Fielding and Radcliffe, these two British women writers examine the topic more
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rigorously. With her “fairy tale” heroines, Thackeray brings up questions about

proper education, seen also in The Governess.  Cecilia Dormer, with her limited

reading, piano studies, and sewing, has faulty training, whereas Belinda Barly

reads political texts and efficiently runs a household.  Ingelow studies the

drawbacks of female sovereignty.  Mopsa and her elder sister do not have the

triumph of the obedient Princess Hebe in Jenny Peace’s fairy tale; superintending

a kingdom comes with pain.  She looks at female power exemplified by the Fairy

Queen or Mother Fate, uneasily negative rulers, similar to the situation with the

evil fairy in Emily St. Aubert’s “The Glow-Worm.”  We also see Mopsa escape

the control of would-be patriarch Jack – unlike Emily’s sea-nymph, who defies

but loses to Neptune, the little fairy triumphs.

Questions of sex roles and relationships are complemented by a critique of

the condition of Britain.  Sometimes the commentary is laudatory.  For example,

the adoring cousins Patty, who exemplifies English excellence, and Rémy simply

fall in love, and it is not so much the latter’s French nationality but his duplicity

and greed that divide him temporarily from Miss Maynard.  Anne Thackeray

shifts the emphasis from a problem of national boundaries, which make Horatio

so anxious in The Wild Irish Girl, to moral fitness.  In this respect she resembles

Eliot, whose characters base their folklore-names of Englishwomen like

Gwendolen and Rosamond on unethical behavior.  Thackeray’s other fairy tale
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couples, all upper-middle-class, do not face the dilemma of a Rochester in love

with a lowly governess.  Class equality smoothes the path to matrimony.

In Mopsa the Fairy, Jean Ingelow calls into question many imperial

practices: invading populated territories, introducing foreign currency into the

markets, admiring (and wishing to dominate) the local women, and so forth.

Jack’s expulsion from the female-run Fairyland may indicate he is not yet ready

or mature enough to assume colonial governance.  His return home can be read as

condemnation of the expansionist project, since the “savage” supernatural folk

wish to be left to their own devices.

Looking at the folklore-narrations so prominent in Chapter One and

Chapter Five of this project, I find overall that the strategy masks social concerns,

especially those related to women, whether regarding their schooling or their

capacity for rule.  Although deployed in different ways and to varying degrees by

Fielding, Radcliffe, Thackeray, and Ingelow, allusions to the supernatural offer

imagined spaces where fantasies of female power play out, for better or for worse.
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Notes to Chapter Five

                                                  
1 Reprinted in Nina Auerbach and U.C. Knoepflmacher’s Forbidden Journeys, 75-104,

Molesworth’s tale is based on Celtic traditions, in the vein of the Eros and Psyche myth as well as
the Scandinavian “East of the Sun and West of the Moon.”  Her title appears to be a combination
of “The Brown Bear of Norway” and the Celtic tales of Brown Bulls of Cualnge and Cooley.  Her
charming revision removes all references to country, however, and we know only that the princess
comes from the North and is as skilled as an Indian juggler.  In Ewing’s “Amelia and the Dwarfs,”
somewhat lascivious underground dwarves force her to mend all the clothing, cookery, and
conversations she destroyed in the mortal realm, and the child learns to behave properly.  See
Forbidden Journeys, 75-104.  Although Craik sets her fairy tale in Nomansland, her story brims
with references to familiar English experience and politics, including Regents, republics,
revolutions, and capital punishment.  See Forbidden Journeys, 105-127All three of these women,
therefore, incorporate some cultural ideas into their fairy tales, whether revisions or originals.

2 Publication information for all of the five listed fairy tales is listed in the “Works
Cited,” with the exception of “Jack the Giant-Killer,” which appeared in three installments:
Cornhill Magazine 16 (Nov. 1867), 16 (Dec. 1867), and 17 (Jan. 1868).

The five stories specified in the text were collected in Five Old Friends; and a Young
Prince (1868), and Thackeray’s four later revisions were gathered in Bluebeard’s Keys and Other
Stories (1874).

Thackeray also wrote “Jack and the Bean-Stalk” CM 28 (1873), “Riquet à la Houppe,”
CM 25 (1872), “Bluebeard’s Keys,” and “White-Cat.”

3 The texts can be found in reprints as follows: “The Sleeping Beauty in the Wood,”
Forbidden Journeys: Fairy Tales and Fantasies by Victorian Women Writers, ed. Nina Auerbach
and U.C. Knoepflmacher (Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press, 1992) 21-34; “Beauty
and the Beast,” Forbidden Journeys, 35-74; and “Cinderella,” Victorian Fairy Tales: The Revolt
of the Fairies and Elves, ed. Jack Zipes (New York & London: Routledge, 1987), 101-126.  Page
references in the text, however, cite the original pagination in Cornhill Magazine.

4 The Edgeworths jointly authored Practical Education, first published in 1798.  That
same year another educational treatise, Strictures on the Modern System of Female Education by
Hannah More, appeared, urging women to look toward spiritual and moral development.

5 As an aside, Ella’s own father, as an M.P., ought to be involved with the franchise
debates, but his position we never learn.

6 Thackeray often locates the magical in everyday English occurrences.  In “Beauty and
the Beast,” for example, the narrator marvels that she and H. have it even better than fairy tale
protagonists who have to deal with magic lamps: “We have but to ring an invisible bell (which is
even less trouble), and a smiling genius in a white cap and apron brings in anything we happen to
fancy” (676).  Maidservants replace godmothers and genies; instead of all-powerful, supernatural
creatures the British middle-class citizen has completely “natural” labor to satisfy all needs.

7 On the page facing this full-page illustration, “Little Red Riding Hood” features a small
drawing of the scene in which Rémy and Patty, the Wolf and Red Riding Hood, take a boat ride.
Her father chaperones, Patty’s dog Don accompanies them, and another man actually rows the
vessel for the other three, upper middle class occupants.

“Beauty and the Beast” also includes illustrations in its Cornhill Magazine publication.
An inset small drawing of Belinda with a maidservant and curtains appears at the beginning of the
story, and the plate “Guy Griffiths,” showing Belinda and her father at the dinner table in Guy’s
home when he has just clumsily pulled over all the dishes on the sideboard, occupies the second
page.
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No illustrations accompany “Cinderella,” “The Sleeping Beauty in the Wood, or Part I of

“Jack the Giant-Killer” in the serial.
8 In Charles Perrault’s original, which Thackeray cites specifically as “the old French

edition” (441), Red Riding Hood ends her days in the wolf’s belly.  The Brothers Grimm
introduced the happier conclusion with which many of us today are more familiar; a woodcutter or
huntsman happens upon the cottage and frees the little girl and her grandmother.  In neither fairy
tale does Red Riding Hood have a father, but he was crucial to the domestic story for Victorians.

9 The rule does not seem fixed, however – perhaps Ingelow intentionally made the issue
of time murky, but when Jack finally calls on Jenny (another good, solid English name for a bird
who prefers boys to fairies). to take him home, the albatross informs the little boy that time in
Fairyland is six hours ahead of that in England, and Jack will be home in time for supper.  Six
hours ahead, or sixteen hundred years?

10 The text of Mopsa the Fairy comes from Jean Ingelow, “Mopsa the Fairy,” Forbidden
Journeys, 215-316.  Page numbers are cited in the paper body.

11 To elaborate, Victoria was the niece of King George III of the German House of
Hanover and the daughter of a German princess and English duke.  She was born at Kensington
Palace outside of London – officially “English” and determinedly raised as such by her mother.
She married Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Saalfeld; he, like the boy-king, was “foreign.”

Continuing the echoes of Victoria and Albert, the fairy people manage it so that Mopsa’s
spouse is a mirror image of Jack.  It is an arranged marriage yet still, on the surface, a “love”
match.  Some historians might argue that the same blend of political planning and personal
passion contributed to the pairing of cousins Victoria and Albert.
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Afterword

“Twas only when I was in the nursery that
I envied the good girl who spoke rubies and
pearls.  Now, it seems to me only just better
than not spitting toads and vipers.” (439)

 – Lady Juliana in Susan Ferrier’s Marriage (1818)

In Charles Perrault’s fairy tale “Toads and Diamonds,” a disguised fairy

rewards the beautiful maiden with speech that turns to jewels and the wicked

stepsister with a mouthful of vermin.  As Susan Ferrier’s spirited heroine

observes about this story, a fine line divides the glories of folklore from its

terrors.  Whether from folktale, fairy tale, or myth, a supernatural creature,

especially the female sort, charms one moment and demands blood the next.

Folklore-naming and folklore-narrating therefore play with signifiers that are

appropriate especially in the contexts of woman, who is first the Angel in the

House and then the hag like Bertha Mason or the Alcharisi, and of imperialism,

for as Mopsa the Fairy in particular indicates, the colonial native, like an elf, is

childlike and yet mutinous.

Folklore rubrics displace real anxieties onto purportedly unreal creatures,

whether from folktale, fairy tale, or myth, but even in the fantastic realm,

instability and doubt persist.  In fact, Shirley Keeldar’s short reply of “I don’t

know” when Mrs. Pryor demands to know what interest lies in speaking of a

mermaid, which does not even exist, summarizes the predicament of folklore

rubrics in my study.  Folklore-naming and -narrating defer the confrontation with
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gaps between the real and ideal, whether in terms of class position, sex roles,

gender, race, or nation.  By “ideal” I mean any number of circumstances but

particularly those in which English people behave admirably and those that bring

together two individuals of equal class standing, racial and national heritage, and

breeding in a heterosexual union. For example, Jenny Peace in The Governess

encourages her schoolmates to remodel their quarrelsome personalities by

learning from the more perfect Benefico and the Princess Hebe; the girls learn

from folklore-narrations how to make the real more ideal, as obedient daughters

who will be rewarded someday.  By contrast, many male characters in the British

women’s fiction covered here use folklore-naming to deny the real as much as

possible.  Horatio of The Wild Irish Girl sublimates his desire for an Irishwoman

by writing about “syren lure.”  Terrified of the attraction, he exaggerates the

distance between himself and Glorvina by making her a wholly different being.

Similarly, through recourse to elves, Rochester puts off dealing with his bigamous

infatuation with a plain Jane.

Folklore-naming and folklore-narrating act as tools of language, in itself

impossible to pin down decisively.  My goal has not been a radical intervention

but a suggestion for shifting how we read these texts laced with supernatural

references.  A joke about Medusas or a passing comment about fairies, rather than

only indicating a romantic relationship sure to oppress a girl, involves a much

wider variety of uncertainties and gaps in British culture between 1750 and 1880.
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Given the broad, somewhat general nature of my claim, in this Afterword

I would like to comment on two topics: first, some possible means of linking

these case studies that cover a time span of 130 years, and second, further

directions for the project.  Even with the somewhat limited data presented in this

study, I can still begin to trace a pattern or evolution of women authors’ folklore

usage from 1750 to 1880.  Eliding genre boundaries for a moment, I identify in

this cluster of texts an ever-contracting circle of folklore allusions.  In the mid-

eighteenth-century fiction of Fielding and Radcliffe, words like “fairy” apply

rather broadly to fairy stories, poetry and literature in almost exclusively female,

markedly non-English realms like a Wales Academy and “France.”  With The

Wild Irish Girl, the supernatural is focused still closer to home, in Ireland, and in

Charlotte Brontë’s novels we encounter a variety of Englishwomen straddling

borders, notably Jane Eyre, the working girl; Shirley Keeldar, the masculine

heiress; and Paulina Home de Bassompierre, a sprite of Scottish and French

descent.  George Eliot cinches the boundaries even more tightly.  Rosamond

Vincy, for example, does not go into service or come from a foreign family.  She

is simply an attractive, middle-class young lady who reminds her husband of a

mermaid – an Englishwoman still possessed of a darker side.  Finally, in the fairy

tales of Thackeray and the fantasy novel of Ingelow, we see the overlap of

England and Fairyland.  In Mopsa the Fairy, the hero Jack learns that the two

countries are, in fact, the same land, operating on different temporal continuums.
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And as Anne Thackeray’s “H.” remarks in the revised “Beauty and the Beast,”

“Fairy times, gifts, music and dances are said to be over; or, as it has been said,

they come to us disguised and made familiar by habit that they do not seem to us

strange” (676).  Fairy stories are under our very British noses, Thackeray’s

narrator explains to the Victorian audience.

The women writers covered in Chapter Five bring the use of folklore back

through the circle.  As I noted earlier, by the 1860s, what was once considered

shocking and subversive between 1750 and 1794 (the fiction of Chapter One)

becomes fruitful ground for creating new satires and social commentary.  The

folklore that has to be kept on the outskirts and that provokes repeated warnings

from Mrs. Teachum in The Governess, which is also the folklore that names The

Wild Irish Girl, Polly Home, and Gwendolen Harleth, is now so close to England

as to be indistinguishable.  Cinderella, originally a French scullery maid, becomes

the sweet daughter of an M.P.  In the British women’s fiction of this study,

instances of folklore-naming move from the periphery of empire, around foreign

females, to England itself and its native-born ladies.

What significance does the shift hold?  The same terms – “fairy,” “sylph,”

and “mermaid” – apply to women whether they occupy national boundaries or

much closer class ones.  The constriction might be a coincidental peculiarity of

my choice of texts and authors, but my wider study of folklore in British

literature, as well as consideration of English anxieties, suggests something other
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than happenstance at play.  The tightening of boundaries more likely may indicate

that fears once able to be displaced far away, onto India or Ireland, become the

threats next door, water-nixies and Cinderellas “disguised and made familiar by

habit that they do not seem to us strange,” to quote Anne Thackeray again.

Unease can no longer be projected so easily beyond English national borders.

Further study, certainly, is needed to determine the validity of these

homogenizing claims, which stem from examination of specific authors at

relatively isolated points in British history.  Are folklore-naming and folklore-

narrating peculiarities of a handful of women writers?  Prose fiction authors more

extensively?  Solely English artists?  To enrich this project and to begin to answer

these kinds of questions (my own anxieties about the complexities of folklore), I

might look first to other fiction by the seven included authors: Sarah Fielding’s

novels, Sydney Owenson’s other “Irish” tales, or Anne Thackeray’s Blackstick

Papers, to name a handful of possibilities.  The works of Maria Edgeworth,

Elizabeth Gaskell, Mary Elizabeth Braddon, and Susan Ferrier, all referenced at

some point in the study, offer one logical next step, since they provide further

examples of nineteenth-century English novels laced with the vocabulary of the

supernatural.  Other Victorian fairy tale authors like Dinah Craik, Edith Nesbit,

and Maria Molesworth would complement the two texts dissected in Chapter

Five.  Broader consideration of the late eighteenth century points toward the

inclusion of more Gothic novels, both by Ann Radcliffe and her contemporaries,
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Charlotte Smith (Emmeline, or The Orphan of the Castle), or even going back to

Horace Walpole’s seminal The Castle of Otranto (1765).  In fact, study of male

authors like Walpole will enhance our knowledge of  whether or not folklore-

naming and -narrating is characteristic of women writers and also will complicate

our understanding of the strategies themselves.  Fiction that uses references to

supernatural creatures includes the following: The Expedition of Humphry Clinker

(1771) by Tobias Smollett, which introduces superstition once the traveling party

reaches Scotland; Sir Walter Scott’s canon, particularly the central fountain-

nymph/demon legend central to The Bride of Lammermoor; Charles Dickens’s

novels, in which characters like Charles Dombey are changelings; and even

Thomas Hardy’s Jude the Obscure, with its anxious, fey heroine Sue Bridehead.

Other avenues of investigation would involve extending the study of

folklore beyond prose fiction to poetry, which my work on The Mysteries of

Udolpho begins to do.  A preliminary survey of English poetry published between

1750 and 1870 locates hundreds of uses of the word “fairy” alone.1  Moreover,

opening my definitions of “folklore” to include spirits and ghosts would invite

inclusion of Victorian novelists like Emily Brontë (Wuthering Heights) and

Wilkie Collins (The Woman in White).  In addition, I could develop and deepen

the cultural dimension of the project by looking at more non-fiction, like

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century periodicals.  To offer one example, Samuel

Johnson’s Rambler No. 4, cited in Chapter One, offers a useful way of thinking of
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“the Fairie way of Writing” and certainly a clear-cut attitude toward the

supernatural.  Finally, literature published before 1750 and after 1880 certainly

warrants scrutiny, to see if the fantastic surfaces in other times and to enhance the

arc, or rather circle, of folklore use I sketch out in this Afterword.  Breaking free

of my self-imposed historical bounds may also remap the pattern I identify in

interesting and useful manners.

Finally, psychoanalytic theories, which I discounted largely for this

project because critical investigation of fairy tales, at least, has relied heavily on

this kind of reading and I wanted to look more at other cultural contexts, might eb

incorporated.  Freud’s explication of our reactions to the uncanny and Girard’s

erotic triangles could shed even more light on the multi-layered implications of

fairy allusions in English fiction.

Folklore offers a fertile arena for literary criticism.  While further work

remains to be done exploring the ways in which allusions to the fantastic in

British literature comment on anxieties of the British people, my case study

analysis of folklore-naming and folklore-narrating provides one promising

approach to the subject.  The questions I raise about fairies, mermaids, Calypsos,

and other fairy tale Beauties lead inevitably to more issues about sexual politics,

gender hierarchies, power plays, imperial affairs, and nationalism.  Given the

mercurial nature of the supernatural, it seems only fitting that I conclude – for the

moment – with a sense of irresolution and apprehension.
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Notes to Afterword

                                                  
1 Combination searches of the Chadwyck-Healey English Poetry Database were

performed by keyword in an entire poem and by time period.  While the database is not
exhaustive, it does represent a large and diverse collection of British poetry.  The search for 1750-
1800 brought back 361 different poems by 86 poets.  A combination search on the English Poetry
Database for all works from 1800-1835 containing “fairy” brought back 955 hits with 106
different poets, while 1835-1870 yielded 960 poems by 114 writers.  There is an increasing trend
in the use of “fairy” – almost double the number of fairy poems per poet in 1800-1835 and 1835-
1870 versus 1750-1800 – but this could be due to any number of factors.
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